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Introduction

The project on,which the report is based called for an experimeneal
consultation-intervention in four different child care institutions. Our retport
on Bach of tftese four cases includes stating what the consultants did, what
the independent evaluator learned through his- interviews with staff about the
impact of the consultation, and What some questionnaire data from each insti-
tution showed. Comments by.the HIRI project director are made where appro-.
priate. The report also presents an analysis of overall results'derived from,
two survey instruments- -the Baseline Data Form (BDF) and the Institution Self-
Study Questionnaire (ISSQ)--administered to staff at a number of institutions..

Because a report 'addressing all these topics has to be.rather long, some
readers may,feel it presents "more than they, care to know" about the project.
For these readers( three briefer chapters may suffice to give an overview:
the first chapter; recapitulating the project purposes; the second chapter, an
overview of thekconsultation intervention; and the final chapter, titled
hLearnings with Rbference to the Research Questions Addressed blithis
Project."

a
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I. Project Purposes and Activities: Recapitulation

The initial specific goals of the project, which began August 1, 1971, as
set forth in the Grant Application, .were: tt

1. To identify major advances in knowledge and exemplary ractices
bearing upon problems of child development which appea ed to be
underutilized by most institutions working with children.

2. To explore in depth, through reading and site visits, how Well and
under what conditions these practices were working'out in their .

particular settings, and what the program staff(s) thought were the
essential conditions for their successful application in other settings.

3. To visit a representative sample of institutions that might utilize
these seerrqpply promising advances, find out what these institutions
knew aboutvthe identified innovations, and what had been done (and
not done) about considering them for tryout. (During these site visits,
efforts were to be made to ascertain what innovative practices or
programs these institutions might have adopted during the previous
two Years, and how those adoptions came about.).

.
4. To devise and carry out a demonstration project intended to bring

about in at least two institutions serious consideration of an innova-
tive exemplary practice which these institutiohs had not previously
adopted,, but which seemed clearly relevant to their mission or
program.

5. To,study the process and evaluate the results of this attempt to facil-
itate knowledge utilization by institutions for child devel'opment.

In*November, .1971, as the outcome of a project conference in Washington,
D.C., between Office of Child Development (OCD) staff, Human Interaction
Research Institute's, (HIRI) project director, and invited consultants, it was
decided to shift the foCus of the project fromthe issue of wider utilization of
innovative practices to an explorationeof the following queitions:

.0111

Under what conditions do institutions consider and implernent newly
defined programs and practices which may be expected to maximize
the likelihood of client rehabilitation or developmental progress?

In what ways do institutions that develop seemingly exemplary pro-
grams and achieve relatively superior outcomes differ from institu-
tions that offer less effective programs for similar clients?

a lk



3. In what ways, in the course of consultation, can the seemingly lass
effective institutions be helpedto become more effective in relation
to their own potentialities and treatment 'objectives for the populations
they serve?

The activities during Year 1 abridged this change In orientation, shiftin
fro identification of innovative practices to the ,preparation for consultation
whi h would strengthen organizational effectiveness in children's residential
cent rs. It was hypothesized that, if an institution developed a climate that
enco raged periodic review of its own goals, then evaluated its program
effect venessaIn relation to those goals, it would be more receptive to open-

,minde consideration of innovative practices developed elsewhere as well as
to h-om -brewed creative ideas for progressive change and renewal.

Thi new orientation which grew out of the Noveinber 1971 meeting p/e-
vaned in the subsequent site visits and shaped the plans for Year 2. A coOd-
ingly, the project staff formulated the project goals for Year 2 9s folio s:

1. identify significant factors that facilitate' or inhibit the ' ff tive-
n ss of various types of child care instituftions. 4

\
2. To develop and dethonstrate intervention Strategies ( .g. , rganiza-

don development consultation) that are likely to h p ch 1 care
institutions become more effective and efficien s organj ions in
providing child care' and treatment services.

a
The intervention procedures developed by the HIRI project team

ing the aboZ goals have been:/
for pursu:

-1 o study and obtain an understanding of the way the institution ()per-
t, ates in terms of: (a) managerial functioning; (b) interactions amo g

staff; (c) staff in relation,to clients, and pare tp; (d) relations
..between the institutionand community reseVirZes.

. 4

ior To develop and request the institution o apply.data-collection .instru-
ments which will yield before-and-af er assessment of the institution
by top management,. operating Staff, and (in selected instances)
others.

3. To carry on a continuing series periodic consultation visits--first
With top management, subseque ly with staff, and (at the discretion
of management),perhaps with clien . These consultations should be
goal focused.

4. To prepare logs of consultation visits (Acti ity Reports) for distribu-
tion to other team members and for documentation of our Final Report.

ti
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5. To maintain contact with other institutions which form a part of our
communications network and to involve them as consultants when
appropriate.

6. To provide the client institutions with what is available in newly
emerging knowledge concerning, child treatment and rehabilitation
(from literature, from exposure to other Institutions, from the con-
sultees themselves) and help them determine the applicability of
These innovations to their own situation.

7. To develop and apply such specific consultation strategies as seem
appropriate to the problems of the individual institution.

8. To document#through case histories or other appropriate means) the
nature of changes made, the factors or conditiobs which account for
the changes, and how and why the above factors or conditions
occurred.

9. To write a report (based on the evidence we have accumulated) sug-
gesting ways of facilitating improvement in the operations of child
care institutions:

.In the first year of the project, HIRI:

1: Reviewed literature relevant to child development in institutional'
settings.

. Made site visits t 20 residential child care institutions, focusin
on their eeceptiv y to innovation and change and on factors_a_
ated with' organizational effectiveness.

3.. Held a conference in June, 1972, for the purpose of information
exchange, attended by HIRI personnel, representatives from 14 r
institutions and other knowledgeable persons involved in child
treatment

4. Developed a rating form to obtain a baseline effectiveness measure
of any given residential child care institution, as perceived by its
staff.

Selected from among the 14 child care institutions, four to serve as
target agencies for ogroonsultation intervention and seven to serve
as.comparison agencies.

-9-
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,,In the second year of the project, HIRI:

1. Administered a rating-scale to the staff members,,of the four experi-
mental and the seven comparison institutions. (The scale sub-
sequently has been refined.)

2,. Assigned five consultants to the four experimental agencies. One
consultant was. assigned to each institution. The fifth Consultant
worked as a kind, ,of "co-pilot" to the other four; joining each one on
site visits and serving as a kind of "cor4ultant,to the consultants."

3. Established the major-consultation goal for the project in terms of
helping the staff in each institution examine its goals, work toward

adeveloping a consensus',about those goals-, and review the institu-
tion's program effectiveness in relation to those goals. It has been
our hypothesis that a natural byproduct of such effort will be improved

\,,.organizational performan, including improved treatment of Children:,

4. Had a meeting on DeceMber 11, 1972, with the directors.of each of the
foot agencies n the consultation 4 roup (one agency d'rector 'was .

unable to atten personally and sent a substitute) d Mr. Martin
Gula ,froin OFD ho wanted to discuss the pcitenti end-products o

',our projeCt, with project, personne l and institution epresentatives... .

5 Summa,rized the devellopirients in the consultation Proc&ss in each
institution as they appeared after 6 m.onths of work. The HIRI staff
alsb Projecte:d'resultg. for the end of the second year. The informa-
tion Collected, has been organized principally from consultant reports
called Activity RPPOrts; written* after each site visft. The, reports
provided a constant flow of infoffnatioh which then was shared by.
each consultant With theentire project staff. In this process feed-
back then was,given by. the project team to each reportihg consultant.
Frequent team' discussions (every 2-3 weeks) maintained direction
over the intervention activity and augmented the written interchange
feedback 'inechaniSm.. The team meetings 'also were summarized in
Minutes.
(

.6. Derivpd, after 6 months of Consultation, a. number of tentative find-
Ohigs (really hypotheses) regarding the role of consUltation in promot-

bag organizational effectiveness intchildren's residential institutions
and the impact of our consultation on the four institutions in our
experimental group.

7. Present-e4
a group of
to a group
comments,

search plan and tentative findings in June, 1973, to
c d development specialists in Washington, D.C., and,
at the COild Welfare League in New York City for their
questions, critique and suggestions.

-4-



In the third year of the project, HRI:
4-\

1. Undertook an orderly and gradual suspension of consultation activity
in the four target institutions, but with sufficiently frequent site
visits tip observe the consequences of our intervention.

Undertook an intensive in -depth analysis Of the consultation Activity
Reports \to classify,the character of the various modes of intervention,
to gather.evidence of,the impact of the intervention, to document find-

.
ings and discuss their iniplications..

Commissioped.,an independent evaluator (Roland Wilhelmy, PhD,
University of California at aan Diego) to visit each of the four target
institutions to systematically adduce igformation bearing upon changes
in'each institution or in its operation in the course of the'consultation
period (August-September 1972 to July 1973), and seek evidence regard-
ing-possible relationships betWeen such changes and the HIRI consulta-
tion. The independent evaluator, hgving read the entire file of
material pertaining to each of the four institutions that received
consultation, also pursued specific,questions bearing upon what each
consultant reported he had attempted to do*efacilitate or heap bring
about.

4. Worked on the developrrient of the following ptoducts:,

a. A,Baseline Data Form, revised and now entitled Institution Self-
Study Questionnaire (ISSQ) (see Appendix B). This assessment
instrument was designed to be useful for a child care institution
to learn -how its staff perceived the particular institution's ,func-
t ning at a given point in time with reference to various types,
of practices and modus opekrandi that have consensus support in
the child development litePictur and which could be used for
periodic self-study evajkiati

b. A Compendium of Innovative Practices, which records non-stand
,practices that seem to work parlicularly well as reported or
observed at 14 institutions during HIRI's site visits in the first
year of this project (see Appendix C).

c. A report (Section B of our Final Report) entitled "Organizing a
Children's Residential Center to Provide Individualized Servipes,"
with an appendix directed to organizational consultants. This
product also will address the stated project goals.

d. A final overall project report.

,,---1909'



II. Overview of the' Consultation Intervention

Consultation for What- -and How?

j

Although each of the consultants employed his own individual strategies
in working with the particular institution assigned to him, they agreed that tKey
should strive toward common goals: The'major consultation objective was to
help each institution become more effective in terms of the mission the institu-
tion staff had affirmed in connection-viqth providing services to clients. To
attain this goal, the consultants agree to encourage institutional staffs to
examine the effectiveness of their programs and processes (including interper-
sonal relatighs, for goal attainment, develop a consensus about those goals,
try to improvetheir processes, and evaluate outcomes. We assumed that, in
the course of doing so,an institution's staff would increase its capacity to
differentiate its objectives, to develop prodiams which would better reflect
those objectives and to work to implement thoSe programs in all levels of the
institution, especially at the child care level. Thus, the ongoing treatment of
children and the results of that treatment would be brought into clear focus.

Const\ltation visits began in August, 1972, and continued at intervals
mutually agreed upon by the consultants and institutional staffs until July 31,
1973. Each of the four r-consultants was budgeted 60 days for his total efforts
in Year 2 of this project. Since the co_ nspltants also were expected to parti-
cipate in weekly or bi-weekly project team meetings and to write a report
covering each consulting day (Activity Report), the,60-day allotment permitted
up to 40 days of direct consultation activity. The Activity Report covering
each consulting day was circulated to each of the other consultants for infor-
mation, invited comment, question, or critique. These circulated Activity
Reports were then sent back to the authors. In this wa* as well as at the
team meetings, all the professional persainel on the project became consult
ants to each other. Sample Activity Reports can be found at the end of, the
writeup regarding the consultation ihtervention at each of the four instautions
in the experimental group.

In addition to the site visits by the consultants to each institution in the
experimental group, two other "stimulus inputs" were provided by the Hill'
project: (1) Modest funds were madejavailalile to the experimental group
which might facilitate visits to. other child care institutions with reportedly
unusual programs- or some other exemplary practices or treatment oUtcOmes.1,
(2) 'Each of the four institutions was offered a (free)Ispecia1,1-day wOrkshop
by a member of the project team from the Pennsylvadia State Univergtty College
of Medicine (Dr. Peter Houts and Mr. Robert Seat) on ways of developing 7
individualized goal planning for each child.

40(
a -7-



rt, -:,. 4,1, .By desig 'the, four institutions were chosen to represent a stratified
sarhple. We selectedthese four from the available nine that limited the

: consultatid so that they. would be considerably dissimilar in terms of their

in roblems-and their.inifial staff receptivity t consultation help. On
,k,organizat' n, the types of children they served, th severity of their organi-

zatical
the one and, there were institutions with histories of providing individual- -

.ized s -rvice.s tg6 children which had developed relatively smooth processes
aittd ophisticated cbild care technologies. Other institutions, n'M'Cv to the con- s
cep of iniiividua.lid 'services had not yet developed well iniegrated or demon-
str bly effective treatment procedures. This diversity has provided the project
w th richness of elperienbEi/; it/also has maav&somewhat more difficult to

strAct general-privipie we hope tode7lop from our experience.
.

,

The special prdbl/e s9f recording, csomparing and analyzing the consultant
t ,

,experi'ence at the our st tutions were a major focus of the research effort
during the'secopd' pro ect year,

F

El Consultation b

Five consult nts were engaged to work at the four institutions. Twb are
P gychologis s ith extensive Vhckgrounds in clinical and organizational
cons lting. T o,.a e advanced graduate students with Master" Degrees who
are candidate ffr the PhD at , he UCLA Graduate School of Management. The
consulting Q entation of thes UCLA students is derived from he socio-
technical sy temsipproach developed at the Tavistock Institute in England.

Each of the four above consultants was assigned to one f the four target
institutions.

Our fifth consultant is an MSW who has had staff experience in cld care
in titutions. We originally recruited her to serve as a resource person 'Mainly
'f9f the two syStems,consultants who had not,bad experience with residential'
child caike_iyistitutions. Her role subsequently expanded and developed. At
the beginning of Year 2, she was invited to complement each consultant's
competence with her own professional experience and training. She frequently
accompanied the other consultants in their institution visits, engaged in
consultation activities under each primary consultant's guidance, and reported
the site visit Iron her independent perspective. A's she became acquainted /
with each consultant's activities and the characteristics of the institutions,
she accomplished a ctoss pollination of ideas that facilitated interconsultant
communiciation. La*.,, as the project grappled with the problem of making co -
parative analyses of the four consultation experiences, it appeared that the

mate he useful resource for certain t
fifth participation in the consultation at"all four institutions. ha

types of analyses.

-8- et



D evaluation: Assessing Consultation I act

Evidence f "improvement " (if any) would.be sought from: - (1) the con-
sultants' Act' ity Reports, module recbr s and documented changes that .cle rly

.
could be tra, ed .to the consultant 1nterve tion at the instittktions; (2) reports
from the s ff at each institution, elicite through post-Consultation site vi its
by an in pendent evaluator; (3) relevan oiMiders' (such as members of th
board of, directors) opirAons and perhaps. eslidentst impressions and accounts,
where /obtainable; (4) dornparison of.scor s obtained,pt each institution (in oth
the experimental intervention group and i the comparison grcipp which did n t
receive consultation) on the Baseline Dat:'.F m administered at the start of
corisultatiop in 1972, with scores on the institution Self-Study Questionnair .

KO items oin the twowauestionnaires were the same) .adminigtered shortly after
termination'of the consultatiOn. 7

It should be rioted that a HIRI orientati n wi h regard to program evaluat
in general, and this evalliation problem i artic filar, is that-the seeming
exactitude of questionnaire response mea ements taken beforeand after
intervention.... tend to leave a residuum. bspurity; therefore the need f r-
additional kinds of evaluation evidence.

to

r.

-4,

Many factors can conftiund the interpretation of comparative test s re
results. .Suppose, for example, that the initial or pretest set of ;many t,f the
respondents includes some suspiciousness about whether a completely frank
response could get the individual in trouble with "the powers that be" in his; /1 't

41,institution--that an answpr sheet might be traced back to the respondent
because the -ninimum identifying information inclUded a check-off of sex i[

age? and whether the respondent was on'the treatment staff or the support
services staff. If such a set prevailed among an appreclable number of

;

respondents, their answers to t'he pl-eteat questionnaire items might tend
toward the favorable, or at least not-too-critical side of the, scale. Then;
suppose act I experience during the ensuing year indicated no risk whatever
for negative luation; only a. positive efforkt..ar the institution to follow prob-
lem identifioa 141 with problem solving. And supp4se further that the consulta-
tion prOcess in "a given institution resulted in establishing a climate wherein
self-challenge and auto-criticism now received positive reinforcement. In

%
/

that case, the set for responding to the post-consultation questionnaire could
be appreciably more critical in stance than atthe time of the preconsultation
administration. . /

ic-
.... .

,

Thus, what is "good" and what is "bad" in pre-pot,score comparisons is
Obscure, and HMI's evaluation orientation therefore is to place major credence
on documented clinical data', or on verifiable critical incidents and reports from
persons involved or affected: in effect, to plate more credence on cumulative
a'nd convergent evidence 'of the senses, plys explicitly reasoned interpretation
thereof, than on test score comparisons. 'The main value of our ISSO instru-
ment as we see it and as the experimental and comparison group in#1tutions



have used it, is to afford a systematic means for staff identification of prob-
lems and oppolvtuni esfor institutional self-challenge-i-and have this serve
as a springboard r constructive o nization development or renewal.

The personal interview questionsposed by the independent evaluator
(Dr. Roland Wilhelmy) as he visited in October-December, 1973, with individ-
ual staff members and sometimes staff groups of the four institutions which
4eceived HIRI consultation were:

111

ts

1. Think back to August 1972. Would you tell me all of the changes,
and all of the sig4ficant events that haV iap.pafftd here since then?
(Organizational,, procedural, staffing,'m ttings) (Read back my ,

recorded notes of the person's list for'-correaXions, additions, and
approval.)

2.. Wo you tell me how you think these changes came about? Let's
star with . (Present all promising items. Try for
recall, then recognition.)

3. (Asked only if not already answered by response question #1)
What came of (the event)? Were there any results? Has it changed

-the way things are now? (Try to get recognition of specific biter-
..ventions not mentioned before.)

4. Which of those changes cp you hink was the most important, or the
most useful; which was the least important, ,or the least J4seful ?

5. Using a scale where a score of 169--4vould be an absolutely perfect
situation and zero would indicate a Ii4astro4trs2-failure, would you
tell me' how you would rate the geneear situatiop here now? What.
Would you rate' the way it was in AugUkt 1972%(dr date the person,
first started to work here, if a later date) -?

6. Can you tell me some things that
.

(the HIRI consult-
apt) might have done here_ , or done differently? Can you tell me
some things that (the gi en institution) should have

. done differently with (the HIRI consultant)? What
is the best thing that (the institution) and

(the HIRI consultant) accomplished? (Ask this in case the
most important thing in question #4 wasn't a 'HIM intervention.)

7. .Assuming that (given institution's) essential needs '.
were met 5,nd you had some discretionary funds, what are some of the,,
things you would use them for? DO you think that
(this institution) is better able to exploit the serviceof a, consultant
now than it was before? Why? If you could get a coitsultant on a
basis, similar to th6t with (the HIRI corksultant), would
you want'one now?

-10-
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Events: ons pertaining to particular events and consultation
'''nt rvIentions reported by the 1-IIRI consultant, if comment
), .pn .lis se did not arise from the interviewee in repponse to
ithel!p eceding seven lines of inquiryik

'The overall,p c4e4f the various convergent evaluation procedures has
been to obtain evici Oce regarding two factors: (l). Internal validity--did in
fact the experiment0interventions make a differen9e (did they have demtn-

,

strable impact in reraticm to their purposes) in e,atth i stitutiori and in the
group of four that received the consultation irttrventio ', (2) External valid-
ity--to what populations, settings, treatment varia es and measurement var-
iables can this efioct be generalized--what can be learned from this study -
that might e of generalizable Blue?

-N.-- ..,

\ kJ* . *

,II/L1

The° ext m.0914 of this report, which beg s on the following page,
deals h the 90fisultation intervention at 01 four institutions which`-com-
priseprise the expialmental group. We ave preferred to us9 the realgorkui/v names bf the institutions, partly to,g ve them open credit for their coopera-
tion, and in most cases, for their excellent achievements. ilowever, cc5n-t si,derations with regard to preserving confidentiality, or safeguarding what

I might be regarded by some peons as professional communications bearing
' upon individuals, made it advisable to invent fictitious names of institu-

tions and anonymoiss designations for individuals.

The report' bearing upon ,each of the four institutions was submitted to
the present director in each instance., and has been cleared by that person
for publication. ,

a
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III. Description and Evaluation of the Consultation
and Its Impact on the Four Target Institutions

LAKECREST CHILDREN'S HOME (LCC

A. Su Tllery-Description of the Institution

The Lakecrest Childre is Home has been in operation since 1889.
Its focus has changed through the years from the care of neglected chil-
dren at its inception to its present mission of the care and treatment of
emotionallysturbed children- The home is a nonprofit, nonsectarian
organization, licensed by the State Department of Mental Hygiene and
operated by the Lakecrest Children's Home Association. leis gov-
emed by a board of trustees consisting of 21 members. The annual
budget for the agency is approximately $1,166,000.

The agency provides residential care for boys and girls aged 6 to 11,
grbup hbrire-(communfty treatment) care for boys aged 1 o 15 and girls
_ged 12 to 17. It serves a population of approximately 45 ildren who
are referredtby such agencies as the Welfare Department and t e Proba-
tion Department, by relatives, private psychiatrists, schbol personnel,
child guidance clinics, etc.

I

I

it

The treatment operation is based on the team concept, with unit
sup rvisorsAunit coordinators, child development counselors and social
work e aWmembers- of the team. An ongrounds school is available to
children4who are unable-to adjust to a public school setting and the
teachers and tutors are also'part of the team. The organization of the
home's staff is .detailed in Table 1.

N
B. What the Consultant Thousiht He Was Trying To Do at LCCH'

(The following statement of objectives., perceptions and strategies of
consultation was prepared by the HIRI consultanIVio this particular insti-
tution, Robert Blinkenberg, M.S., M.B.A., and candidate for PhD in the
Graduate Schoeol of Management, UCLA.)

!t'

1. Overview

During the period of consultation, the population typically
nged between 40 and 50 children in care, with a stable pattern

veraging about 44 chilaren.

CD

-13-
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Table 1: Organization Chart, Lakecrest Children's Home
ra

1

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Executive Director.

Associ te Director 00 vow*

Teacher

T aining Unit

8 Res 8 Day 5 Boys CTU

6' CDC

,

21/2 CDC

1 teacher

..----/

1 soc wkr
4 CDC

. .

.

I

I

6 social work students

8 undergraduate sociairwork
student

8 Res 8 Day 5 Girls CTU

1 soc wkr
6 CDC

1 soc wkr
2 CDC
1 teacher

1 soc wkr
5 CDC



Table 1: Organization Cart, lAecre

BOARD.OF TRUSTEES

t Children's Home

her
Rc4:6tt_.-Unit

.111I 1.0
Teacher

Lime tinit m.o. mom IR =MI
Teacher

L- -y4 Unit

ning Unit Unit Supervisor

UnatioCoordinator Unit Coordinator

8 Res Day 5Lirls CTU

1 soc wkr
6 CDC

vp-

soc w'

2 CDC
1 teacher ';

1

5

soc,

7 Gills R 6 Boys R s .5 Boys & Girls RAC

1/2 soc wkr

4 CDC
1/2 doc wk

41/2 CDC

1/2 soe wkr

couple and relief
.
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. -
The agency was under the dimction of an executive director Whp

reported to the board of trustees. An associate executive director
supervised the/three unit supelvisors. The three unit cooi-dinators
were staff to the unit supervisors. There were als9 a medical d

linator helped screen' children for the agency. (See TabLe
r and staff psychiatrisf to aid the treatment teams. An inta

ization Chart, LOCH)

The staff was com posed primbrily of younger peOple, ranging
age from earl, twenties to early thirties. Certain senior positions,

in.

such as that 1:f-eXecutive director, were,filled with olderindividuals.

The organization was basidally a unit system with three physically
separated units oti'grounds. They also had an associated day care

a
program.

The administrative building (als&separate) housed the general
administration as well as various support services (e.g., clerical,
intake, financial).

The agency received most of its funding froM Short Doyle Mental
Health funds, via County Comrfiunity Mental Health, and-CHAMPUS,
a military dependents' plan,. There were also sizable contributions
from United Community )2(eyrvice.

Direct assistance took the form of:

a. Study and diagnosis to determine appropriate service and to
develop an individual treatment ,plan for each child and his
family.

b. Implementation of treatment plans in the required services by
teams using a combination of such modalities as individual,
group, family and play therapy, marital counseling, special
education, therapeutic recreational programs and-various activ-
ities involving families in the treatment program. Residential
treatment also included the provision of remedial and ongoing
medical care as well as the essentials of da'ily living.

c. Post-placement services during readjus.tment period. ,

The agency operated in, accord with the following rinciples:

a . .1The agency will interject the least amount of inte entio'n into
client-family social systems consonant with bringing about the
desired changes.

-115- 4.. 0
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b. The agency seeks the maximum involvement possible by the
client/family in the treatment planning process.

c. The agency focuses mainly on providing help to families to
improve their social functioning.

In general,.the agency, at the outset of consultation, seemed to
be running smoothly with a well' qualified and productive staff. The
organization as a whole seemed healthy Ana free of overt symptoms
indicating any significant dysfunction. There was low turnover, com-
pensation was above average for the profession, absenteeism was
low, there was little counterproductive behavior, employees seemed
to identify with the organization, social integration was moderately
high, and the agency seemed adaptable".

a

The agency appeared, however,- to be on e plateau of proficiency.
Tle only characteristic that gave rise to any comment was the Signif-
icantly higher cost of the care provided by the agency relative to ,
other agencies in the,community (with staff compensation, at 80%'of
costs, accounting for the difference). This was interpreted as partial
explanation for the lack of other signs of dissatisfactiop or,alienkion.

2. Intervention Strategy

My approach to facilitating improvements in organization effec-
tiveness was to assist the total organization in ,its efforts to realize
its own potential. My strategy was to Commit my resources to the
growth of the organization.

Consultation was based on the belief that an organization is a
learning, developing system. This approach assumes that organiza-
tions are capable of utilizing outside resources td effect immediate
internpl operating improvements as well as to effect long-term
improxPements in their capability to cope with and adapt to a
changing environme

The approach cluded:

a. Developing a useful planning perspective: (1) assisting the
organization in allocating the planning responsibilities 'among
the board of trustees, the executive director, and the rest of the

,staff; (2) helping each responsible party to structure his planning
process to take account of his objectives and to achieve effec-

. tive policy.
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, ab. Reviewing the organizatAon structure, processes, and job - -

designs: 'assisting the adininistrative staff in detefitining how
best to organize to support the delivery of effective treatment
(e.g., continuing their unit/team operation or moving to a
service-oriented organization) . ..,,

..:--

c. Promoting a better understanding of effective practices in super- /
vising: (1) working' with the executive director in making his /'
style more effective, (2) working with new supervisors to develdp
constructive alternative approaches to their,new tasks.

d. Helping the organization to%build witMn itself the ability to -

effect planned change: working,with the agency to develop a
viable substructure of staff members who accept responsibility
for developing and coordinating the use of special resources to
stimulate the agency'a,Ad offer opportunities for growth and
development.

3. Intervention Plan -
The planned intervention consisted of five phases:

Observation and analysis (diagnosis)

Assessment

Planning

Action

Evaluation

'The observation and analysis were designed to determine the
current status of the institution, how it was functioning, how well
it was functioning, what operational'or organizational problems
existed, etc. The diagnosis was accomplished by observation, role
analyses, interviewing, etc. The data from this phase, plus the
results of the assessment, were used in the planning ph.ase.

The assessment was based on a self-evaluation designed to
indicate the staff's opinion of where the institution was, operationally
and organizationally. (See Appendix 3 for Organization Design Workr
sheet.) It utilized a baseline data questionnaire to provide a pre-
intervention 'measure of the health of the institution.

.1 0



The planning phase was designed t6

Which organizationallrharacteristics c3r trends were per
sceived as problem b tlie staff, and (as identified in o r

diagnosis. and essessment phases)

Which of these we co civgrye. to work on With them-

The primary objective of Ithi phase was to negOtiate we ing.

. "contracts" with the institution: It ig, here that the goals w re _.,...

initially -set,' priorities determin d and decigons made about resource
, IF

,/ allocation.
/__

The action phase began once the "contracts" were negotiated,
In the action phase the consultant worked with the Staff in a collab-
orative manner to bring about improvements in the effectiveness and.,.
efficiency of the agency. (The .action phase also devoted some'time
to planning or the future to insure that imprrovements accomplished
as a restlit of he interventions could be stabilized. There were
efforts tb kali/ into the institution more of an ability to look at itself
a/Vdl chart its own course of improvement.

The final phase of evaluation was designed to assess the con-
sequences, impact, and effectiveness of the intervention. This ,e,
phase was scheduled to be-completed in the subsequent yroject year.

)This report provides summary or exemplary descriptions of the.
con-suiting activ which occurred in eachpliase of the consultation
at. this insti

a. Diagnosis

The diagnosiA was carried out using passive observation,
role a.nalyses, interviewing, and-participant observation. The
following comments represent the. results of our diagnosis-

While we did not have the figures available for a reliable'
comparison, it was believed by many at the agency that the cost
of care was at a level near the top of the comparative,p8cale. It
had also been said th.at this cost of,care ran parallel to their
quality of care. That is, they viewed themselves as pluviding
high quality and correspondingly expensive care.

Lakecrest Children's Home Association, like many other
child care institutions, had gOne tc:Pthe unit system, , Many of
the staff mentioned the trend, toward in.terunit Competition of a
mixed character. t
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The agbncir was expanding its services in many directions:
(1) the treatment focus was widening; (2) phasing was being con-
sidered in planning for residential aftercare and thinking about .
preventative community treatment; (3) geographical expansion
was being promoted; (4) consideration was being given to wideri-
ing the age limits of the. children; etc.

At the agency physical separation among the units and from
the administrative building contributed to 'communication problems.
Interunit communication was not emphasized.

LCCH's "role, descriptions" tended to describe collectiQns of"
tasks and activities and specify functional relationships rather
than eing related directly to the organization's baSic purpose.

The organization was feeling new pressures to demonstrate its
eqUal,,economic opportunity stance through an affirmative action
program. Their thrust was to achieve parity on all organizationa4
levels.

Some of their decision making was inappropriately assigned
and had occasionally lagged.

Their support operation tended to be reactive, that is, it
primarily responded to requests. This situation tended to prevent
planning for greater productivity and effectiveness of the depart-
ments.

Their performance appraisal system seemed to focus on the
past, and did not include goal setting.

Their reporting relationships did not seem clearly specified.
Again the trade-off was one of individual autonomy versus clearly

S. defined respdnsibility*.

The career ladder design was questionable. The role descrip-
tions for some of the more senior positions needed to be reviewed
for4their required (or desired) qualifications.

These and other findings were used inilthe planning phase to
help allocate the consultation resources.

b. Assessment

The assessment was accomplished using the Baseline Data
Form (BDF), an 80- question &valuation instrumentlused to survey
staff attitudes. Included here, as an example, is one finding
deemed significant for LCCH.



The comparison between the responses of the administrative
staff and the program staff indicated a difference in the opinion
between these two staffs with regard= to how well they thought
the Home was operating. It seemed that at the Lakecrest
Children's Home the program staff was. more content, more satis-
fied with the way things were going and the rates of change than
was the administrative staff.

In an attempt to explore and validate this assessment we
shared these data with the staff. Their reactions, while intended
to explain the response pattern, also' provided, us with many foci
for our later consultation efforts:

(1) Administrative staff's, more complete knowledge of agency
program, operations, etc.

12) Administrative staff's norms of openness and candor.

(3) The problem-oriented appreciative set of the social welfare
professional.

(4) The weakness of communications with the executive director.

(5) The inconsistent levels of responsibility and authority of the
administrative staff.

(6) Impending staff changes (resignation of two key staff) and
'their cascading efiects.

(7) Vagueness of the unit coordinator's role.

. Planning

The planning phase was designed to identify problem areas
or opportunities that we could agree to work on with the staff.

We used the data from our diagnosis as well as the data
derived from discugsion of the results of the application of the
BDF to identify problem areas or opportunities.

Our effort to establish working relationships--by setting
individual and group "contracts,".- -was carried out primarily in a
series of meetings with cross section groups of staff. We dis-
cussed, clarified and illustrated what we meant by our comments
and continually asked if there were any areas in which-the staff
wanted to work with us.

-20-
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As a result of these meeting.s and other elements of our
association, we set several collaborative contracts. These are
described as follows:

(1) 'A contract with the director to evaluate an -Outside research
proposal. .

(2) kA contract with the director to engage with the board of
'trustees to accomplish successful redesign of the board
operation.

(3) A contract with a unit supervisor and his program committee
regarding staff development and training.

(4) A contract with the administrative staff to redesign the organ-
ization structure and operation.

(5) A contract with the program staff to improve the inter-persorial
relationships'among themselves and with theThhildren.

These last four contracts are described in the next section.

These contracts were often updated and others were added
as the consultation progressed, but the above are representative.

ro

el 9d. Action Phase

In the consultation activity with this agency there were tro
kinds of' elements to the pattern of the intervention relat.ponship.
The first of these was a discrete, fairly self-contained event.
This kind of element was typified by workshops such as one on
reip,o9sibility.negotiations and allocation; and exercises, such
as one on self - disclosure and one with the board_ of trustees.
These are one -time experiences.

The second kind, of element was more of a process - -an open-
ended, continuing subrelationship: These subrelationsliips have/
had their foci but have been extensive rather than intensive
experiences. Examples of this kind of element are: (1) the work
on staff development and training, and (2) the work during the
planning phase on helping the agency improve its ability to use
outside resources.

It should be-noted-that there is definite interdependency
between the two types of elements--neither can, nor does,' stand
alone. The agency executive director has aptly described this
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situation as an ongoing overall processwith discernible high-
lights. What follows then are descriptions of some of the ele-
ments of the consultation activity, which, when taken together,,
form the integrated relationship.

The action phase began with a series of personal contracts
with. various individuals on the staff. These contracts typically
concerned personal style. -These contracts will be termed pr6- g)

liminary because they typically led into further work. VVhil
they proved useful in the personal sense for the staff membe
they re preltminary to the subsequent, major underta 'rigs
the onsultation. Three such contracts pertaining to inc vidua
style and effectiveness were effected. One was with the direc
for and two were with unit supervisors.

In one case (unit supervisor #3) this contract did not directly
lead into anirfurther contract. In both other cases, new, parallel
contracts were established. For the director I reviewed and eval-
uated an outside research proposal. In this case I assumed the
role of expert (as opposed to resource persoq). With the other
unit supervisor I contracted to help him design and plan a staff
development program.

-These five preliminary contracts (and one occurring later in
the.-consultation) were the ones that got the consultation started.
In no case did anycentral contract arise without being preceded
by a preliminary contract., The central clontracts pursued two
themes. The first theme was the organization and administration
of the children's residential center.

Major effort-related to the first theme was expended in three
areas: 1) organizingthe board of trustees; (2) learning how to
utilize a con'Sultant; and (3) organizinglthe administrative staff.
A minor effort was also 'Wade in the area of designing a manage-
ment audit system for the board to use inevaluating the agency's
performance. This contract remains open as one of their several
continuing effortS.

The second theme was supported by four central cdntracts:
(1) implementing a staff development and training program;
(2) improving their use of goal planning; (3) learning how to be
more self-disclosing; and (4) improving the treatment team opera-
tion.

As noted earlier, there were several continuing efforts. My
involvement in these efforts has terminated, but progress con-
tinues. These include: (1) board of trustees management audit
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system; (2) allocating administrative and program respondibilities;
(3) utilizing goal planning; and (4) improving the treatment team
operation.

These continuing efforts obviously cannot be evaluated as
accurately or completely as those efforts that had concluded
before the end of the consultation period., All of them, however,
can, it is hoped, be evaluated by the end of our project.

-9
e. Preliminary Evalua

In my judgment, the proximal outcomes of our major interven-
tio2s werecaS follows:

Board of Trustees: A major redesig9 effort had been initiated
at the' close of consultation. While the implementation.was
not concluded, it seemed that progress was being made in 1.

linking the board more closelyto the ckildren's residential'
center (Oat) and in meeting thetRC's)needs for support and
guidance.

Utilization of Outside Resources: On s'everal occasions the
CRC sought, developed and utilized outside resources. The
CRC also became more capable of managing these resources 4

to its own best ends.

Staff Development and Training: An extensive development
and training 'program was implemented. This inc,0 'ved the
utilization of outside resources referred to ab

Responsibility Allocation: The staff c rried through an allo-
cation program to assign respon ities and is on its way
to specifying detailed evalii tion criteria and parallel
accountability structiffes.

Goal Planning: Explicit goal statements are beginning to
appear in the treatment plans.. The psychiatric review form
has been modified to emphasite goal planning:

Self-Disclosure:- Every subunit team held meetings to dis-
cuss the concept of self-disclosure and suggest Ways of
promotingsit. Many staff members exhibited a startled
awakening concerning the concept and found the lack of
serf-disclosure had been distinctly dysfunctional.
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Team Treatment: All unit teams exhibited in their treatment
meetings arid in their treatment plans a heightened awareness.

'cof the importance of team treatment. Two subunit teams held
k=--,7 continued discussions to explore the bases and implications
9, of team operations.,

(A sample of the consultant's Activity Reports, written after
each consultation visit, is appended at the end of this portion of
the report.)

C. What the Independent E,Ialuator Reported, Based Upon His Interviews at
LCCH in anua 1974 Six Months fter Com letion of the Consultin
Intervention _

(This report was submitted by Roland Wilhelmy, PhD, the independent
evaluator.)

Assignment

To meet with certain staff metbers of L4ecrest Children's Home
and to assess- and report the changes that had taken place there since
August, 1972.. The Prime focus of my investigation was the 'impact that
HIR11-s consultants' actions had had, but I was also interested in all .

significant changes, regardless of how they came about.

2. Procedure

aY

Because of scheduling constraints, my visit to LCCH covered
parts of four consecutive days. I conducted a series of interviews
with members of the agency staff. The inte ews lasted between
.1 and 1-1/2 hours each, with the exception o a brief interview with
a teacher.' They were conducted in the indivi ual's or group's place
of work". Each interview began with three op -ended questions,v --

.asking the respOndents to help the interviewer list the significant
events or chdnges, describe what led up. to them and what they, "fn
turn, might have led to. Three subsequent questions asked the
respondents to state, which change seemed most important, to rate
the current situation and the situation in August, 1972 on a 100 -
point scale, and to describe ways in wtich the clierit-consultant
interaction might have been strengthened. In addition to the
questions just described, I had a checklist of items which, on an
a priori basis, seemed to be important to investigate.

Iri separate interviews, I met with two trustees: the executive
director, the associate executive director, three unit supervisors,
five social 'workers, the intake coordinator and two unit coordinators-.
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I met with the school psychiatrist and a number of the child care
workers in informaItsituations when I sat in on psychiatric review
meetings of the girls' commurrity treatment unit and the Lloyd residen-
tial unit. My purpose in observing psychiatric review meetings was
to form an impression of the functibn of treatment teams at LCCH.

3. The Interviews
7,4\

I stayed fairly close to the questions listed on the first page of
my interview sheet, asking questions when necessary and noting
which answers I didn't have fo ask for. The interviews generally
seemed quite good--people were will'ing to talk. In fact, many of
them seemed to appreciate the chance to recollect their impressions
of the period of consultation and the changes that had ensued from it.

a. The FirsX Three Questions (these queitieris are listed in Chapter
II, Overview of the Consultation Intepvention)

b. Major Events to Which I Hoped to Eyck Staff Response

Before visiting LCCH but after reading all of the consultant's
reports, and after meeting for several days with Harvey RoSs,
Jean Hall, Molly Lewin and the consultant,' I had prepared a ulritst
clf events and major consultant interventions, which it seemed
LCCH staff should be able to recall in some detail. The events
were:

(1) A reorganizing and restructuring of the board of trustees.

(2) Improving the organization of the administrative staff.

(3) Working with the staff development and training committee
(hereinafter referred to as the SDTC).

(4) Working on responsibility allocation negotiations..

(5) Improving treatment team operation in_the girls' community
treatment unit and the Lloyd Unit.

(6) Designing a management audit for the board chairman.

(7) Consulting on personal style of the executive director, and-
working with him on an outside proposal by a management
graduate-student who wanted to do a study of LCCH.

(8) Learning how to gain maximum benefit in using a consultant.
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These events are described in detail in the-consultant's
narratLve account of his efforts at LCCH.

c. _Interview with tie Executive Director--Important Events Recalled

'14 ;e.executive director felt that LCCH "could get too...
comfortable." He said that LOCH hat had 16 years of growth
and he doesn't want it to stop now.

The executive director has learned to trust people. His trust
developed gradually'during the consultation period. Along with
it he evolved a "wait and see" approach. He thinks the staff
now feels comfortable in telling him when he is treading on
private waters. He pointed to two possible sources of this
change. One was the consultant. The other was the change in
staffing of tile associate director position. The previouh associ-
ate director had been brilliant but unable to communicate well
with the other staff. The present associate idirector relates better
and uses "process" in develo ing plans. During the tenure of
the former associate director, ere had been considerable
divisiveness. During this time a , the staff had been testing
a lot of different ideas. They developed ideas, but weren't
capable of'carrying them through. With the new associate direc-
tor and with the consultant's assistance, they have be -n able to
bring some ideas into fruition.

.....

In'the past year there have been more external forces at
work on LCI-I than ever before. Th te included confusion at
the state level dealing with licensi g and regulations ancidrastic
changes at the national level with CAMPUS withdrawing or
thrqatening to withdraw funding for dependent children. These
fordes have led to the realization that LCCH needed to look at
itself internally. As a result, they have adopted management-
by-objectives (MBO) at numerous levels in their organization.
In the treatment team meetings, MBO is particularly effective:
They didn't know what'MBO was before the outside consultant's
presentation (goal planping workshop made available by the HIRI
consultation to each of the four agencies). Now they are even trying
it in fund-raising efforts through their newsletter.

'

The negotiation of roles and responsibilities is not really
completed yet. He saib they went through the processes of
negotiation, but the results are not yet clown on paper. The
exercise has made them think and later even rethink about tasks.
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The director want to have some input on hiring and firing.
He talked about effdrts- to inv lve the boOrd more in' the activities.
of LCCH but he also emphas ed the external forces working
agTbinst active management decisions by the board of trustees.
For example, how is it posible to get board involvement in the
development of grant proposals when they are only given nine
days in which to apply? With such time constraints it is diffi-
culVen'ough just-keeping the board informed of preceding events.
The board reviews the decisions made and acts as a kind of
rubber stamp. He felt that there is a myth of major decision-
making abilities by the board of trustees. He feels that all.the
children's residential centers are copping out in their underutil-
ization of boards.

A new matrix structure of committees of the board of trustees
had been established during the time of the consultation. However,
certain difficulties with that structure became apparent as time
'went on. Very recently the structure was revised following sugges-
tions from a unit supervisor. tie difficulties with the former com-
mittee structure were apparent to all,,and modification was readily
accepted. The new rgatrix made it easier for staff to participate
in the committees of the board because the staff only needed to
meet with the members of one committee. In addition, it allowed
board members to become more knowledgeable about specific units
than they had before. .

The executive director felt that 'away of the changes were not as
. perceptible as would seem reasonable. I feel that many °Mlle

changes made are subtle, because LC was already operating in
a satisfactory manner before consultation. Therefore the consul -.
tation effects appeared as "fine tuning" rather than a major over-
haul of the whole system.

1\
Interview with `Berson A-- Important Events Recalled

P.erson A began his present duties in October, 1972. H
felt that one of the most significant changes was clarification
of roles and responsibilities. Clarification began with the
executive director's and associate director's areas of responsi-
bility and later filtered down to all.

The associate directorwasgiven charge of maintenance.
This turned out to be quite successful. In the past, maintenance
had been a bvqen on the executive director. Now it was operating
more smoothly thld satisfactorily.
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The HIRI consultant was reported to have coope ted with,
staff development and training processes. Th sultant helped

.

in trimming off the rough edges and "taught them how to utilize
aocesS" more. While Person A never really "jelled," with the
consultant, he did learn the real value of process, which has
made his job much easier. Now "other people do much of the
work" for him.

In responsAto the outside consultant's presentation on
individualized goal attainment for each Id and a letter from
the director of the Department of Mental Health regarding
clini a1 accountability, LCCH ha's developed its own format
of go planning or managethent by objectives. While,his pre-
sentation did not catch on at the time it was given, the delayed
response to it has been considerable and worthwhile. Person A .

made particular use of the consultant's booklet.

He felt that the change in the board committee structure to a
matrix system had been for the better. The matrix is two dimen-
sional: service committees overlaid by functional committees.
In its latest form it was only one week old at the time of the eval-
uation interview,' but, in Person A's opinion, the change has
proven itself already.

There have been many significant staffing changes and
changes in the program. Among others, the girls' community
treatment unit program has become quite strong, as a result of
cooperation between the unit-staff and the consultant. the former
weekly administrative staff meetings are now held every, other
week. In the intervening weeks, program staff meetings are held.
This gives nonadministrative staff an'opportunity to participate
in appropriate planning and to communicate their idea's and needs
directly to the administration. The program staff also participate
through their work with the trustees' committees.

3. Interview with a Member of the Board of Trustee
Events Recalled

The consultant's 'involvement with the board began as a
surprise. Mlle policy review committee of the board met with the
consultant. At thectneeting, the consultant proposed a "sensitiz-;
ing exercise." The chairman was concerned as to how the bOard
would take it but he was willing to give it a try. The exercise ,
turned out quite well, to the surprise of the chairman. The
response was spontaneously 'healthy and enthusiastic. The results
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of the exercise were summarized by the consultant and fed back
to all concerned. Then an ad hoc committee picked it up to see
what changes, what, new structures, might meet the expressed
goals and solve the expressed problems.

This ad hoc committee met "forever." After two or three
meetings it still wasn't going anywhere. The chairman let it go
to see what the board could do. The executive director wanted
more committees to deal with the expanded services at LCCH, but
the hairman felt that the board didn't need more committees. He
felt t e board needed more active involvement -- needed to become
som.eth ng besides a rubber stamp.

Eventually the chairman proposed.a matrix structure for the
board where .each board member was to serve on at least one of
each of two kinds of committees. One committee dealt with func-
tional matters while the other was concerned with information
gathering. The matrix structure has not proved out yet, he felt,
but there is an increase in the activity of some of the board
members', Increased activity by the board has led to the appear-
ance, at least potentially, of a new problem. A substantial
increase in knowledge might result in increased participation to
the point of meddling.

The consultant also assisted in the preparation for a manage-
ment audit. The trustees have been acting out of faith rather than
knowledge and understanding. The management audit is not yet
set up formally, although some parts are fairly complete (for exam-
ple, appraisal of service). The former president of the board is
now the chairman of the audit committee. He's proceeding with due
caution because he feels that evaluation of anything but the final
end product of the institution might tend to force the institution to
deviate from its goal in child care and concentrate instead on
apparent internal efficiencies.

f. Interview with Person 3Important Events Recalled

He began in his position in March; 1973, and is not familiar
with the preliminary steps taken by the consultant. H felt that the
consultant was involved in two major projects: clay cation of the
roles'in the entire agency, and work on communicatons within the
units. Staff of the girls' section-of his unit were more involvel
with clarification and communication than were the boys' staff.
Various steps were taken to improve communication, to study
the differences among the staff's values and lifestyles and the
effects of the'staWs values on treatment of the children.
.

L.
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It was his perception that the role clarification and negotia-
tion began ,with clarification of the responsibilities of the execu-
tive and associate directors. From there it went to the intake
coordinator, the unit supervisors, and the-unit coordinators. At
the unit level, at the level of the child development counselor, he
felt that there was no. negotiation, only clarification. He thought
that going through the processes of negotiation and clarification
was useful for the Participants and that it was most helpful at th9
level of the unit coordinator and up. .,

When Person B first began his present duties there was discus:-
sion of the treatment of each child only once every 3 months.
The discussion had in reality been more of a "gripe session" than
a treatment meeting. It was not focused on the child and his
treatment. Treatment meetings now take place every 2 weeks.
The agendas for these meetings include discussion of the child's
treatment and of staff feelings. The 'child's teachers, social
workers, and child developMent counselors are present. His
spcial worker provides a complete family history, a brief history
6f early problems at LCCH and a description of the current situa-
tion.' The psychiatrist gives his report and comments on special
Problems that may have come up. Then the goals of treatment are
revised as necessary, and the roles and responsibilities of each
participant are made clear.

Other changes have come through the staff development train-
ing committee (SDTC). Families of the children are involved early
in family therapy. The unit supervisor has at least one meeting
Per month with each child's parents even when parents show no
particular interest in their children. 'At times the meetings may be
as frequent as two or three times per week. The SDTC has pro-
vided them with an occupational therapist who provides in- service
training in physical therapy as well as occupational and percep-
tual therapies.

The program staff meetings involve more line workers than did
the administrative staff meetings. He feels that the program
staff meetings are not functioning as decision-making groups yet.
Partly this may be because there's not yet true representation.
All of the social workers are present but only three representatives
of the child development counselors are invited; no teachers are
present.

g. Interview with Person C--Important Events Recalled

In a move separate from the consultation, this unit super-
visor was put in charge of staff development and training. fie
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felt that the consultant helped with this project and that a series,
of s-pecific changes arose as a result .of the programs generated
there, For example, there is a new psychiatric review format:
There is a new intake procedure which involves the parents, earlier
in the/process and proVides much more thorough coverage and
examination by those in the units-who might actually be concerned
with' the child's treatment. He feet that the consultant was "a
veil, high-powered guy, a sort of hair shirt" who made Person C
more productive.

Although at times the consultant was so demanding that it
boggled hit', he felt ,that they had a wcessful partnership, never-
theless .

t.
The negotiations on roles and functions were "fun but the

jury (was) still out." He is not completely sure of the long -range
effect because there. is always a tendency to slide back into old
procedures and ways of doing things. Considerable' improvement
Is evidenced on the upper administrative level. In particular,4 the
isolation of that level is reduced. In part, .this is because of the
change in the associate director but it also:is because roles
are much clearer. .

The reorganized committee structure of the board has been
revised again, Iola it looks good now. The board is much more
willing to participate. He iA glad to see 4his because he would
rather see the board become active before it is forced to by other
circumstances outside the institution. The feelings right now are
quite positive.

The HIRI consultant's function in the SDTC was to keepit
aimed at getting legtimate feedback from the, total staff. This
red to concrete actions. He liked the presentation by the go4-
pla ng consultant but d4idn't -use the consultant's style, It
cci, set in motion the processe , within the SDTC so that they
de eloped their own modes of goal planning. He felt that this
was a very lasting gain. He also thought that the parenting -
workshop with Dr. Tom Rusk (an outside consultant selebted by
LCCH) was very constructive. He felt the HIRI consultant's
work on self-disclosure did not have much impact.

h. Interview with Person D -- Important Events Recalled

He felt that the HIRI consultant's efforts had the effect of
an outsider who acteda-s-a Stimulus to create useful anxiety anyd
thus an opportunity for a neW look. The consultant showed a .

certain impatience to get results, to get things moving. And this
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impatience may have inhibited people. The intentions of the
consultant 'and, of the administration did not seem clear. On the

\ositive side, the consultant got people to become more task-
t...1ente and work with goals. A lot happened through the SDTC.

'roposals cdme.,in from the outside, ideaS'iwere collected .
from the rest of the iiistltution othv people wererhotivated

t

present ideas
1

and pro'posals through the SDTC.

The consultant instilled an attitude of accountability ,in the
institution. The implementation of qoa-1,-setting procedures and
proceOes was "a superbenefit." He felt that/there was a lot of --

.positive carryoVer- from that presentation.

The HIRI consultant helped the executive director be proactive.
He felt that the consultant had had a real impact upon the execu-
tive director's functions. Personally, he had acquired a differ-
ent view of conflict, and he had ,learned to 'see conflict and
problems as constituting challenges and opportunities for change;.-

During the initial negotiating sessions, Person D found
role changing,. He had been supervising all the staff units and'
later he negotiates sonde of the responsibilities and handedtlieM,
to the unit coordinator and the social worker: ,He found hli-,ne4
supervising these two people. Nor both the unit coordinator and
the social worker are taking on supervisorial roles. The negar
tiations fdrced him to look at roles. The, result of the negotiations
was that he could pulf back and interfere less with others, who
were doing what 'they were supposed to: lie's now involved Inure
with the, board of trustees, particularly with-the committee work.

He sees the institution falling back into old patterns because
there is nol enough interest in sharing and learning from one
another, and in cooperating. He felt that the division of the
administrative staff meetings into program staff and administrative
staff meetings was productive.. He feels that now the administra-

staff meetings are less clear than those of the program staff.
Th re no longer seems to be a' hidden agenda or politicking outside
of the formal meetings, but he does see some lack of openness
during administrative meetings;

i. Interviews with the Social WorkersImportant Events Recalled

They felt there were a number of important events: tha
restructuring of the board committee system; the creation of a
psychiatric review system which arose through the SDTC; the
self-disclosure, questionnaire; improvements in the girls'
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community treatment unit; and the institution of program staff
meetings. They felt fhat.the co- consultant was more in tune
with social workers" and with line staff needs than the other
consultant. The SWs' relative insultation from LCCH was
didcuSsed with the co-consultant . However., there's .been no
'change in that since then. The bi-weekly program staff meetings
came out of the consultation. As yet, the differentiation
between administrative staff and grogram staff areas is not
straightened out. Within the units, significant changes have
taken place. Social Workers are now responsible for treatment

,plans. In some cases, they use contracts for negotiations of
tas s. In/other units thi6.- is felt not to be necessary. For the
mo rt, negotiations of roles and responsibilities did not
affect the SWs. It was left up to the particular unit supervisors
to carry out negotiations within the units. In some cases, this
was done very extensively but in others as yet there has been
little progress in this direction,. In-service training has been
instituted in perceptuaA motor therapies. "Every other monir
they seem to be-hav,ing some workshop, e.g.; on parenting,
crafts, different ideas and new procedures in treatment. Unfor-
tunately there is not a great deal of-follow-up on the unit level.
As a general principle, they feel that studies and consultations
tend to reduce difficulties but that they simultaneously drive
certain problems underground.

Intervie/W with Unit. Coordinatorsimportant Events Recalled

They feel that coordinators coordinate more with each other
noW. This came about through a combination of consultant effort

And their own needs. They feel that now the staff shares- more,
which helps to break down imagined barriers. They share more
information on children. Unit coordinators see, themselves as a
link between administration and staff. The consultant helped
them in the individual units, particularly in helping them talk
to child care staff about policy generated by the administration.
They find themselves now in less of a marginal bind than they
had been in previously. They felt that the main realization
during thq consultation was associated with the clarification 9f
roles: Formerly, there had been too much overlapping of roles.
Now things tend to be handled more on the unit coOrdinator level,
instead of getting "kicked upstairs."

There has been considerable negotiation of roles within the
Scott Unit. They have stayed out of participation in much of
the staff development and training programs. They felt that it
was a bit foreign to them, but thought it had worked out well for
others. There was less utilization-of negotiation in Lloyd Unit,
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perhaps because the supervisor was new. In Scott, first the
social worker, /the unit .Supervisor and unit coordinator began
negotiations. Later the negOtiations expanded to include the
whole team. They learned that "you really have to spell things
out" but the results are worth it. Information tends to get lost if
you don't know who is.responsible and who has to be -told certain
things.

Before consultation began there was considerable r tlessness
but no ideas for resolving that feeling. 1Then, during th consul-
tation people began to realize that change could occur. They
began to think about possible alternatives During the time the
consultant was present he served as a referee. Now things have
been slipping back somewhal.

On a-n administrative level there tends to be covering up. \
Things slip by. There is .a tendency to ignore problemf and to drop
things that would have been dealt with while the consultants were
here . The program aftand administrative staff meetings still
function well.

The negotiations v ith the consultants have helped people whb
have Come to work sin then, because there is now a list of
responsibilities available--new personnel' practices, descriptions
and a checklist' of emergency, medical and fire procedures. Many
new programs have come out of SDTC.

They felt that the increased pressures from the outside were
made more acceptable because the consultant had prepared.the
staff for them: For example, responses to affirmative action and
goal-setting procedures were more constructive, they felt,
because their consultant had helped them consider, these matters. .
At the beginning the consultants were threatening because all
self-examination is threatening. They thought the consultants
would have the answers but soon found out that was not the way
it would be.

In Scott Unit there are subunit meetings away from the
agency every 3 months. These meetings deal with self-
disclosure and other organizational matters. They felt that the
administration needs thietoo, and there Must be some way to
build it in. They felt that concerning themselves with self-
disclosure and world views of the staff involved a lot of
difficulties and was quite threatening. On the other hand, the
diversity of world views among the staff is useful on a social
level with the children. On the treatment level, though, it might
bdcome quite confusing.
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k. Interview with Person E--important Events Recalled

She felt that the consultant seemed to resist consulting
with social workers. Many changes resulted from the
consultant's efforts, however. She and the staff now were
involved in intake procedures from the beginning. Intake
screening initially begins with the intake coordinator and goes
to the psychiatrist, then to the particular placement unit that
might be involved with the child. If that unit is unwilling to
accept placement, then the child is referred to another unit.

( Philosophically this was excellent. Formerly parents and the
unit staff got toget er in the beginning, but this involved a lot
more work and 'scuSsion, making intake decisions a more pro-
tracted and slow process. Now there are an endless number of
visits. Rejection of the child is more overwhelming for the
parents. Thelv--do try to suggest alternative institutions.

She felt that the program stalff meetingt are a significant
innovation anq permit a better flo of communication. She
pointed out that social workers novty go on field trips and attend
meetings away from LCCA.

Interview with Person FImportant Events Recalled,

I spoke wi/th Person F.because he had been present at LCCH
during the consultation but was not involved directly with'any of
the consultant's efforts. I was interested in_seging what he con-
sidered to be significant events and changes during the consulta-
tion period. He felt that starting occupatiorial therapy was a
fOcal point, one in which coordinated effort by the teachers and by
the unit staff paid off. They were now working more with each
individual child. 'In addition, there were more ceducational
activities and sharing. Generally, communications were
improved and people from cottages came to school more often as
observers and participants.

m-. 'Additional Questions

In addition to the three basic questions (recall of all
changes at LCCH since August, 1972, how they came about,
and what were the result which formed the core of the
interviews, I,directed the following three,questions to the
interviewee s .

(1) Which of those changes do you think was the most important
or the most useful?
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Executive. Director--Most important one-time event was the
goalplanning consultant's presentation. He was at the right
place at the right time. On a longer-term basis, he felt that
the ongoing relation with the consultant was the most impor-
tant event. He felt the consultant "didn't make it easy" and
at times he was a "gadfly"--a "young, impatient M.B.A."
But the executive director admired and respected his intelli-
gence and honesty.

Person A - -The clarification of roles and responsibilities,
where clarification meant that there were agreements and
freedom to implement and to receive support in the implemen-
tation. This made action possible and the actions allowed
other changes at LCCH to'come to frdition.

Member of the Board of TrusteesThe most significarikent
was the exercise with the, board of directors.

Person B--Most important event was the negotiation between
the executive director and associate director. The executive
direct% is now concerned with external matters and the
associate director is concerned with programs-in the institu-
tion.

Person C--The consultantES help with the giro was most
important because it generated a series of,; pedific changes
and set in motion a procedure and a system throggh which
change could continue.

Person D--There were two "most important changq." One
was the creation of a goal and task orientation which in,turn
led to evaluation, procedural changes, and changes in
treatment plan. The other was the attempt at unification of

/overall philosophy.

Social Workers--The social workers are now part of the
program staff. Their input is requested and they are no
longer the last ones to know about changes.

4

Unit Coordinators- -They felt the role clarifications were
most important because they led, in turn,, to attitude changes
and a more comfortable and trusting basis for communication.

Person E--The change in the intake procedures affected her
the most strongly.
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(2) Using.a scale where-a score of 100 would b an absolutely
peitect situation and zero would indicate a disastrous failure,
(worse than merely closing down), would you tell how you
would rate the general situation here now? What ould you
rate the way it was in August, 1972?

(3)

Now Then

(Mean =

80
85
85
75
80
60
85
80
88

87,

45
45
85
60
30
40
75
70
78
70
73

(Mean = 61)

N = 11 N '= 11

Can you tell me some ofthe things that the consultant might
have done here or done differently? Can yOu tell me some
of the things that LCCH should have done differently with
the consultant? What is the best thing that LCCH and the,
consultant accomplished? (Ask only if qUestion (1) does
not give a clear answer related to consultation.)

Executive birector --He liked the way that they got into the
consultation, but it scared diem. It took two staff meetings
following the consu,ltant's first report to get things straight-
ened out. The consultant's impatience was further evidenced
in his workshop with the board. The executive director felt
the staff was more nearly ready than the board was. There
was not enough time for the board to go through the processes

, necessary for preparation. Also, there was initial involve-
ment but not enough-time for follow-up.

---L-Person A--Person A came into his position during the consulta-
tion: He had more anxiety than he was willing to admit to a
consultant. He found he felt angry because the consultant
didn't recognize it. He wished the consultant had been more
aggressii"le in his assistance. In addition, he felt that some
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of the unit supervisors could have used -more assistance on
personnel management, hirin d firing, and staff recruit-
ment. He felt that, overall, th consultation was a good
eXperience.

Member of the Board of TrusteesHe was not sure what the
consultant was about. His aims 'and purposes were not clear.
He wished, at the termination of the consultation, that there
had been an opportunity for'one -to -one terminal interviews
and reports.

Persons B, C,1& D--One liked the consultant's direct and
warm style and would HA him to come back in about a year
and give an evaluation. Another would have liked tot-have had
the whole community involved in exercises on communica-
tion and self-disclosure. The consultant was a hard-driving
.guy. At the start people wondered what he was doing here.
When challenged on this the consultant did step back and
listen. The last person wished the consultant had found
a vehicle to work with line staff which was more significant
than self-disclosure. An item such as life philosophy would
haye been better. The other consultant (TB) didn't have much
impact. He felt that she had a tot to offer and LCCH did not
qet it. 'He had helped for more openness in management than
has developed. In some ways they are back where they
started and in others, there is a ne understanding. The goal
of reduction in unit isolati was t achieved. Negotiations
did not lead to improved coma unic_tion. Special interest

'blocks still existed and there was lack of a "We're in this
together" feeling. The interviewee wished there h4d been
more consultation on management skills or assistance in
getting at the administration's communication problems.

Management by objectives was good-C.--iNrhaps the consultant
took on too much at once. The work wit ic the board of
directors came at too late a date. The paper looked good but
the result was unsatisfactory. He wished the agency were
less quick to pick up ideas without looking at them. There is
a tendency to involve others in one's ploaction. At times
attempting to outguess the needs for proaction generates
needless anxiety in others.

Social Workers Consultant's emphasis was on administra-
tion,tion, treatment. They wish he had spent more time
meeting with social workers, but,this wasn't structured into
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the consultant's system. They felt that the work. on Self-,
disclosure in the girls' treatment unit was very good. They
would have liked him to follow, up on it.

Unit Coordinators--They wished that the consultant had been
more-involved in units and at treatment team meetings. ,There
was some carry over but more would have helped. Sine the
unit staff hadn't seen the whole process and hadn't been
involved in it, they weren't as interested in negotiating.

There was "a mes of a meeting" on finances with no real
!agenda. Everyone assumed something different about the
meeting. They were unsure of the consultant's role'. They
wished that things had been more spelled .out then.

Person E--She wished LCCH had followed through more on
the negotiations. For example,-the intake coordinator's
position is still ambiguous. However, staff development
is continuing. The agency has been preoccupied with
CHAMPUS funding which has kept it from following 14 on the
consultant's actions as much as it would like.

4. Report of Issues of A Priori Interest

Besides the questions I asked each. interviewee, I had a list of
items about which I wanted to form an opiniRn. The items listed below
were formulated as questions directed to myself. Sometimes I would be
able to answer the questtons-Without asking anyone additional ques-
tions; other times I would ask certain questions designed to help me
answer my question. Thus, the following are my impressions of the
best available "consensus" answers to the following questions:

Does the board make 9Xternal policy decisions now? It does, to
some extent, because of pressures from outside.

Are there different modes of participating as board members?
Only insofar as different committees utilize different specialties or
different areas of competence.

Is there any change in the executive director-board interaction?
No significant immlediate changes. The revision of the committee
structure-may result in different interactions as time goes' by.

Did responsibility allocation work out? Did it match with
authority? Is accountability suitable' for LCCH? Responsigliity
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allocation had worked out fairly well but there is some indication that,
things may be sliding back to the way they were before consultation.
In most cases, responsibility and authority are matched. Deviations
from this are noted in this report. It is not yet clear whether the
accountability is suitable for LCCH although the seem to be utilizing

management-by-objectives with great enthusiasm.

Has LCCH used an organizational consultant since july '73? No.
However, the SDTC has instituted a series of presentations dealing
with treatment as well as management problems. During the summer
most of these presentations dealt with developing skills related to
the technology of child care rather than with skills which related to
more effective management practices.

Are conscious "contracts", made? "Contract" was the consultant's
label for formal agreements--as in Adam Smith's spcia4 contract. Con-,
tracts are sometimes made between children and childcare staff but
are not a popular conceptual category at LCCH.

Is there any reunification of personal and professional identity
through self-disclosure? Although the work on self-disclosure seemed
to be'most successful with the girls' community treatment unit, even
those others who talke'd somewhat disDaraginglzabout this work struck
me as being quite open in disclosing the nature of their feelings to me.

Are there any changes in goal setting procedures? Very definitely
yes. The whole in is at work using goal setting now,'not
only in treatment but in management as Well.

Have there been any in-service technical training or seminars
since last summer? Yes. These are presented by the SDTC on a reg-
ular basis. For example, there have been presentations on occupa-
tional therapy, parenting, goal setting, prafts,' end exercise .

Is the commit ?e to implement goal planning still functioning?
The program staff meetings accomplish g6a1 planning now.

Is there any unification of outlook within treatment teams? There
is some unification apparent within certain units, and, since child
care staff tend to select the units in which they work, on a long -term.
basis I would expect this tendency to continue% There is no overt.
plan involved in -this' unification.

tr

Do individuals know what their own c mologies are? There is
no sign of any great attention being paid to w rld views or cosmolog-.
ies on an organized basis.

'4
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Are there meetings of the teams when different teams' results are
reported? Yes...this can take place in program staff meetings, but
I didn't observe any organized structured arena for these presentations.

5. Sunimary

The composite response of those interviewed was that the consul-
tation had been a constructive and productive experience. The
prevailing attitude (at least orf the part of management) was not that
revolutionary changes had taken place, ,but that LCCH had been in
good shape at the beginning of the consultation and that the consul-

_

tation process, for the most part, bolstered these strengths.

In may cases, the consultant was explicitly credited with
improvements reported. These include the creation of a psychiatric
review system; better liaison between management. and operational
staff; restructuring the board in ways that made it more accessible to
the staff; clarification of goals and roles; introduction of. management
by objectives; generally improved communication; good use of outside
resources (particularly the goal-setting demonstration); sharpened
focus on each child and his treatment with early involvement of
families in family therapy; the emergence of an active and useful
Staff Development andar4ining Committee; and "a stimulus to create
useful anxiety and thus an opportunity for a new look." The consul-
tant "set in motion a procedure and a system through which change
could continue."

Some slippage was reported in the progress which had been
achieved in defining role and function (the target for a specific exer-
cise in negotiation), but the general feeling was that many of the
year's gainS would hold.

All persons interviewed were asked to rate the general situation at
LCCH on a scale of 0-100, as of August, 1972, and again as of the
time of the evaluation. The mean score for the earlier data was 61
and for the more recent data, 80.5--a statistically significant differ-
ence._ The ratings came from a total of 11 res ohdents.

D. What Is Suggested by the Before-arid:-After Question aire Responses
`BDF -ISSQ)

Below, in tabular computer printout form (Table 2) are the res'onses
of the staff at LCCH to the 40 items in the BDF administered in 1972 com-
pared with staff responses to those same items on the ISSQ in 1973. At

the end of this listing, are totalcores for the/ LCCH Itaff on the 1972
BDF compared with the 1973 ISSQ.
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TABLE 2

ITEM RESPONSE: -FORTY OLD ITEMS AND FORTY NEW ITEMS ON THE I
LAKECFtEST CHILDREN'S HOME (N=50)

(For old items, ISSO responses are lilted first,
and 1972 BDF responses are listed immediately below theM)

Response Categories: 1 = Poor; 2.= Fair; 3 = Satisfactory; 4 = Good; 5 =
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7 14.00
9 1'8.00

222 11.10
549 13.7.2

Mean
Res- N
ponse
3024 EC
3.62 50
3026 50-
3,80 5
3e2

0
83 50

1866 1'0

3.72 50
3.72 50
3,"36 0
3.30 50
3464 5'0

3.
.

18 50
3822 50
3.342 50
3.30 50
3.92 .-0

1.34. 50
3.80 0
3.44 50
3.45 50
3,16 50
4.08 50
3,24 50
3.94 50
.3.66 50
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3.70 50
3.45 50
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The second section of Table 2 (NEW ITEMS) lists the responses of
the staff at LCCH to new items on the ISSQ which were not included in the
BDF. At the end of this section, are the total scores for the institution's
staff on the 40 new items, exclusive to the ISSQ. In ldition,. total
scores for the staff on all 80 ISSQ items are given.

I

First, to discuss how the table is to be read: Let us take item #1
among the 40 old items, "Quality of intake procedures..." Out of a total
number (N=50) of respondents from LCCH on the 1973 ISSQ, 2% rated LCCH
on this item as 2 (Fair); 32% gave a rating of 3 (satisfactory); 48% gave a
rating of 4 (Good); 18% gave a rating of 5 (Excellent). And so for each
item. The 1972 responses to the BDF for those questions are listed imme-
diately below the ISSQ responses and are to be read in exactly the same
way.

On an overall basis, 16.35% of the respondents from LCCH gave their
institution a mean rating of 5 (Excellent) on these 40 ISSQ items, compared
with 13.98% for the BDF in 1972--a gain of 2.37%. With regard to specific
items, most things looked better but some showed a decline in 1973 com-
pared wit1972 at LCCH. For example, on item 42' [Adequacy of feedback
to staff, ifarents, and (where feasible) each child concerning evidence of
progress toward treatment goals] the mean response in 1973 on the ISSQ
was 3.88; in 1972 the mean response was23.14--a gain of .74 on a scale of
five. On the other hand, for item 59 (Dependability of funding) the 1973
mean response was 3.28, whereas it, xties 3.93 in 1972--a loss of .65.
Similar analyses.can be made for each 6f the other items, and for each
response rating within an item. At Lakecrest,. only 14 items (4, 5, 14,
15, 16, 17, 46, 50, 59, 61, .62, 68, 70, 76) out of the 40 comparable
items received a higher score in 1972 compared with 1973. The mean score
of the LCCH respondents for the entire 80 items on the ISSQ was 3.61
(p.-4,Table 2). Direct comparison with the ,mean total score on the BDF
is problematic because 40 items on the BDF were changed--although all
items on both the BDF. and the ISSQ represent features of a children's resi-
dential center that have consensual support as being important and
desirable. For the 40 items on which direct comparison can be made, the/
mean on the 1972 BDF was 3.51 compared with the mean on the ISSQ of
3.63an/insignificant difference.

. A more detailed analysis Of responses on the ISSQ has been sent in a
separate letter to each institution that turned in their data for this study.

Perhaps the most valuable use that an institution can make of detailed
analysis of responses that HIRI offers to furnish might be through staff
participation in problem and opportunity identification coupled with
problem-solving efforts. Aside from scores on individual items, analyses
can be made of response differences in relation to age.groups, male-female,



treatment staff coinpared with support staff within the given institution,
and comparisons between each institution and the overall mean scores
for all other institutions that respdrided to the ISSQ.

E. A Commentary by Edward M. Glaser, PhD, Project Director, on the
LCCH Consulting Intervention

The HIRI consultant, Mr. R9bert Blinkenberg, noted at the beginning
of his report that:

In general, the agency, at the outset of consultation, seemed
to be running smoothly with-a well qualified and productive
staff. The organization as a whole seemed healthy and free of
overt symptoms indicating any significant dysfunction. There
was low turnover, compensation was above average for the
profession, absenteeism was low, there was little counterpro-
ductive behavior, employees s emed to identify with the organi-
zation, social integration was derately high, and the agency .

seemed adaptable.

Thus, the consultant entered into a system that respected itself for
valid reasons, thus was free enough of self-concern to give of itself-
to its clients and to its own continued development.

The consultant stated his orientatioii as follows:

Consultation was based on the belief that an organization is .a
learning, developing system. This approach assumes that
organizations are capable of utilizing outside resources to
effect immediate internal operating improvements as well as to
effect long-term improvements in their capability to cope with
and adapt to a changing environment.

Then, naturally building upon his own type of training-experience
background, his planned intervention followed an outline of (1) operation
and analysis (diagnosis), (2) assessment; (3) planning, (4) action,
(5) evaluation. A special emphasis of this particular consultant was on
negotiating working "contracts" with the institution, whereby goals were
initially set, priorities determined and decision_ s made about resource
allocation. The action phase began once the "contracts" were negotiated.

This emphasis on establishing "contracts," might work well for this
particular consultant because it is his naturarstyle. For some other
consultants it might get in the way of establishing a trustful, easy
relationship; it"might prove over-rigid and over-"legalistic."

The diagnostic phasc (described on pp. 18-19)proved very valuable.
It surfaced a number of important problems for the staff and consultant to
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examine together. The assessment phase, using HIRI's Baseline Data
Form, added depth to problem-opportunity identification. The planning
resulted-in a series of "contracts" that r1presented agreement between
staff and consultant regarding the problems/opportunities they] would
work on. The action phase was divided into (a) workshops, exercises,
"contracts" with individuals, and problem-solving meetings; (b) the
process of the relationship between the consultant and the institution
staff.,

While the consultant was perceive by several persons on the LCCH
staff as, being impatient, coming on a1m st like "gangbusters" at times,
.he nevertheless was trusted and respect d as a completely sincere,
friendly, knowledgeable and very bright erson who warmly identified with
the desire of the client organization to im rove itself. That kind of
personal relationship provides a context in which given idiosyncracies
of behavioral style can be accepted in a spirit of affirming good will
rather than negating resistance.

The responses from interviewees reported by the independent evalu-
ator, plus his summary of the composite response of those interviewed,
make a further commentary on my part largely unnecessary. I would add
only, that LCCH was very able to profit from the stimulation of the con-
sultation because (1) it had full support and active participation by a
nondefensive director, (2)' the staff was ready- and willing to consider
ideas for improvement because they already were engaged in constructive
developmental ferment before HIRI began to consult with them. Thus,
the environmental soil was favorable to receive, without a feeling of
threat or resistance, the consultant's opening suggestion of a diagnostic
phase, which assumed that even a healthy organization--or any human
organization on this side of Paradise--can be better, despite a relatively
superior batting average. This diagnosis uncovered many problems and
opportunities' which the staff felt important, and which they then Wanted
to work on. If the soil had not been favorable, then, like a good gardener
(to carry the analogy with the soil), a first task would be to work on
development of needed soil conditions before attempting to undertake
certain kinds of planting.

Another kind of commentary which seems appropriate to include here
is one offered by a social worker on the LCCH staff almost a year after
termination of the consulting intervention. This follows as Appendix 1.
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APPENDIX 1

Comments on the HIRI Consultation Impact
Made at the California Association of Children's Residential Centers Meeting

At a California Association of Children's Residential Centers (CACRC)
meeting in San Diego on May 29, 1974, LCCH and Red Rock staff gave a
report and evaluation of the HIRI consultation impact to the CACRC member-
ship (representatives from 58 institutions). The following comments made by
one of the- social workers on the LCCH staff were transcribed (with minor
editing for clarity) from a recording of the meeting.

There have been a number of payoffs to the agency from HIRT' s stimula-
tion of us toward goal planning for each child', a team approach, and
objectives-setting.

In terms of the client, the crucial thing Is the client is getting better
service. I think that just in the families I'm serving I see that a
change in the team's approach rubs off onto the kids and their families.
They are being served by a more energetic and responsive, enthusiastic
group of people who generally feel that what they are doing counts. It's
not like we are spinning our wheels and -not getting anywhere--we do see
results. We've had to define what we want in different ways; in terms of
what we want, we are getting more of it. The treatment focus is more
specific, and it takes into account the realistic limitations of the family
systems.

I'll give you an example. Two years ago a child came in and the first
report that was written after the staffing was titled Treatment Planning
Recommendations which had at the conclusion a rather lengthy summary
of where the child was seen in terms of treatment: (1) continue to offer
him treatment, (2) continue present medication, and (3) continue trying
to establish meaningful relationships.

What we have now is more specific. We have a number of goals, and
-; I'm just citing one--the one that dovetails with continued trying to

establish relationships. We've broken it down into a concern, a goal,
a method, and an indicator. You can use your indicator as a predictive
tool to help the family, and feel that you are more in control of what's
happening or What might happen. The worst thing that can happen is
that you're wrong, and if you're wrong it doesn't matter that much
because you move on to another goal, and \figure out why you were
wrong.

A final payoff to the client is that our statistics show that time required
for care has decreased. In 1965, length of care was 30 months at the
Children's Home. In 1969, itiwas down to 20 months; in 1970, it.was

0



down to 15 months. In the last fiscal year, it was down to 10.7 months.
I don't know exactly how the treatment is related to management by
objectives7-but it's in there, and my hunch is that WO has a °lot to do
with our decrease in needed length of care because it provides a clearer
idea about when you've reached maximum effectivenels. The point at
which treatment is no longer really beneficial is clearer now to all
concerned. Instead of staff feeling an investment in the child and,
therefore, being hesitant to release him because he's really not quite
ready, you have more objective criteria for discharge. A third payoff
is service to the community. If it's, really true that the length of stay
is decreasing, then naturally you are atle to serve more children in
the community; and even though the cost of the other care is going up,
your total treatment cost is actually going down in these eases. Also,
in terms of linkage to other agencies, you can be more helpful to other
agencies in terms of referrals in that you have a better idea of,when
you're specific about what you really are providing, and vice-versa.
When you send a kid out, you can be more specific in helping the
recipient agency understand what Johnny's problems are.

I'd like to take a second to stress some of the commonly expressed
concerns about moving into this type operation of goal-orientation. One
is that you are,less free-wheeling, spontaneous, autonomous- -you
can't do your own thing. Yes, that's true in a,,way:but also you are
more effective in the end to focus on what you really want to do. A

second frequently expressed concern is that you may be forced to
establish goals which are either empty or have no therapeutic value.
Oryou are becoming another Welfare department. Or you just have to
come up with some garbage. An answer to that is that there are good
goals and there are bad goals. You have a choice of what you want
to set Out to accomplish. A third frequently expressed concern- is you
are forced to feel that behavior, rather than attitudes is the most
important thing to focus on. That is, you are forced into a behavior-
modification system, whether `:you! want to operate that way or not. Some
of you, I know, do that outf_choice and others have other theories
or treatment modalities. Ydr,t are not forced into any treatment modality
other than what you want. All you have to do is be more specifics about
what you are trying to accomplish. The behavioral changes offer the
first sign that something underlying is changing, that's true. Another
concern is "1984" (bringing on 00any time you become more mechan-
ized, you run the risk of putting people in slots. Actually to my
surprise and great relief, I find the opposite. We are forced to
individualize, and the goals we set and the approaches we are trying
to take depend solely on the actual material, the actual things that
are happening with each child. A fifth concern is that aocountability
means less autonomy. To that, I might answer yes and .no. There's
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more interdependence and specialization when you're working better
together as a team, but thiS can also mean a lot more freedom, la
lot more relief that what is said is what we want to get done and is
actually what gets done. To be sure, making any change such as a
move in the direction of goal planning involves taking a risk. A sixth
contention is that when you are forced to commit your ideas to paper you
lose the "feel" of what's going on. I think, to an extent, that's true
beoause when you are specific youthave to be selective which means
you have to exclude certain material, but I think the total picture is
still there. You can express all that you are doing--selecting out
consciously those matters whin you are attempting to change at a
particular time. Another concern is that of "sticking your neck out"- -
in other words, how can you know what might ha_ppen to Johnny 3
to 6 months from now. The answer, obviously, is that you don't.
But by setting a goal you are not stating that you guarantee that Johnny
will be less withdrawn; you are simply hoping that this will happen and
devising specific methods which you hope will work. It may or may
not. However, what you're doing is setting up working hypotheses, and
it's not a simple matter of dealing with black or white.

0



APPENDIX 2

ACTIVITY REPORT #9 - LAKECRESTCHILDREN'S HOME ,

Bob Blinkenberg October 9, 1972

Names and Job Titles

A, Executive Director
B, Associate Executiv0 Director*
C, Unit Coordinator
D, Intake Coordinator
E, Social Worker and Unit Supervisor
F, Community Development Worker-

-G, Unit Supervisor.
H, Unit Coordinator
X, Unit Supervisor

Plus an assortment of these individuals and many other
(total of 20) in a later meeting.

* a recent (Oct. 9) promotion.

-\ Activity Description

On Monday morning Jean and I attended the administrative conference.
This conference had on its agenda: (1) feedback on the CACRC meeting in SF;
(2) review of research project; (3) agency security; and (4) staff development
program.-

On Monday afternoon we held our feedback and discussion meeting. The
announced intentions of this meeting were to verify or deny our feedback and
begin to constructively respond to any concomitant dissatisfaction.

Information Gathered

In the administrative staff conference the first topic taken up was thd
staff de elopment program. This program is the brain child of X and is
inte, o focus on improving the capability and effectiveness of the insti-
tu on staff.

X described and reviewed the progress of the program to date--a surprise-
for us! He: (1) had obtained a list of their greatest agency-oriented concerns
from each administrative staff member; (2) had listed all of these in a single
compilation; and (3) then requested each administrative staff member (again)
to rank the 15 niost important concerns from the overall list. In the meeting
X reported the results. The highest ranked (greatly outranking the rest of the
items) wore the clustered items of: (1) _treatment of children; (2) coMmunica-
tion; and (3) cultural "diversity."
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LCCH Blinkenberg

After this report the discusSion properly turned toward deciding what to do
^from here. At this point Jean 'and I, consistent with our announced advance
into the action phase, began to play our active, questioning role.

X's suggestion was that the exercise be repeated for the entire staff as had
been done with,administrative staff. Much discussion ensued with myself,
Jean and X questioning the underlyingor implied posture. X was not parti-
cularly defensive and the discussion was most constructive.

The,discussion continued with the question of what X or whoever would
do if: (1) the results were the same; or_ (2) if they were different. It was
agreed that a verification was what was really being sought; no one was
expecting markedly new inputs. I. remarked that this attitude encouraged
continuation of a feeling of separation between the administration and the
rest of the staff. This was tossed around and tentatively athatted.

The staff was about to drop the question, having gOtten agreement to
pursue it roughly as X had planned when I intervened. I pointed out how X's
program and ours had at least overlapping objectives and we should talk about
the match and/or possible conflict. I further pointed out that even if two
programs had similar objectives but were on different schedules, conflict
could result.

I then described our schedule and emphasized th'at our intentions were to
deal with some problems hopefully to the point of initiating resolving efforts
that very afternoon. '

I also pointed out that the data we had collected through our interviews
could easily serve as verifying4data from the entire staff) for the data which
X had collected separately from the administrative staff. A lengthy discus-
sion ensued.

Finally the whole subject was dpened up of what were we doing or going
to be doing there anyway. The staff happily took this as an opportunity to
test the relationship. There were questions of what is a "contract"; were
these going to be private or manipulative; who were we working for; weren't
we preempting some management prerogatives; did we really expect to get
so actively involved. It all seemed a very timely discussion because
everyone chimed in, including A, and had questions. 4

We tried to explain that contract meant simply a mutual agreement; we
would only undertake to help individuals or groups cope better with their
environment, not manipulatively change it; we had no authority as such; we
would only help where asked; we were working for the whole organization;
and, yes, we really expected to be actively involved (as made evident by
that very meeting) '.
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LCCH -.Blinkenberg

This discussion cleared up a lot of vagueness if not real misunderstand-
ing. We were left with a lack of complete certainty on how attractive this left
us but at least any further progress was now going to be based on accurate
perceptions.

The discussion concluded by X requesting that we,go ahead with the
meeting but not progress too far with "contract making" with the staff--this
request gained general concurrence and we accepted it completely.

The final topic was agency security and was used to gently disengage
from the preceding discussion as well as focus on the immediate topic. This
was well handled by A and seemed most useful (rather than juSt dramatically
breaking up at the close of our previous discussion).

The afternoon meeting began with A requesting me to open it with a state-
ment of purpose. I replied that we were assembled to discuss, amplify, 'verify,
deny and/or generally focus on the Written feedback. I checked with the staff
and all but three had had previbus.chance to go over it. jean added a few
comments. A added a few comments. All was quiet.

Then happily, the dam burst. We started by answering a few quetions of
clarification on the personnel practices topic and there launched a full scale
assault on topic 1-- cost /quality of care.

There ensued a good exchange of information, feelings, etc. The staff
dealt with this topic without our assistance. We semi-deliberately let them
warm up. At one point I whispered a caution to'A that for our purposes he was
leading the meeting too much . He concurred 'and refrained.

The subject of cost awareness came up and the idea of unit-defined cost
centers was proposed. B submitted that this proposal was already under review
and promised to hustle it along and keep the staff advised. I think he also
realized that they wanted and needed to be a part of the review and have a part
in the decision making. Real progress. The discussion proceeded from abstract
conceptualizing to concrete, constructive suggestions.

They then, in order, dealt with the staff changes topic. This was super
current. A had not yet officially announced B's promotion to R's job. He,
in fact, -had said it must wait for review by the minority staff (unofficial)
committee. Thd staff and I kept challenging him, as did a minority staff
membdr who has been active on the "committee," as to why it had to wait.
They were only to be a rubber stamp and didn't like it. A finally agreed and
in fict announced right there that the promotion was immediately effective.
There was a delightful reaction!

There was also clarification of just what A's meeting with the "minority
committee" was for--to approve some policy suggestions relating to LCCHA's
affirmative action program, specifically what positions were grouped together
for purposes of computing the parity situation.
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LCCH - Blinkenberg'

After continued discussion which I cannot adequately capture, the tempo
slowed and I sensed closure. I tested this and asked for their reactions. We
got a few questions (again) on where we stood (Are you in administration? Nb.
Are you only going to work within the administration building/staff?' No.). The
reaction filially shared was quite'positive and they wanted to continue (having
covered less than half the topics) and we arranged to meet same time one
Monday the 16th (hence the two day visit next week to include the annual
Board meeting on the 17th).

I also got a fun Comment from one of the best looking girls on the premises.,
a bironde social worker"I think you have a very attractive service, and I'd
like to see you in the unit..." All I could do was giggle. I did however, after
adjournment, close the loop and thank her for being the first to suggest any
continuing "contract" and pointed out that those kinds of requests were just.
what we were waiting for and needed so vitally.

tl
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RED ROCK

A. Summary Description of the Institution

Red Rock was founded 60 years ago as an orphanage and has evolved
quickly over the past 10 years into a residential treatment center for
children. The home is a nonprofit, nonsectarian organization operated
by a -churall denomination. It is governed by a board of directors consist-
ing of 24 members. The annual budget for the agency is approximately
$500,000.

Red Rock has specialized in younger children, boys and girls aged 8
0

to 13, without overt physical or mental disabilities. Many of the children
come from unfortunate home environments, and have developed emotional
and behavioral characteristics which have led to their rejection by the
natural family, foster families, and public schools. Average residency is
40 children in four cottages on the agency's main campus, six boys in a
prototype satellite home in a nearby community, and six girls in a recently
opened, similar satellite home. Children are accepted through county and
private placement.

The task of Red Rock is to provide the personal, social, and educational
development necessary for the child to return to a family environment. The
staff also works to prepare the environment into which the child will go, by
proiiding therapeutic services to parents, developing foster parents, or
seeking adoptive families for the children. Although most of the children
attend local city schools, special educational programs on campus..

, provide intensive help for those who cannot yet succeed in the public
school program.

B. What the Consultant Thought He Was Trying to Do at Red Rock

The following statement of objectives, perceptions and strategies of
consultation was prepared by the HIRI consultant to this partiOular
tion, Thomas Hallam, M.B.A., and candidate for PhD in the Graduate
School of Management, UCLA:

1. Overview
.

Jr' August, 1972 the physical environment of Red Rock struck me
as being qd and poor-looking. Situated on ten hilly acres in an old-i-esidentia area, the man buildings did not hide their 60 years
of service as children's residences: The grounds and buildings were
neat and clean, but the affects of'many years of minimum budget for
maintenance and imprOvements were evident. In all, however, the
.campus had a warmth and comfort about it. I found the staff to be a
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youthful, noisy, very casually clad group pursuing their activities with
refreshing energy.

Red Rock was doing a satisfactory job in the residential treatment
of children.. It was very well thought of by others in the field, and was
facing no present or foreseeable crises. The organization had its share
of problems, and was coping with them. The most important character-
istic I found was a strong feeling on the part of staff at all levels, from
child care workers to the executive director, that they were capable of
doing a much better job and were clearly dissatisfied with their current
level of functioning.

The expressions of dissatisfaction were different in the diff ent
working groups, but it later became evident that the dissatisfabtions
were basically the same. The executive director felt that the center
had progressed through 10-year cycles of major change, stabilization,
growing dissatisfaction, and then another major change, and that the
dissatisfaction was beginning to peaks Social workers felt that the
center was overemphasizing the physical and custodial care of children
as evidenced by the isolated, weak organizational position of the
social workers. Child care workers believed that too much of the
center's limited resources were being expended on administrative
matters, to the detriment of the cottagi program.

This was certainly an opportune time to begin the organizational
consultation. Because of this common belief that Red Rock could be ,
better and a willingness to change, the staff was very receptive to the
program of organizational renewal I presented over the year.

When I began the consultation, my relevant experience had consisted
of approximately a year of providing organizational consultation to
working groups in a major manufacturing company. I was working
actively on a PhD in management, with cognates in behavioral science
and child development.

The theoretical perspective with which I approached this consul-
tation,is called the systems approach, or open systems theory, or an
organismic model. In overview, it requires that the organization
discover its central identity or mission in relation to its environment
and that it then structure itself and employ-As resources to effectively
perform that mission. The focus of change is on the organization as
a whole, and not directly on individuals. The most important goal of
such consultation is for the staff to acquire the perspective necessary
to see themselves as a working system with considerable freedom to
be and do the best that their collective capacities can create. This
kind of learning fosters not only a current reorganilation for improved
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effectiveness but, 'mow importantly, process of continual self-revie
and revision to meet constantly ch g nconditions.

, The Year's Experience

The pace of the consultation, about 3 days each-month, as
fairly constant throughout ehe year. The first 2 months wer: spent
getting oriented, meeting the staff, and observing many o the func-
tions of the center: The next 3 months-began with some haky inter-
ventions and ended with a well-defined focus and obje ive for the
remainder of the consultation. The final.6 months we dedicated to
developing and implementing a model treatment program as the central
mission of Red Rock.

3. , Orientation and Observation

Through a series of individual'and group interviews, and by observ-
ing a number of the meetings that make up the Red Rdck routine, I met
and talked with almost all of the staff and began to get some feel for
Red Rock as a functioning organization.

In introducing myself and the project to the Staff, I told them I
would be with the center for a year and that I was interested in finding
ways to improve the effectiveness of Red Rock as a children's reslden-
tial center (CRC). My reception among the various group's ranged from
neutral to quite positive.

The schedule of the,research project allowed me the luxury of a
gradual, low-pressure introduction to the staff, and this became a
'valuable asset later in the consultation:. During the early weeks of the
consultation I truly had no personal agenda as I observed the organiza-
tion in action, and I believe that this conveyed to the staff my respect
for the job they were currently doing as well as my interest in learning
from them before attempting to teach them..

The orientation and observgtion phase of the consultation came to,
a close with a plan (developed by me) for the remainder of the year..
This plan, presented as Figure I, proposed a focus first on one of the
treatment teams (Jr. Boys) for the purpose of developing it into a model
to be used in the later redesign of the entire agency prograin. Concur-
rent with the Junior Boys program, I would be working to design and
implement a more effective administrative,organization. This thrust
reflected a desire on the part of the executive director for me te.applY
any management background in a review of the center's management
systems. After the Junior Boys and administrative programs, the plan
called for an integrated dnalysis and redesign of the entire organiza-
tion. Finally, there would be a period,of future planning to provide for
the perpetuation of the progress made during the Consultation year.
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4. The Initial Interventions

Although I did not foresee the need for such a 'phase, the primary
accomplishment of this period in the consultation was to build a working
relationship between me and the staff. As I attempted to move from an
observing to a leading role, in, for example, the Junior Boys program I
found that the staff was not able or willing to provide the commitment
I needed. Departing from my plan, I found myself pursuing opportunities
for action wherever I could get the necessary commitment. This phase
of initial interventions ended aftpr 3 months, when I discovered that
I had developed an identity' in the organization that would support the
kinds-17f intervention activities I had Originally hoped to lead.

The first major intervention series in this period was the Junior
Boys program. I asked them., as the pilot group for the planned consul-
tation program, to accept my help in defining the tasks,and processes
that constitute the basis of the team's purpose at Red Rock, in analyzing
the resources and constraints that affect theaccomplishment of the tasks
and processes, and in developing strategies for the use of resources
and the responses to constraints to optimize their performance of the
basic purpose. I knew that they did not fully understand what they were
agreeing to, and I found when I began working with them the next week
that I was not able to spark their enthusiasm for my grand plan. In
retrospect I can see ways in which I could have led the group more
effectively, but the important lesson for me was the need to provide-
for the needs of individuals and groups as well as the global organiza-
tion improvement strategy. I met with them again in their weekly
meeting to restore my role of interested observer, but never again
pursued the idea of a pilot program.

As a part of the administrative thrust, I held a short seminar on
motivation with much of the professional and administrative staff. .1

showed a film in which Frederick Herzberg presented his motivation
theory, and then we discussed the relevance of his theory to the staff
and children at Red Rock. The discussion was certainly productive.
I think the event's greater importance was that it gave peoyle some
clues to the areas of my interest and corppetence.

Another activity during this period was one suggested to me by our
project director. It involved meeting with a cross-section of adminis-
trative, prolessional, and child care staff and asking them individually
to suggest ways in which they would improve Red Rock as a children's
residential center without regard to cost or other constraints. The data
were valuable in our later planning for the remainder of the consultation,
and the process of conducting these structured discussions contributed
to the growth of my identity in the center.
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The period of initial interventions came" to a close when I felt that
we had enough experience in the consultation to attempt,a deliberate
plan for the remaining 6 months. Thig planning is the first-event in
the development and implementation of a, model treatment program.

5. The DevelOpment and Implementation of a Model Treatment Program

The 6-month period comprising this .phase was really'the payoff
of the consultation for me as well as for Red Rock. We put forth an
effort that succeeded in restructuring the center's treatment program in
a way that reflected the staff's own'best thinking, and we gave the
consultation a theme and a purpose that made my role clear.

This consultation phase really, began iThen I asked the executive
director and assistant director to plan our objectives for the remainder
of the consultation with me. he outcome of this activity was a
realization that our central in- rest was an improvement in the effec-
tiveness of child treatment at Red Rock. We agreed to develop and
implement a treatment program based on individualized goal plans to
meet a current administrative need and an imminent legal requirement
for a program evaluation mechanism. The executive director and the
assistant director agreed to allow the staff the freedom to design the
program at they wanted, within the eonstraints,of a provision for
evaluation and compliance with the formal policies of-Red Rock.

A's this work,was underway with the administration, I pursued the
idea of treatment goal planning with the social workers to see if-it

o
were a.concept they could become committed to. They saw it as a
formalization of something they had been using with several cases,
and agreed to its adoption. Treatment goals were not the only way to
accomplpsh the evaluation that we were seeking. Other CRCs have
developed different techniques, such as the Devereaux Child Behavior
Rating Scale, but the goal-planning method seemed to be more amenable
to the treatment modalities and child needs at Red Rock. It was
important that the staff, thr&Igh the social workers, make this decision.

With the staff having agreed that goal planning would become the
central theme in the

0
treatment program, which would require significant

changes from current practice, and the administration defining the
bounds of freedom within which the staff could structure the program,
the groundwork for designing a brand new organization was set. I

assumed respOnsibility for developing a process for accomplishing
the- design, and in the resulting 1-day workshop we drafted the

o firs? cut at the new organization by defining new roles and responsibil-
ities for the staff.
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The work of developing this first draft of the model treatment
program took the staff about a month. For the next-4 months the
consultation focused on continuing the development of the model and
implementing it at Red Rock. After the first draft was generated,
however, the staff began doing much of the work without me. Iwas
limited to spending but 1 day a week on the project, and I was
delighted that to a large extent the energy to make progress was being
generated in the center. In addition,. I vas suddenly in the position of
having to budget my time among the. demands rather than having to seek
out opportunities to apply myself. (This observation is very well docu-
mented by the independent evaluator's findings, p. 80.)

he draft model the core of the treatment process was the treat-
ment eam, composed/of a social worker, a childcare .supervisor, and the
child care staff. The child care staff's special skill was seen be
its ability to develop close relationships and mutual understanding
with the children. Complementary responsibilities were designed for
the supervisor and the social workei. The social worker was responsible
for the formulation of clear and reasonable treatment plans and the super-
visor was responsible for the child care staff's ability to facilitate the
child's progress toward the goals in his personal treatment plan. The
plans and progress would be reviewed regularly by the assistant director,
and such review would form the basis for his evaluation of the team's
performance . This is, of course, an overly simple summary of the
program design.

One week after the workshop, one of the supervisors resigned
(for reasons .unrelated to the design process, to accept a position he
had applied for months earlier). The staff viewed the vacancy created
by his departure as an opportunity to improve the design of the supervi-
sory levels of the treatment program, and created a new position of unit
supervisor. This new supervtisory position differed from the old one in
that the new supervisor-was also to perform the duties of child care
staff and was a member of only one team. The tearrr, :then, was
composed entirely of people actively working in the treatment of
children:

Four weeks after the workshop, the staff devised a method for
selecting candidates for the new supervisory positions using criteria
based on the program model in an open process.

Seven weeks after the workshop, newly formed treatment plans
were in effect for many of the children, and the teams were reporting a
'marked improvement in their ability to make observable progress with
these children.
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. Ten weeks after the workshop, the treatment plans and progress
reviews were begun, with.the review participants developing the basic
formats for the treatm"ent records arid the review.

o

Fifteen weeks after the workshop, a team devised an experimental
method for involving parents in the treatment process. They developed
this process, within the new design, as .a way to help them meet their,
responsibility for children's progress toward goals that Would support
their successful return to their families.

At this point the program model was formalized in a working paper,
Figure II. The first sheet diagrams the reporting relationships 'for the
four autonomous treatment teams, and the management structure of the
support services as well. The next two sheets define the jobs in the
treatment program in terms of the responsibilities they have accepted.
The last' sheet shows the schedule of standard meetings established to

. maintain the program. The working paper only represents the program
. as it had progressed through 4 months. Shortly after it had been

issued, the social workers changed their assignments so each indi-
vidual would be the member of one team, a move intended to further
each team's working independence and to allow each ocial Worker to

- build an identity with a team.

the last month of the consultation was devoted to implementing a
mechanism fo"r an ongoing self-eValuatipntnd improvement process in
the treatment program, to allow for its continual.growth. This was
done by setting aside a day-long session for reviewing the progress
that Red Rock had made in the 6 months of the model treatment
program and for planning future goals that the staff wanted to move
toward themselves in the pixt step without support of consultation.
After reviewing the progress that had been made, the problems encoun-
tered, ,inci the lessons learned, the staff set future goals for themselves
in th areas of personal evaluations, acquisition of new people, and
1 service training. Finally, they designed a session 4 months later
or a similar review and planning cycle.

. Projection

The research nature of this project invites me to anticipate the
progress Red Rock will make in the months f9llowing the end of,the
consultation. I think the major review and planning session scheduled
for October 18, 1973, will be an important event in determining the future
growth of the program that we have initiated. I see the goals that the
staff has set as optimistic, and I think they will find that they have
only partially attained them at the time of the review. If they can learn
from this first formal attempt at self-improvement and maintain their
optimism, the goals they set for the next period will certainly bear

"14r
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Figure II, sheet 2

DIRECTOR OF COTTAGE.. LIFE

r
1. Responsible for hiring, firing and supervision of unit qupervisor with, input

from- social workers
2. Overall responsibility for the quality of cottage life.
3. Responsibility for supervision' of cottage support systems (kitchen supplies

and laundry) .
4., Administrative and program responsibilities as delegated by assistant director.
S. Shares--in staff training responsibilities.

° 6. In conjunction with director of treatment services conthict treatment planning
and progress review meetings.

7. 3esponsible for the coordination of unit supervisors as well as other adniinis-
trative functions:

Responsitlefor hiring, firing and supervision of child care with input from
-sOcial workers-.
Responsible for the performance of child care teams in translating treatment
goals into child care function.

3. Carry outodireCt child care functions.
4. ,Responsibility for quality of cottage life,.
5. Responsibility for clothing fu.nds and other fiscal matters related to cottage

life.
6 Responsible for inset-vice training re: agency policy and administration

o

of personnel policies.
7. Diredt responsibilities, for scheduling and approving overtime.

UNIT SU.' RVISOR

If



Figure II, sheet 3

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

I

1. Overall responsibility for evaluating the treatment program.
2, Has responsibility for Maintainiit all aspects_of campus program.
37 Has supervision responsibiliyties for Satellite Home.
/4.. Has supervision responsibilities for supportive pregranis kitchen

maintenance) .
5. Has recruitment responsibilities, for foster homes.,
6. Has 'hiring;- firing and supervision responsibilities-for:

a) cottage life supervisor
b) Chief social worker

7. Has responsibilities for initial filling, -Of unit supervisor positiCns.
8. Has fiscal responsibilities as they relate to the above.-
9. Has campus ;administrative respOn bilities IS back-up responsibilities).

10. Has project and committee4a. With"th oard of director-s as,delegated
by the executive director.

DIRECTOR 07:TREATMENT SERVICES

1 Supervise, hire and fire soc 1 workers.
2. Overall responsibility for the quality of the treatment program.
3. Would be responsible for covering other social work duties
4. Would have other administrative duties as delegated by the assistant director.
5. In.conjunction with the director of cottage life conduct treatment planning.

and progress review meetings.

SOCIAL WORKER

st,
1: Responsible-fa the establishment of reasonabre, measurable treatment

goals for their case load.
2. Responsiblalfog monitoring progress toward treatment goals .

Responsible for intake and discharges and family after care, including
foster home and development.

"4. Responsible for initial and ongoing evaluation of team members' ability to
understand treatment goals and their ability to carry out concepts in their:
child caring duties.

5. Shares responsibility in staff training.
6. ResponSible for specific the.?apy services, e.g., individual and group

treatment contacting outside diagnostic and,,professional therapy.
46

\,f,

A
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.6. Figure II, sheet 4

O

MEETINGS NECESSARY TO CARRY OUT RESPONSIBILITIES OR AGENCY

1) Unit Team Meetings

(Weekly as previously scheduled)
O

2) Assistant Director Staff Meeting

Thursdays 1:30, to 2:30

Treatment Goals ahil'Prog. Meetings

Week #1 2-3
3-4

Week #2 2-3
3-4

Jr. Boys
Sr. Girls
Jr . Girls
Sr. Boys

4) Administrative Meeting

Wednesdays 10-11

5) Unit Superisor Meeting

TueSdaYs 1-2
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Unit Supervisor
Social Worker'
Child Care of that Unit

Assistant Director
Director of Treatment Services
Director of Cottage Life
Unit Supervisors
Social Workers

Director of Treament Services
CP

Unit Supervisor of Unit
Social Worker of Unit
Director of Cottage Life

Executive Director
Assistant Director
Director of Cottage Life
Dirbctor of Treatment Services

Director of Oottage Life
Unit Supervisors of Cott ges
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t.even greater fruit for them. If, however, they become discouraged
with the process, they will work with the program design as it stands
at that point and grow gradually dissatisfied again with themselves
as a children's residential center. I hope and believe they will find
the energy to,continue the growth they have begun.

(A sample (If the consultant's. Activity Reports, written after each
consultation visit, is appended at the end,of the material pertaining
to Red Rock.) P.

What the Independent Evaluator Repotted, Based Upon His Interviews at
c, Ted Rack in November, 1973, Three Months after Completion of the

Consulting Intervention
.

`(This report was submitted by Roland Wilhelmy, PhD, the independent
evalUat4r

"T. ASsignment

To meet with certain'staff members of Red Rock, and to assess
and report on the changes that had taken place there since August.,
_1972. The prime focus of my investigation was the impact.that
HIRI's consultant's actions had had, but I,was also interested in all
significant changes regardless of hoW-they came about.

"titz

2. Procedure a

My visit to Red Rock coveted part of 2 consecutive days. I

conducted a series of interviews with members of the agency staff.
These included the executive director, the assistant director, the
director of cottage life:thesuperVisor of:social workers, a social
worker, four unit supervisors and three child care workers. The inter-
views lasted 1-1 1/2 hours each. They were conducted in the individ-
ual's or group's place of work. Each interview began with three open-
ended questions asking the respondents to lielp.the interviewer list the
significant events or changes, describe What led up to them and what
they, in turn, might have led to. Three subsequent questions asked
the respondents to state which change seemed most important, to rate
the current situation and the situation in August, 1972, gn a 100:-point
scale, and to describe ways in which thd client-consultant interaction
might have been strengthened. IrAddition to the questions Just
described, I had a checklist of items which, on'an.a priori basis,
seemed to be important to inrstigate. Both, the and the
heccklist are included, here.,

o ,e

1 6
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3. The Interviews

I stayed fairly close to the questions listed on the 'first page of my
interview sheets, asking questions when nceSsary-end noting which
answers I didn't have to ask for. The int iews generally were quite
'comfortable for me, and I think for the terviewees. The consultant
and- Red Rock had developed an aura z mutual trust, understanding and
openness. This seemed to carry over even to me.

a. The First Three Questions

(These questions are listed in Chapter III, Overview of the
Consultation Intervention.)

b. Major.. Events to Which I Hoped to Evoke Staff Response

Before visiting Red Rock blit after reading all of the consul-
tant's reports and after meetings with Harvey Ross, jean Hall,
Molly Lewin and the cbnsultant for several days, I had prepared
a list of events and major consultant interventions which it seemed
Red ROck's staff should be able to recall in some detail. The
events were:

(1) An unsuccessful attempt to reorganize the junior Boys Unit
as a more effective team, intended as a demonstration for
the rest of Red Rock.

(2), .A series of meetings which culminated in complete redesign-
ing of each person's role and responsibilities at Red Rock
intended as an illustration that large scale change was both
possibly and profitable for those involved.

(3) The organization of child treatment teams on a basis of one
team to a unit, with each team including one unit supervisor,
one social worker and the child care workers in the unit,
intended to facilitate more efficient treatment goal planning

it and more effective'treatment.

c. Some Results of the Interviews.. Q

All of the people- 'ante ewed at Red Rock were very much
aware of the consultation' effo s and why they' were made. Whi
the ,specific evaluation of the esults of the consultative efforts
may have varied from one indi idual to another, following up ,
Question 1 with Questions 2 and 3 was not necessary. These
three questions were designed with the..presumption that at least
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'.:10.11,11.4tra

A

some of the personnel at some of the institutions might need some
careful questioning to elicit any memory of consultative events.
That presumption was not valid at Red Rock. The following are
responses unique to certain individuals or groups. The reader
should assume that all .responses reported here were given in a
context of responses indicating detailed awareness of the consul--
twit's. efforts , which haiie been described in'full in his narrative
and activity reports.

d. Interview with.Persdit #1--Important Events Reca4ed

Person #1
events.:

stated that he perceived the fiillowing four important

.(1) Learning to trust the consultant. The consultation began .with
openness and presumed trust of the consultant--the presump-
tion was rapidly confirmed. Person #1 said that Red ROck was
very fortunate in the consultant they received. The staff was
told to view the consultant as a participant-observer and not
to perform him or hide things from hirp. That seemed to be
successfUlly ac ved. One of the receptionist-Secretaries
said that the consultant had seemed to kg ,very much part of
t4e staff while he was there. One of the many things that
clinched Person #1's trust in the consultant was a very early
meeting when, he sat in on'a psy0hiatric cdnsultation with tie
social workers. Apparently this was a verytormy meeting
and one in which the consultant didn't interfere, although.he
might havm, Ten tempted to do so. Person #1 was then satis-
fied thari

Ten
was going to be worthy 'of trust.

(2) Appyediating the skill and'role helpfulness of the consultant.
Atithe beginning of an exercise in renegotiation of the roles
and responsibilities of the Red Rock staff, the consultant
demonstrated a deft touch in the sensitive renegotiations of
the Jobs of the "executive director and assistant-director. The
consultant helped to merge the assistant director into Red Rock,
especially at some crucial December and January meetings.
'Certain kinds of coMpetition and mild feelings. of trespass that
had existed'ere reduced by negotiatiOn.

(3) Resporisibility negotiation conference at the Hilton. This was
the first role and responsibility conference, held at-the Hilton
Hotel, where the jobs of the 'executive and assi-stant directors
were negotiated. On the negative side, Person #1 felt that the
consultation and ren/gotiations of responsibilities had taken
energy away from his long range Planning. It Was not until
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6 months after the consultation was completed that he
could return to.long range planning.

(4) Wrap-up conference. A wrap-up conference was held, at
which the new design was analyzed and reviewed.

e. Interview with Person #2--Important Events Recalled

A

(1) The consultant assisted in straightening out lines of communi-
cation and in creating a much more efficient 'operation. He
helped to pinpoint responsibilities. The consultant's orienta-
tion, a blend of human dynamics and organizational develop-

, ment, was exactly what Red Rock needed. .

(2) Goal-setting demonstration was poorly received. Although
Person #1 had used goal setting before'the consultation, the
consultant had set it up on an institution-wide basis. (It had
appeared to all HIRI consultants that one of the apparent
deficiencies of all four institutions was the lack of attention
to individual goal setting for the progress of each child.
HIRI offered to bring a nationally known consultant on this
subject to the agencies for workshops on goal setting. All
of the t ritutions said they were interested, and the con-
sultan visited Red Rock in January, 1973. The reaction at
this agency was not very favorable although the visit did
stimulate the staff to evolve their own plan for goal setting.)
The consultant's presentation was a setback. The response
was negative, and goal planning became `a bad term at Red Rock.
People nw do goal planning ,in their own way.

(3) The HIRI consultapt's job was incomplete. The workshop
(reyjew session) originally scheduled for OCtober, 1973, but
noyirlie-Isheduled for December 4 constituted A problem at
Reid Rock. They weren't sure how to proceed in the workshop.
Also it took longer to set up criteria and procedures than they
had expected; The supervisors need more help with their
supervisorial roles.

(4) Relations between eac 'treatment team and its social worker
are better than ever be re. Person #2 has been trying to break
down the tradition that social workers deal mainly with
individuals in private conferences, rather than as participants
in a treatment team. This effort is not yet completely

hf)
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c.

f. Interviews with the Social WorkersImportant Events Recalled

(1) The establishment of restructured positions had prematurely
terminated the negotiation that had gone on before. The social
workers felt that there wds more negotiating to do. 'They pointed
out that since the.consultant left, negotiation has occurred, but
"only" in the satellite homes. (Unit staff mentioned the same

y event but with emphasis on the fact that people had learned
how to negotiate.)

(2) The creation of the unit supervisor position led to the assign-
ment of One social worker for. each unit. Under the new organi-
zation everyone seemed' too busy with his own work to help
others in problem solving. There was not much'time available
for the psychiatrist to consult with the social workers on indi-
vidual cases. They felt that having one social worker per unit
was a mixed blessing. While the work load had been rationa-
lized, they no longer had the easy interaction that had existed'
when two social workers worked together..

(3)

In their opinion, the goal-planning consultant's presentation was
inappropriate. This negative reaction might have resulted in
part from lack of preparation for the preentation. In their judg-
ment, the consultant's style should have been more organized:
They felt that he did not understand an "open" place like Red-Rock,
and that he appeared to be more accustomed to locked wilrds. His
examples and insights did not seem to apply well to Rehtock.

An effort was made to induce the social workers to move to the
cottages. The unit staff wanted social workers to be in the unit
with them. The assistant director agreed, but the socia -1 workers,
did not want the move .to occur without more thought on their part
about the whole matter. They felt that they had prevented the
move for the moment. It seemed to them that Red Rock was
approaching a decision about the move before the social workers
had decided what they wanted. "Some cottages are ratty and
depressing and hardto co9dtict [their] business in." They felt
that there was mistrust .3f the social workers in the cottages and
that the unit staff wanted to turn them into child care workers.
One social worker said that, although she agreed that communica-
tion has been improved, she personally has discovered how little
influence she has. Another .said the social workers never have
been a solidified group because of the turnover. thus, they have
never had a chance to resolve their diftterences and to decide to
go in a particular direction. She said that the social workers
felt that a male social worker was recently employed only because
he was to be "groomed for administrative work."
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(4) There had been improvements: On the positive side, they
both agreed that things were better than they used to be.
The role of the director of cottage life had become more
clarified. There was definitely more involvement in treatment
by the child care staff. The teams felt more like teams and
there was ]bess distrust and more understanding. Some of
their current difSulties were being dealt with in the ongoing
staff evaluation.

g. Interview with the Unit Supervisors -- Important Events Recalled

Besides the regular intervention events, the upgrading of
child care workers was important. The unit supervisors now paid
Considerable attention, to who was hired. The consultant had made
them aware of the expectations' that they. had regarding child care
workers. Because they were-clear about expectations they were
no longer willing to hire mere baby sitters., Treatment Was taken
out of the social workers' offices and made into a cottage function.

Previously, people "worked here" but the expectations, the
scope, the authority weren't defined. They-were now utilizing
meetings much better than before. Theyhad agendas. Things
were a lot more "up front"; problems which came up weren't
suppressed; they didn't "go underground" any more. ,

The unit supervisors no longer slipped out of meetings and
other obligations. Things happened at the meetings and people
wanted to have a' part 'in them. Since responsibilities were ,

clear, no one wasted much time. trying to shirk them. They felt
that they were attending more and more meetings, but that the
meetings were better. Having the meetings set up weekly on a
calendar helped the staffOlan their time / tter. The board of
directors began to meet with them.. The(y/were consulted on matters,
and this was not true before. People now listendd to thl cottage
staff. The unit supervisors were also proud of the committee
which evaluated .pvchiatric 'consultatio ns.

Treatment goals were objectified andluantified. This was
especially true in the Junior Girls Unit where treatment now moved
faster. Children in Junior Girls Unit were directly involved.An
their goals. Basicatly;goal planning and other changes were taking
place more completely and more rapidly with the junictr cottages
than with the Senior cottages. (Before the consultatiorkbvan, the
Junior and Senior units wire at`different degrees of development,
so progress may be equal in the units.) Senior Boys Unit was "just
beginning to plan.' Seniot G,irls'Unit was using goals but not
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expressed in the dame form. (I interpret this to mean that they
weren't objectified and quantified to the same degree,as in Junior
cottages.) The unit supervisors felt that they now had more outside
community contacts and resources than they had had formerly.

The unit supervisors found that they had less time to be with
.kids than they had before they became supervisors. This
seemed to be inevitable. Both the supervisors and the Junior Boys
staff pointed out that cottages were no longer so isolated but at
at the same time they'were more autonomous. Units were free_
within their responsibilities to do whatever they chose. The

anddirector nd the director of cottage life no longer tended
to sit in on unit meetings the way they used to. Social workers now
briefed new cottage staff on procedures and goals. The unit
supervisors were working towards a 40-hour week. Their week used
to be 48 hours but, thanks to certain changes, they were currently

-working approximately 44 hours per week. s.
do

There was less tendency for a "we-versus-they" approach to
arise in relationships with child care staff and the administration.
There was more of a "let's-give-it-a-try" attitude. In earlier times
there had been a lot o oping that problems would go away. 'Now
the unit supervisor elt that they should "just get off their butts"
when something came up. They knew that the executive director
was available to work with therif.

/h. Interview with Person #3--Important Events Reca
1

Senior Boys Unit was encountering a pr
They did acttially have goal plans but th.
records. "The [goal-planning] cons
most of Red Rock. "bounced"
point of view td a construc
has increased commenbura

1. Interview with Gj

lem with record keeping.
was not apparent from the

ant's visit was weird," but
sagreements with the consultant's

alternative. Pay scale for unit° staff
ely with their ne roles and responsibilities-.

-Important = nts Recall

Having a lives -irk unit supervisor impressed the unit staff,
'because it provided them with direct access to the higher adminis-
trative levels. They felt much satisfaction about that.

The unit staff commented on the role and responsibility
negotiation. They felt that the initial bargaining sessions begun
at their level were "no great thitig,," but that the bargaining on an
overall level was much better. It had given them a stronger organi-
zation more able to mak;Constructive changes and to respo to

,
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emergencies. They talked of their institution of goal-planning
procedures, their use of treatment goals both short-and-long-term,
and of how they continued with these even though Junior Boys Unit
had not had a social worker since. August. The unit staff were
conducting parent group sessl2ns in the absence of the social
worker. They felt that they Ad become "meeting conscious."
Meetings were important and people would attend them novf,
because the meetings had consequences for them.

This group felt that things .got` "opened up" /during the process.
0 filling out the evaluation forms provided by HIRI. It seemed to

,provide a context for them to begin to talk about things among
themselves. Also it was considered to be an indication that the
administration wanted to become informed about the feelings of
cottage staff. The Baseline Data Form. initially was suspected
by the unit staff. They thoughtlt was "another one of the execu-
tive director's things."

They thought that having evaluations of the staff was impor-
tant and pointed out that a committee had been set up to evahlate
the psychiatric consulting work. The psychiatrist had coMplained
that he was the only pe'rson at Red RoCk who Wasn't being eval-
uated. A committee including people at the unit level was set up
to provide an evaluation for him. The committee had been formed
after the consultation ended. This fact seems illustrative of the
considerable learning that h taken place.

J Additional Qui3stions

In addition'tb trie"three bas(1C-hueStions (recall of all changes
at Red Rock since August 1972, ho'irtilley dame abort, and what
were the results) which formed the core of the/interviews,
directed the following three questions to the interviewees.

(1) Which of those changes do you think was the most important,
or the most useful? j
Person C.The single mb t important day was the January 25,
1973, conference at the ilton where roles were negotiated
between caseworker nd child care staff.

Person #2--The est thing was the negotiation which led to
tWopening up of hannels of communication. Everyone now
understands that ch nge is possible. People now start to
take responsibility for their oNivn" decisions. They no lodger
"look to-big daddy to fix everything" for theth.
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A

Person #3--She felt that the fact that the child care worker
was now seen as the inost 'important person in treatment was
the most imPortantthing:',

Group # --One person answered that the creation of the unit
supervisor position was the most important change. Another
said that the entphasis in the units was now on more than just
childcare; it was on treatment. Another felt that the adminis-
tration of the Baseline ,Data Form was most significant: On a
long-term basis they began a procesp,,of self-examination and
self-renewal which was still continuing.

Social Workers--The most important change for them was the
clarificationrof roles and responsibilities that developed out
of the negotiations. Clarification has been followed by an
increase in trust and understanding among all the staff, and
also in a true team spirit i.n the treatment' teams .

The social workers thought that the most negative change was
the decrease in psychiatric consultation with them. They also
felt that while supervision and responsibility were not great

/problems, the issue of leadership was: Leadership within the
team/was not clear. The supervisors looked to the social
workers for leadership, and the social workers "weren't sure
how much of the pie to take.", The differentes in styles'
between social worker and unit supervisor in some units had
caused conflict. .

(2) Using a scale on which a sore of 100 would be an absolutely
perfect situation and zero would indicate A disastrous failure,
would you tell me how you would rate the general situation
he?e 'now? How would you rate the way it was in August,1972,
(or date the person started to work here, if a later date) .

Now Then

(Mean

N

50
73
74
65
70
75
75

75-
80
80

=7
=11 10°

"kA -79-
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51
45
40
35-,
40
40
45,
45
40

(Mean = 43.9
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(3) Can you tell me some things that the consultant might have
done here, or done differently? Can you tell me some things
that Red Rock should have-done differently with the consultant?

Person 4f1--He wished that the consulting involvement with the
board had been rikore complete.. The board never took the con-
sultant seriously, perhaps. be ca -use of its pattern of suspicion
of outsiders and its anti-confrontational approach to matters
before it'. In addition, the board had spent much of its time
on financial matters. With the arrival of a new controller who
provided finanCial reports which the' board trusted, it had more
time to, deal-with other things.

Person 42--He wished the consultant had worked more with the
board. He Jolt that the board had the financial resources to
improve the physical plant right away,- but was unwilling to
do so. . ,

.".

Unit Supervisors--"Should have spent more time in seniorior
Girls cottage." The stafFhad not ynown who the consultant'
was in the beginning' and did notAinderstand why he was there
until later. They wished that tye consultant had helped t sin
carry to completion theAr revicecv and stock-taking meetin
which was to take_plade '6 months after he had left. -

.
g t

Social Workers--They felt 01 the consultant shpuld ve
spent more time with the co tage staff-, should rave "included
them in the first meeting. veryone needed totpractfce things
more with the consultant, particularly negotiations. Although
theylarned the general idea, they didn't hole a chance to
practice as much as they would have like,d/. Similarly, they
would have preferred more practice with- goal planning, They
also would have pprecia,ted more erect consultation with the
social workers in\order to review, nd clarifytheir role and the%

0 , extent` of their authority withi he agency: They felt that tittt:4
consultant was caught betwe n houseparents and social
workers.

GrOup #11--The consultant shoul have sought to involve all of
the staff frgm tI0 beginning rath r than starting at the high
administrati e level and working down. At the unit level, no
one knew wh t the consultant was supposed to be doing.

j thy y started out feeling negative towards
They felt that e. should have explained his putpose more
explicitly. They also felt that as houseparents they might
have made better use of the opportunity for team development
that the consultant did offer to them in the beginning.
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4. Report of issues of A Pridti Interest
."! .

BesideS the questions that I asked each interviewee,- I hact,elist
of item's about which I wanted to forni an opinion. The iterhs,,'.11sted
below, are formulated as questiorrS directed to, myselfSorfietimes.1 "v
would be able to answer the questions without asking anyone additional.
questions; at other times, I would ask certain questions designed tb

Ihelp Jae forrhulate answers to my questions.

. Is each child dealt with by a team, one whipii has a set of
goals for the child and a reasonable, unified u derstanding of how
each.member of the team is to help the child t achieve these( goals?
There Was an effort to coordinate in each unit treatment team working
toward coherent, unified, and pet goals. T e effort had led to mod-
erate,success in the Senior Boys and Senior rlb Units. In the junior
Boyt and junior Girls Units progress was.mo,e4asivanced; treatment
teams worked with parents, and with the childrepiin establishing and
carrying out procedures leading to achievemeneof*the gbals.

Communication: Where and hol did the staff hear about things
that affected them, such as forthcoming changes of policy, procedure
aid feedback on their performance? Corenunication generally hair
been quite goods, and.seetiligly much bnproved since August 1972.
The' improvement was most marked' between administration and child
care staff. It was least evident betWeen ddministranon and social
worker--although even the so,91a1 workers mentioned that/ communica
between they( and the rest of the/institirtion was impro',vel;1. The exe
tive director wants, and gets S "whiff of the BO. "lie jassistant
director receives all of the information he needs oq the treratmeyOf
children, but not enough, R the performance of the' staff.. Somer
problems still go underground. .

.

Does everyone kilbw what his responsibilities a nd to whom
he is accountable? Doehe feel that he could ri;ceslary change his
responsiltilitiep and roles,to meet changing condiekint ?! Does he feel
that others coucld change their roles and responsibilities as.well?
Does everyone have a understandinTof the relatedness of alb per`eor4,..
and activities to oa and purposes?: szes, in a Word. Unit staff a*.f*
unit supervisors have the best understanding dt their responsibilities.
The sodkal workers and administrators are still getting the new system.
adjusted) they indicate that they are changing some aspectkof their'
roles and clarifying others. Everyone- does kie an understanding 9f
the relatednes=s of eq11 persons and aalvitig) t3 the goals' and purposes,
tout there remains c6nflict -between soctal-wo kers and the rest of the
institution over what the social workers'.acti ns should be in carrying
out the godals. ,

0

o

o
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Purpose of the institution: treatment or custodial care, management
by objective, management by crisis? I met no one who indicated that

, the purpos of the institution was custodial caret: Within limitations
due to the ewness of goal planning to the institution as a whole,
there was a concerted effort by everyone to plan ahead, to set goals
and to anticipate changes.

WitH respect to child care I found treatment planning with long-
and short-term goals was prevalent in the junior unit. Some elements
of goal planning were prevnt in the Senior units, but the goals in
Senior Girls Unit were not2objective ones and the goals in Senior Boys
Unit were not recorded.

.
Do the 'social workers participate in unit activities'vrith children

and the child care staff? junior Boys Unit had had no social worker
since August. A social worker who had been selected and was to have
started December 1, 1973, di-opped out at the last moment. The social
worker in jUniot Girls Unit does participate considerably in unit activ-
ities, but the social workers who deal with the Senior Units seern.to
resist being identified too much with child care.

's1

Did a second satellite home get established? How died the board
of directors handle the matter? Was any aspect of setting up the new
home derived from the consultant's interventions? The second satellite
home was just established in November,1973. The board.funded it with .
no oppositibn. The social workers used negotiation procedureS (a
technique derived from the consultant) in setting up staffing.

A' meeting to review the new, roles and the planning 'system had
been scheduled for October, 19/73. Did it meet as scheduled? The
meeting wadeferred because Red Rock was not "ready" for the
meeting. .,-That is, not all of reports (reviews and evaluations)
were completed. The meeting Was rescheduled for early December, 1973.

Is the director of cottage life, satisfied with the treatment program
and with her role and responsibilities? She is satisfied with the
progress of the treatment program so far. She had recently been unsure
of her own role and Df her purposes and performance, but a meeting the
day before the interviewt,had resolved and clarified the situation for her.
She and the unit supervisor understood each other's position much better
following the meeting':

Is the supervisor of social workers satisfied.with the rate of
progress in the treatment program -- overall, and with her part in it?
Not fully, but pOstibly full satisfaction would be an Impossible goal.
She feels isolated from:the rest of the administrative staff--neither a
social worker nor an administrator although she fills both roles. She
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feels th at the administfation is grooming-a recently hired male, social.
-worker for an administrative ost. She does see progress in the treat-
ment program and increased c rity of issues bnd purposes as having
resulted froVhe consultation.

What are the child care workers' views of any changes? They see
things Changing for the better (in juinior Boys Unit, at least). They are
consulted by the dministratipn about things that affect them and they
provide consultation and feedback to others as well. Generallytthe
child care workers and the unit supervisors appear to have benefited
most from the consultation.

. Summary

Was the consultation at Red Rock beneficial to staff and to the
organiption as awhole? Yes.

Did the consultant achieve what he set out to achieve? With a
few limited exceptions, yes. Since different units were in differing_
stages of organization when he began consultation they tended to be
at different levels After hp, finished. The social workers were, asked
make the most profound changes in their mode of operation. Since th
changes tended to conflict with their perceived professional identiti s,
the consultant should be ,excused 'for not having transformed their ro es
as fully as he had once hoped.

All persons interviewed were asked to rate the general situati n at
Red Rock on a scale of 0-100, as of August, 1972; and again as if the
time of,the evaluation. The mean scale for the earlier date was 3.6
and' for the more recent date, 72.3--a statistically significant d ffer-
ence. These ratings came from a total of 11 respondents.

Most fundamentally, the whole of Red Rock seems now to e in a
position to examine itself c *itically with the expectation that t can
itself make the changes which may need to be made; The fac hat the
staff see more changes that need to be ma is an indication of/the .
consultant's success. Thus the most s'igni cant finding is of that
things have already changed for the better a Red Rock but t at things
are likely to continue to change for the better in the future. The fact
that Red Rock may have been at a point of considerable unr st in August,
1972, can account, in part, for the improved current situation, but it
cannot account for the foundation that now exists for futurs change.

D. What Is S es ed b the Before-and-After uestionnalre Res .onses BDF-ISS

Below, in tabular computer printout form, are the respo ses of the staff
at Red Rock to the 40 items on the BbF administered in 197 compared with
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staff response to those same items on the ISSQ in 1973. At the end of this
listing are total scores for the Red Rock stafon'the 1972 BDF compareb
with the 1973 ISSQ . . 4

0.,
The second section of Table 3 (NEW ITEMS) lists the response of the

staff at Red Rock'tO new items on the ISSQ which were not included in the
BDF . At the end of this section are the total scores for the institution's
staff on the 40 new items exclusive to the ISSQ. In addition, total scores
for the staff on all 80 ISSQ items 'are given.

First, to discuss how the, table is to be read: Let us take item #1
among the-40 old items, "Quality of intake procedures.... " Out of a total
number (N = 29) of respondents from Red Rock on the 1973 ISSQ, 3.45% rated
Red Rock on this item as 1 (Poor); 12.79% gave a rating of 2 (Fair); 62.07%
gave a rating of 3 (Satisfactory); 10.34% gave a rating of 4 (Good); and
13.79% gave a rating of 5 (Excellent ) -2\nd so for each item.

, A

The 1972 responses to the BDF for those questions areslisted' imme-
diately below the ISSQ responses and are to be read in exactly the same
way.

,,Qn an overall basi , 16.7-9% of the respondents from Red Rock gave
their institution a the rating of 5 (Excellent) on these40 IS Q'items,
compared with 10.53% for the BDF in 1972--a gain of 6.25%. With-regard
to specific items, scores on the 1973 ISSQ were higher than the 972 BDF_
items in 21 out of the 40, were lower in 18, and-Rne was a tie., Various
types of special comparisons might be of intereseto the-Red Rock staff;
e.g., on some items, such as numbers 20, 42, and'48, the immovement in
ISSQ'scores over BDF scores was significantly marked; in some istantes
such as item 43 (Syltematic followup of the child after discharge) the
score was* quite low -(2.21) on the BDF and even lower (1,72) or th ISSQ;
the staff might well want to address themselves to this matter: \

For the 40 items on which direct comparisonns can be made, the ean
on the 197%2 BDF was 3.04 compared, with the mean on the ISSQ --an
insignificant difference.

A more detailed analysis of responses on the ISSQ has been sent in
y separate. letter to each institution that turned in their data for this study. \

Also, furer analysis of the ISSQ data is pressented in Chapter IV of this \
report.

E. Comnie thry by Edward6M: Glaser, PhD,' Project Director, on the Red Rock
Cons tation Intervention

In the consultant's (Tom Hallam's) Overview statement, he, observes:
".'he most important characteristic I found was a strong feeling on'the part

-88-
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of the staff at all levels-, from child Care workers to the executive
director, that they were capable of doing a much' better. Job and were.
clearly dissatisfied with their current level of functioning." This
represents a spirit and climate of creative discontent .that augurs well
for the posisibility of 'progressive change if- the directcir is nondefensive
and open to it." In this case, the director was not only open to change
but was himself a "member of the club" that felt dissatisfied with th
current level of fundtioning. He welcomed and encouraged dye
ideas lor AmprOvement.. 'Thus/. as the consultant rioted, "Thfs
certainly an opportune time to begin the organizational consult n. u

The consultant desdribes his theoretical orientation'ag a "systems.,
apProach."' In this, commentator's view, the key toAlis ,6uc9ess is not
in his particular theoretical orientation but rath r fn' h, attitudinal
orientation expressed wheri he says, "...Dur g the 'arly Weeks of
the consultation, I truly ad no personal ag da as'I observed the
organizbtion in action, a d I believe that s corveyed to the staff my
respect for the Job they were currently 'Ping, a well as my interest in
learning from them before attemptin o teach them.° Utterly sincere- -
and -thus beautiful as a way for a consultant to bui d a trustful relationship!

He then,proceeded in waysthat were natur for him and relevant for
his clients. He began to work intensively with one treatment team 'for the
purpose of helping this team dOelop into a pilot demonstration model, and
he used 'his training and expeHence in a systems approach to management to
reviewet the direotor'SeigUese--the'institutien:s:management systems.

If a person with,sak, an orientation growing.Pdt of a clinical
paycholod,?, backgrpund had been assigned to Red Rock, he proba would
have focused on Sdmewhat different problems and Probably would not "have
tried to develop *a Tigit-demoristralion model.' However', if his attitudinal
orientation (heart) were truly similar to the one expressed (and acted out)
by Tom Hallam, anti if he had the perspicacity (head) equal to Tom's,
then in the kind of 4.14adiness" situation that characterized Red ,Rock at
the time the corisultation began, many different seeds-of theoretical
orientation jtirght well have matured into good harvest.

A related key fadtor in this consulting intervention was the con-.
sultant's ability to learn-from experiences that did not work out well, or
as planned/hoped. For example: "In retrospect I'can see ways in which
I could have led the group more effectively, but the important lesson for
me was the need to provide the needs of individu-als and groups.ds"
well as the global organization improvement strategy. I met with thqm
agairl in their weekly meeting to restore my role of interested observer,
but never again pursued the idea of a pilot program."
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Hallam then d to joint planning of the consultation effort by
asking fdr help from the executive director and assistant director. With
that kind of help and personalized commitment ffom within, and with this
kind of partnership grad, ually extended dOwnward tQ the entire staff, they
co-Opted each mother lin a very, constructive sense. Thus, wherfthe 1-day
workshop was'propGeSed as a process for developing a new organization
by defining new roles and responsibilities for the staff, "all concerned were
ready for such artnusual'exercise and experience.

All the available evidence suggests that this consultation on the whOle
turned out constructively and well frond the perspective of all Parties. con-
cerned, 'despite specific criticisms and suggestions about how it might
Kaye been better. While the -basic reasons seem to be similar to those
summarized for LOCH, there appears to be one major difference, .namely,
as the indePenden4valuator has noted, "Red Rock may have been at
consid4rable point of u st (more so.than LCCH) in August,1972 (when
Ole HIRI,consultation st d) But again, this was creative discontent;
active concern about to ing stock to see where they were, what changes
or improVements seemed needed, the alternatives for bringing about progress
in consensualll. supported wayS, na active, nonde nsive involvement
by the director with the staff in purguit of excelle Thus, HIRI was able
to contribute to a healthy Zeitgeist for change at bred Rock and help the
Staff improve their problem.-solvIng skills. The fact that the consultation

.k -began .at a time when Red Rocks felt troubled constituted an opportunity to
rgaise an important cdritribution to trouble-reduction. Thus, as at LCCH

.:.,thereas a Large degree of readiness fOr the knowledgeable and sensit ;vely
attuned out tie hell). The consultant offered those qualities and the Red Rock

.,director set a role-mOdel of personal openness, trust of and support for the
consulting input.

-At

Q
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ACTIVITY REPORT - RED ROCK
Tom Hallam Atigust 11, 1972

Summary

This day began with a short meeting with A. Then as we had planned
last week, jean and I had disbussions first with the Cottage Coordinators (B ,and
C) andithen with the Sotial Workers (D, E, and F). lifter lunch ye visled the
Satellite Home and talked with the Senior Caie Supervisor ((;) as well as several
of the boys.. We concluded the day with another meeting with A.

Strategy

My principal Objective continues to be one of building relationships' and
getting generally Vented to Red Rock and children's residential institutions.
I am beginning to bring in one of the major structural elements of the inter-
vention, which is the definition of basic and specific objectives for Red Rock
by thp Board, administration, staff and residents. Beyond collecting data on,
present perceptions of objectives, I am asking people to begin thinking more
broddly about what the objectives couldvbe. I am seeking, in open systems
terms, to have them d fine_ Red Rock's`distinctive competence and its core 'pro-
cesses. This will e ntually form a/l;asis fOr the peo,* to analyze and define
appropriate roles, a d, for the stag to design jobs which optimize Red Rock's
and their'own objec ives. It wyealsO allow them to look outward to the environ-
ment and identify o portunities coiWtraints, and threats, and dtvelop suitable
strategies for dealing with hem.

The discussion with the Cottage Coordinators yielded agreement that the
44 heart of the "rehabilitation" proCess is that the kids learn to deal with reality.

They told a fascinating -story of an unplanned event which provided that kind of
growth: Two baby biyls were found fallen from a nest on campus. Some of the
children tried icTrretrn them to the nest, but repeatedly theinother threw the
babiesioutfne of the baby birds was killed by a clod, and the other was
nurse around the clock `(with the night watchman Making the late night feedings)
untillfit grew up. A group then released it in the LA Zoo, where food and water
would be readily available. Kids actively questioned the parent's reasons kir
rejecting the c141d, saw the need for outside help, discussed the demise'of the
first bird as a consequence of trying, to leave before it was ready, and saw the
growth and departure. of the other bird as a. successful 'rehabilitation process.
The Cottage Coordinators saw the home and society as some of the important'
realities theBchildren rieed to deal with.

The Social Workers had less to say initially about the objectives of
Red Rock,- but described their own contribution in some detail. They have
responsibility for individual treatment plans as well as for the\general treatment
effectiveness of the institution. They are also primarily responsible for place-
ment decisions, with inputs from ttie care staff (whibli also 'retains veto rights).

e ;



At the Satellite Home we had unplanned opportunity to talk with a roup/
ofchildren. After giving us a tour of the Home (which is, incidentally, v ry

imPi'essive and well suited to its-present use) they sat and discussed ou .work,
.themselves and Red Rock. We talked about how they were selected for e
Satellite Home, their relations with new neighbors, and with the kids b ck at
the Red Rock campus.

Our meeting with A accomplished two items.. First, we clarified e r pro-
posed activities during la coming 3-week vacation. Second, we ex anged
'statements of Red Rock objectives_as a beginning for the developmen of the
element of the strategy. A provided the official statement of purpos: s from the
articles of incorporation, and I gave him a draft which I had previo ly prepared.

Comments

The contract psychiatrist will function as,a staff consultant ..nd Will no
longer-be directly,involved in therapy.

1Eight years ago the Home Was 90% probation.

Board is strongly oriented toward fiscal matters.

Focus of rehabilitation is child and family.

About 40% are leased to their own homes, 40% to foster cilities.

Neglect of physical maintenance may represent staff "ac ing out

Need to discuss our introduction to staff, next week.

Find out more about voluntary boards in general.

ego

O
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DREN'S TREATMENT UNIT; SOUTHSI

,4
The Children's Treatment Unit of Southside

two -loch units located in the state. It provides
hospital services for boys and girls, aged 3 t
reside in 16 counties.

ion of the Institution

E STATE HOSPITAL

ate Hospital' is one 6
residential. psychiatric
ugh 15, whose permits

Agun in l950, the#Children,s Treatment U t has always been partiOf
the larger Southside State Hospital which was opened in 1937.. Aetheiiirn
of consultation,, the unit, although a portion
in many way's had remarkable autonomy, isol
interaction with/the larger hospital.

f Southside StateiHospgal-;,
tion, and rel tively.li :tle ,

A,

In 19 72 there were approximately 160 p ents in re idence, 01a staff of apprOcimately the same size.

i#
'for by

):4

Since 1-952, the unlrhad been headed y a chil psychietrist ith gn
essentially psychoanalytic orientation. with m st other stat-

.

ipspita0,
in earlier year,s, various subsect ns had been headed by physi 'or /i
psychiatrists, but such leadershi anged i the lasy few yeay .
1972, the Children's Unit was diir o nine eparate/sub ogratnse.
each program with a specified po ntj Patio they peutic aim, nd generally
therapeutic modality. A program cOOrdi ator aded each treatment team; in
August of 1972, three were led b physicians, five by psychologists and one
by a social worker. In addition there as a - school for the patients headed
by a principal with some 22 tea hers ar d,a related speech therapy depart-
ment. The staff of the Children s Unit consisting of some 160.person,:,,
seeme to be almost equally're resent d by each of the decades (the20s,
the 30 , the 40s, etc.), with a number of the higher level positions being
occupi d by persons aged 60 o more.

Th Children's Unit has i tinted an innovative program to train college
student to bec'ome profession 1 chil cap specialists. Approximately 60
student commiflhemselves t 2-1r. ar program which is designed tofaward
them a aster's tlegree and a eaclitn Credential, both,granted by a nearby
college. 'However, the degre s avai able are A.A., B.A. andM.A. The
A.A. is onferred bylinother cc.al c liege. The program now consists of.
half-time clinical training, th cli Ical exposure to mentally ill children
under the guidance of a skill dyrof ssional person plus approximately 10
hours of classroom work, se 'inarsTl and discussion.
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/ Upon complet on of training, graduates from the A.A. program may be
' hired as child car practitiOners within the C dren's Unit program.

Graduates with a .A. gen rally will seek- mploymentzin probatiOn offices.
Many. of the M.A.s/ have een hired as teachers within the children's

d,program and in co inunIty schools. i

B. What the Consult
Treatment Unit

(The followi
of consultation w
institution, Ahdr

1. Overview

I

nt Thought He Was Trying to Do a' the Children's

statement-of objectives, pe
s p'reparefl by the HIRI consu

W Morrison, PhD.)

Irt 1972 at the outset of c
Unit seem.e to be a troubled,
The significant difficulties that
included: a decreasing number

1

cepti6ns and strategies
eant to this particular

hsultation,
ivided, pos
were facin
of applicati

some persoinnel procedures 'whi h made the
adequate staff difficult, relatively high turn
person4 holding the position of program coor
program coordinator, the necessity of adapti
procedure mandated by state headquarters--i

1972--the fe

he Children's Treatment"
ibly declining; organization.
the uflit at this time
ns for.admisSion, cumber-
apid recruitment of
ver among younge
inatOr or assista
g to a new mana
plemehtation o

r and recognti
ftate hospital

that.led to di
her the direCtor of. the
n May of 1973, In 7
ildrenis,Treatment
sizable residehtial car9
st of any dtiration west
had occurred In the
es seemed wea'ry,
y law morale,. -/

//

was to h 'ye occurred in June o
fo'rces re at work to cloA d
theoret al differences betwee
ment,, nd, finally, the uncerta
.Childr n'S Unit would retire at 'a certain age
spite16f these significant difficulties, the C
Uhit rightfully was considered the best such
facility operated by the state, possibly the
of the Mississippi. ,Significant improvement
past two decades end yet manybf the emplo
cautious, and livthg with widespread, relativ

wn thaptire I

.staff member
nty about wh

t
ement
which"
that

'tem,
agree-

2. This Consultant's Perspective Vis-4-Vis Organit ion

My approach to assisting in the improvement of the organization's
functioning is based to a large extenNipon a Gestalt viewpoint. I

have been immensely impressed with the work of Kurt Lewin,
Paul Schilder, and Douglas McGregor. Within his Gestalt" viewpoint,
I 6onceive of the organization as having a bala ced and yet shifting
stability that marks off various degrees of inst tutiorial health. Some.
organizations are very troubled, and I will need to work quickly,
deftly, and forcefully to assist their survival. Other aganizatiOns
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are untkinefl, inefficient, and Lean be a bit more vigorous, prodding,.
withcpt serious risk. ,Yet again, some organizations are alert,'"
efficie4t, , aware that they are not perfect, and are actively seeking
new ideas;

.as; such organizations are demanding, rapidmoving, and
reaaykeep me on my toes. in any case, however, if I am going to
be influential to the institution I must be seen s a benefi6ial force,
a fotice that will alter the current,balakce vIthinthe existinotnetwork
of forC'es. Thus, II'must be visible ,isootent; end relatively significant.
HolnYjhe, consultant is perceived as' 4 new for6e affects the homeo-
statiC balance of the organization.

466ther aspect of my perspective is qiatI friust be careful of my
own essumptiohs about the nature of the,-Orvanization; and conscious
1;?f my" assumptions, hold them tentatively,'4e prqrared to discover
that there is a greater complexity than initiallymeets my eye. Thus,

,uring the ppriod of initial assessment I do-,r ?t have distinctly clear
/ &Jet& or prqcedures, bilt rather, make the effork to meet people and

becoi,ne known so that as soon as possible I carr.sense the character
of theorganization. AgaifiVI have rarely found that the leaders or
mernibers of an Organization diagnose their trouble's with precision
and Completeness, although many members of an organ,ization seem
certainsin their perception of the situation.

'Cenerally speaking, the larger the group, thelonger the time
speriin the initial assessment. As I proceed in this assessirteg
phase, I generally batch my observations.undet thes, eight headings.:

0.1

a. T,he degree of apparent strews observable.
.,' .

b. Areadth, of relevant information and the integration of such which
leads to more or less,effective and efficient behaviOt.

c. _,Ky assessment of current morale and reent changeS'lin the
level of morale.

d-. The degree of pla i:rig that seems present.

e. The degree of corn unication within parts of the, organization.

f. The degree'
outside th

openness to -information from outside the subgrpup,
organization.

g. The aw rebess of the choice between a clearly described quality
level for hich the organization is striving, and the scope of
activities `e gaged in, since an emphasis on either4squality or
scope redu ttention to the other factor.
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h. The clarity and integration of the value system that seems to
guide the organization in its r'elationships.

After the initial assessment phase,I generally summarize my
observations verbally to the key man and (if he is wil ing)
neously to a number of the staff. Most generally, my observations
are welcome51, and this then leads to a discussion concerning
priorities, methiods Af implementing changes, etc.

3. The Year's Consultation Experience at the Children's Treatment Unit

I was actively involved at the Children's Unit from August of
1972to early June of 19e73. These 11 months proved to be most
difficult, requiring from me perserveranbe, flexibility, and dedication.
In the sections which follow I give an accounting, generally in
chronological order.

The initial contact between our consulting agency and the key
man at the Children's Treatment Unit was long distance, somewhat
second hand, and proved rce of difficulty. The agreement to
paiticipate in.the consult4tionWas (because of extraneous circum-

k
stances) not made by the director himself but by two staff persoM to
w Aotth°in he delegated the,decision. The degree of understanding and
c munication belween our consulting staff and the Children's
reatment U t thut was thin,' second hand, subject to all,of the

- /7 problems o summary and translation.

en I first,,arrived in August at the Children's Treatment Unit,
rector was gracious, attentive, willing for me to vi it the

anization, but he himself wished to take a distinctly nutral,`'
"hands off" attitude. Thig attitude led to our initial agreement that
I would stbdy the institution, largely from an "anthropological" point
of view, and during the subsequent months'I would also attempt to
be as helpful t6 the organization as possible.

In4rd-er to more clearly assist the reader to anticipate how events
unfolded, I can place certain phases with certain clear activities.
They are as follows:

Atigust and September, Gettidg'acquainted, assessment.
1972

October Hiatus as I s arched.for a
suitable strategy.

;November and December The teaching of problem identificA-
tion and problem solving.
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January and February,
- 1973

March

April and May

A futile.attempt at goal setting.

Review. of and revision of intake
procedures.

Maintaining morale:

.0JUne / Building a relationship bathe
-neW director.

. 4 .

The first 2 months pf my coklsultation.consisted of observing
workers in action, the activities of the Children's Unit, and inter,
viewing iirTionsiderable detail seven program coordinator4, the
school principal 'and the head of the Speech Department. After inter-
viewing -these nine.key persons I concluded that the organization was
indeed a troubled one, quite fragmented with low'morale, considerable
irritability and marked suspiciousness and fearfulness. My impresion
of the Children's' Treatment4Thit was as follows:

Stress

Adequate information and integration

Morale

Communication be tween parts

Planfulness

Openness to ideas

6

Moderate
'1\...11334v

Low

Low

Very low

Very low

fr Degree, of balance betweetl quality and scope Very low

51 Ethical staridardl, a c-oherent integrated Low
value systefn r

4 2-

Here was a large, clearly valuable children's treatment center
but one in Which many, of the members seemed fearful, reluctant to

t.share their views with others, especially th key man. The director
had indicated that he wished to beneutral, et many of the sorely
needed changes would require his understanding and participation.
I puzzled and discussed the situation with."other HIRI team members.
Finally we agreed in the research team that we should meet with at
number of second level persons,: presentt my observations, and see
what planning and agreement could be arrived at.
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Thus, in late October a meeting was held with seven of the most
receptive, the most flexible leaders of the ten subunits within the
Children's Treatment Center. The main gist of my observations was
that the Children's Unit seemed to be. composed'of a number of quite

3 isolated hospitalS," each of which often had a good idea,. an'
innovatiye, and successful practice, but as a result of lbw interaction
between the various programs such good ideas were rarely being
implemented rapidly throughout the Children's Unit. Additionally
there seemed to be a distinct blockage of children when ready to .

leave the institution as a result of shortages of adequate residences.
r There also seemed to be inadequate-coordination between the

Children's Treatment Unit and various community resources and
agencies. The various representatives at this October meeting
listened to my observations, agreed most were valid, and yet there
was considerable inertia in conceivingigoals and methods byrrich
the-institution could be improved. By the end of the meeting we
had obtained general agreement that four program leaders and the
school principal wcitii.d work with me in an attempt to build a more
cohesive, more communicative organization. Our method of attaining
this goal was to systematically identify problems, establish priorities
and initiate participative problem-solving sessions. Although not by
any meAns a new technique, the staff seemed to have no familiarity

V,with the procedure and little enthusiasm.

November and December of 1972 were filled with weekly meetings
during which I taught the key program coordinators and the school
principal how to hold a problem-identification meeting, hovti to
esta13._1.yh priorities within their group, how to hold prbble-m-solving
sessions. Of the various leaders present, only three felt their work
groups :ere ready for this procedure; others reported work overloads,
grave personnel problems, shortages of staff, etc. It had been my
hope that the procedure would be clear°, the program coordinators
would grasp the method and with my assistance or leadership,
conduct problem identification sessions within their units, later to
be followed by problerg-solving sessions. It had been my hope also
_that the individual units would discover they had many mutual
problems, problems of considerable priority, problems which would
yield best to coricerted problem-solving activities,. As the matter
indeed turned out,, however, in-depth problem-identification-and-
solving sessions were held only with the speech department and the
'school. An attempt.to hold a problem-solving session with one *.

treatment unit encountered difficulties impossible to overcome. Also
within this period of time, there was a shifting of leaders within the
prrams.
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As part of the general consultation plan, the Human Interaction-
Research Institute proposed the idea of making an 'outside consultant
on-goal setting available to the four institutidhs to which we afforded
consultation. This consultant works with Dr. peterHouts at the
Pennsylvania °State University Medical School in Hershey, Pennsylvania;
both Dr. Houts and the consultant are nationally known figures in goal-
setting procedures. Since the Chiklren's Treatment Unit had been
mandated to set clear individual `treatment goals for each child and each
unit5 such an input seemed both logical and timely. The consultant
visited the Children's Treatment Unit on January 31, 1973, His 1-day
workshop in,,goal setting was attended by at most 30 of the soMe160
staff members of"the Children's Unit. Additionally, a number of those
present at the morning session were not present at the afternoon seg-
ment, and vice versa, for a number of reasons. One reason was the
immense backlog of paperworkthe staff needed to finish in order" to
meet a California Sta,te Department of Mental Hygiene deadline to
write individual goals for each child; a second reason was the consul-
tant's 'presentation itself, which was both much too simple and'elemen-
tary for those who-were relatively skilled in the procedure, yet a bit
too cumbersome and lightly presented for those/who were true novices.
Thus, what could have been a'considerable impetus toward clarification

--Koved to be more of a distraction.

During these 2 months Of January and February our u cey
leaders was attempting to tackle' the prOblem of the initial diagnostic
procedure which all' agreed was excessively time consuming, held too
late after admission and was generally ineffective and inefficient. In
an attempt to get the participants focs on this initial stage of data
collection and goal setting with a new patient, the split between the
behavior modification therapists and the more Psychoanalytically
inclined therapists proved to be too wide to be bridged. The behavior
modification persons saw clearly the task at hand, were eager to

;,.,,revise the procedure--generally wholesale--whereas the person
responsible for this diagnqstic procedurkwas much more impressed
with the necessity for lengthy personal interactions by a well-trained
diagnostician. 'Our attempts floundered on detail, and generally
*ended in acknowledged discouragement that we had not made progress.

March of 1973 foung our grout' still attempting,to bring the initial
assessment session to dome levehof efficiency and effectiveness that
the group could be proud of. Rather-than being able to state a goal,
much of the group's actiVitydespite this consultant's efforts to
the contrary- -was spent An expressed resentment against outside
agencies, against the director for admitting unsuitable patients, and
'at the uncertainty of thd future of the haspital's survival or its
leadership.
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Finally, the' one person assigned the duty of coordinating and
formulating this diagnostic staff procedure spent, some time outside
the group, thinking about absolute .necessities, and conceived of a
plan of altering the procedure which reduced his work and that of
other staff members from approximately 12 hours to some 2-1/2 hours
per new case. This certainly represented- a gain in efficiendy, but
the quality of this initial assessment, the timeline of it, and the
usefulness of it remained unchanged. Of course, (iie hoped' thi.s4man
changed his procedure partly as a result of our paying attention again
and again to this admitted area of difficulty.

14'
In April and I'ay of 1973 there was almost no creative thinking

toward current problems or designing a better future. The stress of
the director's uncertain retirement was simply too large an uncertainty
for this group to work around. Both his leaving and his staying seemed
to pose certain fears for members of the group, and the fears effec-
tively immobilized their planning abilities. Finally, the day of
mandatory retirement of the director, appeared and a short memo was
issued by him announcing his retirement. The very next day the
hospital superintendent named a replacement. The. pew direetor, a
man with more than a decade of service in the state hoSpital system
and with a background in psychology, moved in vigorously and actively
to the positron of program director.

During the remainder of May and the early portion of June there
was considerable hustle and bustle., movement of persons into the
area, visits frork other persons from the larger part of the hospital,
visits that many of the previoUs staff members felt heralded the new
man's bringing in ,a cadre of top staff of his own.. He moved rather
quickly to set up himself in 9'. larger office, taking over what had
been previo,usly used as thiChildren's Unit conference room. He
moved also to relieve tome severe personnel shortages and to appoint
an active man in charge of nursing. He was willing, as his time
allowed, to meet with mkas well as the group of program coordinators
that had been meeting more or less regularly, expressing appreciation
for our work, encouraging he activities of planning and idea gathering.
Nevertheless, the members of the groups seemed to feel uneasy with
this new active man, found aspects about his behavior to criticize
and to fear, and in general, seem0 hesitant to venire forth with
clear, decisive recommendations o ideaS. In turn; he also was
hesitant to set clear new directions, but such hesitation seemed more
realistic in that he was gathering information about the unit, its
strengths and its needs. Tentative plans were laid to hold a series of
conferences with mental health. workers from the various counties send-.
ing patients to Southside Hospital, but at the end, of the consultation
period, these plans had not yet been firmed up.
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3. An Assessment of the Impact of Intervention.

On balance, the consultation intervention seems to have made
little impact. Certainly, cohesiveness among'the,program coordinators
was, at the concluSion of the consults on, not yet at a high level,
and clear projects have not been desc ibed and pursued. .The many
innovative and successful ideas tha are present within the Children's
Treatment Unit have not been disse inated thoroughly, and of course,
not instituted as regular practice,

Two beneficial outcomes seem distinctly related to the interven-
tion: (1) The school.personnel have success-fully identified some 88
problems facing them'l moved to take action on four or five of the
more critical ones, and there is considerably more openness, boldness
at aking suggestions, considering altArn,atives; (2) there is among
tty second level personnel a clear appreciation for the larger view of

e network of service of the Children' s Unit, a kecognitiorr of some
of the widespread problems, and a growing awareness 'that these
problems can be tackled, modified, improved. And yet, even though
all members seemed to<grasp my persistent optimism that matters
could be made better, this mode of thought has not becdme at all
widespread, nor do the members clearly-see which problems can be
tackled by the problem-solving, participative group approach.

A subsequent, independent evaluation may reveal gains that
a. have not been perceived by me. (An interim kind of summary of the

Irconsultarit's perception of the situation at the Children's Unit is
provided in the consultant's Activity Report following his October 31,
1972, visit, and may be found in the appendix to this portion of the
report.)

C. What the Independent Evaluator Reported, Based Upon His Interviews at
the Children's1Treatment Unit in November, 1973, Three Months after
Completion of the Consulting Intervention

(This report was submitted by Roland Wiihelmy, PhD, the independent
evaluator).

1. Assignment "°-'
.

To meet with certain staff members of, the Children's Treatment
Unit and 'to assess and report on the changes that had taken place
there since August, 1972'. The prime focus of my investigation was
the impact that HIRI's consultant's actions had had, but I was also
interested in all significant changes regardless of how they came abOut.
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2. Procedure

'My v sit to the Children's Treatment Unit covered part of 2 days.
I conduc ed a series of interview's with members of the agency staff.

-These included the director, the head of nursing services, one pro-
gram coordinator, two speech therapists, the acting principal` of the
school, two tea.chers, one charge- nurse in the new unit and one social
worker. The interviews lasted 1 - 1-1/2 hours each and were con-
ducted in the individual's or group's place of work. Each interview
began With three open -ended questions asking the respqindent to help
the interviewer list the significant events or thanges, describe what
-led up to them and whatthey.in turn, might have led to. Four sub-.
sequent questions asked the respondent to state which change seemed

-0.most important, to rate the current situati.o,p and the "situation in
August, 1972, on a 100-point scale, to evaluate the th'stitution's
readiness and willingness to employ another organizational 'consultant,
and to describe ways in 'which the client-consultant interaction might
.have been strengthened. In addition to the questions just described,
I had a checklist of items which, on an a priori basis, seemed impor-
tant to investigate. Both the questions and the checklist are included
here..

3. The Interviews

a. The First Three Questi&is

(These questions are listed in Chapter II,' Overview of the
9onsurtation Intervention.)

Major EVents to Which.I Hoped to Evoke Staff Response

In my questioning I was Interested in whether any of the staff
who had been present during the consultation period could
describe and respond to seven events associated with the
consultation-. These events were:

(1) A series of meetings designed to identify and solve problems
related to the school and speech departments.

(2) A series of meetings and related efforts designed to resolve
the problem of an ineffective teacher, either by supporting
that teacher and emphasizing his strengths or, it that.failed,
by trying to transfer him out of the Children's Unit.

(3) An effort to raise travel funds for speech department personnel,
for visits to other institutions to learn about innovative.
procedures.
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.9114) Implementation of goal-setting procedUred as described by the

outside consultant on goal setting, or developed in '''various.-
_ meetings with the HIM consultant.

(5) An exercise in problem solving involving revision and reno-
'vation of the conference room in which the meetings took
place.'

(6) Review and revision of intake .procedures. f

(7) Discussion of whether or not. the consultant was viewed as
a facilitator of relations betWeqn the new director and the ,

staff.

Of these evercts, the only ones recognized by the staff I.
interviewed were numbers two, fourrtand six.
r.

c. Some Results of the Interviews
. /

Themost ignificant change at Southside.between August, 1

1472, and August,103,wds the retirement (in May,1973) of the direC-
tor and the appointment of a new director. All other changes are
dependent upon this fundamental change. The consultant's -

intetvention.appears tO have facilitated the changes' in the "
instances to be described, but the actual changes were brought
about by the new director. The former director retired after the
consultant had spent 11 months of his 1-year consulting period at
the institution. Although-the consultant did. meet with the new
director two oi three, times, no true- Consulting relationship was
establfsted between them because of the limitations of time'
(the constetaht was at SoUtobside only about 3 weeks after -

the new director was appointed).

ti

I
d. Person,A's Actions to Strengthen Each of the Children's Units

4

The changes repprted by.,,the persons I interviewed fall
into six categories.

(1) Changes in nursing staff assignments. In the Children's Unit
as a whole there are 131.5 nursing positions. , However, over

' a period of,time 21 of these position's had been used to meet
emergency and other needs=. Four of the nursing positions
were used for school personnel, four for staffing inIsatellite
homes, five for Janitors and-eight for hospital workers. Thus,
although there were in theory, an adequate number ot nursing
posit/111ns for the Children's _Unit, the unit was in fact, under-
staffed with nurses.
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The new director reconverted some of the positions back to t_

nursing. In addition he closed one of the residential units,
and made it into a day care unit for intensive treatment andi
in.-service training. The new unit is staffed with two PhDs
and three graduate students plus nursing staff. Its purpgke

not only care during the day but also training of nurses
from other units in behavior modificatiOn and other tech-
niques; Thus , a child with(parrliularly acute problems
would spend perhaps 2 or .3 months at the intensive treat-
ment unit during the daylong with a nurse from his unit so
that both child and nurse would be learning at the'saKne time
The closing of the residential unit involved the transfer of
some 18 childrdn into other units, but it strengthened the
staffs of the other units simultaneously.,

(2) Organizing the professional staff.' An ad hoc committee of
the program coordinators, professional staff and nursing
coordinators meets for regular weekly-seminars and also
visits other facilities". They haVe access to a social worker
and a PhD consultant:. This 'ad hoc committee generally
acts as a consultative and deliberative body, assisting the
director in, identifyidg and solving problems. Program
coordinators are responsible fora the developmerit of the unit
program goals.- They serve on the ad hoc committee and even
though there is no -Civil service title such as program coor-
dinators , the director has delegated responsibility and auth6r-

% ity to theni, to,carry out their tasks. Program coordinators
also participate in the evaluation of the staff. The ad hod

-committee is busy developing coeducational activities and
converting all the units to coed units. Two of the units
currently are coed.

.
There are now Weekend programs for children. Most of these
are conducted by the rehab staff. Through the maintenance
department, the, committee instituted work training contracts
which permit children to work for pay. Also contemplated is
a car wash. designed to help children earn money for them-
selves. The adhoc caOmittee is designed to be a committee
of "doers"; entrenched personnel unwilling to change and
develop are being leff-oul.

One of the persons interviewed felt that the HIRI consultant's
original group was limited because it,resisted being broadened
to include all ,effective change agents. There was discussion
within the -group but nothing moved, perhaps because not
enough unit, coordinators were involved. Still, kt,p.e, consultant
had taught a number o1 problem-solving techniqAs in the
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process of getting people to talk to each other for the first
time, and this was helpful.

Another person who attended only two or three of the consult-
ant's sessions felt that they didn't add anything and that an
outsider so seldom there couldn't penetrate the internal
structure. Such penetration would have required visits two
or three times per week. He also felt that the consultant
became involved in.laborious explanation'that was 'unnecessary.

One interviewee felt that the consultant did germinate.a'
feeling of camaraderie. He opened'up.communication among
diVerse Members of the staff. People had been unwilling to
examine the, dynamics of the system and to consider changing
it. The meetings held With the consultant began a process
that made such things possible. The same persOn also felt
that the consultant might have missed some tald'nt by not
including more people and that many of the staff didn't know
the consultant was doing anything at ails. This person reported
a reduction of the hostility currently, as compared to the rest -

of the state hospital. The charge nurses and program coordin-
ators are not involved with.training of psychiatric technicians
and nursing treatment specialists.

(3) Changes in the school: The ,principal of the school took a
3-mOnth leave starting in September,1973. During this time,
ex^tensive changes were made in.the school schedule and in
the orgnizaticin and rel4tion of teachers to the rest of the
Children's Unit. The peop14 I talked to about this were
unanimous in viewing the changes as constructive but were
uncertain about the school principal's possible response.

IZe official school day was shortened by half an hour and
the last class was finished an hour earlier to permit a. long
-period of time in the afternoon in which children, teachers
and therapists all could 'participate in various active physical
education activities. The-only exceptions to this were
teachers and children working on a one-to-one basis on
particular problems during this time. Dutring the time the
consultant was there, the teachers had been working to
shorten the school in rather the same way as eventually
worked outs However, last spring when they first proposed
this, the teachers were unable to make a strong altP§e or to

. justify it well enough. A modified version of their proposal
was introduced this fall after the school principal went on
leave. The consultant's stimulation of the group in getting
them to put this problem and idea f9r dealing with it on the
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table, so to speak, may have provided the readiness for
action which took place in the fall of 1973.

e. Getting thp Units Together

Under the previous directorship the units'liad bleen isolated
and autonomous. They reported directly to the director and did not
communicate with each other to any sigriifiant.degree. Three
major events under this heading include: (1) changes in the schwOol,
Schedule which in-creased the contact Of. staff, teachers and ail-

, dren in various therapeutic play; (2) gaining activities each after-
noon; (3) establishment of a more even-handed administration which
gave, equal attention and support and -more.individual iesponsibility
to each unit, but permitted less isolation.

Getting the units together involved getting the staff together.
'Communication was increased among the staff of the Children's
Unit, between Children's Unit staff and the rest of Southside Staite
Hospital, and between Children's' Unit staff 'and the Outside world
`in .general.

The, consultant's greatest contribution grew outoof.the
meetings he conducted with some of the professional staff. Among
other things, thec meetings dealt with ways to identify and solve
problems at the institution; Thus, at least some representatives of
the units were somewhat accustomed to communicating with each
other and attempting to make plans for the future which involved,
the entire Children's Unit and not lust their own particular respon-
sibilities. Although the meetings showed no tangible results at
the time, they were important precursors to the changes which came
to fruition only after.the consultant had left and the new director
had taken over.

In addition, the director's ad 'hoc committee is an expansion
of the Consultant's meeting group, in a manner', consonant with the
new director's style of administration. With the arrival of the new
director, the cognitive changes created in the committee were
transformed,into measurable behavioral changes.

-
f. Changes in Intake Screening and Admission Procedures

The matters of intake screening and admission procedures
were among the subjects identified and reviewed in the group
problem-solving meetings with the consultant. Admission pro-
cedures have undergone very drastic changes. Formerly, it took
approxipately 4 months of intake processing before a child could
enter-Me unit. Presently, the Children's Unit as a whole has as
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i s goal the rapid admission of all appropriate: Children and the
ector has the ultimate authority to approve or not. Different

su units of the Children's Unit are permitted some intake screening.
so iat the child is_ placed in the unit most appropriate for. him.

Prev'iously, no emergency situations were permitted. Now
the Childten's'Unit will .admit a child on the same day he applies,
when,such'emergen,cy procedures are warranted. The Children's 6
Unit sees' itself as a last resort for certain kinds of children.
.Therefore, it endeavors to provide the services for .these children
as rapidly a possiblk.

4.

ornThe menta about discharge procedures were less unani-
. mously favorable. ,Some teachers and speech therapists commented,

that the alternate tare and services unit (ACSU) had ustirped on-
, .the-spot judgment in determining when a child was ready for place-

ment outside the hospital'and.where he should be place51. Thds,
someone ,whb knew about the child was Making Important
:decisions; this had not s een.the.case before.. On the positive side,
a number of satellite ho s were being set up in which there is a
special training for hous parents; there is increased emphasis on
developmentof 'resources and foster care for children who need it.

g. Goal Plannind, Goal Selection i>

This i'ncludEa the outside consultant's goal- planning seminar
(arranged for by HIRI) ; and management-.14-objectives as a replece-
ment for inanagement-br-crisis

Only one person I talked to was able to recall the seminar on
goal planning at Southside. This person reported that approximately
20 people attended. He thought the seminar was "great--a beauti-
ful job," but that there was a thud at the end of the presentation.
The question seemed to be, "Now what
been given, as it were,. in a vacuum.
changes in the state regulation, ,among
been considerable changes in the documentation of goal planning.

Treatment plans were set up 6 months ago. They are revised
regularly. The staff Is ,e4sected to operate in terms of the treatmett
plan. However, one person reported that plans are "all on paper,"
and that, as yet, the staff is pot sufficiently familiar with the new
documentation to Make effective use of it. Goal planning does work
better in some units than in others, of course. Those units with
more emphasis on behaVior modification also tend to be more
familiar with goal planning, since behavior modification without

ecause the seminar had
e then, as mandated by
r things, there have
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planned goals is almost a contradiction in terms. Perhaps as
in-eervice training of the staff continues to develop, goal planning

''and management-by-objectives may become true operating procedures.

Some Conflicting Presumptions among'Various Staff Members at
the Children's Treatment Unit, Southsidd State Hospital, about the
lIkv Director and the Changes Implemented by Him

A negative.pole of the perceptions sees the director as
impulsive and eone who imposes his will upon the hospital.
A positive pole so the perceptions characterizes the director's
actionsas a challenge to excellence. Thatis, the staff is now--
challeAged to be something more than just adequate or competent,

/ as Anipetence had been defined before.

,One of the things that the HIII consultant had commented
t.aliout was the tendency of the staff to perceive the new director
as one who came from the same mold as, the former director. This
tendency. Deemed to be autistic ih the sense that the .perception was
not based upon.experience or fact. Instead, it seemed to reflect a
tendency to interpiet every action of. the new director as if it had
been made by the old directOr with the old director's intent. Con
flicting factual evidence somettmes tended to be denied and then
the evidence which could be construed'as supporting an autistic
hypothesis of authoritarian contfol was in 'fact interpreted this way
by some.

These response tendencies- can be interpreted another way as
well. According to the theory of cognitive dissonance, attitudes,
beliefs and perceptions tend to become adjusted in ways which
justify the perceiver's own actions. If dissonance principles wer
applied to the situation at Southside State Hospital, it would be
predicted that those staff members who resisted the changes inter-
jected by the director would tend to justify themselves by inter-
preting his actions as arbitrary and impulsive, and as generally
detrimental to the children's welfare; those staff members who had
cooperated in furthering the changes instituted by the director w. ld
tend to see those changes as being maximally constructive, perhaps
even as a challenge to excellence.

Abother hypothesis could be that the different subgroups of the
staff had been treated differently in the first stages of the new direc-
toed reorganization of the unit. The nursing staff had reviou ly
been Aubject to repeated deprivation and many of the s eps tak n by
the new director were desisjned to strengthen the nursin taff nd
its morale. Some of these changes were made at the ex ense
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--Iof teaching stafband other categories. Thus, the nursing staff
might be expe)cted t,e-se changes in a mor6 favorable light
than would z(attain to

&
chers and speech therapists.

On .jihe other hand, t ew procedures istituted with
respect to the school d. and the appointment Of a new diking
principal would appall- 'o have benefited many of the teachers and
to have improved the morale. From this point,of view, diverse
pereptions of the irector may be partially justified as arising out
of the same set f actions but coming from different subgroups of
staff, depending upon the effect the changes had upon th it own
areas of responsibility.

One person commented that the former director had been
bright but egotistical. tHe' had picked a non-threatening staff who
maintained the ship for hini. The two prime requirements for the
staff had' been.an interest° in children and a form of hero orship of
the former director:

The same person pbitz3ed out.tha,t the new director no less
formal and less egotistical but required that the dstaff w rk with
him. The new director's goals for employees welre a w 11 trained
staff,. open to new methods. It was ported out that p rhaps he had

.not been on the job long enough to have defined his a image too
well. This may have made it easier for some to misre d his actions
as authoritarian, indecisiveness. At any rate, the sa e person
pointed Out- that certain old-timers felt threatened by he ew
director and his new procedure's. One person expres he hope
that the new director would keep the consultants an archers
under control and restrain them from exploiting the en.

i. Additional Questions

ed
res
ild

In addition to the thiQe basic questions (re, ail o all changes
at the Children's Treatment Unit since August,197 , h they came
about, and what were the results) which formed he c re of the
interviews, I directed the following fain- questi ns to the inter-
viewees.

(1) Whif those .changes (dismissed above) do you think was
the most import or the moat useful?

One person- felt that the most drastic change was the change
in the admissions procedure'. Several people thought that the
change in directors was the most important. Others said that
the establishment of the new day treatment center or the
change to a more e'quita'ble and even-handed apprpaah in
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administration would be most important. One person commented
that the least constructive thing that HIRI's consultant did was
to eg(age in laborious, detailed explanations during the meet-
ings. Another felt that the change to an emphasis on behavior
modification was very important and was associated. with con-
siderable improvemerit in treatment from the custodial care
situation that had previously prevailed.

elP

(2) On a scale on which 100 means an absolutely perfect situation
and zero means a disastrous failure, would you tell me how you
would rate the general situation here now? After the person had
responded, the question would continue: Using, the same criter-
ia would you rate it as of August, 1972, or the date the person
first started to work, if it were a later date?

In asking this question, I explained that a score of 100
would mean the realization of the,situation's ideal potential,
and a score of zero would mean something worse than merely
closin6 down the institution.

Now

83
75
62
60
60
60
$0
67

0

Then

40
10
50
55

68'
74
50

(Mean = 70.2) (Mean = 53.0)

N = 9 N = 9

(3) This was aimed at finding out about the institution's readiness,
and willingness to employ another organizational consultant.
It was phrased in different ways to differentindividuals.

Southside Children's Unit is accustomed to using various kinds
of consultants on a regular basis. Some staff members are

r accustomed to avoiding the utilization of consultants Who
appear at the children'sunit regularly and there is considerable
distrust of an outsider coming into the situation. There are so
many constraints operating on the staff from so many different
elirectiohs that to be effective, the consultant must be either
someone who is going to spend an inordinate amount of time

1 )
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understanding all of the ramifications of each action or some-
one who is already so familiar to the staff that he is not con-e
sidered an outsider.

The nursing staff seem d to be ready for some kind of organi-
zational'consultant and some of the administrative staff
seemed to be in the po ition of being a1 le to make use of
organizational consuta ion.

. One person pointed out that the ne* director is so new that he
is a sort of coinbination insider and consultant. Perhaps he
embo'dies the dream of the consultant in terms1/4of the power to
carry out all the plans he would see as useful One person
pointed,out that the new director did 'not make special use of
HMI's consultant nor was HMI's consultant able to establish a..
strong relationship with the new director. (There was no time
to, do so; they overlapped only abaft three.weeks.)

There are various program review units that serve some con-
suiting purposes within the institution. Nursing staff is ready
for assistance with changes and in egotiating their adminis-
trative roles--and peihaps in management-by-objectives. -

Southsidb Children's Unit seemed to,be similar to Val iew
Boys Center, in that both institutions had recently obtained new
directors by the time I arrived to conduct these interviews; both
were in a period of considerable organizational and procedural.
change,' and both seemed to be in the position of being unable
to make effective use Of outside organizational consultation.
Or--the consultant was not able to bring bout basic change in
the deep-seated problems. that existed an permeated the staff
attitudes and behaviors.

(4) Can you tell me some things that the consultant might have
done here or done differently? can you tell me some things
that the Children's Unit should have done differently with the
consultant? 'What, is the best ting that the Children's Unit and
the consultant accomplished?

It was unanimouFly agreed that what thekChildPeni.s Unit and the
consultant accomplished was to start people talking to each
other and establish a certain feeling of camaraderie in the group
with which he met regularly for several months. This con-
sultant's group, however, seemed to resist being broadened, as
it re3isted including other members who they felt were less

-
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amenable to change. No unit coordinators were involved and,
therefore, thought w1 s not translated into action.

One person wished that the consultant had been more directive
and had set down rules instead of wasting time. She Wished
that thp committee had been more ,task-oriented. She also
pointed- out -'that the consultant received no cooperation from
the former director, who never.set foot in the meeting room.
Thus the group always dealt with hypothetical solutions to
real problems. The consultant was someone whom the pro-
feSsionals respected and this accounted for the amount of
progress In communication and cooperation which was
pptablished.

Another person attended only two or three sessions of the
group meetings .and felt that they didn't add anything, and
could not, because an outsider who visited the unit so seldom
would be unable to penetrate the internal structure of the
institution. The consultant, according to this person, would
have been forced to hold meetings two or three times a week
in order to pe really effective.

Several people expressed the feeling that the consultant
hadn't accomplished verimuch because nothing much could
have been accomplished. Another person. pointed out that,a
number of people in the institution didn't know what the
'-.Consultant was doing and therefore he missed utilizing a lot
of existing talent.

4. iteport of Issues of A.Priori Interest

In addition to the above seven questions, I had a checklist of
ques ons to which I wished to discover answers myself. These items
a phrased in arms of questions I would like to be able, to answer,
and I tried to ma e sure, by making very indirect inquiries, that I
was able to answer them to my satisfaction.

Do unit supervisors meet together about anything? Do they see
themselves as being interrelated with a common task, common
problems and common solutions? Unit supervisors or unit coordinators
do meet together in the ad hoc committee; they do see themselves as
being more interrelated and not as competitive as pefore. There is
less of the squeaky wheel approach that I pointed out previously.

--Thus, there is some change here; before the -consultation, the
Children's Unit had been described as nine separate units in isolation
from each other..

1 .1 A " -112-



HIR1's consultant may have helped germinate the degree of coopera-
tion and perception of interrelations that presently exists. The fact
that the unit coordinators now meet is dependent upon the new director,
but the fact that they meet and manage to accomplish something may
be due in part to the impact of the consultation.

What perceptions did the teachers have of the school principal?
Teachers did not think that the schooGprincipal had changed at all.
He'd been on leave 'for the last 3 months and challges had taken

glace in the school administration, but none of this is likely to be
identified with the consultant.

Did the change i the school day duration work out well? Had this
produced any increas ncommunication and cooperation,between the
unit and the school? The school dy duration change has been working
successfully and has helped to increase the unit/school communication
and cooperation. However,' relatively, few people see these changes
as having stemmed from the efforts,of the consultant. The original
efforts of the consultant and, his group came to no visible fruition, in
part becauSe of resistance from the school principal. However, 'a
revised version of the proposal that the group had 9reatdd was imple-
mented in the fall of 1973 and does seem to be working out well. To
the extent that the ideas seemed to germinate and develop, in part,
under the consultant's assistance, the consultant should be considered
a change agent in helping to facilitate a new school day and in
increasing communication between the school and the units..

Is the staff using the rest of the hospital facilities more, e.g., the
closed clItuit TV, repair. services, cable channels,' and professional
contacts?` There is more communication between the Children's Urtit
and the rest of the hospital now, particularly with the adolescent unit.
Most of the facilities of the rest of the hospital are already utilize'd
heavily at the moment, but staff members of the Children's Unit do
spend time in other portions of the hospital system for in-service'
training and other kinds of assistance.

There is a hospital-wide'teachers' &Ionization. In the prgtvious
administration, people were actively discouraged from seeking assis,
tance anywhere else in the state hospital. Now they are actively
encouraged to se& and develop greater communication and cooperation
with other parts 9f the hospital, and with groups outside the hospital.
None of this took place prior to the arrival of the new director or the
departure of the consultant. It is possible that the staff might have
been more ready to utilize the other facilities and to reach out to
groups outside the hospital as well because of the consultant's effort,
but this'is not readily demonstrable.



Is there increased communication by second level people with the
outside? Yes, but again, demonstrations of the connection between
the consultant's efforts and the present results are difficult to utablish.

,
Did the satellite home plan Progress as a greater parcof the

Children's Unit? The Satellite home plan was developed by the former
director. It continues to exist and develop. The children's home unit
h. applied for a federal training and research grant to enable them to
train couples stheraiiists for satellite homes and surrogate parents
for difficuli.,-6hildren. In addition, the. research grant proposed that
parents bbrought to the Childrpn's Unit for a week at the end of the
-child's stay. The parents would-live in the satellite home and get
intensive training in how to care appropriately for their children.
Additionally, there would be follow-up services for parents at home.
ThliS, the satellite home plan has progressed and proposals for its
continuation are an integrated part of the Children's Unit. There is
no information, however, that HIRI's consultant has had anything to
do with its continued development.

What is the level of Staff morale? The level of turnover? Are
there hopes for the future? Morale is higher for the most part. Turnover
went up with the arrival of the now director but is now down. There are
hopes for the future and a feeling that no one is locked into any partic-
ular procedure or situation any more.

Was there a treatment program set up with a goal plan for each
Child? Who participated in the setting of such goal plans? As I
poinfed out earlier, the treatment plans and goal setting may'appear
more on paper than.in.reality, but considerable progress has been and
continues to be made in in-service training twhelp the staff utilize
goal setting more efficiently and effectively.

Is there some boldness at making suggestions and considering
alternatives? People I talked to seemed more willing to talk than I had
expected from, the reports I'd-read. To that degree there was an increase
in boldness at making, suggestions and considering alternativese, Even
the people who were less than contented with the present 'situation and
the changes contemplated were willing to express their discontent to
me with little hesitation.

-

On the other hand, constructive suggestions from the discontented
beople were rare. The last 6 to 8 months in Southside Children's Unit
have involved so much change-that it's unlikely many people are---sktting.
around waiting for some change which would get them out of their ruteir,
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Is there increased emphasis on results? Yes, as contrasted to an
emphasis on organizational survival, or maintenance, or custodial care
of the children, I found considerable emphasis on results. Some of
the objections to the changes that had been instituted and contemplated
were objections to the increased emphasis on results in the\form of
behavior modification, as opposed to more cognitive kinds of therapies.
It was difficult for me, in a short visit, to distinguish between those
who might be resisting change simply to resist any kind of change,
and those who had fundamental objections to what they saw as certain
immoral or unethical aspects of behavior modification. But prompted
by the new director and by changes in state regulation, there is
emphasis on measuratde results. Again, though, there is no evidence
that HIRI's consultant played a major part or any part at all in the
present state of affairs. I believe many other factors must have
operated more strongly.

5. Summary

Southside State Hospital Children's Unit seems to have achieved
a number of things the consultant tried to help it achieve. Most of
.these changes and achievements are associated with programs instituted
by the new director. Often the procedures the director used were not
those which would have been recommended by the consultant because
of certain ideological differences between the two. However, the end
results do seem extraordinarily consistent with the goals the consultant
had.

For the most part,. regarding the checklist of questions herein, I
een'ieport that considerable progress is in evidence. I can also
report that it's quite obvious progress would not have taken place with-
out a change in directorship, even though the consultant did succeed
in opening the program to talk about goals. Now, certainsliVisions
of the Children's Unit seem to be in a position to take considerable
advantage of ourorganizatibnal.consulting-services, such as HIRI tried
to provide. The problem in separating out and discussing the -influence
of the consultant from that of other influences at Southside is that
both the director's efforts ancf,the consultant's efforts were aimed in
approximately the same direction, but from independent formulations.-
The results were consistent' with both efforts, but since the director
has considerably more power and split at least six times as much time
carrying out his plans as did the consultant, and since the consultant
left almost six months ago, the probabilities of clearly establishing
that a, particular event is associated principalll with the consultant's
efforts are quite slim.

1 1 5 - u
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All persons interviewed were asked to rate the general situation
at Southside on a scale of 0 -100, as of August, 1972, and again at the
time of the evaluations. The mean score for the earlier date was 53.0
and for the more recent date, 70.2, a gain of 17.2. These ratings
came from a total of nine respondents".

D. What, is Suggested by the Before-and-After Questionnaire Responses

Below lb tabular computer printout form (Table 4) are the responses of
the,staff at Southside to the 40 items in the BDF administered in 1972
compared with staff response to those tame items on the ISSQ in 1973. At
the ,end of this listing are total scores for the Southside staff on the 1972
BDF compared with the 1973 ISSQ.

The second section of Table 4 (NEW ITEMS) lists the responses of
the 'staff at the Children's Unit to new items on the ISSQ which were not
includedin the BDF`. At the end of this section are the total scores for the
institution's staff on the 40 new items exclusive to the ISSQ. In addition,
total scores tor the staff on all 80 ISSQ items are given.

The table is to be read as follows; For item #1, "Quality of intake
procedures..." 'out of a total number (N=60) of respondents from Southside
on the 1973 ISSQ, 20% rated Southside on this item as 2 (Fair); 56.67% gave
a rating of 3 (Satisfactory); 21.67% .gave a rating of 4 (Good); 1.67% gave
a ratjn of 5 (Excellent). And so for each item.

(7 The 1972 responses to the BDF (N=28) for those questions are listed
ediately below the ISSQ responses and are to be read in exactly the

ame way.

On an overall basis, only 4.21% of the respondents from Southside
gave their institution a mean rating of 5 (Excellent) on these 40 ISSQ items,
compared with 7.95% for the BDF in 1972--a loss of 3.74. It should be
noted that the N for respondents on the ISSQ was 60; compared with.an N
of28 on the BDF, so that there were more than twice as many persons on the
`Cldren's Unit staff who responded to the questionnaire in 1973 compared
with 1972. This was a year during which there was growing uncertainty
about the future and fate of state hospitals, with much talk of possible
additiona. closings and therefore much uncertainty about future status
and job security.

With regard to specific items, there was a higher score on 16 items in
1973 compared with 1972, and a lower ,score on 24 items. The amounts of
difference usually were very small. It is interesting to note here,%how-
evet4, that on the 80th item, which read-, "your opinion of the ipstitution
as a place in which to work, the ISSQ score was 3.22, compared with
2.71 on the BDF--a gain of .51, which was a larger than usual 'difference.
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ITEM RESPONSE: FORTY OLD ITEMS AND FORTY NEW ITEMS ON THE ISSQ AT
-.CHILDREN'S UNIT, SOUTHSIDE STATE HOSPITAL (N=60)

(For old items, ISSQ responses are listed first,
and..1972 BDF responses are listed immediately below them)
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This might. be' related to .feelings about the change in directors and the
improvempnts which were being instituted--a number of which, as noted by
the independent evaluator, were identified as needed in the Sessions with

. the consultant, but in*several instances not implemented until after the new
director arrived.

In terms of overall ore comparison, the mean for Southside on the
1972 BIDE was 3,08,. compared with 3.00 on the 1973 ISSQ--an insignificant
difference .

NE. Commentary by Edward-M. Glasen, PhD, Project Director, on the Consulta-
tion Intervention at Southside (

While some important modus operandi and communication improvements
appear to have been facilitated by the consulting intervention, according to
the findings of the independent evaluator, and these have resulted in
Unproved institutional efficiency and effectiveness, it also has been noted
that implementation in most cases did not occur until aTter a new director
was'appointed, upon retirement of his predecessor at age 7g.'

A key to this outcome appears to be in the fact that the director, who
exercised a great deal of influence and control over the operation of
the Children's Treatment Center,.was not personally involved in the consul-
tation effort. He gave it his support 8nly in allowing it to proceed. He
did not encourage people to come to meetings or convey to them the idea
that the meetings were important or valuable for them. Yet his approval,
ego-investment and active commitment were perceived by the staff group
with whom the consultant worked as necessary to deal effectively with the
problems identified and the tentative solutions proposed by others.

Two minimal conditions probably should have been required for the
continuation of this consulta"tion effort, which if not achievable shcpuld have
resulted in withdra al of the consultation at this institution.

1. If the direct :.did hot wish to attend. thd problem- identification and
problem-solving setsiOns...or if the staff felt freer to discuss
problems-and opportunities without his presence until they yid. worked
given issues through to a recommended course of action...it was
necessary for the direCtor to inform the. group unequivocally, in a face-
to-face open discussion, regarding his support of the consultation
effort and what he hoped might' be gained fr9, it for the. benefit of all
concerned. In effect, the .director needed fo set .goals or at least
expectations of constructive outcomes, and needed to let the group -

know that problem-identification and proposals for resolving the iden-
tified problems would be nondefensively welcomed, wanted, and
given positive reinforcement.
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2. The staff group who attended these meetings w1thithe/consultant needed
to be more representative of a broader base of functions and power in .
the Children's Unit (no unit coordinators were present and only one of
the two psychologists involved had any authority) . Each participant
needed to make a personal commitment to invest himself or herself in
this opportunity to take stock and-try to work out improvements - -or
not be a Member of the group. In effect, given the opportunity, they
had concomitant responsibilities if they wished to be a voluntary
member of the group which the director was encouraging (given point

above).

The consultant did not specify, require or achieve acceptance of these
conditions. In effect, he appeared to become infected-with the malaise or
discouragnent of the staff.

The HIRI project director, in turn, was overconcerned with allowing the
consultant to work things out in his own style, and-thus did not intervene
decisively., This happened partly because ona.of the hypotheses was that a
great variety of Well-trained consultants probably could help an organiza-
tion improve its effectiveness and efficiency if the key members of the
organization could be brought around to a situation where they felt disposed
(and safe) to review their (the organization's) goals, take stock of where
they and their programs stood with regard to goal attainment, then pool
their collective wisdom about implementing ideas for improvement or renewal,
followed 'by frequent feedback of performance results compared with
measured baseline data. In the Southside case, two of the essential condi-
tions for testing this hypothesis.were absent. If'ways could not .be found
to overcome these lacks within the first 2-3 months of the consultation'
effort, HIRI should have withdrawn, and transferred the resources allocabd
for Southside to another institution.

4
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Activity Report # 9

by

Andrew V. Morrison

Children's Unit, gbuthside State Hospital Oct 9ber 31, 1972

I . What I Did, with Whom, at Whose Request, Duration, Purpose

Today I met (by my-request) with seven'members of the middle man-
agement staff of the Children's Unit Of Southside State Hospital for a
2 1/2 hour block of time. 'At this meeting I was accompanied by Dave
Berger of HIRI-.

The chief purpose of,this meeting was to insure that I would be work-
ing during the next 9 months with a minimum of four of the program coor-
dinators at Children's Unit. Additionalpurpoges included:- the sharing of
my major observations concerning Children's Unit, correction by their
inputs of those observations, informing them that I had some 20 consulta-
tion days available for their use, my suggesting some things we could do
with that time, and, finally, getting commitment from them that we would
be working togettier-, .

The-ineeting was helci-Lkthe'unit office of A; that being a centrally
located place and adequately large for all those in attends e. I had by

--It-telephone invited eight persons Co thetmeeting, selecting f om the
Children's Unit those eight persons mosflikeiy.sto grasp w t I was trying
to say,. 1most likely being ble to react candidly and critically and with
suggestions of theft iavn. (Of the dight persons invited, seven appeared;
they were six program coordinators and the school principal.

/-.
II. Obserions and Impressions on the Day's Significant Events

A. Meeting with the seven persons listed above; actually, 9:45 a.m.
to 12:15 p.m.

The meeting mentioned above had been scheduled to begin at
9:30 and terminate at 11:30, but others did not arrive punctually,
nor were we able to arrive at agreements by'11:30, so the meeting
was extended. After introductions and settling down, I stated the
purpose of the meeting was threefold: to inform them of some of my
findings, to extend to them information concerning the. future, and to
invite them to participate in consultation during the coming year.
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'I mentioned ten major observations that I fel were correct about
the Children's Unit. The observations were as f ws:

1. There are eight hospitals here at the nildren's Unit and a school
that relates to all of those hospitals.

2. The programs in-each of the "mini-hospitals" differ widely one
from the other, partly because they have.different patient popula-
tions, but also because each program is relatively independent .

from the other and there seems to be little interaction between
the mini-hospitals.

3. The' aimsand purposes of Children's Unit; as well as the individ-
v ual mini-hospitals, are not stated clearly by the leaders involvpd.

4. Because aims and purposes are stated vaguely, no one knows if
goals are being met.

5. 8 is a powerful force within the Children's Unit--or potentially
vso on each of the individual units. 4-

B's retirement in May of 973 is uncertain, and this seems to
,leave, an aura of upcerta nty end anxiety in tile staff.

7. There seem to be no cost/eff ctivenes's data available, no data
available to determine whet r an activity is worth its cost.

8. There is at the Children's Unit no cherish d "success mythology"
--that is to say, I did not hear anecdote or stories told about
even a single success that the Children's Unit had managed with
an individual patient.

9. There seems to be a "log jam" at therelease end of the treatment
phase.

10. The emphasis by everybody seems to be on making an effort
introducing a certain climate, and the emphasis on these activi-
ties obscures the results obtained", even obscures the search for

.knowledge of results.

After I .had readthe list, of major observations above, I asked
for corrections or comments. In general, persons seemed to agree
with my observations except as follows: C questioned whether the
presence of eight hospitals was a detriment rather than an asset, and
we interchanged comments on that, with my emphasizing there seemed.
to be an inadequate interaction between the "mini-hospitals." Addl-.tionally, C questioned whether there was indeed a log jam at the



.

release end of the treatment phase, insofar as there was no "log jam"
oiapplicants at the present time. He seemed to be saying that the
way to tell where there was a log jam at the end was to see if there
was one at the beginning. I disagreed with that conception, as did
`a number of other persons at the meeting, many of them stating that
patients could not be expediently released, and then their adjustment
"goes sour." A cluestioned whether results are measured, and
emphasized that within the school program evety child is measured
and, their results are known. D also challenged this observation
a bit, saying that indeed on her tiny unit (6 patients only) they did
know what results they were getting. I responded that the results
seemed to be within the hospital treatment phase only, and there was
little -follow -up knowledge as to the consequence's and success of
the patient after he terminates the hospital phase. In general, per- .4s.

sons agreed, stating that Often the patient as inappropriately placed
to the detriment.of their work together wit- he patient during the
hospital pliale. On the other hand,:D orted one recently
released young girl who had mace great gains in the hospital and
now, 6 months after release, is functioning beautifully in her own
neighborhood school setting.

4

In general, ho ver, the persons attending the meeting agreed
with thee, observatio , but felt that the solutions lay in /agencies or
persons outside the selves. (See Dave Berger's written comments'
concerning the pessimism extant in this group.) ,

After stating that I would be available some 20 days between now
and July, 1973, I proceeded to itemize a number of things that we could
do--should they be willing and interested. These included:

1. Holding problem-finding meetingson each'unitso that the program
coordinators could learn clearly to-separate the locating of prob-
lems from the solving of problems.

a. Teach and initiate solution-finding meetings at each unit, the
aim being to firmly establish a problem-solving approach of a
more effective nature.

3. Institute goa.1 planning for the individual patients as well as
establishing clear-cut goals for the individual treatment units.

4. By instituting goal planning, we should be able to establish
clearer criteria regarding when a child is ready to leave--and to
what sort of setting.
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- 5. Establish mole clearly in our own heads four classes of "commun-
ity" so that when a child has been assessed as ready to leave,
that child can be aimed more precisely for a target community
suitable for his-her level of adjustment.

6. We might establish improved relationships _with, say, six schools
to insure that a patient graduating from the Children's Unit. would
encounter school success.

7. We might make site visits to Devereux Schools at Sancta Barbara
or other places to gather specific inforntatiOn as to how they
function.

After having read these possible activities, I asked for reactions
and comments and suggestions,. In general there was /ittle enthtisi-
asm for these ideas, considerable statements to the'effect that others
should solvtoacertain of the problms (relationship6 with,tbe schools,
clarification of types of community placement). Additionally, D felt
that problem identification sessions would be an academia endeavor
unless B and E atterided these meetings to know what the problems
were--and .possibly - -to be confronted with that situation.

A

I responded to a number of these comments with the sort of state-.
ment such as this: Others have not solved these problems--and we
might wait another 20 years for them to do so--but what if we looked,
at the above types of activities as part of our responsibilities? For
example, to write up in lucid terms four classes of community place-
ments that are sorely needed, writing it in such a way that anybody
could pretty well understand what was needed, and then find or
establish the desired sort of setting. Additionally, since many chil-
dren have not been treated well upon their leaving, what would be
the consequence of writing something like an "operator's manual" for
an auttomobileor a set of instructions--to the next worker on how
best to handle the child so that what growtjh and adjustment has been
achieved will both be maintained and furthered? Additionally, I was
willing to attempt to at some later time set up a problem identification
meeting with B present, but reflected that at the present time this
seemed impossible to bring about, premature, but is certainly some-
thing to be considered.

With further discussion, F, the School Principal, enthused con-
siderably about problem identification and solving sessions with
his school teachers, enthused about the possibility of setting up a
liaison with community schools so as to insure a child's subsequent
school success. With this encouragement and lead, I asked rather
directly whether they wished to make suggestions as to how we could
work together or should we begin holding' problem identification
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training sessions, later sessions on their individual units. There
was moderate reluctance in accepting the idea, but 0, F, A,and H
indicated their willingness to work with me in the coming year. We
arranged to have the 2-hour problem-finding training session on the
following Tuesday, that meeting from 9:.30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.

This pasticular meetlng terminated at 12:15 p.m.

B. Attempt to Meet with .B

Dave Berger and I went fromA's office to the administration
building of the Children's Unit, hoping to see B and inform him
of what we had done and our subsequent plans,,but B'was at lunch
(he ctistobarily takes ...3 30-minute lunch period at his pwn residence
on the hospital grounffs), and we were unable. to see him at that
time.

C. Luncheon Conference with Dave Berger Concerning th s Morning's
Meeting

Dave Berger and'I drove in separate cars to a nearby city
and had lunch together and discussed the meeting. See his report for
his observations. As I recall it, he was impressed with the degree
of pessintiszn and depression that exists arming these apparently very
bright people, emphasizing that they seemed to be,at that state of .

adjustment in which to4some extent they enjoyed their puttering and
were doing. things that woufd maintain the situation asis.

III. Interpretation and Analysis
. I

.
.

As was Dave Berger, I was impressed with the lethargy, the lassitude
of many of the program coordinators. Although I don't cluite see it as he
does, namely, that their activities are designed (consciously or uncon-7

Aously) to maintain the system as is; I was imprissed with the amount
of "nay-saying" that seemed t$ be present, the painful explanations that
a problern was outside their province, and many.,'many remarks that seemed
to reflect a hesitancy, a withdrawal from the larger scope of things, a
reflection of only,so-so self-esteem and senseof potency. I had had 3
years staff experience at Southside State Hospital and encountered what
these people had been saying a that time among the staff, but then and
with that staff the lethargy and inertia seemed even larger, more profound,
so to inspire that 'staff was more of an accomplishment. Hence, as I
listen and look at these particular program coordinators I see the same'
themes but not at quite the depth of resignation as is perhaps even average
among the staff members at Southside State), Hospital. As I recall my own
3 years of duty there, I recall being sort of indoctrinated by the staff
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as to the futility of making changes, and this indoctrination was relatively
subtle and persistent. Is.that still going on? What happens to a bright
young graduate student with a fresh PhD or M.D. and he comes .to the
Children's Unit? How quickly can his initial confidence and aspirations
be brought into the institutional standard? Dave Berger's comments cer-
tainly aroused memories' and created a different framework for looking at
the behavior of these program coordinators. I recall, now, that a number
of active and energetic and well intentioned young staff hired on at
Southside State Hospital, encountered some major discrepancy between
what they thought was correct and existing prOcedures, and left rather
rapidly to some other institution or private practice. Those that remained
often were absorbed into the "nothing really of importance can be done"
philosophy that seemed to permeate the place, but I was fortunate to
team U13 with initially one and then-four other persons whb worked together
for 18 months to bUild new prOgrams, institute new practices, etc. That
team of five persons would meet frequerily at work; weekly on off-duty
hours, and we conclyded that practically, any reasonable idea could be
implemented at the hospital at that time if it seemed sensible ,.ff the
right persons were informed and brought on board, and the program
didn't bring great risks to the reputation of the, medical director. With
that in mind, we were able and did institute a number of rather large.
changes.

The staff at the Childrens' Unit does not seem to have welded itself
into a self-help team or network, hence suggestions often die aborning,
many reasons why something can't be done are proffered, and only modest
achievement is forthcoming from this group of well trained, highly intelli-
gent, wall paid staff. The fire of life has not by any means died in-these
people; but it often seems reserved for their individua program's, nurtured
in a sort of-isolation and withdrawal, .and not spent on forming teams,
sharing interaction ideas, establishing project goals ,. making-suggestions ,
following through on them; etc.. In this respect, my relationship with
them, it seems to me, will be a fit more like that of a psychotherapist
to an individualor work group, initially encouraging greater activity,
suggesting ideas, fostering self esteem, building relationships
between them and me, and only later will we be able to examine nondefen-
sively the personal, unit and eptire Children's Unit's goals. To be sure,
such goal clarification and-the setting of objectives is extremely important,
but f have not in my experience been able to work with relatively troubled
persons initially on such matters. First, it seems to me, we always must
sort of check each other out, establish a relationship of moderate trust,
solve some of the pressing problems that upset them, and later move
toward more specific goals and even later toward the examination of life-
time goals-. I suspect the same procedure will unfold with this group at
the Children's Unit, insofar as much of their time is spent in coping with
existing problems, coping defensively rather than creatively. Thus, at
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the moment I see the procedure possibly unfolding with problem identifica-
tion sessions, problem-solving sessions, learning-to set behaviorally
stated goals for individual patiOints, setting behaviorally stated goals for
the unit and later for the Children's Unit.itself. In terms of a time sequence,
possible problem d ntification will occur in November, problem-solving
training and experie ce in December, an initial run at goal setting in
January, etc.

,Qc

Dave Berger's esence was especially_ helpful to me for two reasons:
First, at one point the meeting he rather sharply confronted the group by
saying, "It is not w t we or Andy can do for you, but what do you want
to @lc, what' are you going to suggest?" (I've captured the gist of it, but
missed the actual words; but the comment got through to the group.)
Second, his lunch time comment's concerning the pessimism and how the
individuals seemed to maintain the system by nourishing their complaints
brought a slightly different perspective to-my mind, but also helped me
focus more clearly that.here we have a number of individuals sort of in
'trouble at their work and that we must work with the individual- apathy,
fearfulness, nay-saying firSt. His perception of the degree of difficulty
was, as has been mentioned before, somewhat graver than mine, but I.
have both greater clarity how to proceed and :Wore hope of success as a
result of his visit and comments.

IV. Did We Accomplish. Today's Stated Objectives?

Ye's, but not with quite the degree of clarity, speed and enthusiasm
that I had anticipated. The chief objective was to explore whether a
minimum of four of the eight program coordinators would be willing to
work with me and possibly together during the coming year; we have
acquiescence and agreement from that number, but the degree of clarity
and enthLisiasm is somewhat less than desirable.

1/4 <

V. Proposegkelevant Dimensions

At the next meeting of the program coordinators, Children's Unit, I
intend to teach quite clearly throughdecture and demonstration how to
hold a problem-finding or problem-identification session. I will invite
all of the program coordinators to attend, that attendance being voluntary;
additionally each program coordinator will be invited to bring an additional
key staff person from his individual unit staff. Thus, we may have as
many as 16 people at the next meeting to be held Tuesday,' November 7,
1972.

I called B, informed him of my most recent visit tp Southside State
Hospital and the proposal that I wodc with a minimum of four °and as Many
progrrn coordinators as were interested and willin6; first on problem-

, identification sessions, then on problem solving, then on goal setting. Apparently
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I have yet done nothing gravely wrong, since he seemed both to grasp the idea,
express his willingness for me to work with his staff in this manner, and
informed me how to reserve the Children's Unit conference room for that purpose.
Additionally, he reported in. glowing terms that he had recently been visited by
some pbople from Health, Education and Welfare who had been quite impressed
with his program and proposals for Childien's Unit and satellite homes and the
child care specialist training, those pehons stating to him, "You are 30 years
ahead of your tinie." He was exuberant, enthused, and eager to share his happi-
ness. Additionally, he asked if I had seen the first issue .of a new publication
by the. Department of Mental Health called exCHANGE. in which be has a feature
article. He went on to give me the address of the editOr, encouraging me to get
a copy; he additionally asked if I had gOtten,from California Association for
Mental Health their report on the task force on the children's sections at Napa
and Southside;. I had not, and he urged me to do so. I promised him I would
immediately call Sacramento and get a copy of that sent to me. I did call
CAMH in Sacramento asking them for two copies of that task force report as
well as (since I am fortunate to know personally the, secretary at that office)
asking them to call over to another area in Sacramento and ask them to send me
two copiestof the new journaMcCHANGE.
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4.

VALLEYVIEW BOYS CENTER (VBC)*

A. Summary Description of the Institution

Valleyview Boys Center is a children's residential center (CRC)
housing approximately 80 educationally handicapped and emotionally and
behaviorally disturbed boys between ages 11-15. It is located in a rural
setting. The facility consists of four cottages (of two units each) which
are several hundred yards away and quite isolated from an administration
building, an on-campus school and a refectory. Most of the institution's
operating costs are borne by the public agencies (primarily county welfare
and probation departments)-- referring the children. In addition, there is
Considerable financial dependence on a sponsoring body, which makes up
deficits in operating costs and pays off a mortgage on the property. The
architectural design of the buildings and their setting are unusually
attractive for an institution of this kind.

An organizational chart for Valleyview Boys Center as of August, 1972,
when the consultation began, follows (see Table 5).

B. What the Contpltant Thought He Was Trying To Do at VBC

The following statements of objectives, perceptions and strategies of
consultation were prepared by the HIRI consultant to this particular institu-
tion, Harvey Ross, PhD.

1. Overview

I first visited Valleyview in 1972 during an exploratory phase of
our project. The director, who then was quite neW, described. the 75-
year-old institution as having evolved, through a number of stages. It
had been established as an Indian school to.provide educational
services to local Indian children who did not have access to schools
in tax-supported school districts. As regular school districts came
to serve more and more of the Indian children, the school was

* This report on the VBC consultation and. evaluation thereof was submitted
for review of accuracy, etc., to the present director of Valleyview, and to
the former director who invited the consultation. The present director felt- -
insofar as he knew--that the entire account was relevant, accurate and had
his approval for publication as written. The former director felt that part C
herein--the interview data gathered by the independent evaluator--should
be omitted for the reasons discussed in that segment. Part B (as revised
herein after consultation between Dr. Rqss and the former director) was
approved by the former as well as the present director. The remaining
parts--A, D and E do not call for outside review.
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converted to an orphanage. During the last two decades, it has
evolved into an agency-supported residential treatment center for
exceptional. children, primarily serving a number of adjacent
counties.

The makeup of the staff had changed in a manner parallel to that
of the 'population served. Early in Valleyview's history, it was
staffed primarily by members of religious 'orders . Gradually, the
institution has hired increasing numbers of lay taff. The local
school district recently has assumed responsibility for Valleyview's
academic program as part of a federally funded special education
program.

Like his predecessors the new director was a priest. Unlike'them
he had had experieribe as a mental health professional (he was a psy-
chologist with an MA degree) and believed that the treatment needed
by the current residents required a treatment-oriented, professional
child care staff and a cadre of accredited social workers and psy-
chologists. ,Accordingly, he was replacing the remaining tenured
staff who still worked in child care With college-educated lay staff.

The director lived with important constraints: The board of
directors restrained the freedom of the director to fire tenured staff and
replace them with more educated "and professional staff.

Before our first meeting, the director had considered closing the
institution to rid it of staff members who resisted his attempts to pro-
fessionalize and upgrade its operations and create a treatment program.
The child care workers were a mixed group: Although some were exper-
ienced old-timers, turnover had been high and most were relatively
new to.the work. The differences ot\child-rearing philosophy, both
within and among this staff were considerable. Compounding these
differences was the influence of the few remaining tenured staff,
who appeared nostalgic for the time when they were in control of the
institution and could play a meaningful and satisfying role as nurturing
custodians of what was then an essentially dependent (rather than
disturbed)' client population.

The difficulties with staff alone appeared almost unsurmountable
to the director.) Early in 1972 (about 6 months before the HIRI con-
sultation began) he engaged two consultants to visit Valleyview,
analyze its predicament and make recommendations for its improve-
ment. TheY recommended radical revisions in staffing which would
not have been acceptable to the board. If the director could have
gotten permission, he/would have closed the institution in order to
start from scratch--gradually to train and build a new staff that would
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be able to conduct a treatment program. In effect, the director felt
he could not make those-recoinmended changes that might most
directly and effectively have remedied the situation.

He adopted an alternative plan: to hire a number of professionals
who would fill-new staff and middle management positions and who
would be, given responsibility for supervising and training existing
child care staff. Hopefully, and in time, they would be able to
upgrade the quality of child care staff so that they would become willing
and knowledgeable participants in a treatment program, The director,
,however, felt disappointed about the initial impact of the new profes-
sionals: They seemed very inexperienced (most had only recently
graduated from college) and were surprisingly abrasive.

This, then, was the situation that existed when HIRI offered to
provide organizational consultation as part of its own OCD-sponsored
project. Valleyview was in deep trouble. The HIRI project director
recognized that consultation would be a high risk venture, but elected
to make his offer because the institution might add interesting diversity

'to the sample (the other institutions were much more stable) . I agreed
to go to Valleyview as its cons-ultant, because I was interested in being
helpful to the agency, if I could be, and felt that the experience, though
it likely would prove difficult, might be a rich:source of insights about
the organization of CRCs and providing organizational consultation to
them. The Valleyview director, hopeful about whatever-assistance the
consultation might provide, accepted the offer.

2. The Consultant's Perspective

.My organizational consultation perspective is derived from a com-
bination of experiences: a graduate education in psychology, some 15
years of training and practice in individual and group psychotherapy,
case and staff consultation at children's residential centers,. and 3
years of execptive experience in a federal program, both abroad and
in Washington. I tend to 'think ab ut organizations in terms analogous
to certain characteristics of a hum n psychological 'model and of my
consulting interventions as having ertain characteristics and objectives
analogous to the activities of a psy hotherapist dealing with an individ-
ual. Thus, among my most importan consultation objectives is helping
an organization clarify its own "iden ity" (mission, purpose and direc-
tion) and organize to achieve the goa s implied by that identity. I
want to help the organization mobilize\ its "ego" (responsible individuals
and structures that constitute its deLiSion-making and problem-solving
resources) to overcome the organizatiorial "pathologies"' (areas of
dysfunction in relation to its intended gOals) in ways that are not likely
to induce new "pathologies" as side effects from the intervention.
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Whenever the opportunity presents itself and seems aPpropriate, I
feel free to comment upon the styles of individuals, their interactions
and group processes with tie hope that increased awareness and insight
increase possibilities for imProvement. However, when interpersonaltand intergroup conflict seems'unresolvable through incr ased awareness
of the nature of the conflict and through compromise, I then try to help
the organization change itself, structurally and change its processes to
minimize organizational vulnerability to irrational attitudes and non-
or anti-work related phenomena,

3. The Year's Experience"and the Consultant's Strategy

I returned to Valleyview with a co-consultant (Jean Hall) in mid-
August, 1972,'to begin our consultation activities. We anticipated
making about 30 visits over a 10-month period, averaging 2 or 3 days
a month. Jean was to aOcOmpany me as often as possible, working
as co-consultant and participant-observer. We planned an introductory
phase devoted to informatiori gathering and exploration which would
help us develop a picture of how the institution functioned (and mal-
functioned) in terms of its own conception of its mission.

Although-cur invltation from the director implied that we had at
least some acceptance and credibility in his eyes , we believed that
the rest of the staff might not similarly accept,us if they perceived
that we were (only) his consultants. A successful experience would
require that we develop personal and working relationships and credi-
bility with staff throughout the institution. In particular we would have
to identify and work with those influential individuals and groups who
constituted the institution's internal resources and embodied its poten-
tial for change and improvement.

The three most senior staff members were the acting supervising
social worker, the psychologist and a staff person responsible for
cottage program. These three staff members customarily met informally
as a group -- usually to discuss the problems and crises that were
continuously Tieing referred to them. ,Although they had no formal status
as a group, we began to use them as our internal consultants, to orient
tq to the institution, to give us information about areas of strength
and diffictiltips, and to arraftge for our introduction to other individuals
and groups in the staff. During these weeks, we attended a number of
meetings fArith staff at all levels of the institution, including social
work, cottage staff, and school staff.

While the director wanted to be informed about and participate in
our consultation activities, he did not want to direct them. We initiated
a pattern of meeting with him for at least a few minutes every time we
visited the institution, to discuss our perceptions of the institution
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and opportunities for intervention it afforded, to listen to his concerns
and whatever information he wanted to proffer; we wanted to provide as
much support as we could to this director who was in a difficult situa-
tion. We assichiously avoided discussing individuals except as that
could be done in an organizational (and neutral) context. We took
care not to betray confidences, although we would request permission
to relay information (to and from the director) when it seemed helpful to
do so.

By the time we began Our consultation visits, the director had
become quite troubled by doubts about the competency of his new pro-
fessional staff. Two of the three staff professionals had agreed to

: ,take responsibility for an in-service training program for child care
staff, but had not succeeded in designing, and implementing a program.
'(The director was partiCularly disappointed by what he felt was either
their unwillingness or incapability td, do so.) The third professional,
although nominally a, supervisor, did not accept supervisorial responsi-
bilities; he preferred to involve himself in clinical activities, especially
with families

Nor did the director feel much confidence in, the new middle manag-
ers, the social work associates: They appeared intent primarily on
exercising authority over their units so that they each could put into
practice what they had recently learned in school; in effect, to the
dirctor, each appeared to want to use the institution to do his own
thing, without being interfered with by anyone . These and similar
conflicts over authority and turf--manifested by a general reluctance to
delegate, vest, accept or recognize authorityappeared often to be
the theme of the considerable discord that plagued the institution.

Our initial visits at the agency had already brought to our attention
several potentially destructive problem areas. The first problem was
evident alienation among department and professional groups, and the
dysfunctional effects of this on the agency. Second, we had observed
that although the director frequently expressed his expectations to the
staff that they take action to correct many of these difficalties, they
appeared to be unable to plan and implement effective corrective
measures. We were uncertain about the causes of their difficulty.
However, the intensity of suspiciousness, reproachfulness and hostility
was evident and extraordinary: between the director and his staff
(even those whom he had recently hired); between the recently hired
professionals and the cottage supervisors and cottage child care staff;
and between the school teachers and the social work/child care staff.
The child care staff felt that the professionals (social workers and
psychologist) understood little of the realities of life in the cottages.
Thus, the professionals' oPinfons*were not sought by the child care
staff in the development of treatment goals or interpretation of behavior

e.
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because their interventions were considered intrusions. Last, there was
a significant lack of integration between the school and the residential
treatment component of the agency. The goals for each shared little
common bond. In fact, the school saw-The proper goals for the cottage
staffs as maintaining well behaved, controlled boys that were educable.
The cottage staffs, on the other .hand; expected the teachers and school
to be totally responsive to the treatment needs of the child. In. addition
two of the teachers (from the local school district) were openly hostile
to the director and (he felt) tried to turn the children against the insti-

.
tution using subversive provocations.

Another organizational dysfunction we had observed early in the
consultation was the agency's characteristic, stance of reacting to
crises rather than planning to avoid them. In fact, staff members spent
such a large proportion of their time "fire fighting" that they believed
they had not time to plan. We disctissed with them the likelihood that
their not making decisions and following through was responsible for
their crisis orientation...,

We discovered that within a month, and just before the opening
of school, there was to be a 3-day meeting at a nearby resort com-
munity to be attended by the school, social work, and senior child
care staffs. The purposes of the meeting were to facilitate working
relationships among these staffs and to make plants for the coming
year at the institution. Believing that our attendance at these
meetings could serve to develop and strengthen the consulting rela-
tionship, we expressed our interest and were invited to participate.

The agenda for the meetings covered such topics as how to orient
staff filling the newly created "day child,care worker" position;
discussion about the use of monetary incentive.by cottage staff to
influence children's behavior; and an academic contracting program for
child care staff which would provide individualized educational. goals
for each boy in placement. Althoughthe meetings were intended to
encourage collaborative planning, we were impressed by the extent to
which planning was attempted by functional groups working separately.
(the child qpre staff, the teachers, the day child care workers) , without
involving representatives from other interested groups in order to create
integrated plans that could be agreeable to all interested parties. On
a number of'occasions , we directed these groups' attention to the diffi-
culty they were having in planning, attributed the difficulty to this
faulty group composition and suggested that unilateral planning by one
group for all would exacerbate antagonism and difficulty in communica-
tion. On more than one occasion, our.comments resulted in decisions
not to continue to try to make plans without consulting the other inter-
ested groups.
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The urj.ified school district teachers wanted to take advantage
of the meetings to present their plans for a new educational program
involving open classrooms and educational contracting. At the' end of
their planning meeting, in preparation for their presentation, we sug-r
gested that they consider combining contracting with the children for
educational goals With contracting for behavioral goals. In that case,
the contracting team would involve a child, a repreSentative of his
cottage staff, one of his teachers and a representative of the profes-
sional staff. The plan not only would have the merit of involving the
child in his own treatment plan and in introducing the notion that the
educational and treatment components were part of a unified effort, but
it would bring together in a working relationship the cottage and school
staff for whom the organization had not previously provided a vehicle
for shared effort.

Even though this suggestion generally was well receiVed by the
professional, cottage and school staffs, and a consensus developed
to Implement it, the meetings came to an end without anyone taking
responsibility for its implementation. We discussed this absence of
follow-through with the staff, and suggested formation of a task force
to take responsibility for planning, but they did not actively take steps
to put the suggestion (or any other plan) into effect. (The projected
use of the new day child care workers in fact further institutionalized
organizationally the noncommunication between the school and the
cottages, perpetuating the response to crises. Rather than participat-
ing in treatment teams, that would include teaching and' childcare staff,
and playing a positive role in an integrated treatment effort, the day
child care workers were to function as messengers between the cottage
and the school.)

Realizing that the staff-as-a-whole. might not yet be able to organ-
ize to integrate their planning and activity in an orderly manner, we
decided to focus our first efforts on one limited staff segment with
which we might be able to work intensively to good purpose. We
reasoned that if we could help one important work group develop the
capability to make decisions and to follow through, it could ,become a
model for the rest of the institution. A most appropriate group with
which to start (and whiCh already met with cis rather informally) might
be composed of the acting supervising social worker, the psychologist,
the group living coordinator, the' school principal (the senior staff)
and the director.

During that period, much of the time and energies of those individ-
uals appeared to be taken up in dealing with the many crises in the
institution, mostly at the child care level, which typically were referred
to them for solution. In large part, because they made no plans to
minimize the likelihood of crises, crises did occur. Similarly, because
staff members at child care levels had not learned to plan to avoid crises
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or make their own decisions to deal with them, they referred them for
solution to the senior staff who then found their time monopolized by
fire fighting and found themselves unable to take the time t2k plan. -

Bringing that group together as a senior staff--perhaps as a management
team-- might simultaneously have a number of beneficial consequences:

a. The director might be encouraged to share his authority and respon-
sibility with his senior staff with greater confidence.

b. Greater reliance on the senior staff Would bg an important step
toward helping' them develop as responsible leaders and staff
resources; if they felt more trusted and could depend upon freedom
from what they perceived as the director's unilateral interventions,
they might become more responsible and more willing to plan for -

the institution.

c. A management team that took responsibility for planning could
serve as our consulting "audience" and counterpart in the institu-
tion to share in planning our consulting activities and to take
responsibility for monitoring (or effecting) implementation.

d. We would try to help the new management team learn to become
a resource to other work groups, to help those groups learn to
deal with the areas for which they were responsible by orderly
.planning, and implementation.

We addressed this group (which alreadyhad started to call itself
"The Advisory Committee") with our proposal. We proposed an agree-
ment or contract: We would present them witha list of the issues in
the institution about Which we believed there was cause for concern;
we would then make ourselves .ev'ailable to them and the rest of the
institution tb help them develop the capability for dcallny with those
and similar issues. In return, we asked that they: (1) respond to that
list; (2) identify the issues that aley felt were most important and with
which they wanted to deal; (3) establish priorities among them; and
(4) develop a collaborative strategy with us to address those issues
The group's decision to enter into' this contract with us Was their first
attempt to make a planning decision as a grdup. On-N,dvember f (our
14th visit) we presented our list of issues in ,accordance with the above
arrangement:

a. The functions of the director vis-à-vis those of the managerial
staff area not explicitly understood-.

The internal distribution of res'ponsibility and authority from
managerial staff down through, supervisorial levels and to line
staff is somewhat unclear. '
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c. Even when individuals know (or believe they know) .what their
responsibilides are, they often appear not to know what to do.

Tendencies toward departmentalization appear to interfere with
the ability of heterogeneous staff groups to focus on individual
children.

.
'e. In being crisis oriented, the staff is distracted from dealing with

and developing a sense of institutional mission.

The Advisory Committee (including the director) agreed that the
issues presented were the important ones that should be confronted.
Although 'one or two members- (including the director) identified what,
in their opinion, were priority issues, they did not decide as a group
what our priorities should be. Again, their reaction was consistent
with the style of the institution.' And again we pointed out that, while
therecould be agreement that an .issue was important and deserved
attention they made little movement, in the direction of making decisions
and planning for implementation.

Their behavior seemed to indicate that they were unable or unwilling
to try to make decisions, to plan.and to work toward objectives at. least
in part because of their relationship with 'die director. Neither the
director nor, the staff hod sufficient confidence tartrust in the other
to work together pybductively. We discussed, with th-Tetisory Com-
mittee, our perception that (in part) their conflicts appeared rooted-in
ambiguities which surrounded"the responsibility arse authority related to
tasks within the agency. 'Respor:::,ibilities accepted with unclear condi-
tions and which subsequently were not fulfilled were open to the director's
unanticipated'interventions, which often occurred as a result of pressure
he was experiencing. The staff characteristically reacted by becoming
passive and resistant to hew responsibilities, hesitant to take the irritia-
tfve. gpr the director, this pasSivity confirmed his fears that his staff
was not capable of effectively developing the agency progr&m,. thereby
encouraging his interventions. (In particular, he was at that time very
troubled by a chronic deficit in their operating budget caused by low
population. As he perceived it, his staff could take action to increase.
the Population, but appeared not to be.willing to share his responsibility,.)

We discussed with the Advisory Cornmitteee and with the director
the possibility. that they could develop a new relationship in which the
Advisory Committee would take the initiative for planning and impfeme t-
ing programs to respond to the director's concerns'. He might then be
encouraged to turn to them as a helpful resource upon which he could
depend. We speculated with them that, in some ways, it might be
easier for them to continue a relationship with the director in whi
could feel angry and abusbd and put upon rather than assuming

7
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responsibility and trying to take initiatives which might bring tiyam
into open conflict with him. While taking responsibility might enable
them to be more effective and productive, it.alsO increased the danger
of open conflict (not only with the director but perhaps, with each"-
other)

The next several weeks, we made a point of meeting with the com-
mittee every time we went ,to Valleyview. Each time the committee
appeared to be behaVing in a passiVe and complaining manner, we
commented on their behavior in' terms of the interpretation discussed
above. We also tried to help them. establish more orderly procedures
with agendas, minutes, plank and assigned responsibilities which
the committee could monitor. Although the director's attendance was
somewhat irregular, the grdup made a good deal, of progress. Indeed,
'by February, it had:

established a task force to plan treatment teams and goal planning
for individuaj children,

helped the newly appointed MSWs and the social worker associates
(th6 pottage supervisors who by then had several months' tenure)
begiii discussions timed at demeloping a mutually acceptable
statement of their relative duties, responsibilities and purviews
of authority,

initiated, a program to repair and redecorate one cottage. and
provide in-service training to cottage staff to upgrade cottage
performance in the area of treatment.

This latter plan originated with one of the social work associates
and had the backing of his thiee olleagues It was significant that
they Made the recommendation to to Advisory Committee.

This meeting was a 'high point in the development of the Advisory .
Committee. Aconcrete proposal that had staff support had been sub-
Mitted,. The director participated in the decision making and iepr.esented
his own. interests in that process but did not attempt to dominate it.
The; group decided to gilt& the social work associate authority to imple-
ment his plan. The plan was not effected; because a few,days after-
ward, the director's acute concern about a pressing .issue led him,
once more, to enunciate a number of decisions which the group inter-
preted as an infringement of the authority that he'pieviously had
delegated to-them. On his part, the directorfelt tharthe group could
not tolerate his justifiable activity because they could not accept
proposals Made by any authoilty figure and wanted to have unshared
power.;

)
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The group regressed to their previous stance of complaining and
°passivity. We began, to feel that we were involved in`a losing game.

might make some forward steps during our visits,but between visits
F.

the mutually provocative behavior*of the staff and the director would
un o the progress made. We began to doubt that our strategy could
,succe ,. Perhaps some other possibilities shou ld be .considered.

`,/
Our strategy had been based on a`decision to try to work, within

fhe existing organizational structure. Thus, although we tried to
strengthen the Advisory Committee as a working group, we were not
making any profound structural change's since that group-existed infor-
mallyfiefore we began the consultation. Similarly, we had attempted
to work within the existing structure w4en we encouraged the social
work associates and the new MSWs to try to work out their relation-

, shfps and respective roles through discu gb-tiSa61rwttit--;;-=,,;..
ti

each other. Our experience with the ter groups'illu-strates the
tsequel-ice of events' tha,Lw,as_rriakirfg-ttsuneasy-a-bOu-t -stfsategy : .'"v"."

OMFVMsnnarvatm.,:.-war..K.

The four social work associates, Who were college gtaduates, had
been -hired by -the director file previous summer as part of his attempt
to professionalize the program. Each was'to have responsibility for
the :treatment program in two cottages. Theirs was the most important

4verMA. As n e 1 1 io . 1 - .04

-their cottagesreported to them. After being hired, each had proceeded.
to run his two cottages as a separate institution. Each did his own
intake, planned and implemented whatever treatment was done and
controlled the termination procedure. And each dicl these things in his
own way. They did not meet as a group or plan together and were only
vaguely responsible to the acting' social work superv,isor. At least
partly because of this independence, the director had then hired two
MSWs,. apparently hoping that the introduction of more highly trained'.
professionals Would lead to the creation of an institution -wide" treatment
program with greater decOunfability frorrithe sobial work associates.
The MSWs' role hadnot been spelled out by the director They were
instructed to develop meaningful roles for themselves in the,institution.

We had pointed out to the social work associates thaitheicmight
now have to speak as a group if they wanted to establish- acceP
position and negotiate with the MSWs. For the filit they beg
to meet and (as might have been predicted) they proposed rather pen
pheral roles for the MSWs. They were adamant about not accepting
supervision from the MSWs. tt became -clear that this situation probably

-Eould not be resolved in the curse of, meetings at which MSWs and
social workers tried to work out an agreement amongthemselves .

The situation became4critical toward the end of February, 1973.
The director had 'become impatient with the unprbductive negotiations



c was

rb.

V. -
between the MSWs and social work associates and insisted that the
two groups clarify their respective roles, or he would have tcrdefiDe
those roles for them.

He also was having second thoughts about the plan to renovate the
cottages and give in-service training to cottage staff which he, as
part of the Advisory Committee, had already approved and which had
begun to be implemented. A considerable investment of time (of. both
children and staff) art money had been allocated to renovating one
cottage, and he felt that the staff was not properly maintaining the
improvements. He was concerned that making further investment,
without some indication of staff commitment might turn out
wasteful.

The staff reacted angrily. Once mo s they perceived it) the
director had retreated from his "ne elationship with his senior staff
and was imposing a number cisions upon them. They reacted
by again becoming preoc vied with their struggle with trim for authority
and last theinfocu planning. By this time, their loss of confidence
in their abil develop a good working relationship' with the director
maie eem unlikely Oa? any further intervention on our part to
strengthen the Advisory Committee could be useful.

A more radical approach seemed necessary- -that is, an approach
that would,attempt to alleviate these conflicts by making basic'- changes
in the organization that might remove (at least) the structural causes
of them. We reasoned that if there were a .way of restructuring the
director-staff role so that their relationship would have to change- -
for exampley creating an associate director's lob--2the opportunity fora
conflict would be reduced. If the associate director could halre some
significant responsibility And authority for the internal operation of
Valleyview while being accountable to the director in a way that would
be satisfactory to the directoE., the director could turn his attention to
the relations ip between Valleyview dhcbthe environment, an area
which dese4v d his attention.. Furthermore, a structural change could
bring, about r definition of the roles of the social work associates and

MSWs in a way that both could live with and yet apparently were
unable to produce through negotiation. It was for those reasons, that,
late in February, we suggested th'at the organization consider a work-
shop. in order to overcome these anomaliesas,weli as to create a staffing
pattern that would enable leeta treatment to take place. Such a workshop
already had been designed and carried -pa as an exercise by two of out,,
consultants at two of the project's Other intervention CRCs.

4-

While the,. details of the. method are not relevant to this narrative,
"'.the goals are. Briefly,..the purposes of the exercise are to.redelign

the organization and the jobs within it to correspond to institutional
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objectives' and the necessary tasks those objectives require; to make
explicit the delegation of responsibility and authority from the director
to other members of the staff; to agree upon accountability measures by
which the work of staff members might be assessed; to teach the organi-
zation that it has complete freedom-to redesign its own structure and
redefine jobs wheneveiqt wishes--and to teach a process of negotiation
for coming to agreements about, making such decisions.

We had first suggested the exercise to redesign the organization
believing that it might facilitate the negotiations between the MSWs
and social work associates. Now it began to seem necessary for the
Advisory Committee, as well. Attempting to create an effective planning
and management group by making adjustments within the structure of
the existing organizatfon'ailiparently had failed because of the intensity
of the existing authority problems. The director and Advisory Committee
agreed to invite the two consultants who originally had designed the
workshop to come to Valleyview as "resource consultants" to discuss
that possibility.

The two resource consultants spent a day with us (the "primary
consultants") at Valleyview to assess the appropriateness of their
exercise for Valleyview, to provide mare information to the staff and
director about the exercise and to try to move toward general agreement
about whether or not to proceed to develop a variety of the exercise
that would be specifically tailored to the needs',of Valleyview.

The behavior of the organization and its component grpups with
which we. met was consistent with the organization's behavior in the
past: The staff believed that the director was going to rely, upon the
exercise to produce a new organizational design, but was suddenly
presented with a new design created by a staff assistant to the director
which they feared was meant -to preempt the exercise and the possibility
oitheir participating. It was difficult for the director to convince them
that he had had no such intention, but merely wanted to present the
.pew design as a possibility, for their consideration.* . There were many
expressions of mistrust and suspiciousness both between groups and
toward the director; the director's position toward the possibility of an
exercise was interpreted as ambiguouis by many staff members. No one
seemed to know what would constitute a decision either to go ahead' or
ndt to-.

*Licensing-agencies were pressing him to produce a table of organization, which
he felt he could, not give them while significant changes were being made. The
director's 'design was inten4ed as one concrete possibility, which the staff was
free to accept or reject as long as they came up with some organizational:plan
that everyone could live with.

1.5
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The resource consultants stated their conditions for proceeding:
that there be general consensus supporting the exercise and that the
director and staff-be willing to commit themselves to the outcome,"
whatever that might be. The outcome would be constrained only, by
whatever statement the director would make (before the exercise)
describing some minimal requirements that the design would haye to
satisfy from his point of view. They attempted to help the director
and staff clarify their thinking about the proposed exercise by describ-
ing the way the exercise had proceeded elsewhere and specifying what
might be reasonable goals .

In addition to the characteristic difficulties of Valleyview in making
decisions about implementation, there were realistic reasons why a

°decision about proceeding could not be reached that day. The director
was naturally quite hesitant, not yet understanding what he perceived
to be some risks in committing himself-in advance to a new organization
that would develop in the course of the/exercise. He needed ffiore
information and time for reflection. :ge was' reassured-that the exercise
would not require that he delegate more responsibility and authority than
he wished and that he could decide which responsibilities he might want
to delegate. Furthermore, as an additional safeguard he could state
-his conditions for proceeding. A meeting was arranged with-the directors
of two other institutions at which the resource consultants already had
carried out similar workshops. The .Valleyview director had an oppor-
tunity to diScuss with them his questions about the issues, risks, and
benefits he shOuld take into account while making his decision.

In the course-of subsequent visits , we were able to provide the
director and his ..staff with enough additional information so that they

Iwere able comeome tO a decision to go ahead with the exercise. The
director made,_ his conditions for proceeding explicit: that there be a
significant cnsensus to proceed among the staff; that the reorganiza-
tion would involve no additional costs; that whatever the assignment
of responsibility and authority, there be a corresponding accountability
and that the resulting organization should provide a/basis for the
treatment of the children by staff teams , each of which should include
representatives from the professional staff, the child care staff and
the school staff.

.The resource consultants, ter spending two more days at Valley
View to orient staff and desig an appropriate exercise, carried it out
during one very long work session at a nearby hotel. In order to limit
the size of the working group to a manageable number, they had decided
that the first workshop. should not include the line child care workers or
the teachers. These groups would be represented by observers but
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woujd not pafticipate in the negotiations for responsibilities during this
first phase: Since delegation pro?eeds from the director "downward" to
an associate director, and thence 'to the professional and supervisory
staff before any responsibilities are delegated to line child care and
teaching staff, this limitation was reasonable.-

As a result of the day's negotiations, the school principal became
the institution's associate director (a job which did not exist before
the workshop, and for which the principal nominated himself) and a
good deal of sorting out of responsibilities occurred for the professional
and supervisory staff. The problem of the MSWs and social work asso-
ciate staff was resolved by the creation of a new position, "treatment
team leader." ,Each of the four units would have a,treatment team
leader whose primary responsibility it would be to plan and monitor
the -treatment of each child in the unit. One of the MSWs'replaced a
departing social work associate and the other elected to assume a
number of responsibilities of a staff nature (intake, family contact, etc.).
The new organization embodied a treatment team concept so that for
each child a child care worker, a teacher, and the treatment team
leader would share responsibility with the child for planning treatment
and implementing it. A new job, unit supervisor,, was created to manage
each unit administratively.

It was clear, at the end of the exercise, that a good deal of nego-
tiation and working out of details remained to be done. Farther steps
to negotiate the responsibilities of child care workers and teachers
would be required. Ambiguities and unidentified responsibilities to
which no one had laid claim would have to be resolved. However,.
since'the resource consultants had presented the exercise as a learning
experience, rather than as one resulting in a mmutable organization,
they Had made it clear that the staff should pct to continue the'
process on their own in the future.

Although both we as the primary consultants and the resource
consultants ,offered to continue to make ourselves available during the
coming month to help deal with residual issues, no one in the organiza-
tion requested our further involvement. During a subsequent visit it
became apparent that the new associate director and the staff were
attempting to take hold of eir new jobs and were not ready to use
further outside consulta on. Thus, the day of the exercise proved to
be the end of the active phase of HIRI's consultation at Valleyview..

4. An Assessment of the Impact of Intervention

Diming a visit lo Valleyview about 6 weeks after the workshop we
tried to assess the 1impact of the on the agency We
realized that some changes might have been set in motion relatively
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early in the consultation while others would em,froth the intervention
made at the time of the exercise. The following Is our best effort to
identify the most significant changes we had the-bpportunity to observe
during-that day's visit.

It was clear that the associate director was Clang his best to
master his new role. On the one hand, he was still negotiating for and ,
attempting-to establish the boundaries of his responsibilities, and author-
ity within the institution--all in rejation to the director. He and the
director were in disagreement abdut the purview over which he had been
delegated authority. Although), arpart of the exercise, the director
had agreed to delegate some reonsibility and authority for internal
management to the associate-director, they apparently had not actually,
come to a meeting of the minds. The associate director believed that
the director had agreed to delegate to him most or all responsibility for
internal management. \The director, however, had intended that the
associate director take responsibility only for" the treatment program.
In time, the new associate director might prove himself sufficiently
to the director to be delegated more authority, but he would have
overcome the director's cautiousness with a sustained effort in, order
to succeed.

,

On the other hand, the associate director was'preoccupied with
establishing basic administrative patterns -- primarily in the areas 'of
record-keeping and accountability. His new responsibilities would be
unmanageable if he did not'first establish some procedures which
hitherto had not existed. His preoccupation with administrative
matters had kept him fairly isolated in the administration building,
preventing him from becoming involved in the area in which he 'had'
expressed deepest concern: the establishment of treatment teams.
We suggested that even though he had engaged a consulting psy-
chologist to help train the staff to operate in teams, his personal,
leadership and involvement would be required if the staff were to
implement the treatment plan in a wholehearted manner.

In fact, a very uneven impleYnentation of the treatment team
concept was taking place. One'cottage had made considerable
prOgress. It wad in the process of drawing up individual treatment
goals'and plans for the children. In another cottage, there had been
no perceptible changes. Child care staff was complaining .I cause
the new emphasis on accountability had resulted in the proliferation
of new forms. Apparently to some of them, accountability meant
more detailed accounting.
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In the school, a new "educational services coordinator" had .,/
replaced the principal. The new title implied a changed conception of
the job. The new school director was responsible for integrating the
services of the school with those provided by the institution as a
whole. T e new coordinator was highly committed to the idea of a
treatment team in which teachers would play an important role. Although
it was su mer, and regular school was not in session, he was in the
process of assigning children to the summer school teaching staff. Each
one would have a group of children in whose treatment team they'would
play an important participating role. He was encouraging the teachers
to establish a new kind of relationship with the children that was more
akin to a supportive counselor than to the role of disciplinarian which
most had played under the previous arrangement. Since these changes
still were in a planning stage, we could not assess to what extent
they might be implemented in the future'.

Valleyview, like all other children's residential centers in California,
was anticipating the state's mandate/that they do goal setting for each
child and-provide some measure of progress. On numerous-occasions
we had discussed this problem with the institution's director and staff,
and had encouraged their invol ement in the state's organization efforts
to develop an acceptable proc cure. During the course of our consulta-
tion we had arranged a,visit an outside expert experienced in the
techniques of goal setting t discuss goal setting and help orient the
Valleyview staff. Since its reorganization, the agency had engaged

'a consulting psychologist to help it establish a record-keeping and
evacuation system, an indication of the agency's commitment in this
area.

The treatment team yeaders were now planning and working as a
group much more than they had done when they were social work asso-
ciates at the 12eginning of our consultation. One of their members
stated that our consultation had demonstrated the value of working as
a group and they had continued to do so even after their jobs had under-
gone some changes in definitio$(. The agency's _working groups had_
apparently learned to manage their meetings using agenda, explicit
objectives, and minutes. This style of operating probably would be
self-sustaining since it tended to be self-reinforcing.

All of the above indicated movement in desirable directions.
However, some of the changes -- particularly those that had occurred
in the organizational area as a result of the workshop--still appeared
fragile and would have to be suppo by strong leadership and a
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good deal of follow-through. We left the institution feeling that
it now would really be ready for the support of external consultants.

C. What the Independent Evaluator Reported, Based Upon His Interviews at
Valleyview Boys Center in November, 1973, Three Months after Comple-
tion of the Consulting Intervention

This report was submitted by Roland Wilhelmy, PhD, the indepen-
dent evaluator.

1. Assignment

To meet with certain staff members and former staff members
of VBC, to assess and report on the changes that had taken place
there since August, 1972. The prime focus of my investigation was
the impact that HMI's consultants' actions had had, but I was also
interested in all significant changes regardless of howthey came
gbout.

2. Procedure

I spent one day at VBC interviewing the staff. I also spent
part of another day interviewing former staff members. Interviews
lasted from a 1/2 hour to 3 hours each. The interviews at Valley-
view'were conducted at the individual's place of work. The inter-
views with former staff members took place in one of the staff
members' homes.

Because of the abrupt changes in administrative staff, including
replacement of the director and assistant director, as well as the
turnover of more than two-thirds of the entire staff, my interviews
at Valleyview were less structured, more openended than at the
other children's residential centers. Each interview began with an
openended question asking the respondent to help the interviewer
list significant events or changes. Where necessa , I asked
additional questions regarding which changes effect d by or through
the consultant seemed most important. In addition, asked them
to describe ways in which the client-consultant interaction might
have been strengthened.

I also had a checklist of items which, on an a priori basis,
seemed to be important to investigate. In separate interviews, I
met with the associate director, the social service coordinator,
the educational director, the school counselor, a former psychol-
ogist and a former group living program coordinator.
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3. Special Environmental Considerations

On August 22, 1973, a new associate director was installed at
Valleyview. (The new associate director was a layman, with an ) .

M.A. degree and working toward a PhD. He reported to an executive
director, who spent only part time at the institution because
he had other responsibilities.) In the 3 months following that
event Valleyview was completely reorganized. Dvery single posi-
tion was reevaluated, different sets of roles and responsibilities
were instituted in many Jobs, more than two-thirds of the staff were
replaced, one of the cottage units was closed down, and schooling-
for those children taught by the school district was moved from some
old Valleyview buildings. back to the new Valleyview campus. In
short, it would be difficult to find a single individual or a single
procedure' which had not experienced drastic Change in the preceding
3 months. A number of employees were terminated under less than
friendly circumstances. Some child care workers walked off their
Jobs in a dispute over working conditions and Job security. These
and other disputes were covered widely by area newspapers. The
result was that Valleyview was an extremely polarized institution.
Mobilized for action by having to face a commor1 crisis, the
Tema Inina employees, many of whom were new to VBC and there-
fore not involved in the previous power struggles, seemingly had
pulled tocrather, and appeared to be operating with a clear idea of
what they were trying to accomplish..

This was not a situation in which it was possible for an inter-
viewer to elicit reflections on the way things might have been under
different conditions. The immediate situation demanded all of the
resources the institution could command. The people. I interviewed
at Valleyview were friendly, cooperative, and took considerable
time out of what -must have been an extremely busy schedule in
order to tell me about what they had done: But they were so imme-
diately- involved with such a recent series of changes that there
was no way that they could be expdcted to give a balanced report
on the way Valleyview had been before the changes had been insti-
tuted.

In a very real sense, this is the report of tWo institutionsone,
VBC before August 22, 1973, and another, the Valleyview following
August 22, 1973. The institution that HIRI's consultants worked with
no longer existed after August 22--with no Judgment implied here
regarding Which might' be "better." There are a few residual indica-
tions of the consultants' efforts but these resemble the residues of

1.
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Christianity in Constantinople following its takeover` by the Muham-
madans. Many of the changes.to date appear to constitute a promis-
ing beginning by a new team, but they have little relation to the_insti-
tution which received 1 year of consulting work. (Under thse condi-
tions one might understandably argue that no useful evaluation-by-
interview could--or should--be undertaken because the great majority
of currently employed respondents had no first-hand knowledge either
of the old VBC or the consultation. Under the circumstances perhaps
what has been said above is all that can be reported as ,objective
fa& about the HIRI consultation intervention at VBC - -a Viewpoint
which was offered for consideration by the independent evaluator.
The project director's rationale for conducting interviews at YBC in
acc dance with the project evaluation plan for all four institutions,
de pite this caveat, was that some few persons interviewed were
present thiring the consultation. Further, it would be,of interest to
obtain -the perceptions - -for what they might be worth - -of the new-
comers regarding the institution as they found it and the probleMs,
they felt needed priority attention.)

r.

. This HIRI project director is interrupting at this point for "station
'identificatioh," so to speak.

As stated in Ch. ter Y on Project Purposes and in Chapter II on
The Consultation. I ervention, a major purpose of the project was to
test the hypothes that:

If fairly intensive technical assistance consultation (25-40 site
visits in a year) aimed at getting an organization to reexamine its
pals and evaluate the efficacy of its programs for goal attainment
can be provided to child care institutions which invite it', this
effort is likely to result in improved organizational efficiencli and
improved effectiveness' in providing a constructive developmental
experience for the children ent7asted to its care.

and that:

a

The overall purpose of the various convergent evaluation procedures
has been to obtain evidence regarding two factors: (1) Internal
validity- -did in fact the experimental interventions make a differ-
ence (did they' have demonstrable impact in.relation to their
purposes) in each institution and in the group of four that received
the consultation interventions (2) External validity - -to whatpopu-
lations; settings, treatment variables and 'measurement variables
can thiS effect be generalized--what can be learned from this
study that 'might be of generalizable value?
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The interviews by the independent evaluator with staff members at
each of the four institutions regarding changes the interviewees at
each institution could identify that in turn might be traceable to the
consulting intervention.. , constitute one of the major pieces Of evidence
relevant to assessing the impact of the consultation, judging the rele'
vance to child care agencies of Various consulting modalities, and
determining what can be learned from the experience." ,Those.interview
responses provide perceptions of the impact of the consultation on the
modus operandi, effectiveness and efficiency of the given institution
in relation to its child development purposes.

In the case of Valley View, we encountered a special and unexpected
problem, described above, which calls fora thoughtful judgment about
the extent to which we properly,can/should report the data collected
by the independent evaluator. Some of the persons interviewed, such
as: (1) the post-August 22, 1973, hires, some of whoM perceived them-

. selves as "rescuers" or "redeemers" of the preceding situation, thus
were both negatively prejudiced about the former administration and had
no firsthand experience with the HIRI consultation, or (2) persons
tracked down from the previous staff who had been fired or resigned,
but had personejly experienced the consultation.interventionTwo
persons in the latter group said things to the independent evaluator
that reflected negative and hostile feelings. Question: What is our
ethical research obligation on the one hand tes report the responses,
biased though they might be, and on the °diet; hand not to give space to
what may be self-serving" disparagements of individual. predecessors ?

Our decision with regard to this problem has been to delete person-
alized attacks, while retaining relevant inputs that represented legiti-
mate viewpoints (albeit not necessarily 'truths ") about the institutional
climate and the impadt of the HIRI consultation. These perceptions,
if we can interpret them in context, perhaps can lead to some important
inferences about the HIRI consultation intervention. Perhaps these
inputs could shed light on what 'did or did not seem to work out well,
why one or another approach was successful or abortive. Such data
could significantly enrich speculative analysis regarding what "might
have been done" for use in future consulting appliaations.

(End of interruption)
c.

The Interviews

a.. Major Events about Which I (the-Independent Evaluator) Hoped to
Evoke Staff Response

,rn preparation for my visit to Valleyview I had read the
consultant's reports and had met with the consultant and others
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at HIRI associated with the consultation. I had prepared a list
ofliajor consultation interventions Of which I hoped to find
saMe traces at Valleyview and which rwould expect former
Valleyview staff would be able to recall in some detail. These
events were:

(1) A workshop 'on job responsibility renegotiations

(2) A seminar on individualized goal planning for each
,

11d

(3) A number of steps toward improvement ,in meeting efficiency:
i.e., agenckes prepared in advance, minutes 'kept and rele-
vant peoPle in. attendance

(4), Work on improvement of relations between staff and director

(5) Processes for learning to resolve conflicts

(6) Instigation of child-centered team treatment involving the
children in treatment planning

b. Interview with Person #1*

My interview with Person #1 extended over more than 3,172
hours. Most of the talking took place in his office., He began
by explaining that the executive director plays a largely cere-
monial role and 18 not involved in day-to-day administration
except under unusual circumstances in, which the executive
director is the focus of,ultimate appeal.

When Persian #1 first arrived he analyzed Valleyview and then
met with HIRI (about 3 months after the HIRI consultation was
terminated). He:explained to me that he was interested in
obtaining respect, not popularity, and that his concepts of nego-.
tiation differed from those of HIRI. He felt that negotiations are
sometimes valuable, but only for higher level professional stqf.
He felt that low level professionals operate mostly from emotion
and were not capable of achieving good' results through negotia-
tion. He said that HMI's negotiation workshop exercise had
"led to some, girl with a B.A. in philosophy becoming a sociolog-
ical coordinator." Negotiations of this type could lead to incom-
petence in all staff positions. Negotiations had ,tesulted in two
people having the final authority in each unit. Both the treat-
ment team coordinator,. who was a social worker, and the` unit

* This person, in turn, left about 6 months later.
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supervisor shared final dec4i.on-making, authority. With
this mutual authority there as no one finally and ulti-
mately responsible for th nit. When he.asked the treat-
ment 'team coordinators t come up with a statement of
their philosdphy, a des iption of-their Operation and how
money was spent,.he of massive resistance.

After he had udied Valleyview, he felt that there
were four major problem areas. His apiroach was to deal
with all-four areas at once. The areas were: (1) the
cottages; (2) the school; (3) the physical plant; and
(4) accountability and communidation among all the staff

(inclu ing the school) in the whole of the institution. He
clos d down the dirtiest, most poorly managed cottage
an moved the children into the other cottages. He dis-
co sed the staff of the closed cottage but gave them oppor-

. ;t nities to apply for currently available' job openings in
Other cottages.

The educational system in Valleyview involves some
teachers from the local school district who deal with edu-
cationally handicapped chlildren and some teachers
employed directly by Valleyview. According to Person #1,
the school district got a large amount of money for serving
educationally handicapped clVddren, but there was some
question in Person #1's mind regarding how much of this
was spent on the educationally handicapped children.
Person #1 regarded this as, a question or, problem he was
checking into.

Evidently a number of the schools classes (electronic
shop and models) were being held in the old, dilapidated
buildings of the former Valleyview LocatiOn. Person #1
canceled all off - campus schooling unless it1was for chil-
dren who could not attend the regular schbol classrooms.+0He found room on'campus to pa d the on-campus school.'
He completely revised the purc asing procedures in the
school. He stated that he instituted a program of cle.aning X
up the kitchen, dining halls, classroorhs and cottages, and
improved the recreational facilities and landscaping. He
declared a moratorium on admitting new children until- the
Conditions for the present kids, were at a level consistent/
with the environment he would like his own child to experi-

.' ence.

When Person #1 had asked the social services and, .

educational directorp to provide their own job descriptions
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and to evaluate their employees and rank them, they.
refuSed. He responded by redefining' both jobs and asking
each person to re4ply for the new position. 'Neither
person applied.

He expanded the recreational program, as well as
facilities, especially in the, evening.. He .obtained a.
new athletic director, a wpman, who orgarkized effective
volunteer assistance in the program in addition to further
organizing team sports and activities as well as indiyidual
sports.

He also claimed that he improv4d the financial
situation;of the, institution. He brought in new directors
for edpcation and social services and'began to rebuild
VdIteyvierw into what he expected would become a more
pffectivrg'treatment center. 'The new social services direc-

and, edubational director' worked together to achieve
cooperation and comMunication between the cottages and
school so that both groups could function in concert on
agreedArpon treatment goals and procedures.

^

Since the persOn being interviewed Was not at VBC
during the consultation, it seemed inapprOpriate to query
him about his reactions to events which took place during_
that period of tkrne. ,What -is reported Here is Person #1's
view or percepti, which is relevant- for what it may be
worth, but no;more than that. (Comment by HIRI project
director: The justification for describing changes made
by a' new post-consultation director,, even ough this
recitaLis not directly corinect4 with the RI consultation
effort, is to present a picture o khe h ught was
needed to revitalize VBC. But re inipo aritythe purpose
is to indlcate,the many charwe that a new director can
make when he isn't burdened wiltii a legacy of longstanding
staff confli,sand hostilities--When he can have a staff
that at lea t starts with .a fairly god!d degree of acceptance
for his le der#ip style and moclus ogerandl

r

Intervieik withl Person #2

PerOn #2 was responsible for intake and outside
Although he emphasized hat no one.at Valleyview

was stuc in a partic ar role. I stated that the new
staff ope ted in a Sp it of st and 'cbmmunicat

tion, in achievi g the aims of Vall yvi . In.addition to
take and outsider aison, he a instered the levels



A

program* and supervised thetreatment team coordinatbrs.
The treatment team coordinators had been made ultimately
responsible for everything that went on in their units.

Person #2 claimed tol-a-ve increased direct' contact
between the cottage and the' school: He encouraged staff
visits of one to the other, and did his best to maintain'
daily open two-way communication. He felt that the
agendy was now beginning to treat children. The goal was
schOol and cottage staff cooperAtion as treatment teams'
working toward specific goals for specifid children. The
advancement of a,,child-from one level to another was
determined by a committee decision based upon checklists
of various kinds of beha7iior prepared by cottage. and by
school staff.

Person #2 felt that Valleyview Was now more clearly
child oriented. The adMinistration attempted to obtain and
maintain'a kid's eyeview. The agency viewed moderate
levels orari<ety as motivators for iMprovement. Teachers
from the school distridt seemed, reluctant to make changes,
adcO ing.tot:his re'spondent. They felt isolated at Valley-
vie . In response to these difficulties he was attempting to
to change the school program and to give' more support to .

district teacheri by providing crisis, counseling .for the
children.**- Valleyview was sponsoring psychiatrists to
wor /with clinicians at the institution so\that emphasis was
on treatment and therapy rather than on seeing themselves
as an extension of the probation department.,v**

*The levels program Was a system of increasing priVileges, and opportunities
in response to the child's increasing cooperation and ultimately his altru-
istic behavior..

Iv* This person was not accurately informed about the previous arrangements..
Crisis counseling had been available theretofore froTh the clay care workers.

* ** This gives an inadequate impression about the therapy program at Valleyview.
As one of the consulting psychiatrists wrote: "Granted that at no,time was a
psychiatrist employed fU1,1 time, nonetheless psychiatric coverage has bee'n
on a regular basis for oVer a decade...During the time of ,the former director's
tenure"' N./vas...at the institution every week, and always available by telephone..
',insisted, as a toutinepractice,'that for every boy I saw I had a conference
with either the boy's social work assistant or his child care worker. (It was
also routinely as harcrto get the worker into conference as it was to get the
boy in.). I attended innumerable meetings and conferred with individual staff
members. I always terminated by communicating my opinions to the director...
In Augtic:-.`t of 1973 I...tendered my .resignation be use I considered that further/
attempts to work with a staff so utterly capriciou )about even the giving of
pre:scribed medications was an undue 'hazard to )11'Y profIssional position. ",
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d. Interview with Person #3

Person #3'was one of the few-now present who also. was present
-

during the consultation. The picture she presented regarding the
current situation reflects her view- oNsome of the things" that needed
attention earlier, perhaps during the consultation.-

Person #3 de' r d her perception of thesituation before her
arrival: There w rest classes and teachers with inadequate
structure. Even the class schedules conflicted. Children's classes
taught by,district teachers met from '8:30 to 1:30. Because Valley-
vieW school ran' until 2:30, the .district-taught children were left
with an hour of nothing to do. Communication with the school
district was "warped."

She changed the schedule of the school so that all children
attended classes from 9:00 to 2:30. The school day consisted of
six 40-minute periods with a .5-"minute passing period in between.

Smoking continued to be a big issue with the boys. In order to
resolve d rationalize the situation, smoking was permitted at
certai tithes and in" certain places.

The curriculum included science, algebra for thosewho were
prepared for it, mathematics, language arts which inClUded read
a d composition, automotive shdp, physical eduCation and art,,
w idh included art practice and-art history. (Accogding to the
foki er VBC director, theearlier,prior year system had been indi-
vi al contracts.).

Inorder to increase sch9.ol attendance, an after - school study
hall as instituted and students who missed class were required
to :ke up absences during study hall. It was used solely for this
purose, not as an all-pvrpose threat. This procedOre was instituted
re.c:ntly-and seemed successful because the number of students ink
the study hall had dropped from 50 to 10 in several weeks. The
sy em was not used mechanically. For students who were unpre-
paimed to be in class at all, other steps were taken and counseling
w s provided. As a lassi resort, "contracts" were concluded

Q

erein a child would not have to attend a specific class provided
t tat he maintained attendance at the 'lather classes and performed e
/is other duties in a satisfactory manner. Th6 plan was first to
et the children td attend classes, then to try to teach them (as

had been done under the previous administration) . The staff hoped
'to institute a greater number of field trips and other activities than
heretofore as more p3sitive reinforcers for the chtldren.



.7y

Since children need something besides school athletic
programs were set up,. There, was a football team; which involved,
*about of the boys. The team set up its own rules specifying
what was required of each member, and it was planning td complete
the season with a banquet and administration of trophies and awards*
later that week. The agency also expected to have a basketball
team during basketball season. From 6:15 until p:15 each evening
They had a recreation program which involved both team and indi-
vidual sports, music, various kinds of craft work and other activities.

-
Both in the school and in the recreation and athletic'programs,

Valleyview tried to avoid setting the child in any situations where
he was likely to feel a- sense of failure, or feel backed into a
corner by an authority figure. If the child were judged to perform
inappropriately in some way; the staff wanted to make sure that
.tlie criteria for satisfactory.performance were objective and rele-

° vant to the requirements of the situation, not the' arbitrary require-
ments of an authority, figure. .

,

- Person #3., felt that this had been a difficult time for the
children because of all the Changes in staff and procedures. Her
.goal for the future was slower change throUgh growth, net through
so much rapid change. . The agency had experienced a period in
which new policies and new prc5cedures were instituted . In the
future they hoped to consolidate.these, and to modify them as,
seemed necessary or appropriate. (Comment by HIRI, project

.director: Thee relevance' of includingthese details from the
interview with Person #3 is partly be6ause she was one cif the
few remaining on the staff who was present during the HIRI con-
sultation and partly to indicate the many changes that scan be
instituted wheri a staff is actively engaged in reexamining its
goals and programs rather than idrearLguard actions anti paraly7
Zing power struggles. It is surpri4ing that this interview did not
4yield,,direct information about the impact of the intervention by
the HIRI consultant).

3. Interview with Person #4
, 4

She was present at'Valleyview during the,tirne the consultants
were there. She felt that HIRI bad started to et things organized,
and thus had been helpfol/ Some of the descriptlons:remained

--' the same. Treatment team- coordinators, unit supervisors, and
' counselors were still there but Under the sew administration, things.

were mdre,un &ifie There was more crommunication between,
teachers and 'counselors; things were atcomedished-now.

.

* This had peen an annual affair,lowith outings for immediate reinforcement.
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Person #4 felt that staff could now talk with the administra-
tors and that the administrators had more trust in the counselors.
Previously the counselors had in a sense been glorified baby-
sitters;

. .

now there were treatment prcsgrams and they were involved
-in them. She talked of the improved morale of the staff now that
the interpersonal conflicts had been reduced, and of thir,h6pes
for the future. (Note byproject director: Again, confirmtion.
of the enhanced possibilities for creative accomplishment. and .
constructive change when the situational climate encourages
critical review of program effectiveriess in a spirit of adequate
mutual trust and ego involvement in trying for a renascence.)

ollow-up of Former Employees

After my visit to Valleyview I attempted to contact a number
of former Valleyview employees who had been present during the
consultation. I found it extremely difficult lo locate any of them/
but eventually I was able to set up interviews with three of them.

f. Interview with Persons 4#5 and #6

Their point of view of Valleyview was important and unique,
but they were employees who were discharged from VBC, for
whatever coloring that may add to their views. They, together
with the acting supervising social worker, comprised the group,
which I will for brevityrefet to as the tap.*

When HIRI's consultants appeared at Valleyview, they were
met with some hostility for several reasons, according to the
trio. First, the consultants never made it clear (according to
the trio) what they were trying to accomplish besides observe.
This wasted an awful lot of Valleyview's time. Second, and
relatedly, the trio constituted an already existing group trying
(in their self-perception) to accomplish many of the same goals
of HIRI's consultants. The trio had already held workshops
They hadlpians, already begun, to involve the administrat
edu ational and line staff in various cooperative Ventures,

t
a along came HIRI. HIRI worked through the director (project
dir ctor's comment: as should be the case, both becau9e the
director is in a key position and because he is the per's'on who
invited the consultation, and wanted personal feedback on his
own functioning) not through the committeci3Or the trio. The
consultant seemed to protect the director and isolate him from
the trio and from the rest of Valleyview.' Thip kept the trio

*This was the nucleus of what the consultant refers tp as the Advisory
ComMittee((See SectiOn B. 3., p. 139)
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from accomplishing as much constructive change as ft had before
t4e consultants appeared'on the scene.

The trio saw themselves as having brought preseure to bear to
.get people out in-the open, deve op communicatio and establish
a brdkiperative'nonhi6rarchilcal team approach to eatment. Before
the consultant had ay earepl-,' the trio had es b11he'd control

ver much the iraernal.acti;ritYlat .Vallexv/iew. While they could
) resources, were available t° them witl?in Valleyview,

w'bre 'able to allocate, these resources in. a relatively efficient'
When the consultants arriv at t e agency and sfient a lot of

time with the director and les with e trio, thp,trio felt that this
weakened their position. T ey felt hat neither the consultants tibr
the trio realized this at the time . I 'was an inadvertent result,
blit one with serious consequences By October, 1972, the trio felt
more comfortable with the consulta ts. They saw an opportunity
to decentralize power through the onsultants' efforts. Between
October/1912,and Junb,1973,the re ationship between the trio and
the ;consultants mellowed. They ished, in hindsight, that that
relationship could have been main ained for several ,more months
but without the workshop and neg tiations. Person #6 said that
he had learned from the consulta s how to lOokiat problems, how
to listen,' and how to be quiet an let someone else expla0. things.

As did the other children's r sidential centers, Valleyview
,

c th cn sed the role of the o-consultant. Her role wasn't exactly
clear. Scmie people saw her as consultant and,then were puzzled
when she didn't appear as often as the consultant did. They felt
that 'sometimes the consultant acne in from a theoretical orientation-
of his own, and thek didn't kin erstand him, especially the line
s ff. The Arlo stiff included hild care workers, unit supervisors,
eachers, teacher's aides and others except for professional or

administr,ttive staff. The"trio felt that HIRI should have brought
in people who could communicate with the line staff. (Comment by
the,independent evaluator: I Should piOte here that the trio's
responses echo those of the resent associate director in evaluating
the impact of the consultant upon the line staff. Although their
iwterptetations and proposal for correction are different, their
perceptions of the results a ea strikingly similar.)

During the period from October to*June the trio did barn a
number of things and there w(as some progress 'made in working with
the diretbr". This progress stopped when they got tomatters of

"'finance. The director was never willing to tell others about how
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much money came in, where it went and what the salaries of
different people were. He was unwilling to delegate responsi-
bility for spending money to anyone else.

They,felt that HIRI had participated in two drastic mistakes.
The first concerned the January 28, 1973, visit by the outside
consultant on individualized goal planning.* While* the results
of this presentation at Valleyview helpe,d, after his visit', the
consultant wrote the director a letter regarding the creation, of an
administrative assistant position. That recommendation was a
mistake; the person placed in the position of administrative
assistant was not competent.

The second drastic mistake had to do with the negotiations
of roles and responsibilities. Two other HIRI consultants were

. brought in. The new consultants were described as "loveable
fascists" who jammed the negotiations down their throats. When
a person who was not competent was installed as administrative
director or assistant director, the VBC psychologist quit. (We
have been advised that, as a point of fact, the psychologist was
informed by letter while she was on a vacation trip that contract
arrangements were being made with another group, and therefore
her services wou no longer'be needed.) They felt, that every-
thing the trio the consultants had been working for, for more
than a- year, ad been vitiated by the negotiations. They felt that
the workshop negotiation session "killed" Valleyview. While
HIRI's.consultant and the trio had been working on .a co\apefative,
non-hierarchical organization, an absolute and perfect hierarchy
was pushed down their throats by the new consultants.

(Yne of the inor irritations (to the trio) dUring the consulting
year was that e consultant met with the director at the begin=
ning and en ofteach consulting day. This resulted in the 4.

consultant pting ongoing meetings in order to meet with
the direc ,orn,tim o, e. The trio never were really sure
what tommUni to: the director.during these meetir

41. with a. he consulta &were never quite clear as to the role
the bonsultant TIV S pl ng. n the other hand, they did find
t t the cons u, to c.-,bas able o insinuate ideas to the director"'

* The worshop on individualized goal plan ing for each child was offered .

to. eech of the four institutions in the consultation group--withRthe HIRI
researph grant cove ng the cost. All four of the institutions accepted
this Opportunity, thus the consultant was invited to come west and

'-_-pr ant his rhateri`
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and lay groundwork for other future events' that the trio was try-
ing to accomplish. They felt that there was considerable invest
me t by.the consultant at Valleyview and that this investment
ma e it.difficult for the consultant to understand the trio and
un erstand what was wrong with his relationship with the trio.

They felt that the children's needs weren't put foremost at
Valleyview, nor were they.put foremost by HIRI's consultant, and

. that the consultant's efforts were designed mainly to deal with
/ staff problems (which the trio apparently felt would not necessarily ,

lead to improyed attention to the developthental needs of each
child).

When Persons #5 and #6 were asked what was the most impor-
tant thing the consultation hod accomplished, the response was that

)4e-y----were making considerable progress in developing a dialogue
between the school and child care staff, but that they got distracted
from this by role negotiations. They felt also that HIRI had uncovere
the serious dysfunctions of the institution and the fact that these /
dysfunctions were not correctable or resolvable was not HIRI's faul t.

They felt that there were a number of problems, at Valleyview
with which the consultation did not deal; or perhaps the consultant
was unable to deal with them. One of these had to do With rela-
,tions between Valleyview and the school.*

Their consensus was that there was no way in whicty' he\con-
sultation could have resurrected Valleyview, and that ma ing Valley-
view's difficulties visible to itself was a service, becau e it
brought termination of a situation that was psychologically destruc-
tive to staff and children.

A final comment by the trio: They remarked that the consultants
may have provided emotional and moral support to some of the staff
at a time when it was too late, and this supp-ort in the form of

- optimism about things having 'reasonable chance to get better may

a

*Comment by the co-consultant: The consultants "never considered the school as
separate from the institution. Interventions which dealt with the organization
included consideration of the school, e.g. , .the principal was included on the
Advisory Committee; it was always suggestEvi that.teachers be a part of any
treatment team; it was suggested that academic contracting in the school bie
communidated to cottage staff and possibly extended to include behavior' or
treatment planning.

1 t.Y:s
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have increased the heartache by encouraging some staff members
to stay around because 'HIRI seemed to imply that it knew something
or had some special influence which would result in improvement.
The fact that everything did not turn out to be all right made such
encouragement (from the viewpoint of the trio) inappropriate.'

In summary, the trioetelt that HIRI'S int rvention was a step
backwards because of the last minute negot tions of roles and
responsibilities and because the^trio's work ihad had some positive
results through the summer of 1972, prior to °the consultation,:
These results were undermined inadvertently by because the
consultation worked to strengthen the director's hand and interfered
with thetrice-s-accurriptishments, such as-they were. Neither HIRI
nor the trio really understood the fact of -this conflict at the time.
The trio thought that perhaps .the director had used HIRI's consul-

. tation for his own purposes. Theypointed out that he bragged
about Valleyview's 'selection from 13 possible children' s" residential
centers nationwide, and he talked often about the fact that they
were getting $65,000 worth of consultation without cost to VBC.

The recompiendations of the trio were that HIRI investigate
more carefully before sending a consultant to a particular children's
residential center, that provision be made for auxiliary-consultants
to provide communication between the consultant and all levels
of staff with whom he planned to work, and that some contingency
planning be done so that HIRI could withdraw consultation from
the situation where such withdrawal was warranted.*

g. Interview with Person #7

Person #7 perceilved that in July, 1972, there was a general
feeling that a lot of changing needed to be done, but there was no
set as to what to do or how to do it: In retrospect he Could' see

"polarity" a s to what Valleyview Boys "Center should be. The
lay staff had a certain stake in change and progress, especially
certain individuals. On the other hand, the was a great deal
of distrust and suspicitn by those in the rel,ous orde regard-
ing the, role of these lay people.

* Project director's comment: This is tin interesting and valid point. The 1-1
project team, however, including pftcourse the five consultants, -did rece(v
and in turn critique the Activity Reports from the other consultants, and did
meet together about every 24A3 weeks for problem and project review,
serve as critics to each other. Many intervention strategiess Used ..bY each and
all of the consultants were queried and challenged. The question of withdrawal
from certain sithations under given conditions was discussed.
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The history of this conflict between lay and 'religious groups
went back about 10 years. The tenured staff wanted to operate
VBC as an orphanage, in other words to provide' simple custodial
care for boys. The lay staff was interested more in providing
treatment so that the boys could return to a more normal home
life. The lay people's s9le allegiance was not to VBC, but they
had enough allegiance to VBC not to be destructive; they weren't,
in a position to take over.

"MonumentaLchanges". were needed at Valleyview. It
suffered froth inadequately trained staff and there was no provis-
sion for in-service training. It had no'social services profesr.
sional to'coordinate.the staff. Those staff who had been to
college were overtrained, zealous, and inexperienced. They
had "collegiate" ideas on the appropriateness of the use of
marijuana, etc. Person #7 said that around August; 1972, the
director tried to use a psychologist to coordinate and organize
treatment. The psychologist "tried to be too theoretical," as
did the younger staff. Any treatment approach pr6posed by the
psychologist wo uld have been subverted by the staff accordiRg
to their many differing perceptual sets.

From Person #7' s viewpoint, the former director's administra-
tive problems prevented him from being an operational manager.
He felt that the former director had first to deal with administra-
tion matters, especially financial matters, and was quite success-
ful in that.- When he began, VBC was receiving $415,, per month per
Child. "During his tenure it was raised to $550 and finally to $778
just before he left. -By the time he left, VBC Was finally in a
position to balance outgo with income.

6

Person #7 felt that the consultant gave people an experience of
change. He mollified the staff's precipitous urge to change, gave
change a framework.' They (the staff) learned about organizing
more effective meetings, about the possibility of setting up goa-
related treatment programs. But "people Were rating their motors
too much. to take advantage of most of the subgestiors."

If the consultants had used a more structured approach in
reorganizing the staff, instead of using the looser approach oithe
negotiating sessions, the result could have been better.

The man who during the negbtlations volunteered for the job
of assistant director thought he was to be the assistant director
in charge of all matters internal to Valleyview. The director,
however, thought he had made it clear that in the negotiation
sessions only the treatment portion of VBC was "up for grabs."
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Person #7 felt that the best thing HIRI's consultants did was to
get 'people together in a productive, organized milieu. It gave
them an experience of constructive change. The cd-consultant was
"even" with everyone. She was especially helpful in reinterpreting
crises in less catastrophic term's.

Person #7 wished that certain concretethings had been followed
thrpugh. For example, there might have been a constructive follo-w-
up on goal setting--to get it to the point where it could perpetuate'
itself. ft would also have been better if the negotiating sessions
had been left out, or perhaps replaced by something more structured,
more directive.

5. Overall Summary of Evaluation Inputs from Interviewees

There is very little remaining of the Valleyview that received consul-
tation from HIRI. Two-thirds of the personnel and all of the roles are
changed: Animosities and heartaches made it difficult to reconstruct
the VBC,that might have been. No one was in, a position to reflect on
the institution in a cool and dispassionate manner. For former staff,
just to talk of their experience.Was to reopen.old wounds. For current
staff, to talk of the old VBC was to speak of a recently vanquished foe.
To change metaphors, the old Valleyview was mortally ill and the
consultation could not save it.

The new VBC is a demonstration of the fact that a new director,
having legitimitized power, is generally in a position to effect more
changes more rapidly than is a consultant, no matter what his
capabilities.*

D. What Is Suggested by the Before-and-After Questionnaire Responses

CI By the time the post-consultation ISSQ was distributed (Septemfber-
October, 1973) most of the personnel with whom' we had been working
at VBC were gone: They either had resigned voluntarily or were asked to
resign by the new director. The new associate director asked' us to send
the'ISSQ forms and,said he would have them filled in, by the current
staff. Despite repeated phone calls and,, in turn, promises to carry
out this commitment, they did not arrive. Finally, after much prodding,

* comment by the projecdirector: This does not necessarily follow as a
generalization. The "legitimitized power' of a director to make changes may
notjesult in situational improvement ii the change are unwise or are not
supported by those required to implement them. Eve the subtle sabotage
of withheld enthusiasm can vitiate (at least for a co siderable time) the
possible 9ains from strongly resisted, arbitrarily imposed change.
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it looked as if they would be forthcoming in February, 1974. Then the new
associate director resigned, and there seemed no way of obtaining the
questionnaires -- which, even if obtained, would have had to bb filled out
almost entirely by new staff members who Were not present during the consul-
tation period, although they nevertheless 'could have provided a picture of
how they rated various practices and Conditions at VBC at the time they
responded to the questionnaire.

Because responses to.the IS'SQ were unavailable, no comparative BDF-
ISSQ data can lie provided fosVBC. What can be said, however, is that
in their responses,in 1972 to the BDF, the staff's overall average ranking*
of their institution for all 80 items on the BDF was the least favorable among
the four,institutions that received consultation help. The other three staffs
gave their agencieFaverage,rankings of 4.419 (most favorable) to 8.317
(least favorable,),. Valleyview staff gave their institution a ranking of 9.831 -
clearly at the bottom of the scale: The staffs of the seven nonconsultatfon
institutions ranked their agencies from 2.1 to 9.922.- Only one agency among,.
the 11--an agency in,the comparison group--was ranked lower than 1 eyview.
This ranking suggests that VBC was indeed a troubled setting at th be inning
of the c9nsultation intervention and that the distress was clearly visible to
the staff.

E. Commentary by Edward M, Glaser, .PhD, Project Director, on the.VBC
Consulting Intervention

Aside fro any stlaff ratings tkough the questionnaire method, the
director at the time we invited this institute* to participate in the HIRI"
consultation, along with some of his peer diwctors of other institutions in
the California Association of Children's Residential Centers, all agreed .

that VBC was an institution in considerable trouble. In view of this they
f t that it might be an especially interesting case to include id the experi-
mental group to see if the HIRI consultation approach might,be of substantial
h,-1p. Recognition of serious problems by the director and s cordial
response to, the prospect. of consultation were count16d as important favorable
conditions for consultation intervention,

The feedback interpretation given to each institution'with regard to these rankings
was as follows: Please keep in mind that these rankings are defined for each
/item independently. This means that if your institution had a rank of 1 on any
item in Column Two,\your staff, in responding to a quettiori, saw itk own insti-1
tution most favorably on that item. Qn the other hand, if your instittitionk
happened to be ranked12 with regard to a given item, the staff iryourinstitu-
tion,felt that the institution was performing least satisfactorily with regard to
that item in coil paiison with the way 'in which staffs'in other instituons perceived
their own institutions. Intermediate ranks of 2 through 11 should, of\cgurse,be
interpreted similarly.
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If the criteria of efficacy of consultation were td include such things
as continuity of staff; improved quality and effective integration of prograni;
individualized treatment planning and, developmental\ gOal attainment for
each child; constructive resplution of the pbwer struggles, divisiveness
and interpersonal' frictions among the staff that were apparent at the begin,_
ning of the contact With Valleyview; and Job satisfaction on the part
of the staff...we would have to conclUde that the consultation was knot
effective. The agency collapsed in the throes of a.major upheaval subse-
quent to completion of the consultation.

On the other hand,. if the criteria of efficacy include clearer surfacing
of partially submerged; serious, chronic problems in the organization so
that they could be examined and`clealt with in one way. or another, then.
perhaps the consultation was successful in that sense.

Be that as it may, HIRI's intervention with the persons who were the
clients when the consultation began did not turn out Well, other than
perhaps unintentionally precipitating staff cpallgea that provided oppor-
tunity far the next and hopefully healthier or more effective generation to
follow in succession. It would seem useful in retrogpect to'attempt an
analysis of why this particular.consultation was unable to bring VBC to _

a state of good health as an'organization, and-what might be learned from
\ the experience. But at, best, this kind of post -hoc, analysis can only be

speculation based on inferences from the availible data--inferences
affected to some deg 're by the orientationi values and consulting style
preferences of the /yen commentator.

As stated 'the Overview of the Consultation Intervention, an ciivity
Report was p pared by the consultant Ater each visit and &copy was
circulated comment. to each niemberof thewHIRI-OCD research team.
A copy o 6 such reports on VBC, the first visit (8/16/72) and the sixth
'visit (l e/4/72) with my marginal comments thereon, may be found in the.
Appendix to this section on VBC where they nerve the dual purpose of
illustration and as the data base for s9me analytical speculations by this
commentator.-

In the report on the firit.(August 16) visit, the consultants quite
ically invited attention of key staff members to a need'to address the

estion of VBC's mission: What was it there to ,do? Without such
reasonably clear and agreed-upon purpose, the VBC staff efforts to
design programs and operating manuals (whi8h they were planning to-do)
might be premature. Psychologically, however, pressure by the, Consult-
tants in their first vistit to get explicit mission clarification might be
interpreted by these key staff members as a criticism of the way VBC was
operating. Perhaps that was premature.

.1
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It might have set a more relaxed, non:threatening-climate of beginning
relationship if the kickoff visit could have included .(after the morning meeting
with the director) a preplanned opp.ditunity to meet with as many persons 6n
the staff as might be available, briefly describe the HIRI--.0CD project and
our own hopes/goals' in working with VBC, Anvite their questions and ask it
they had any suggestions regarding what they might wish from e HIRL
consultants. In effect, what would they like us to foctis on.th4t they felt
might help them? Or, how can this consultation help VBC to do a still
more effective job in working with the children in their Care? The wlords.in
the first VBC Activity Report show recognition of this pqint; e.g., "... our
function was to respond to their needs." The consultatio behavior,. however,
seemed "pushy" in prematurely'advocaling goal clarificat on and the rigidities
ie9uired for "contract formulation." Five consulting vis is later, in the
October 4, 1972, Activity Report (appended herein), Dr. ROSS ,summarized
something of his orientation, frustrations and concerns as f2llows:

O

During this 2-hour meeting: with Persons D,
up on a number of observationS previously m
Of this-group to what we had observed to b

E, and F I triedto follow
e, to direct the attention

some of the salient issues
and organizatiohal problems at VBC and, most important of all, to
stimulate their thinking about the difficulty we -have been having in not
knowing who our\a-t±dience is or w at our contract with the institution
is at this time. The particular issus I talked about'were:`

\
A. b. The apparent problem throughou,1 e insititUtion of knoWing and

agreeing upon how decisions: e t be made.

B. Some particular problems in decision makinaas revealed in diffi-
culties in devising functional "treatment. plans" for particular
children. A treatment plan is an agreernentiftlecision about how, .

the staff and a child are going to proceed and should involve
particular staff fritenientions and particular behavioral objectiv,es.
The staff we, have seen so far talk about treatment plans but do
riot seem to qnderstand exactly villat ahoy are or how tooarrive

My tClesers) comniehts and questions on the October 4 Attiv,ityleport;
written at the time it carne across mi.deSk as part of cur project reporting
Procedure, appear on the appended copy. The main reason for apperift
thiS Activity Report is -to illdstrate what I perceived as a key disSonNite
about the consultatIgn atNalleyview-f5 yieWpdint voiced.at our team
meeting, not Justin this 'post-mortain attempt.

that:

o

On the one hand, the Consultant notrd in his own recgkint of his strategy .

a

Ou initial visits at the agancy had 'ahead,/ brought to our att6ntIon
ce ain.problem areas tpat Cbuld potentially be destwctive The first
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problen,1 was the evident aller;tion among department and professional
groupd, and the ysfunctional effects of this on the agency. Second,
ewe observed th t the director, in an attempt to correct this dysfunctional
state often plac d certain demands on his staff. Their lack of inte6a-
Lion, however, made the planning and implementation of such demands
impossible. The intensity of suspiciousness, reproachfulness and
hostility was extraordinary: between the director.and his staff (eveA
those whom he had recently hired); between the recently hired profes-

nals and the cottage supervisors and cottage child care staff; and
betwe n the school teachers alyi the .social work/child care staff.

This is a perceptive, accurate and fundamental analysis, in the judg-
ement of this 'commentator.

On the other hand, however, the primary focus and perhaps the major
thrust of the consultation effort seemed somewhat fixated on decision-
making proCesses at the institution, with concomitant efforts to develop
structural, organizational rearrangements avid agreements about where
given sorts of responsibility-authority resided. Decision making or locus
of Control indeed were important organizational issues at Valleyview, but
until and nless the primary and largely clinical problems of "alienation,
sus ss, reproachfulness, hostility and lack of integration" that
the con tant so well recorded could be faced up to by all concerned and
sign fitly reduced if not overcome... structural changes and system
re rr gements seemed (to this commentator, at least) unlikely to'get at
fundamentals-=:or at first thingS first. But this admittedly is a debatable
issue. The point of view offered here is not that questions of technology,
structure and leadership style necessarily need-to be "placed on ice-"
until the clinical-interpersonal issues are treated. The point rather is
that attention to proliplems of organizational structure and decision making,
without surfacing, facing and dealing constructively -- somehow- -with the
seriols basic clinical problems which were identified and agreed to as
reali yOoy essentially all concerned... was (in this commentator's opinion)
not like:11y to lead to a viable resolution of the institution's dysfunctions
so .long as the basic contributory causes remain unaltered. The same
observation would hold with regard to the role negotiation exercise whict,
according to the primary consultant at VBC, " ...would attempt toalle-
viate these conflicts by making basic changes in the organization that
atig.11-t---rSove (at least) the structkal causes of them." While this exer-
cise seemed to yield lasting constructive results at Red Rock and
Lakeciest, it did not at Valleyview. Tat difference, in the judgment of
this commentator, could be accounted for chiefly because Valleyview was
not ready or "ripe" for such an exercise and would of be ready until-1
uAless the pervasive climate of distrust, hostility and divisiveness were
somehow basically changed for the better.
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Related to the-above observation, during the second of my (HIRI
project. director's) two personal visits to Valleyview (my first visit was
on January 28, 1973, accompanying the goal-planning consultat4 the
second visit was on May 14, 1973; I had met the director two or three
times before in his'visits to the HIRI office and at a project meeting in
Los Angeles) ,, II talked with staff, Some of the children, and completely
toured the'Premises, cottages and 6rounds in the company of the direc-
tor and two other staff members. In this tour, T noticed that the faucars
were missing from three of the four sinks in the boys' washroom adjacent
to the mess hall; there was no toilet paper in the washroom; the floor
was littered; the cottages were dirty, smelly, with broken furniture and
springS popping through the upholstery; the room occupied by the child
care worker in several of the cottages was an extremely disorderly mess;
the spacious outdoor grounds were poorly landscaped and generally unkempt.

The point of the above observation is not to report on, poor housc-
keeping per se. The(boys at VBC were sent there mainly by agencies of
the court. A number of them were classified as delinquent or predelin-
quent or emotionally or behaviorally disturbed. If the institution is to be
rehabilitative, what sort of role model is demonstrated by this acceptance
of extreme slo'venly disorder--and sometimes personal display of it--by
the adult staff, and particularly by the child care worker in th% cottage,
who is the person closest to the children in that cottage for the longest '

period of time? What ddes this kind of practical, observable-set of -
problems offer as something tangible for the entire VBC staff to confront?
Further, the residents at Valleyview were between 11- and 15. Many of
the "graduates". soon would need to try to earn a living. What about the
wasted opportunitienfor prevocational and marketable skill training that
could be inherent in teaching and requiring the children to help maintain
their residence in good repair?

One might wonder whether, at an appropriate time, these kinds of
obvious practical problems might have been used as a tangible vehicle for
getting the entire staff to start looking at their operation of the institution;
views on the underlying reasons therefor; their role-model postures; their
neglected' opportunities to help the children ,develop certain kinds of indi-
vidual and group responsibilities plus, perha , some subsequently market-
able vocational skills which could be acqu' ed in the normal ,process of
caring for their environment; their 4Jecision Making processes regarding
vxho is responsible for what; and their goo -attainm4nt planning (or lack
thereof) for each child.

Incidentally, when I privately asked the director, fqllowing the tour,
whether the housekeeping and maintenance needs of the institution might
provide a normal/opportunity for teaching certain forms of responsibility

-rid skills, he as well aware of these problems, embarrassed by- what we
had seen, and angrily asserted th of r persons on the staff just were not
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carrying out th.eir duties or responding constructively to his ,oft-repeated
directives copcerrring improved housekeeping. This prompted a subsequent
critical memo from him to the staff on the subject of institutional

.* .maintendnce-orderliness-cleanliness, which in turn -Edalto:1 that Much to the
tensions already existing between the director and his staff. However,
that memo could have afforded one more concre example for raising the
open question regarding what might be some possibly better or more
effective ways to get the staff to agree about legitimate prOblems and
then undertake responsible ptoblem solving without a fruitless tug of War.

To cite an example of the kind of practical problem the consultants did
-focus on cOmparce with the type of problem noted in this critique that was
not addressed by them, the following paragraph'are taken from tfie
November 1, 19.72, Activity Re-port of the HIRI co ultation at VBC:co

the group dha,. a discussi4n about the pr us day's meeting
and specifically ab ut how edspreads and drapes were to be purchased.
A number of altern tive_wa s of proceeding were discussed. There
were Fonstraints i terms f the amount of. money available and the
necessity to eXpe d the f nds.before-the end of the year. On the other
hand, everyone f cogniz d the desirability of permitting as much lati-
tude as possible), in .expressing personal tastes with the purpose of

making the cott'ges more homelike. Jean suggTsted that it might be
Very important to inform the cottages about the tnstraints so that they
would not be set up to submit requests that were unrealistic and that
would have to be denied. Another issue was whether the kids would be
involved in the choice. .

We suggested that the way in which the issue was handled could
express -something very profound about what the institution w s there to
do. For example, if the child care workers decided Without c nsulting
the children that would imply a different miSsion than if the c ildren were
consulted. Furthermore, focusing on buying the bedspreads and drapes
might imply a different mission than if equal importance were to be
placed on the way in which the children participated. In the latter

/Instance, the institution would be sayin,6 that teaching the children to
compromise, negotiate and come to a decision together was at least as
important as making the purchase.

The material up to. the last senter(ce in the first paragraph above has
been cited by the HIRI consultant to VBC as one illmstration of their (allegedly
needed) attention to decision-making processes at the agency and to oppor-
tunities to help the children develop certain kinds of individual and group
rbsponsibilities,

(

The second paragraph would illustrate cones attention to the kit4ds
of role-model postures presented bye ay the staff behaved or operated
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in the course of their everyday problenfsolving. Whether the manner in
'Which the purchase of bedspreads was decided "dould express something
very profound about what the insitutiori was there to do" relpresents a sharp
difference of opinion between the consultant and this commentatorabout
what was relatively peripheral and what wap central among Valleyview's
problems and needs.

The observation submitted in this particular case isthati attention to a
Matter such as how bedspreads ana drapes were to be purchased was a
practical but nevertheless relatively minor prol3ilem that the consultants
used as griSt for the mill in trying to get the staff to examine their behayi-or
in relation to fundamental questions. That sort of problem does not seen
to have anywhere near the potential for impact and import that might have
been achieved if the staff had been asked somewhat early in the consulting -
relationship,(but not at-the beginning) whether they would like to examine
the fact andimplications of: (1) the child care workqr in charge of a cottage
keeping his own sleeping quarters in chaotic a d dirty condition; (2) his.ie
being permitted-to do so; or (3)the manifest st to of disrepair of the build-
ings, grounds and furnishings, which in turn aff IV opportunities for certirin
kinds of respOnsibility training and repair- maintenance skill acquisition.
rom review of obvious practical problems of this sort, it might well be

passible to introduce into the discuSsion basic issues related to the opera-
tion of the institution. On the other handy the consultant's view in disagree-
ment with this observatiOn should be stated, n mely:

Jean and r would nyt have made that inter% ention because we knew
that the director.., was very sensitive ab ut the physical condition
of the plant. Its disrepair and dirtiness had been the subject of,
many reproaches and lectures that he had given the staffall without
any effect. It seemed ohvious .to us that tile poor condition of the
physical plant was an expression of the staff's hostility to the director.
We understood that dealing directly with that issue early in the consul-
tation was likely to inflame the bad feeling between the direbtor and
the staff and was likely not to lead to any constructive result--until
the relatiOnShip between the director and the staff had improved enough
for them to be willing to' do Something constructive. Improving that
relationship was a major focus for the coas,ultation.

Improving the relationships between the director and staff, and between
staff departments and staff members, indeed *seemed thg major focus for
the consultation.' Howto bring about increased respect and trust was the
$64,000 question. The Activity Reports written after each visit 'often
contained very sensitive observations anti sometimes brilliant conceptual
analyses of what had been observed. In view of.the outcomes at VBC, the
point of this critique is to try. to.1-igure put, as the stage magician might
phrase it why the "trick didn't Work out quite as intended in this.case."
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Viktoi..,Frankl* offers what may be s6me'relevant insights here:. "Man
must accomplish concrete, personal tasks and fulfill concrete, personal
demands ...I consider it misleading to speak of 'self-fulfillmentjnd 'self-
realization.' For what is demarided,of man -rs not primarily fulfillinent of
himself, but the actualization of, specific tasks in the world--and only to
the degree to which he accomplishes -this actualization will he al,so,fulfill
himgelf.... ,(man) is searching for a concrete--more than that, a unique- -
task, the uniqueness of which corresponds to the uniqueness both of his
perSonality and of each situation." The beginning of the consultation at
VBC may have been insufficiently, concrete to enable each staff Member to '.
identify with specific tasks that fit his or her 15.ersonality and perception
of the situation in relation to making VBC,more effective for its purpose of
existence, and at the same time more satisfying as a place, in which to.invest
one's worklife. It further may be that the consulIation at Valleyview failed
to Sense accurately and to keep measured.pape With the learning readiness

-of that staff in that situation. ,

'What was done in the main by the consultants sciems relevant and
constructive in intent. The questions raised here in an effort to learn from
the experience (and not to criticize the consultation for the sake of criti-
cism) are de/voted more to "what else" or "in what other order" or "how
better" to insure understanding, acceptance and commitment from all cctn-
cerned for a Joint venture in terms of their personalities, their perception
of their situational realities and thus, their readiness for participation'lin
problem identification and problem solving.

As the consultants stated in,th.e.material heretofore cited, the most
important (and difficult) problem needing repair at VBC was the divisiveness.
between the director and the staff, and between various staff groups. As
already expressed, it seems (to this commentator) doubtful, however, that
such dysfunctional feelings could 1,e resolired by structural changes. The
latter might be more relevant and enduring if the distrust and hostility exist-

, ing at VBC could significantly be reduced first in other ways. In this type
of consulting situation, where the arrangement to nter into a relationship
with the organization is made with the organization's chief executive officer,
usually the most productive place for the consultant to invest,time, after
his role at the institution has been made clear to all concerned and he has
surveyed "what's cooking,." is with the director and his functioning in his
role. In this particular situation, however, where there wav so much

-----t-e-hpion between the director and at least important segments of his staff,
such private consultation with the director might well be interpreted by the
"opposition" as "plotting with him against them.", Whether it might have
been possible for any consultant in this situation to integrate the purposes
of the director with the ostensible or alleged motivations of the Advisory

*V. Frankl, Man's Search for Meaning. Beacon Press, 1959.
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Committee, so-that common objectives rya ly have developed, is an interest-
ing and open question.

A 3-day meeting of the entire staff---just a few leeks after the HIRI.
relationship with VBC began--presented a fortuitous opportunity for the
consultants to help the VBC.director and staff identify, "work through,"

. and agree on plans for a New Start at VBC. As reported by the HIRI consul-
tants, they made a number of important suggestions, such as:

The unified school district teachers wanted to take advantage of these
meetings to present their plans for a, new edUcational program involving
open classrooms and educational contracting: At the end of their plan-
ning meeting, 4n preparation for their presentation, we suggested that
they consider combining contracting,with the children for educational
goals with contracting for behavioral coals. In that case., the contract-
frig tear(' would involve a child, a representative of his cottage staff,
one of 616 teachers and a representative of the 'professional staff. The
plan pot,onl would have the merit of Ow ing the child in his own.
treatment plan and in introducing the noti ,that the educational and
treatment components were part of a unified (fort, but it would bring .

,together in/a working relationship the cottage and school staff for whom.
Ithb organization had not previously provided a vehicle frir shared effort.

Even though this. suggestion generally was well received by the profes-
sional, cottage and school staffs, and a consensus developed to imple-
ment it, the meetings carrte to an end without anyone taking respohsibility
for its implementation. We discussed-this absence of follbw-through,....,,,,
with the staff, but they did not actively take steps to put the progidm
into effect.

uring subsequent visits, after the earlier agency pla in_g meeting,
e observed many occasions in which the staff appea ed preoccupied

with responding to crises and did not plan the impleme Cation of the
decisions they made. We discussed This pattern with the staff when-,
ever it seemed appropriate.

When introducing an idea that is outs id the apperceptive mass of.ar
group, and for wil4ch there is not likely to b what might be termed "fertile-
receptivity," it generally is better for consul antk not to introduce th idea
as suggestion, but rather as a question for deliberate critique and analysis
of pros, cons, risks. If, after such critique/analysis, there seems to be
a consensus that it is worth trying, questions of implementation, respo si-
bility for follow-through, etc., become more natural and situationally
required. In that sequence a consultant Might ask the group what they

-would think of drawing up a PERT-type chart for ach idea they agreed was
worth a trial, perhaps alemg a planning format uch
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What 'How Who When

The consultant noted that "most of the time and energies (of the senior
staff)" appeared to be taken up with the many crises in the institution,
mostly at the Child care level, which typically were referred tb, them for
solution." If some of these "crises" were institution-wide, that is--of
concern to all segments of the institution - -it would seem that such _crises
might have provided the consultants with some. good opportunities to help/
the senior staff get together, address them, and think about appropriate
(and possibly-new) ways-of dealing with such matters at VBC. Sometimes
the introduction of an emergency or common threat (a "Pearl Harbor" of
sorts) which almost all members of segments oi'an organization can recog-
nize as a real and present danger, can become a vehicle far integrated
groupiresponsiveness. In the process of such a coordinated response, new
and improved working relationshiQs may be eVolved.

Perhaps another possibly relevant observation in this effort to analyze
why the consultation, at VBC did not work out successfully in terms of bring-
ing about "good health" to that institution is the sentence from Dr. Wilhelmy's
report on his interview with Persons #5 and #6 in which they offered the
following perception: "They felt that the children'a,needs weren't put fore-
most at Valleyview nor were they put foremost by HIRI's consultant, and
tht the consultant's efforts were designed mainly to deal with staff problems."

Staff competencies in some cases may have been another matter that
added significantly to VBC problems. Whether any kind of consultation
approach could-have remedied this total unhealthy situation is An open
question.

The approach of this commentator,fairly early in the consultation, but
of course not immediately, would have been (if the director was willing) to'
raise this attitudinal issue of hostility-divisiveness-lack of mutual trust
With the entire VBC staff. In the discussion theke would be an open recom-
mendation by'the consultant that either they "work through" these feelings
and attitudes and arrive at a consensually agreed-upon modus operandi for
effective goad attainment,-In terms of the institution's mission, or that,
within the limits of his authority the director restaff to the degree necessary
with a cast of characters who could work with, him (and vice versa) . Such
a confrontation might have provided the.kird of"crisis" that conceivably
could have gotten VBC out of its rut--the rut of seemingly intractable, debili-
tating conflict of a house divided against'itself which cannot stand. The
consultant, if invited to remain rather than to leave after such a frank expres-
sion of opinion, would then be available to help in ways and means of plan-
ing, organizing, staffing, coordinating, interacting and controlling to
achieve the agr,ed-uponocommon objective. Otherwise, the consultation
time would be withdrawn and offered to an institution that `Seemed in a
better position tq utilize it profitably. The reason for this,approach stems
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from the viewpoirkt that'structural changes alone in this kind of situation \
probably would not prove effective for any appreciable length of time unless,
the destructive attitudinal problems could be basically improved.

,

71
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APPENDIX

ACTIVITY REPORT - VALLEYVIEW BOYS CENTER #1
Harvey !piss August 16, 1972

Jean Hall and I spent one day at VBC, call- initial visit.

The morning and lunch time were spent witit4k, an executive, and B, a business
consultant (Sy Stems Analysis and Design is hN. specialty nd a very old
friend of A's..

Our agenda: to come to understand how the institution was wo g and to
get A to talk about its problems, its successes, and to help him focus on the
nature of the problems. On this first visit, also, we wanted to establish a
"contract" involving our relationship with the institution and its staff.

\ -

According to A and B (who is quite-familiar with the instit who, appar-
ently, has been trying to nelp A improve its operations) a asic iffidUlty has
been that individuals through VBC have been operating and ea ing with the
children according to their own "philosophies"'which (for e Mple) Lange from
behavior modification and reality theri.pyto a "soul wrestl gw..._ay of dealing
with. kid's. -B My that, B was referring to the approach of an vangeally oriented
school teacher who had involved misbehaving children in ighly emotional con-
versations ending with expressions of4heir cheerful rem rse-, his forgiveness
of them and their determination to march on into theifut e together. It was
apparent that the different "philosophy" led to a lack of consistent treatment
of children (there being,numerous double messages involved) and considerable
tension between staff since they did not understand- that other staff members
actually had entirely different points of view about children. (For example,
some staff members who tended to discipline children and put pressure on
them would think others, who were more passive and indulgent were goofing off.)

Solutions being worked toward by A and B were to provide a- systenk.for improving
communications between staff members so that all would know what the others
were doing with the children (for example, so that cottage staff would know what
was happening between teachers and the children and visa versa) and the writing
of 'procedural manuals to promote consistent operating methods (I believe,
primarily-regarding hOusekeeping and administrative procedures) among all staff,.

,niembers,

"L After lunch, we attended an administrative staff meeting (which was mostly about
superficial rules and, housekeeping problems) and then met with two of the parti-
cipants --D, MSW andce group living program member. To our great- surprise we
discovered that these two are part of a group of three (including, also, one of the
psychologists) who are a nucleus of eager, aggressive leaders who are deter-
mined to improve the organ4ation by promoting more coordinated action, con-
sistency and order--all to otercome the chaotic situation which they have been
working in. I believe, that yii three are relatively new, having 'come into VBC
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since the' beginning of the year). They want to establish. order-trrorder that
they can stop operating on a firefighting basis, do better planning and reduce
the terrible burderLon supervising staff members who are always responding*
to cribs's and are never on top of events. They see planning, reorganization
(which they have just",-,completedsee chart), the creation of procedural
manuals as the element out of which they will bring-about order. The sign
of the burden on staff supervisors has been the very rapid turnover among
theinthey have been unAle to deal with the demands and the pressures.

They find themselves building a team -- starting with the three of them to distri-.
bute the responsibility (and take it partly off the shoulders of the supervising

0 social worker), to add better quality staff to fill vacancies, to introduce a
new layer of supervision to take some responsibility .for daily operation and
to upgrade cottage staff in general. Seeing and hearing about the new staff
members--who appeapSf be better prepared and better educated, though young

d*id inexperienced t'ffijgest a considerable improvement irrthiS regard since
1a1 St January whep A complained at length about the low-quality staff he had
to work with.

4

The team (of three) has been trying to build an internal consensus for making and
supporting some of the above cons ctive changes by havbig meetings of the
entire-staaff. There was a three day meeting in June involving all of the social
work staff--priniarily those people on'the accompanying chart - -and there is
anothertmeeting planned for September which will, in addition, involve the
teaching (for the first time) in order to promote a better. relationship in
coordination between the teachers and treatment personnel. (Apparently it
has not yet occurred to them that everyone might be considered "treatment"
staff and "teaching" staff.)

Our,meeting with D and E lasted about anhour and a half. We m- ade the
following responses:

`1. We pointed out that we had not he&rd any Coherent, agreed, upon Statement
of the pyrpose of VBC. (We, had told the same thing to A and B.) We

. suggested that answering the question "Why does the institution exist- -
What does it accomplish?" would provide a unified sense of mission and
a basis for program design and organizational structure.

While therhad been Tnakingedecisions about what pdpulation they wanted to
4 accept (boys who were two years retarded in school between the ages of 11

and 16, primarily with emotional problems who were not seriously psychotic
or delinquent) this was not a statement of goal. WAiat no one had yet
considered very actively was what they'Twanted to do for these kids. What
the output of the institution was supposed to be. (They also had not con-
sidered the strong pcissibility that the different "philosophies" of individuals
in the institution implied different gOals.--We had suggested all of these.

ifv+V.Y,
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same things to A and B when we had spoken withthemin the orning). We
recommended that a first step might be for the institution to decide what it
was there to do. (In particular, we strongly recommended checking their
decisions about what populations,they wanted to deal with against the
policies and expectations of .policies of their referring agencies., If they
did not do sb, they might be making decisions about what population they
wanted only to find a year or two from now that they had designed an
institution and a program for children whom referring agencies were no
longer referring to institutions )

2. We suggested that designing programs and operating manuals might be
premature at this .stage' because theifiadnot yet decided what the insti-
tution. was 'supposed to 'dohut might be necessary an interim basis
to, bring order into what they apparently felt 'was a 'bhaoticsituatior01.

-)

3. We stated that we could not dealt? what VBC's mission or programs should
be but, o'er the long-term we might be able t0 help the organization
develop an effectiveness in making those kinds of debiSioris for itself.
We suggested we might be able.tO help the organization build 'into its
fabric, the ability to examine and reexamine" its own mission,, its programs
and hb.W it was doing in relation to the ainit of its programs. 'Building in
that kind of capability would also.create organizational.fleXibility in .

meeting what Would very likely be the changing demands of referring.
agencies. Given the rising costs of plaCemept at institutions (now $700 .

per month at VBC of-which $570 is paidlby,dunties) we agreed that we. 0.
could all Ekpect county' governments to be very skeptnical about theneed
for institutions and to raise Very' penetrating questioffs.iri the near future.
An institution which has flexibility and can think, about itself and its
programs critically and realistically might (if it is true) he able to identify
an institutional missipil which:is uniquei.e.", particular goals (and the
programs which those goals imply) which cannot be achieved outside, the
institution. In the fairly pear future, V8C, may have to clarify that kind of.
mission if,it is to; stay in business and perform aiu I function.

4.. Over the short-term we proposed that we try to come to. a. better under.--
standing 'of the needs of the institution, what VBC night want fr6m us, how

arcyilight be able to helprthem all,with a mind to move toward the long-
term goals outlikled in three.. In order, to proceed into identified goals
for our consultation, we-would 'have to come to know and understand a
great deal more about So, ove$ the short -term, we would want to
develop an understanding of the institution, develop a picture of what we
might be able td do for them and what they Might.want us to do.

4 "4.

We began to fonnulatet,a contract: ,that our -function was to respond to their
'needg. That in the beginnind, especially, we would decide each week how
we can plan the next week to move toward that aim.



That we will be available to everyone in the institutionnot just-the social
work and ottage "service'.'- -but also the schoOl, housekeeping staff,
children,-and the director. If they decide it is wise politically, they might.
facilitete_our contact's with those various constituencies in the institution.

-

Ne week we decided to spend two days with them (at least HR,will) to
meet' ithstaff individually and in groups -- primarily to-reduce the suspi-
ciousness that the staff is likely to feel tbward us. We felt that it would
be an outstanding opportunity to come to understand what is going on in.
the in`stitution cif we could be present at Big Bear during their three day.

-meeting.,. Thus, we want to desensitize the staff to us so that we.will
be, welcome and accepted at the meeting. In, addition, ewe wilt become .
mOre familiar with VBC and builerour dwn data base.

n the presence of D we discussed our meefing with them, our contract and
our pla foi\1/4the com g week or two with A. We wanted to signal both 13I
them that regardless f the situation between them we intend to operate
as openly as possibl so as not to become perceived in the context of the
political problems a stresses an strains within the institution.

t

a
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ACTIVITY REPORT # 6 - VALLEYVIEW BOYS CENTER

Harvey Ross October 4, 1972

I. Initial aridjob Titles of Persons Seen

F Consulting Psychologist
D MSW
E Group Living Program Coordinator
G, Child Care Worker (CCW)
H "' is

I

1(

L
M
N
O.
P

Cottage'
Seniqr
Social Work
Child Ca4mr

)

11

Care Worker, Cottage #2
Associate (SWA), Cottage
orker (CCW), Cottage #3

II

11

11

II.. Activity Description

2.

a.

41.2

Meeting with D, E and F--initiated by them--9 to 11 a.m.,a-
Meeting with C, H, I F and E. Cottage staff development meeting--
invited( E and

At 1 'p.m .; meeting with #2 COttage staff, including CCWs K, L, and
F. Cottage staff meeting to discuss difficult boy--invited try F.

4. Staff deVelopment m
invited by D.

Information Gathered

11

et41.41 #3 Cottage- -for Child. Care Workers--

mi. During this(2-hour meeting with D, E and F, I tried to follow
,lip on a number of observations previously made, to direct the

attention of this group to what we had observed to be some of
the salient issues and organizational problems at VBC and, most
important of all, to stimulate their thinking aboutthe difficulty

*0 we have been hav"ing in not knowing who our audience is or
what our contract with the institution is at this time. The par-
ticular issues I talked abOut were':

Numerals in the margins refer to EG's comments, page of this Activity Report.
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he app problem throughout the institution of knowing
and eing upon how decisions ace to be made.

ome particular problems in decision-making as reveled
in difficulties in devising functional "treatment plan

pt,for partioular children. A treatment n is an agreenient/.
decision about how the staff and a chi are going to proceed:
and should'inv ve particular staff interventis.5ns and parti-
cular behavioral objectives. The staff we have seen so far ,
tielk about treatment plans but do not seem to understand
exactly what they ate or how to ari4ve at them.

.,.1 .

C. The SWAs appear to be in an anomalous position--nei er
part of 0: administrative staff nor part of the cottage staff
--whic nderniines their credibility at the school; in the S,

cott e and with the administrative staff.
'___---

D. I made some observations abOut some difficulties we have
observed groups having running meetings. Meetings often
seem to be run as if there is an agenda that identifies the
subject matter for discussiqn, but no understanding or

I agreement that certain kinds of decisions are expected at
(3)--- the end'of the meeting. We have some questions about

whether supervisory staff members know how to run meetings.
;zt

. Our difficulty in knowing whom to address ourselves to
regarding different kinds of issues appears to be a reflection
of organizational indecision about where the responsibility
for making those different kinds of decisions lies.

I started by doing a lot of the talking, since I felt I was carrying the
ball as far as problem-clarification and identification was concerned.
I was fishing to see where their concerns were and if they agreed
about the nature of some of the problems I raised. If they_ dud agree,
perhaps they would become interested in identifying or creating an
audience that would be "officially" recognized as responsible for
considering the information we have to offer and deciding if and how
to proceed to respond to that information.

Soon, all three were deeply involved in a discussion about some of
the issues: It was obvious that F was very agitated because she
had been running into the same problem with cottage staff being able
to make decisions and plan that I had identifi4d. I 'suggested that
her- anger and frustration might_be cue not so riich to cottage staffs-
being unwilling to make and implement the plans she felt were neces-r
sary, but to their not knowing how to do that' kind of planning. F
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agreed that perhaps they-ceeded to be trained to make those kinds
of decisions--i.e., treatment plans--and might need technical

. assistance in doing so. I said that ifthey and cottage groups
4 (and other groups) would agree,that they needed such training, we

at HIRI might be able to identify institutions at which such planning
seemed particularly effective and expeditious--and arrange for VBC
staff to make visits to those institutions for such training. The
group seemed' very interested in this suggestion..

The triumvirate proposed that the Advisory Committee would con-
:stitute the appropriate audience for the kinds of issues I had
raised. A first meeting had been planned for that morning, but
since A was out of town and C was ill, themeeting hvl been cn-
celed°. However, a meeting would be held the following week. I
responded that I wanted to propose a contract to the Advisory
Committee: that if Jean and I made a written presentation summa-
rizing porlobservation about some issues/problems/opportunities
at VBC, the Advisory group would agree to respond point by point;
to our list--by stating that they did not agree; or that they agreed
but wished not to take any action; or that they wanted to take ,"'
action (or delegate the responsibility for taking action) and would
proCeed to do so alone; or that they wanted to take action and
would like our assistance in doing so. I pointed out that the
Advisory Committee itself probably would not be the appropriate
action / planning group for a number ofthe issues raised, since
they were not the group who either had the information or the
line responsibility in those.Satters. However, the Advisory Com-
mittee could identify or create groups which would be appropriate.

, .

The #2 Cottage meeting beCame a discussion of, Charles, a
14-year-old boy who presents particular problems to.the cottage
staff and whom they want transferred at least out Of the cottage
if not out of the institution. Their attitude is more or less summa-
rized by the following remark by one of them: "If he isn't making
it in school and not making it in the cottage, he doesn't belong here.
,He's just screwing up the works." Apparently the bottage staff's,
perceptionof their job is to keep things running smoothly,in the ,
cottage.. While"working with kids is perbeived as part of that job,
if a child does not respond they have, to -gait rid of him because he
is making it impossible for them to do their job, , keeping things
running smoothly.

Once more, the CCW's frustiation with this childWho was "ruining"
their work performance was vented at their supervisors and the trium-
via-Ve. They wanted the CCWs o keep a child who was making
life difficult for them They app aced to feel, on the one hand; that
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they were being asked to run a tight ship and sail it on smooth
waters, and on the othe hand were being given a child who per-

il' efforts. ,From their point of view, they
d guys by trying o do a good job (in terms
t job) while their supervisors and the tri-/
ys whose behavior they could explain only

of keeping population high for financial

sisted in sabotagingth
were trying to be the
of their conception of t
urnvirate were the baq g
as due to a (venal) pOic
reasons.

3. This meeting was a conti
,visor (K) and his supervi
Charles was discusa0.
problem of Charles ensue
agreement (I believe) bec
CCWs and supervisory st
the institution was there
were there to do. Super
to be hoping CCWs acc
They apieared,, at least
of Char es in the cottag
CCWs a4' working with
ence of 'hat child--not
him to fi)t into the conte
smoothly.

4. During-this staff devel
explained our presenc
met. I asked him-to d
I wanted to get some
seemed qucite clear.fr
of credibility with h'
(about other issues) a
to me for discussion an
concerned. T12,e time ce

.with this staff.

4

uation of the last one--adding their super-
or (L). L ran the meeting, and again
n apparently circular discussion of the

k. It seemed and for them to come to an
use they had). of recognized that the
ff Mad quite different perceptions of what
o do and, specifically, what the CCWs
sory and triumvirate staff appeared n

untablesior running a smooth operati.., .
,erbally, to accept the dis .,ive i uence

because they interpreted the jo of. the
articular children within the frame of refer
imply working With the child in order to get
t of the cottage so that everything, ram

pmen meeting (of the #3 Cottage), D
to the CCWs whom we had not previously
so', rather than doilyg so myself, because

ea of haw he perceived us at this time. It
m his presentation that we have a good deal
. 'A number of times dining the discussion

-after this meeting, I felt a genuine turning
clarification of problems with which he is

rt inly is ripe for our making a contract

IV. Interpretation and Analyses

1. Part of the problen with running productive meetings in a child-
care instifulion--When, because of the nature of the business, goals
of different staff,rniembers may be different without their knowing
it--may be that in meetings staff members are addressing themselves
to different questions without knowing it. For example, in ther#2
meetings, the question before the CCW group was, "welwant the
group to decide to get rid of Charles," while the question before
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.,..

. .

supervisor staff was, "how can e use what we are learning
about hind, o help him de,,velop?" (or something like.that). While
these diff ent, groups 6f staff members appeared to be talking.
about the me thing:, they seemed to have\ different things in
mind. The ftectivetess of a staff in meetings may be relatechto
their ability to identify and,enunc to the questionslo which they
want to address themselves so that ,,he group can. make .a decisio
about which quthstions will be addressed in a given meeting. Th s
may enable the\kind of circular discuss** which never quite se ms
to.get to the point to be avoided,. This may be easier said tha.
dohe.

Greater clariity and agreement about (or at least conscious ss of
differences of opini n about) institutional mission may al ;.o help
focus staff discus8i n 4oring meetings.

AO

0V. P ans.and ObjectiVes for Next Visit

Ps-

10 encourage the Advisory Committee to take., over e function of
monitorii,g the problem identification and prOblem solving/decision-
making process in the institution. I would like o encourage them

/ to start with' the written material that' Jea/p and w/1.11 pfepare 'if they
want to go in that 'direction. If they accept t sfas (as described
above),. the can also decide *hat they mig want 'us to do to help
them. It hag been one thing for us to,,carr he ball 'during the period
in which we, have (essentially) been athe in information, trying to s.
come to some understanding of thez1 stit ion, ,floating trial balloons
to test institutional responsivene and eadine,ts to/address problems,
and another thing for us to try to ecid for them wh4t,problems they
should want to solve. We'13cani elp hem unlesst4y.claim owner-
ship of their own problems an sk u- for help.

Whether or not Jean and I pr0 'o write this docuMent will depend
upon their response.

4p.
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EG's Comments:

(1) In your Activity Report #1 (8/16), you say: "We began to formulate a
contract. " Wouldn't it have been possible to have Worked this out with
the_ director and hig staff during,the second and third visits, then have fp
the director and you issue a joint memo of understanding, inviting
further questions?

Jaw,
VII(2 ) Would it belair to wonder whether your putting decision-makipg as the

key problem/ may be a reflection..of your own ix y ement with..this matter?
If another tell- trained person were observing VB , might he' just as perti-
nently ran lack of clarity and. lack of agreement about rehabilitation
objective's for the kids, laCk of creative involvemient of staff With kids,

\ and lack of trust among staff members and staff segments, as the central
roblems?

(.3) i's this problem been brought into the open for resolution?
\ .

.-,
(4) Can't there be inforrnation-exchange meetings with no decision required?

(5) What would happen if you list d., e issues on which you feel a need or
desiiability for ijecision, and presented and discussed that list with
the executive officers .

(6) Good! What was their response to Our proposal? You don't provides
"closure" here.

(7) Have you asked them what they perceive their Job -- and VBC's job--to
be? That might make for a good'and conceivably useful discussion.
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IV. \The Baseline Data Forni (BDF) and
the Institutional Self -Study Questionnaire (ISSQ)

41.

. ..
..

I

The Development and Use of the BDF and the ISSQ in the Course of t is Project
i -

s

i ,

The procedure used in developing the BDF was to review various material in
the available literature bearing on characteristics of an effective ,child care
institution. Foi- example, ther'e is a section ir?Martin Gula's bodklet Child-
Caring Institutions, Children's Bureau Publication No% 368, 1958-v(reprinted 1966) ,*
entitled "Twenty marks of a good institution." We adapted practically all of his
20 observations bepause they seemed as valid in 1971-72 as in 1958. We reviewed
all of the questionnaires, schedules,and memb6rship req4irement for* issued
'by the Child WelfaWLeague of America for item suggestidns, as well as numer-
ous,books and pamphlets and "fact sheets" (e.g., The Rater's Fact Sheet, and
the Survey of Child Caring Institutions in the State of Georgia, designed by
George' homas and proipct staff of the Regional Institute of Social Welfare Tr

Resew. h, University Georgia, published in February, 1972) .

Then, in our site visits to, c d care-InVituclons and.in discussion wfth
consultants such as Drs. Herold overman and Bernice Eichion,e we solicited
thinking about the important characteristics or types of practices that would be
considered desirable, and with reference to which institutions might be rated
"more effective" or "less effectiike." From an accumulated list of items,which we
tried in some pilot situations and exposed to invited critiqu6, we reduced the
item pool to 80 that seemed to bear upon the most important characteristics and
practices .

O

These 80 items became the Baseline Data Form (BDF) which was administered
in 1972 to the staffs of 11 institutions--the four in the experimental group and
the seven in the comparison group. Statistical analysis of these data, plus
-further editorial analysis for possible ambiguities in 'the phrasing of certain
items, pps new important items that came to our attention after publication of the
BDF, led to our development of a revision of the BDF which then was entitled
Institution Self-Study Questionnaire (ISSQ) . This instrument wa-Nadministered to
the staffs of the 11 institutions, which took the BDF a year earlier. Again, on
the basis of statistical and editorial analysis further refinements were made in
certain items, resulting in the present edition of the ISSQ. This instrument
also contains 8.0 items total, 40 of which are identical or very close to the
content and phraseology of those items in the BDF, while,the other 40 are new
or replacement items .

Some Overall Findings from the BDF,TSCr Data

As stated above, the BDF was administered to the staffs of the four experi-
mental and the seven comparison institutions jn August-September, 1972, at the

*Obtainable from the U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
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beginning of consultation. Upon completion of the consulting interventions, the
ISSQ was administered to staff members at three of the four experimental ins.titu-.
tions and at the seven comparison institutions, in the tall of 1973. It was not

sible to obtain ISSQ data from the staff at Valleyview lattles Center because
of the resignation of the associate director and the considerableturnover,in
personnel that had occurred (discussed in the section on Valleyview). Therefore,
no comparative data are evaiable for thisirilltitiation.

Now to discuss some overall findings frOm the BDF-ISSQ data: Table 6 cbm-
pates the individual and mean scores on the BDF-ISSQ for:three of the four institu-
tions tharedeived consultation, with scores for the seven institutions in the

-kcoinparison group which did not receive consultation.

N

On theNzO items which are comparable between BDF-ISSQ, the mean for the
consultation institutions rose slightly (from 3.19 to 3.26), while the mean for
the comparison institutions fell slightly (from 3.30 to 3.25) . Ftom these data
there is no reason to infer that the intervention experience:had any impact on
the response to the 40 items used in the intervention settings.

*Uwe compare the overall mean scores for 80 items (even though 40 of them
were notithe same in the two tests, but. every item in Nth tests bears upon an
important practice at a child care institution) , the constition group rose from
3.15 on the BDF to 3.42 on the ISSQ, while the comparison up dropped froin
3.31 on the BDF to 3.2.4 on the ISSQ.

The material below p4ovides more specific breAkdowns of the test data.
(The current, edition of the ISSQ, which represents a revision and refinement of
the form used in this study, is provided in Appendix B.)

.

The responsible test.developei is professionally obligated to report relevant
norms for newly constructed tests or survey instruments. Such information should
treat, among other things the response td the test of various gi-otips of irrdivid-
uals, especially those groups whlishare most likely to be involved in future
applications of the test.,, The following discussion is addrissed Principally then
to child care workers and agency 'directors, who might be, considering the ISSQ

, as a devie for tapping agency staff opinion in the hope of developing one rele-
vant measure of the adequacy of their ongoing agency program .

The use pf any survey instrument is obviously made more economical,
particularly in large agencies, if information is obtained from a sample of staff
rather than from the total staff. One familiar sampling technique is to draw a
random sample. Another common technique is to stratify the population avail-
able on two or more relevant variables. Stratification tends to highlight or give
more precise weight to the segments of opinion found in various elaments of an
agency's staff. In this connectim, as well as in many others, (comparing
ISSQ data across various working units within a child care residential setting,
or across two or more'agencie& it should be evident that a reliable estimate
of diff rent groups' response tendencies to the ISSQ would be materially useful..
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Table 6

.

'v.
InstitutiOn '

ti
.

---,-
Mean Score
40 Identical
Similar

for
or

Items
'Average Total Score

BDF
1972

ISSQ '.
1973

,BDF
1972

ISSQ
103

co
4-2
a, 0.

co0

r
1. Lakecrest

``(--
2. Red Rock .

-3- . South-61-de

4. Valleyview

Group Mean
4,

3.51
...

3(.04

3.03

,*ND

3.19

3.63.

3.15

3.00

*ND
,

8.26

276.65

240.90

237.29
,

*ND

'
281.27

251.86

239.49

*ND

251.61 274,21

..1,

ct..94 s

151 0c
(1) °

U1.4

0
0.c 5o o

Z 0

5. Boys Republic

-6: Cascadia

7. Deyeseux

8. Napa

9. Sonora A

10. Yakima

11. Youth Adventures

Group Mean

3.40

3.69

3.22

2.80

2.95

3.22

3.89

3,30

3.66

3.37

3.13

3.02

2%43°

3.29

3.84

3.25.

270.92

288.85

258.46

224.41

243.84

257.56

309.94

264,85

281.06

265.45

253.79

242.20

207.78

265.66'

299.26 .

259,31

..

*ND = No data available.
Valleyview did not administer ISSQ questionnaire. Data for BDF administration
were handled/differently in 1972 (Valleyview was left out of computer tables
done in 1973-74), and the only comparative information we have is that
Valleyview was tied for lowest ranking among the 11 'institutions whose staffs
filled out the BDF.
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There is, of course, ample reason for assuming that different types of
, .

agpncy staff will be\ less than equally sensitive'to problems and proficiencies
in agency programming. For example, one would anticipatetliat various groups
of child care staff would tend to be differentially knowledgeable and rather
divergent in attitude toward such varied aspects of residential programming as
i--4) service, educational activity and medical care. Thus, the perception of
the uality of agency effort may be very diffltrent for newly recruited as opp6sed
to well seasoned staff, for daytime staff as opposed to the night shift, etc,.
Whatever the staff person's Individual role may be it will almost certainly affect
the character of the information available to him, the kind of information he
absorbs and the special interpretation he places on information as he integrates,
it. Cochfran suggests that:

The traveler who spends ten days in a foreign country, and then proceeds
to write a book telling the inhabitants how to revive their industries, reform
their political system, balance their budget and improve the food in their
hotels is a familiar figure kd fun.

In presenting Our data about the response t'o the'ISSO of different groups, we
plan to inspect first 80 individual items of the test to identify those items which
ell tpear to elicit divergent patterns of response from various groups of child care
agency staff., We will tken examine the related question, how do various groups
tend to respond to the total instrument? Our focus will be on three staff-related
variables: sex, age and agency role of staff.

To begin, we should recall the five score values attached as answer options
to each survey item. These values 'are:

7),
5 = excellent
4 = good
3 = satisfactory
2 = fair
1 = poor

ti

a

Using these answer weights it is possible to derive a total and an average .

score for any subset of individuals responding to 13n itenV. Our initial, effort
will therefore be to aggregate the scores for male respondents in the ten child
care a'gbncies to establish an overview first of how males (and then subsequently
how female staff) responded to each of the ISSQ items. By this means of accumu-
lating data 'across agencies the influence of individual agency program .conditions
on staffs' responses will be diluted or neutralized. We also want to recall that
the 80 survey items were classified into five substantive areas or Att4ters:

\ the treatment related items (1-29); the community interaction related items (30-
J. 36); evaluation procedure related itejns (37-43); staff development related

items (44-54); and general organizational related items (55-80). We refer to
these a priori item groupings or categories here becaUse we plan to examine

f Z4
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thb influence of our three population variables, (sex, age and role) not only
on each of the 80 item's, but also "the combination of items included in each-)
of these five content clusters.

)

A. The Item Focus

We now move to.examine data for the purpose of distinguishing those
items which elicited disparate responses/ from various subgroups of child,.care workers.

Analysis by sex of workers :. Table 7 contains data for each of the 80
items on the ISSQ, ordered by the response cd189 males and 203 females
employed in ten California,readential centers for children. It should be
remembered that 422 staff completed the survey in the ten/agencies, so
that 30 staff-apparently failed to report their sex in completing the ISSQ.
The data in Table 7 constitute the basic summary statistics--including the
amount of missing data, the average score, the median score value and

(..the variability, or standard deviation around the mean--cataloged indepen-
dently for till, two sexes. The number of males producing a scorable
respon e to a given item is, of course, 189 minus the missing responses
to that tem. Similarly, for female staff the number of scorable responses
to ani m is an minus the item-associated missing responses: Our data
indicate that male employees produced virtually the same rate of missing
data as female staff: the amount of missing responses per item. for males
was 14 percent and for females, 18 percent. .

We now preS'ent those items from the ISSQ on which male and female
staff.produced statiVt.isally different response patterns as documented in
the list t-values.

Item # .t-Value Probability

2.87 <.01
4 3.00 .01
5 3.03 .01

13 2.12 .05
16 2.21 .05
27 2.32 .05
36 2.25 .05
43 2.49 .05
47 2.55 .05
49 2.74 .05
50 2.38 .05
52 2.54 .05
53 2.39 .05
57 2.44 .05
58 3.42 .01
59. 3.01 .01
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RESPONISE IN TEN INSTITUTIONS TO ISSQ
- BY SEX OF STAFF

;7'

Sex Category: Male Staff
N = 189 -

,Sex Category:
-

Female Staff
N = 203

Item
No.

Missing
Data Mean Median

Standard
Devia-

tion
Missing

Data Meak. Median

Stan.
peyi
tio

1 20 3.414 3.427 ,1.009 .. 24 3.296 .3.273 1,03

2 38 4 3.278 3.415 1.195 35 3.286 3.405 1.19

3 ,a7 3.441 1.084 63 3.086 3.-096 0,1.02
'7:'

4 84 3.406 3.508 1.024 63 3.057 3.089 0.97

5

-71-----
6

42
.

3.286
.

1.066 75 2.898 2.960
.

1.04

21

,

3.298 3.385 1.036
,

50 "34131 3.143 1.02

7 21 3.196 3.236 1,090 40 3.006
....."'.2.981 k 1.08.

8 2

.

3.353 3.506 0.958 14 3.275 3.240
.

0.99

9 42 2.912 2.9.76 1.233 63 2.879 2.789 1.21,

10 25- 3.171 3.143 0.937 31 2.983 3.000 1.06

11 25 3.305 3.283 0.896 38 3.400 3.434 1.01

,lz 31 3.266. 3.411 ,'
.. ,.

1.097 *37- 3.235 3.266 1.10

-:13'.
.

7

.

.

.

4;060 4.175 0'4929 8 3.846 4 3,981 1.02



RESPONSE IN r'I`EN INSTIWTIONS TO ISSQ
)3Y SEX OF STAFF,
t:

Sex Category: Maie Staff
N = 189 ,

g-ex Category: Female Staff
. N = 203

Missing
Data Mean Median.

20

38

37

3.414

3.278

3.441

3.427

Standard
Devia-,

tion

1.009

3'.415
.0

3:600

1.195

1.084

34 3..406 3.508 4 1.024

42 3.286 ..348 1.066

21 3.298 3:385. 1.036

21 3.196 3.236 1.090

2 3.353. 3.506 0.95-8

42 2.912

25 3.171

2.976 1.233

3.143 0.937

25 3.305 3.283" 0.896

31 3.266
-0000/01

4.060 .

3.411 1.097

4.175

Missing
Data Mean Median

Standard
Devia-
tion

24 3.296 3.273 1.031

3.5

63

3.286

3.086

3.405'

3.096

1.195

1.02.8

'63 3.057 3%089 0.973

75 2,898 2.9 1.049

50 3.131 3.143 1.024

40. 3.006 2.981 1.086

14 .3:275 0.994

. 2.879 2.789 1.214.

31 2.983 3.000 1.068

38 3.400 3.434 1.017

37
.1.0.11.11.ipm

3.266 1.101

8 3.84 3,981 1,029



Item* .t-Value Probability

67 2.36 .05,
68 *2...53 . .05
69 i2.23 .05
70. 2.03 1.05
75 2.39 .05

- In summary, 21 items on the ISSQ appear to elicit sex- linked,respor1se .
tendencies in our sfudy, rbsults. Of the 21 items which elicit dissimilar
responses from maleeend female staff, six are among the items classed
underthe treatment area, one is in the area of community interaction, one
is in the itervdomain of evaluation procedures, five fall in the staff develop-..

merit category; and the final eight are found under the province-of general
organiza'tion..$

.k. .....
..,,,.

Analysis by age of workers: In Table 8 we present data for the 801SSQ
it4ms partitiOnealaccordirig to the four age g.r.o6pings, employed. on the face
sheet of the surV orni. Of the 422 staff responding across the ten agen-
cies all but 2e pro decd the desired age information about themselves,. The
missing datariikOri nce with the four age groups ranges from 14 percent
with tht 20-29 age group,- through 15 peraeilt for those in both the 30-39
and 40-49 age groups to 19 percent in the 50 and over age group. There
seems to be a positive relation, such that the older staff produce more

' missing data than younger staff. ,:lowever; the disparity among the various
age groups is, indeed, modest. -

This brings us to the listing of items on which,the four age, groUpihgb s -..
produced statistically deviant item responses as measured by the analysis
of variance and the -derived F-Values.

.,,

. a

Item 4 F-Value

,

as

Probabilityy- .

9

10
19
21
22
24
32
42 v

75*

6
- -.,

. 2.641
10 4,93

, 2*2
'2%8.67

. 4.088
2.812
2.968
4.152
3.830

<.05
.01,
.05
.05
.05

; .05
.05
.01
.010

Of the nine items which were determined to exhibit response differ-
ences by age, only item 75 is starred to indicate that it also yielded sex-
linked differences. Further, six of the items are found in the treatment
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RESPONSE IN TEN INSTITUTIONS TO ISSQ
BY AGE OF STAFF

Age Category: 20-29 .

N = 136 .

Age Category: '30-39

N = 94

Age Category: 40-49 .

N =66

Item

No.
Missing
Data

4
Mean Median

Standard

Devia-
tion

Missing
Data Mean

,

Median

Standard

Devia-
tion

Missing
Data. Mean

,

Median

Standard

Devia-
tion .

Mi

1 13. 3.382., 3.333 1.028 9 3224 3.231 0.943 8 3.207 3.265 1.072

2 21 3.330 3.512 1.114 21 3,164 ,-3.175 1.190 13

. .

3.132 3.222 1.345

3 39 3.320
, .

3.303 1.006 22 3.056
.

3.125 1.086 14 3...346 3.600 1.186
-

37 3.343 3.359 0.928
.

22 3.114 3.204 1.042 14 3,212 3.250 'Ir11/554.

5 ' 41

&

3.189 3.229 1.055 27 3.000 3.058 1.059 .19 3.170, 3.250 1.185
,

6 26 3.309 3.338 1.073 12 3.146 3.233 0.995 10 3.214. 3.300 1.140

7 16, 3.100 3.081 1.008 '. 14 3.025 3.100 1.125' 10 2.946 2.853 1.212

,,-

8 3 3.391 3.487 0.968. 3 3.330 3.394 0.89'5 3 3.190
..,

3.225 1.090

9

10

38 3.082 3.152 1.137 26 2.588 2.630 1.200 18 2.771 .2.500 1.356

15 3.331 .3.316 0.916 18 2.947 2.969 0.951 11 2.909 2:932 1.076

11 21 3.383 3.438 0.923 14 3.287 3.219 1.009 11 3.382 3.295 1.009

12 26 3.355 3.467 1.063

I

16 ' 3,103 3.083 1.180 8 3.190. 3.313 1.083

13 6

.

3.954 4.098
.

1.007 5 3.876 4.015 1.043
.

3.814. 3 981
. k.

1,088



RESPONSE IN TEN INSTITUTIONS-TO ISSQ
BY AGE OF STAFF

20-29' Age Category: 30 -39

N = 94

Age Category: 40-49
N = 66 ,

Age Category: 50 or over

N = 100

lian

.

Standard

Devia-
tion

Missing
Data Mean Median

Standard
Devia-
tion

Missing
Data . Mean Median

Standard

Devia-
tion

Missing
Data Mean Median

Standard

DPvia-
tion..

.33 1,028 3.231 . 0.943 8 3.207 3.265 1.072 13 3.506

4
3.552 1.'044. .224

12 1.114 3 '3.1753.175 1.190 .13 3.132 3.222 1.345 19 3.407
.,

3.547 1_022

03 1.006 22 3.056

.

3.125 1.086 14 3.346 .3.600 1.186 27 3.342

-

.3.440 1.044

59 0.928 22 3.111. 3.204 1.042 14' 3.212 3.250 1.194 26 3.270 3.339' 0.941

29 1.055 s. 27 3.000 3.058 1.059 19 3.170 3.250 1.185 32 3.088 3.188

--------,,-.

1.033

38 1.073 12 3.146 3.233 0.995 10 3.214 3,300 1.140 25 3.173 3.171 0.891

81 1.008. 14 3.025 3.100 1.125 10 2.946 2.853 1.212 23 3.286 3.348 \1.050

0.968
V

3 3.330 3.394 0.895 3 3.190

.

3.225 1.090 7

,

3.280 3.309 0.960

52 1.137

k

26 2.588 2.630 1.200 .18 2.771 -.2.500 1.356 25 3.013 3.043 1.214

16 0.916 18 2.947 2.969 0.951 11 2.909 2.932 1.076 15 2.894 2.891 1.091

38 I 0.923 14 3.287 3.219 1.009 11 3.382 3.295 1.009 19
.

3.358 3.414 0.926

67

I

..,

1.063 16 3.103 3.083 1.180 8

.

3.190 3.313 1.083 - 19 3.247 3.360 1.043

98 1.007 5 3.876 4.015 1.043 1 3.815 3 981. 1.088 4 4.021 4.100 0.882

s.



RESPONSE IN TEN INSTITUTIONS TO ISSQ
BY AGE OF STAFF

Age Category: 20-29
. N = 136

Age Category: 303934
N = 94

.
Age Category: 40-49

N = 66

Item
No .

`°

Missing
Data s Mean Median

Standard
Devia-

tion

4

Missing
Data Mean Median

Standard
. Devia-

tion
Missing

Data . Mean Median

Standard
Devia-

tion

14 8 3.297 3.344 1.053 8 3.047 3.155 1.062 6 3.133 3.136 1.065.,

15 6 3.238 3.227 1.048 6 3.170 3.194 . 1.008 4,, 3.065 3.111
)

1.054

16 10 3.341 3.425 1.013 9 3.094 3.109 0.971 6 3.200, 3.200 1.117

17 9 3.646 3.755 0.980 3 3.495 3.542 0.899 8 3.483 3.617 0:941

18- 5 3.664 3;777 0,974' 4 3.544 3.717 0.926 6 3.267 3.350 1.103

19 7 3.457 3.446 0.976 16 3.256 3.321 1.025 16 2.980 2.929 1.152

20 9' 3.441 3.633 1.096. 14
ir 3.400 3.537 1.154 3.138 3.100 1.235

21 9 3.496 3.490 0.942 13
. .
3.222 3.t2 41 0.987 09 3.070 3.000 -- 1.067

22 13 3.333 3.400 1.150 13 3.210 3.152 1.021, 9

'
2. &07 2.800 1.060

23 13 3.130, 3.098 1.000> 11
.

3.084 3.103, 0.990 10
.

2.911 2.940 0.996

24 11 3.288 3.317 1.038 10 3.321 3.36? 1.008 9 2.860 2.925 1.060

2,5 29 3.327 -3.371 0.969 _27 3.090 3.111 1.069
.

23 3.116 3.182 1.238

26 , 24

,..

3.286 3.357 0.905 23 3.099 3.087 1.071 22 3.136 3.143
.

1.173

228



RESPONSE IN TEN INSTITUTIONS TO ISSQ
BY AGE OF STAFF

2

dry: 20-2.8

136
Age Category: 30-39

N= 94
Age Category: 40-49

N =66 1-
Age Category: 50ok;ta4i.:"'

, N =100

'Median

Standard

Devia-
tion

Missing
'Data Mean, Median

Standard
Devia-

tion

Missing
Data. Mean Median

Standard

Devia-
tion

Missing
Data Mean Median

Standard

Devia-
tion .

`3.344 1.053 8 3.047 3.155 1.062 6 3.133 3.136 1.065 22

6

3.26.9 3.300 60.907

`13.227 1.048 .6 3.170 3.194
o

1.008 . 4 3.065 3.111 1.054 13 3.241 3.179

,

0.940

'3.425 1.013. 9 3.094 3-108, 0.971 3.200
°

3.200 1.117

I

13 3.299 3.355 1.058
,

1,3.755 0.980 3 3.495 3.542 0.899 8 3.483 3.617 0.941 '10 3.378 3.529 1.077

,3.777
1

0.974 4 3.544 3.717 0.9213 6 3.267 3.150 ' 1.103 9 3.505 3.543 0.911

3.446 0.976 16 3.256 3.321 1.025. 16 2.980 2.929 1.152 19 34183 3.350 1.007

3.633 1.096 14 3.400 3.537 1.154 8 3.138 3.100 1.235 18 3.488 3.567 '1.033

3.490 0.942 13 3.222 3.241 0.987 '9 3.070 3.000 1.067

.

17 3.422 3.383 1.127

3.400 1.150 13 3.210 3.152 1.021 94
--....

2.807 2.800 1.060 25 9.333 3.276 1.095

k

3..098 1.000 11 3.084
.

3.103 0.990r 10 2.911 2.940 0.996 21 3.156 3.121 0.974

i3.317 1.038 10 3.321 3.367 1.008 9 2.860 2.925 1.060 21 3.291

4

3.360

;',

1.088

F

9.371 0.969 27 3.090 3.111 1:069 23 3.116 3.182 1.238 40 1.432 3:447 0 1.079

3.357 0.905 23 3.099 3.087 1.071 22 3.136 3:143 4 1.17 31 3.377 3.479 0.956

r
r
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RESPONSE IN TEN INSTITUTIONS .TC ISSQ
BY E OF STAFF

'toil

N

Category: 20-29
N = 136

Age Category: 30-39
N = 94 .

Age Category: 4049
N = 66

.

Mis 1
Da a f Mean Median

Standard
Devi
tion

Missing
Data Mean Median

Standard

Devia-
tion

,

Missing
Data . Mean Median

Standard

Devia-
tion

-.27

1

3.118 3.097 31 24 2.886 2.875 1.123 21 3.089 3.107 1.203

28 3.480 3.600 1.090 11 3.337 3.548 1.161 7
i

3.390 L474 1.051

29

y

3f496 3.615 -, L.024 3.462 3.58? 0.962 5 , 3.361 3.556 1'001

30 - 2.726 2.730.d. 1.088 1 2.600! 2.673
--...--

1.090 19 2.277 2.091 1.210

31 - 1 2.658

4

2.629 .1.168

.

2.434 2.405 1.112

.

16 ,'" 2.280 2.083 1.246

32

7\\

3.388 3.486 1.078 3.165

,

3,207
-

0.998 9 2.930 2.824 1.163

33 4 2.824 .1.232 17 2.662 , 2.696 1.021 . 5 2,770 2.842 1.244

34 3.054 3.100 1.146
...

12 2.890 2.833 1.089 5 3.148 3.125 1.123.

35 3.167 3,184 1.161 22 3.014

.

3.071 1.107 10

.

3.214 3.324 1.171

llt,

36
V

34 2.598 . 2.439 1.213 2 2.423 2.435. 0.981 11 2.645 it, 2.412 1,214

37 / 41 3.116 3,173 1.050 2 ?.836 2.897. 1,.024 - 18 2.958 2.900 0.988 _

38 9

\
,

3\591 3.745 1.057 11 3.482
.

3.649 0,992 7 . 3.492 3,476 1.040
-

39 16 3.3 3.348 '0.979 13 3.-235 3.266 0.884 9 3.211 3.205 1.031 2



RESPONSE IN TEN INSTITUTIONS TO ISSQ
BY AGE OF STAFF

3

y: 20-29
36

Age Category: 30-39
N-= 94.

Age Category: 40 -49

N = 66

Age Category: 50 or over

N 0 100

edian

Standard

Davis-
tiori

,

Missing
Data Mean

,

Median

.

Standard

Devia-
tion

,

Missing
Data. Mean

-

Median

Standard

Devia-
tion

Missing
Data Mean Median

Standard

Devia-
tion

3.097
.

1.031 24

,

2_886 2.875 1.123 21 3.089 3.107 1.203 32 3.235 . '0.916

3.600 1.090 '11. 5.337
-

3.548 1.161 7 3.390 3.474 1.051

.

14 3.442
.

3.5

.

1.036

3.615 1.024 1 3.462 3.587 0.962
0

5 3.361 3.556 1.0014' 7 3.634 3.671 0.882

2.730 1.088 19 2.600 ,-2.671 1.09n 19 2.277 2.091 a 1.210 34 2.788 2.688 1.170

i

2.629, 1.168 18 2.434 2.405 1.112 16 2.280 2.083 1:2146

0

32 2.588 2.654 1.082

3.48-6 1.078 9 3.165 3.207 0.998 9 2.930 2.824 1.163 12 °, 3.375 3.423 . 1.075

2.824 1.232 17 2:662 2.696 1.021 5 2.770 2.842 1.244 18 3.024 3.038 1.100,

3.100 1.146. 12 2.50 2.843 1.089 5

.

3.148 3.125. 1.123 11 3.112 3.185 . 1.112

3.184 1.161 22 3.014 3.071 1.107
I

10 3.214 3.324 1.1,71
4

20 3,475 3.469 0.954

2,439 1.213 , 23 2.423 2.44t 0.981 11 2.545 2.412 '1.214 26 2.811 2.750 .i...1.190

.173 1.050 27 2.836 2.897 1.024 18 2.958 2.900 0.9881 35' 3.092 3.158 1.208

3.745 1.057 11 3.482 3.649 0.992 7 3.492 3.476 1.040 ,10 3.589 3.700 0.923

3.348 0,979 13 3.235 3.266 .0.884 9 3.211 3.205 1.031 17 3.277 3.345 0.915



RESPONSE IN TEN INSTITUTIONS TO ISSQ
BY AGE OF STAFF

I

Item
No.

Age Category: 20-29
N = 136

Age Category: 30-39
N = 94

Age Category: 40749
- N = 66

Missing
Dap Moan Median

Standard
Devia-

tion

t
Missing

Data
,

Mean Median

Standard
Devia-
tion,

Missing
Data .

( .

t,
) '

Mean Median

Standard
Devior

titan

40 17 3.210 3.242 1.127 a 3.228 3.250 1.062 8 3.138 3.091 1.016

41
41

13 3.285 3.343 1.028 5
-.Op.

3.258 3.304 1.050 3' 3.254 3.271 0.999

42 12 3.484 3.582 0.975
. -

6 I 3.364 3,338 0.949 5 2.989 3.000 0.922

43 33 2.262 2.141 1.093 29 2.354 2.308 1.217 23 2.395 2.156 1.218

44 a 5 3.687 3.783 0.805 3 3.692 3.750 0.826

._a

2 3.656 3.731 0.963

45 10 2.873 2.912 1.200 4 3.000 3.000 0.983 3 2.937 2.957 '1.014

46

a

12 3.339 3.500 1.202 8
I

3:1100 . 3.667 1.049. 6 3.367 37583 1.134

47 8 3.383 3.395 1.237 4 3.467 3.614 1.093 0,, 3.197 3.167 1.218

, 48 6 3.100 3.100 1.193 1 3.215 3.171 1.051 , 2.873 2.960 . 1.171

49 f 6 3.062 3.095 1.193 3 2.901 2.963 1.265 1 2.923 2.972 1.254

50 10 Z.127 3.114 1.166 6 3.091 3.100 1.161 4 2.903 .95 1.2114

51 46 2.756 2 876 1.115 35 2.915 2.938 1.005 22 3.159 3.167 1.098
52 14 3.025 3.024 1.132 11 3.133 3.120 1.045 9 3.175 3.175 1.1J4



RESPONSE IN TEN INSTITUTIAS TO ISSQ
BY AGE OF STAFF

4

20-29-...
Age Category: 30-39.

N = 94 I
Age Category: X40 -49

N M 66
Aga Category: 50 %r over

N = 100

dian

Standard
Devia-

tion

1

Missing
Data Mean. Median

Standard
Devia-
tion

Mi ng
Il to Mean

f
Median

Standard
Devia-

tion
Missing
-Data Mean

v

Median

Standard
Dovia-

tion

242 1.127 15 3.228
i

3.250 1.062 8 3.138 3.09.1 1.016 21 5.304 3.327 1.042

43 1.028 5 3.258 3.304 1.050 3 3.254 3.271 0.999 5 3.253 3.257 0.978

582 0.975 6 3.364 3.338 0.949 5 2.984 3.000 0.922 14. 3.267 3.375 0.818

141 1.093 A9
.

2.354 2.308 1.217
I

23 2.195 2.156° 1.218 34 2.333 2.088 1.257

83 0.805 3 3.692 3.750 0.826

,

2 3.656 ,3.731 0.963 4 3.740
,

3.760 0.669

312 1.200 4 3.000 3.000 0.983 3 2.937 2.957 1.014
_

8

.

3.443 3.118 1.047

.00 1.202 8 3.500 3.667a 1.049 6 3.367 3.583 1.134 '11 3.461 3.606 1.098

95 1.237 4 3.467 3.614 1.093. 0 3.197 3.167 1.218 4 3.406 3.643 1.111

00 1.193 1 3.215 3.171 1.051 3 2.873 2.960 1.171. 4 3.135 3.176 1.082

'95 1.193 5-
,

3' 2.901
.

2.963 1.265
..

1 2.923 2.972 1.254 ' 2.908 3.047 1.086

14 1.166 6 3.091 3.100 1.161 4 2.903 2.950 1.211 4 3.063 3.125 1.014

:76 1.115 35 2,915 2.938 1.005

1.045

22 .3.159 3.167

9 3.175 3.175

1.098

1.104

38

7

3.048

3.247

3.091

3.276

1.220

1.090
'24 1.132 11 3.133 3.120
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RESPONSE IN TEN:INSTITUTIONS TO ISSQ
BY AGE OF STAFF

Ago Category: za-29
N 01 136

Age Category: 30-39
N 94

Age Category: 40-49
N =3 66

Item Missing
Info. Data

.

.t.

53 10

Mean

Standard
Dovia-

Median don
Missing

Data

Standard
Dovia-

Moan Median tion Data Mean Median

3.206 3.198 0.990 10 3.119 3.118 0.974 7 3.153 3.225

Standard
Devia-

tion

1.080

54 8 3.031 3.000 1.143 -10 2.929 2.91. 0.941 5 2.885 2.925 1.082

55 33 2.903 2.850 23 2.944 2.960 1.081 13 2.849 2.906 1.099

56 45 2.945 2.922, 1.177 31/ 2.984 3.075 1.211 18 2.958 2,929 1.320

57 . 40 3.208 3.203
.-
1.085 32 3.048 3.132 1.260 17 3.143

58 d14 2.772 2.727 1.241 26 2.824 Z.929

59
%

42 Z. 62 2.848 1.258' 22 3.069 2.213 1.325

21 2. 78

3.133 1.275

1.412

21 3.000 3.063 1.508

60 13 3.691 3.956 1.307 9 3.812 3.985 1.096 10 3.893 4.233 1.246

62

3.456 3.487 .1.111 10 3.583 3.726 1.089 10' 3.250 3.500 1.210

3.314 3.389 1.043 9 3,.259 3.290 0.966 7 3.458 3.63 1.088

63

64

15/

12

3.248 3.351 1.113 9

4
3,294 3.360 1.045 3.254 3.421 1.139

3.081 3.065 1.079 6 2.875 2.938 1.070 5 2.836 2.911 1.128

8 3,148 3.175 1.184 3 3.19 3.258 1.101 5 2.885 2.882 1.212



RESPONSE IN TEN INSTITUTIONS TO ISSQ
BY AGE OF STAFF

\4,
5

y: 20 -29
36

Ago Category: 30-39 1

ci 94
Age. Gat gory: 40-49 .

N = 66

0--
Age Category: 50 or over

N - IOC

Iedian

9fendara
Dovia-

tion
Missing

Data Moan

Standard
Devia-
tion

Missing
Data .

0
loan Median

Standard
Doyle-

tion
Missing

Data Mean Median

Standard
Dovia-

tion

.198 0.990 10 3.119 3.118 0.974 7 3.153 3.225 1.080 16 3..179 3.292 1.043

.000 1.143 10. 2.929 2.919 0.941
.

5 2.885
,

2.925 1.082 15 3.129 3.200 0.973

.850 1.151 23 2.944 2.960 1.081 13 2.849 2.906 1.099 31 3.029 3.050 1.029

.922 1.177 . 31 2.984 3.075 1.211 18 2.958 2.929 1.320 36 3.000 3.111 1.054

.203 1.085 32 3.048, 3.132 1.260 1T 3.143 3.133 1.275 40 3.369 3.450 1.119

.727 1.241 26 2.824 2.929 1.360 21 2.778 2.583 1.412 39 2.721 2.725 1.097

.848 1.258 22 3.069 3.313 1.325 21 3.000 3.063 1.508 42 3.121 3.167 1.258

.956 1.307 9 3.812 3.985 1.096 10 3.893 4.233 1.246 6 3.862 4.125 1.206

.487 1.111 10 3.583 3.726 1.089 10 3.250 3.500 1.210 15 3.400 3.480 1 026

.389 1.043 9 3.259 3.290 0.966 7 3.458 3.609 1.088 12 3.352 3.353 O. 71

.351 1.113 9 3...204 3.360 1.045 7 3.254 3.421 1.139 14 3.395 3.500 0.92111

.065 1.079 6 2.875 2.938 1,070 5 2.836 2,911 1.128 14 2,919 2.984 0.997

/.175 1.184 3 3:143 3.258 1.101 5 2.885 2.882 1.212 10 3.267 3.380 1.110

R3j
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RESPONSE IN TEN INSTITUTIONS TO ISSQ
BY AGE OF STAFF

Item
No.

Age Category: 20-29
N = '136

Age Category: 30-39
N = 94

Age Categoly: 40-49
N = 66 .

Missing
Data Mean Median

Standard
Devia-
tion 0

Missing
Data

a

Mean Median

Standard
Devia-

7 tion

4,011,s sing

Data Mean Median

Standard
Devia-
tion

66 , 11 3.144 3.154 1.183 7 2.908 2.968. 1.158 6 2.717 2.700 1.166

67 14 3.115 3.132 1.194 3 3.088 3.074 1,226 2.774 2.676 '1.151

fy 24 2.911
.

2.900 1.111 18
..

2.803 2.857 1.096 13 2.774 2.857 1.068

69 62 3.324 3.357 1.087 45

r

3.429 3.417 0.979 26 3.275 3.269 0.960

I

7d 13 3.200 3.257 1.260 14 2.975 3.065 1.201 °9 2:912 3.000

.

1.229

71 12 3.371 3.500 1.115 10 3.452 3.667 1.102 9 3.281 3.467 1.192

72 62 3.000 3.000 1.170 45 2.918 2.917 1.096 30 , 3.056 3.063 1.120

73 33 3.233 3.264 1.156 19 3.200 3.348 1.263 8 3.172 3.250 1.244

74 16 3.258 3.300 1.111 10 2.964 2.964 1.103 8 2.914 2.900 1.159

.75 6 2.800 2.824 1.278 1 3.011 3.000 1.1 3 3.254 3.523 1.244

76 9 3.409 3.464 0.a79 3,443 3.406 0.981 4 3.339 '3.389 1.115

77 18 3.288 3.287 1,005 9 3.141 3.162 0.953 10 2.911 2.962 1.014

78 20 3.138 3.115 1.021 12 . 3.110 3.149 0.99 10 2.964 2.900 ,1.095



RESPONSE IN TEN INSTITUTIONS TO ISSQ .

BY AGE OF STAFF

I

: 20-29 Age Category: 30-:39
N = 94

Age Category; '40-49
Na 66,

Age Category: 50 or over
N = 100 n '

dian

Standard
Deria-

tion .

Missing
Data

s

Mean Median

.

Standard
Devia-.
tion

Mit3sing
Data .

'

Mean.

..

)
Median

'

Standard
'7 -

on

.
Missing.
.D.ata

, .

.

.

Mean
.

Median

,
Stbndard
Devia-

tion

154 1.183 2.908 2.968 1.158
.1'7.. ,

1.226

.

6
'-'

4 (,'2,774

2.717 2.700

2.676

1..166

1.151

-4-
.

13 "

6

u
- 3.069"

3,.160

,3.138.

3.179"-

.
.,

1.119

1.61.32 ,1,194 3 3.088 3.074
,

500 1.111
.

18 2.803.
t

2.857 1.D96 13 .2%774 2.857 1,068 33
. ,

.
2.985

..

,3.021'' 1.007

357 1.087 45 3..429 3.417 0.979
.

26 " 3.275
.

3.269 0.960 47

.
. - .

3.226 3.261:

,,

0.933
,

157 1.260 14 2.975 7 3.065 1.201 9 2.912 3.000 1.229 24 ,. .4'3.079
.

3.167
.

1.117

100 1.115 10 3.452 3.667 1,1.02 9 T:281.. 3:467, , '
1.192 12

..

3..261
.

3.423,
.

1.140 ,

1 00 _1.170 45
..

2.9i8 2.917 ,.1.096 30 '3.056 3.063 1.120 46 '3,352" 3.438' ,1.049 ;

164 1.156 19 3.200
. .

'3.348 1.263'
- ,

8 '
. ,

3.172
.

3.250
,

1.244. 26 3.459
. ,

3400
,..

1.075

DO . 1.111 10 . 2.964 2.964 1.103 2.914 2.900 1.159 12 3.023.

.

3.076

.

1.072

24 1,278 1 3.011

r
.

3.000
.

1.1'47 3.

. .

3.254 43.523 - 1.244 6 3.298 3.274 1.125

64 .0.979 6 3.443 3.406 0.981 48. 3.339 3,389. 1.115:
.

10 3.611 3.694 1.057

87 1.005 9, 3.41 '3.162 '0.953 10 2.911 2.962 1.014 18 3,207 3.188 0.952

15 1.021 L2 3:110 3.140 0.994 10 2.964
.

2.900 1.095 25 3.,3A7 3.250 0.937



RESPONSE IN TiN INSTITUTIOIIS TO ISSQ
BY AGE OF STAFF .

, Item
No .

'Ago Category: ZO-29
. N = 136 .

Age Category: 30 -39 '
, N = 94

Age Category: 40-49
N =, 66

Missing'
Data

,

.
Mean Median

t
Standard
Devia-

tion
ViSsing

Data
.

Moan Median

Standard
Devip-
non

Missing
Data . Mean

0

Median

.
Standard
Devia.,

A tion

79 11 3.130.0, 3.p12 1.136 3.000 3.083 1.168 7 2.847 2.9.2.00 1.064

80

_

4 3:492 31.454' 1.115 0

,

3.596 1.3.667

D

1.071

.
.

2

.

3:431 3.650
.

. .

1.15

.- .
, .

.
.

,.

. .

,
!

.

' . .
,

St.

--
_ ..

.
a

.. .
.

,
..

. .,
.

.

.
.

.

.

.

. .

.
.

0

.
I

.

I

.

.
. . ..

. .

.



RESPONSE IN TEN INSTITUTIONS TO ISSQ
BY AGE OF STAFF

IT: 20-29
36

Age Category: 3-+39
N = /4

Age Category: 40-49
N = 66

Age Category: 50Y1 over
.

N = 100

'
eafan

Standard'
Pavia-

tion

.

Missing
Data Mean

,.

Median

Standard
Devia-

eion

. *$

11issing
Data

.

Mean Median

Standard
Devia-

tion

.

Missing
Data Mean Median

Standard
Irvia- .

tion .

4 . 012 1.136 8

.

3.000
.

*3.083

.

1.168

,

7 2.847 2.920, 1.064. 11 2.989 3.000 1'.006

4.456 1.115 0 . 3.596 3.667 ' 4.071 2 3.531 3.650 1.159 3 660 3.764 1.030

.

.
.

$

.
.

.

,
,

-

.

.

.

.

.

r

.

' G,... .0
.

.... ..

' .
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,frame of reference items (1-29), while one is, found in each of the following:
the community interaction group, the evaluative group and the general
or izational group-.

Analysis by position: The, face sheet of the ISSQ makes provision for--- three types of organizational position: (1) the program/treatment staff,(2) the'administrative/support staff and (3) both. The- latter group incor-
porates dual role functions in their day-to-day agency work. Table 9
reports by item summary data for the three classes of staff position acrossthe ten institutions. Position information is available for 383 staff
members, so that 39 staff failed to provide it. The missing data perfor-
mance,is equivaleht for program/treatment staff (17%) and administrative/
support staff (18%).. However, the missing data factor is clearly less prg-gbunced in the survey response of staff who serve in a combined treatment-
administr tive role.

4.. We now disclose those items on the survey form which yield statisti-callY significant differences among the response Of the three "position"classes of staff. The analysil of variance identified the following 17 items,
their F.-Values and associated probabilities:

Item* F-Value Probabilitj

6 3.594 .05
18 3.472 .05
19B 3.105 .05
20 5.856 .401
22B 4.147 .0523 3.102 .05
34 4.198 .0535 3'.901 .05

5.784 .0140 4.391 .05
43A 7.508 .01
50A 4.948 .01
55 5.287 .01
68A . 3.714 .05- 74 4.757 .0175AB 3.064 .D5
77 3.869 .05

Of the seventeen items revealing different constellations of responsefor staff occupying different agency roles, five items were among the classof 29 treatment-type items; three were found among the eight community ,interaction items; two were among the six evaluative items; one was amongthe group of eleven staff development items; and five were members of the
general organization cluster of items. Further, with regard to overlap

2

tt,
-207-

gn



ONSE IN TEN INSTITUTIONS TO ISSQ
BY POSITION OF STAFF

Position Category: Program Staff
N = 248

Position Category:. Adminis. Staff
N = 83

Posit

Item
No.

Missing
Data Mean

..,,
Median

Standard
Devia-

tion
Missing

Data Mean Median

Standard
Devia-
tion

Missing
Data

1 32 3.324 3.322 1.064 10 3.548 3.593 0.097 0'

2
.

51 3.259 3.361 1.1Z6 14 3.290 3.519 1.152

3 67 3.182 3:238 1.128 22 _ 3.443 3.565 1:025 12

4 '67 3.204 3.275 - 1.079 20 3.333 3.348 0..933 11

5 76 3.047 3.1'03 1.149 28 3.345 3.360 0.907 14

6 45 3.217 3.257 '1.073 21
.

3.452 3.420 0.918

7
..'
*38 3.076 3.045, 14121 19 3.281 3.395 1.031 S

8 6 3.285 3.333 1.029 9 3.365 3.423 0.900 2

9 67 2.961- 2.940 1.204 26 2..930 2.958 1.223 9

10 37 3.019 .3.013 1.042 16 3.179 3.111` 0.968

11 42 3.330 3.353, 0.977 17 3..439 4417 0.930 5

12 47 3.214 3.295 1.104 15 3.338 3)413 1.045 5

1

1

413 9

---7,.

8,.,925 4.080 1. 42 3.987 4.097 - 0.953



RESpONSELIN.TEN INSTITUTIONS TO ISSQ
BY POSITION OF_STAFF

!Dry: PrograM Staff

`248
Position Category: Adminis. Staff

N = 83
NsitionCategory: Both

N =. 52

Med ian

Standard

Devia-
tion

Missing
Data

-..

Mean

--7

Median

Standard

Devia-
tion

Missing
Dat.67--N Mean ,Median

Standard

D evia-

tion
.,-

3.322 1.064 10 3.548 3.593 0.097 0
/

3.250 3.208 0.883

3.361 1.156

.

14 3.29.0 3.519 1.352 6 3.283 3.500 1.567

3.238_ 1.,128 22 _ 3.443 3.565 1.025 12 3.275 3.417 0.933

3.275 1.079 20 3..333 3.348 0.933. 11 3:171 3.235 0.803

3.103 1.149 28 3.345 3.36.0 0.907 14 2.947

,,...

3-038 0.957

3:257 1.073 21 311452 3.420 '0.918 7 2.911 2.958 0.973

3.045. 1,121 19 3.281* 3.395. 1:031 5, 2.872 2.917 1.035

3.333 1-029 9 "3.365 3.423 0'.900 2 3.260 3.289 0.899

2.940 1.204

.

2'6

,

2.930 2.959 1.223 9 2.515 2.455 1.222

3.013 1.042 16 3.179 3..111 0.968 1- 3.059 3.146 1.008

3.353 0.977 II 3.439

)

3.417 0.930 5 3.213 3.175 0.858.

3.295 1.104' 15 3:338 3.413 1.045 3.319 3.458 1.024

4.080 1.042 6 3.987

,

4.097 0.953 1 4.000 4.080 0.872



Position. Category: Prograth Staff
N = 248

Position Category: Adiminis Staff Posi.
N =83

Item
No.

Missing
Data

14 26 3.180

Median

3.233

3.195

3.268

3.602

3.561

Median

Standard
Deyia-
tion

Missing
Data

3.229 3,227

3.293

1.056

1.148

1.-069

1.180

1.049

1.107

17. 3.591\

3.746

3.595°

3.879

3.481

3.431

3.360

3.641

.280 1.107

3.162 3.233

3.294 3.238

3.448 3.417

1.007

0.967

0.937

. 0.816

0.861

0.920

1.082

0.84'1



BY POSITION OF STAFF

Tory: PrograrnStaff

248
Position Category:Adminis, Staff

N =83
Position Category: Both

N = 52

Median

Standard

Devia-
tion

Missing
Data Mean Median

Standard

Devia-
tion

Missing
Data. Mean Median

Standard

Devia-
tion

3.233' 1.090 17 3.333 3.452 0.950 0 3.269 3.250 0.772,

3.195 1.041 15 3.41.2 3.500 0.996 0 3.038 3.000 0.949

3.268 1.052 : 17 f 3.439 3.607 2 3.100 3.132 0.863

3.602 1.010 .4 0.897 0 3.577
.,-

3.750 0.997

3.561 1.023 11 3.806 3.05 3.519 3.660 0.896

3.227 - 1.056 17 3.591 3.595 1.007 1 3.314 3.250 0.948

3.364 1.148 12 3.746 3.879 1 3.40 3.472 1.007

3.293 '1.069 18 '3.538 3.481 0 3.327 3.375 1.004

3.109 1.180 . 19 3.516 3.431 0.816 3 2.939 3.000 1.029

3.040 1.049 20 3.333 3:360 0.861 1- 2.882 2.913 0.887

:173 1.107 18 3.462 3.641 0.920 . 1 3.157 3.00 1.027

.280

3.2$3:

1.107-

1.0'45

32

25

3.2°,
-7-

3.448

3.238 . 1.082 7 3.37t3 3.417 0.936

3A17 0.841 4 . 3.208. 3.313 0.944

RAU



RESPONSE IN TEN INSTITUTIONS TO ISSQ
. BY POSITION OF-STAFF

Position Category: Prograiri Staffs

N = 248

Position Category: Adminis. Staff

--N = 83 .

Posit

Item

No . -

,.......................

27

Missing
Data

.

Mean Median

Standard

Devia-
ti-on

Missing"'
Data Mean Median

Standard-

Devia- .

tion

'Missing _

Data ,

89 3.025 3.-0Q0 .1.136 20 3.286 3.360
, .

0.958 8

28 24. 3.366 3.559 1.124 15

.

3.603 3.587 0.964

_

.

5

29 13 3.434 3.564 1.02 8 ~' 3.680 3.708. 0.738 1

30 67 2.608 2.532
,'

1.172 ,20- 2.683 2.750 1.045

31 53 2.492 2.469 1.181 24 2.661 2.675 1.108 6

32 27 3.276 3.323 1.116 9 , 3.135 3.136. 1.051

33 54 2.814 2.828 '1.229 9 2.986. 3.019. 1.066 2

34

.

38 3.100 3:173 1.143 8

. -

-3.120 3.074 .1.115

35 70 3.129 3.167 1.160

.

9 '3.500 3.537 0.954
.

4

36 26
1_

3.288 3.342 1.045 1v5 .
2.956 *2.91.7 0.984 4

37 88 3. 37 3.063 1.110 27 3.089 3.-077 1.066 .1

38 25 3.565 3.673 1.028 10 3.699 3.829 0.938 0

39 43
........-
3.307 3'.329 0.959 10 .3.397\.444 0.829 0 J



3.

RESPONSE TN TEN INSTITUTIONS TO ISSQ
BY POSITION OF STAFF

!oil,: PrograM Staff

248 ,.

Position Category: Adminis. Staff

N =831° .

Position Category: Both

.N = 52 ..

Median

Standard .

Devia-
tion

Missing
Data Mean Median

Standard

Devia-
tion

Missing
Data. Mean Median

Standard

Devia-
tion

3.000 1.136 20 3.286 3.360 0.958 8 3.159 3.233 0.993

3.559 1.124 15 3.603 3.587. 0.964 5 3.426 .3.528 1.016

3.564 1.062
..

' . 3.680 '3.708' 0.738 1 3.431 3.563- . 0.855.

.2.532 1.171 20 .2.683 2.750 1:045' 4 2.375 2.357, 1.064 ,

2.469 1.181 24. 2.661 2.675 1.108 6 2.217 2.125 1.031

3.323 1.116 9 3.135. 3.136 1.051 1 3.137 3.125 0.980

2.828 1.229 9 2.986 3.019 1.066 2.620 2.618 1.008

3.173 1.143 8 *3..120 3.074 1,.115 4 2,604 2.700 0.939

3%167 1.160. 9 - 3.500 3.537 0.954 4 3.000 3.125 1.092

3.342 1.045 15 2.956 2.917 0.984 4 2.250 2.214 1.042

3.063 1.110 27 3.089 3.077
r

1.066 5 2.830 2.824 0.9424

1.0123.673 1.028 10 9 3.699 3.829 0.938 0 3.269 3.382

3.329 0.959 10 - 3.397 3.444 . 0.829 0 3.019 2.974 1.000



between the variables' of staff role and sex, four items--36, 43, 50 and 60
(labeled "A" in e listing)--which elicited role-related instrument response
differences, w re also found to elicit sex-related response differences.
Two items, 19 and 22(B), were present on both the age-related and
role-related r sters, and one item--75(A'1)--appeared to discriminate
among the re ponses of staff, whether they were classified by sex, age
or work role.

A brief summary of finds to this point indicates that 39 items on the
ISSQ are sensitive (yield response discriminations) to one or more of the
three population variables employed in collecting data from child care
staff. We also note that the variables 'of sex and work role appear to be
somewhat more discriminating of item response than age. And finally, we
learned that 16 percent of the solicited response to the ISSQ proved to be
missing or unavailable. This is a considerable response deficit; one which
argues persuasively for the need to irovide child care staff with more
encouragement to respond productively whenever possible to ISSQ material,
and also suggests the corollary need for closer monitoring of the.conditions
under which the survey is conducted than may have been observed in our
work. For the moment we intend to explore the missing data experience
more deeply to determine whether it may yield additipal insights into the
contemporary dynamics of.child care residential agency programs.

One observation emerges conspicuously. That is, there is marked
unevenness in the amount of missing data found among the eighty items of
the ISSQ respcinse. The variability of the data deficiency extends over the
range from item 80, which had a low of eight missing responses of a
Possible 422 responses (1.8%), to items 69 and 72 each with 175 missing
responses, again associated with 422 possible responses (41%) . This
unsymmetrical spread clearly testifies against the inferince that staff was
simply antagonistic to, or resistant to, the survey - activy.. What then
might explain the irregular pattern of response failure? We conjectured
that it might be tied to selective item content, and decided to inspect the
extent to which staff across the 10 residential agencies lacked knowledge,
or, somehow, found it difficult or uncomfortable to transmit information
about certain agency-related content areas. More precisely we attempted
to learn whether the rate of missing item data (average per item) fluctuated
across the five intuitively defined content areas already described. These
findings are pow reported:

Content Area Item Numbers
Missing Response

Per Item/Per Person

Treatment Program l'-29 60.72
Community Interaction (3/0-37 71 . 75
Evaluative 313-43 53.67
Staff Development 44-54 0 3.5.73
General Organization 55-80 66.27

5-
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The response differential is appreciable. Staff.appear to be best
informed and best able or willing to express themselves with regard to
staff development practices in their agency settings. Of interest also is
the relatively high rate of information provided in connection with the class
of evaluative items. We may wonder whether the rather productive response
in this content area reflects the staff's increasing dedicatiork.to the nation-
wide preoccupation with agency accountability and the recurring admonish-
ments.for greater attention to program evaluation responsibilities. The
response differential also revealg a disconcertingly poor informational
return for the community interaction class of items. We must be impressed
with the inference _suggested by this finding that child care workers in
California remain all too institution- or agency-bound, and only marginally
conversant or communicative about their communities.

We now want to turn to our second question--How do the subgroups
within each population class perform on the total ISSQ? That is, how do the
two sexes, or the four age groups or the staff in the three types of agency
roles differ in their global reaction to the ISSQ?

B.. The Staff Focus

In the preceding section we have dobumented an array of statistically
reliable itern differences on the ISSQ a,s the specific items in the survey
instrument were associated with the sex, age and working roles of child
care staff. We now plan to ask the related question having to do with the
possible association between these population variables and the global
response to the ISSQ. That is, while female staff may be found to be more
ospoken about their negative feelings, or while they may in fact harbor
more negative feelings than their male colleagues with respect to one or
another element of agency programming, we are interested in learning
whether this difference is. directionally consistent in the total test response,.
Dolemdle sluff generally express more dissatisfaction than male staff with
agency performance? Is one age group of staff generally more satisfied
with residential programming than other age groups?

We approach this problem remembering that the answer options to each
survey item ranged from 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent), and that we have
computed scores for any of a number of population groups by generating
group average scores. Thus group scores for lale and female staff by item
were reported in Table 7. Our present interest is in transforming the
average or group scores on each item to ranks. To accomplish this for the
data reported for the two sexes we simply assign the rank 1 to the larger of
the two average scores, and the rank 2 to the lesser. (The very same
operation can be follolked for "age" using four ranks, and for "working
role" using three ranks.)

If we then sum the ranks as values over the 80 items independently
for male staff and female staff,we can determine how closely our empirical
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data conform to chance; Presumably, if chance were
ranks should sum to 120 for each sex. They, i
and to 156 for female staff. Therefore, the evide
argues against chance. That fs-, male staff merither

operating alone, the
sum to 84 for male

fr m this study clearly
from the ten California

agencies completin the ISSQ perceive agency conditions more positively
(to be more profici an do female staff members on-76 of the 80 survey
items. Female staff rep rt more positive information than male staff pn only
four of the eighty items , 11, 72 and 73). To all appearances then,
male and female staff res nd amazingly differently with regard to their
value orientations when a ked to assess the child residential care settings
in whichthey work. Ma e staff are far more charitable:- female staff are
quite uniforrnly-more cri ical and uncomplimentary. How or whether such
differences may be expressed or translated into individual day-to-day work
behaviors remains an interesting issue for speculation.

We now turn to the data in Tables 8 and 9 to develop the above approach
to the parallel age and working role data. These data are not as devasta-
tingly impressive as were the sex-related data. Nevertheless, they do
certify the importance of these two remaining population characteristics for
underStanding the ISSQ response we have reported. Worki9g first withithe
age partitioned data we assign rank 1 on each survey, item to that age group
which produces the most positive group response, th,rough to rank 4 to that
group which has the least positive (lowest) average score for the item.
The summated ranks for items are:

Age Groua Summated Ranks*

20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59

r
162
231.5
260
146.5

By chance we would expect a rank summation of 200 for each of the
four age groups. What do our data show? The two extreme age groups (the
youngest and the oldest) tend to have a more generous set in reporting
conditions in child care agencies than do the staff in their thirties and
forties. The oldest group (50+) seems to be the most mellow and .positive
iri their orientation. In striking contrast is the neighboring group in the
40-49 age class, which appears to be the hypercritical group. Whether
these findings suggest that apathy follows on the heels of discontent,
or that increasing experience helps staff modulate intense dissatisfaction
into reasoned perspective is, of course, not forthcoming from our data.

tt

*A coefficient of concordance (W=.28) was calculated for these data suggesting
a modest relationship between age and projected adequacy of agency prograin-
ming. The credibility of this statistic suffers from the fact there are varying
amounts of missing data, and therefore varying representations of participating
staff in the reported response values across items.
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Employing the same method of approach to the variable "staff role" the
following rank sums were calculated:

Staff Roles Summated .Ranks*

Program Treatment 188
Administrative/Support 97
Both - 195

If chance were the sole condition operating here we would expect each
of the role classes to exhibit an equal rank sum of 160. The data, therefore,
provide evidence of rather significant departure from chance findings with
administrative staff being most sympathetic to and supportive of program
activity across the ten California child care settings. The`twO role classes- ,
Program Treatment and Both, proved to respond quite simikrly so that they
virtually behaved as a single homogeneous gKoup--considerably .more harsh
in viewing child care programs than were administrative staff.

C. Integration

Numerous lines of inquiry give confirrnatiOn to the position that the
ISSQ elicits importantly "difterent views of the working conditions and program
activities in child care agencies: The evidence for this position was
obtained in terms of the amount of data collected, and the typq, of data
collected on the ISSQ on the individual item level, on groups ofi
intuitively organized or clustered items as well as across the total array of
eighty items which constitute the survey instrument.

What are the implications of this work? First, it would appear that the
information reported on the dimension of missing data suggests that this
ISSQ index may be useful in defining the hierarchy of interest patterns
present in the cognitive life style of staff working in a child care agency.
In this sense, the ISSQ may have some value (administered as it was -in
this study) for disclosing major patterns of motivation which tend to impede
or enhance program change and program implementation in agencies serving
children. Thb totality of these results suggests that the means by which
'staff are selected to represent an agency in responding to the ISSQ may
be unusually critical in deriving a fair picture of the agency from the
survey instrument. The latter conclusion is most vitally true if the pur
pose of such a survey is to draw comparison between agencies, between
departments within or across agencies, or within an agency division at
successive point6 in time.

*The coefficient of concordance was employed again with this data and yields
the relation W=.47, suggesting a moderate relationship between the variable
of staff role and staff perception of the adequacy of residential programs.
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Observations or "Learrings"
with Re erence to the Research esti ns

Addressed by this. Project 1. Tr

In this concludffig chapter we state the project's main research questions
and interpret in summary form what'lwe have learned with'reference to them--and
to the more general question of the characteristics that seem associated with
superior.organizational performance in the child care field.*

Several actors,sE\em to have major bearing upon whether a child care (or
any) i titution is likely to try reportedly valuable and available innovations

'in'practice or program 'that seen promising for improvement of mission achieve-
ment. These factors have been summarized by. Glaser, with additional material
added frOm Howard Davis and George Fairweathent and are attached in Appen-
dix A. The summary comments below will deal primarily with new insights or
emphases,gained from the eA4rience on this project, but ,also will refer to
learnings that merely add confirmation to similar findings previoisly reported
in the literature. 'Experience on this 'project," incidentally, is not limited to
the data and documentation which grew out of HIRI's intensive work with the
four institutions in the consultation group. It includes site visit observations
and program analysis with regardto institutions in the comparison group, such
as the Yakima Valley Training School, Devereaux Schools, Youth Adventures,
and other 'institutions in our comparison group.

Q: Under what conditions do institutions Consider and implement
newly defined programs and practices which may be expected
to 'maximize the likelihood of client rehabilitation or develtyp-

)mental progress? -

A: The evidence from this project is in accord with general findings in
the literature (Glaser, "A Distillation of Principles for Research
Utilization," NIMH, 1971, now-in process of revision) regarding
the factors or conditions that facilitate an institutioes.active

*Superidr organizational performanCe in thie context has been judged on the
basis of:. (1) evidence of unusually successful outcomes in relation to insti-
tution mission; e.g. , for an institution dealing with young persons classified
by courts or probation departments as "delinquent;" unusually w recidivism
rate as well as evidence of sUperior deyelopmental gain in cons cave
behavior patterns, school achievement, etc. , compared with baselirle data
upon entry; (2)'reputation and nomination in the judgment of peer institutions
Or knOwledgeable persons in the child, care field; (3) site visit observations
of program, records, and staff-child interactions; (4) overall scores on the
Baseline Data Form.

.

Re
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search for and serious consideration of new ideas for improvement
of its services and organizational effectiveness.

-

An important finding from several studies in the literature is tbat
"when an organization becomes involved in critical self-examination
of its goals, opportunities, modus-operandi and problems, its 'own
staff tends not only to seek new ways of improving performance, but
in that process a' climate is created which makes for readineSs or
openness to considet seemingly relevant R&D findings pr innovations'
developed by others." Observations from the present study,would
suggest an important modification or ondition to the aboivegenerallza-
tion, namely that this is likely to hold e only when (1) the climate
for critical self-examination is ho-spitable, encouraging, and reward-
ing; (2) there is relative freedom from ser us, pervasive internal
power struggles or animosities among ke staff; and. (3)'there is sus-
tained commitment', monitoring, follow-through and positive reinforce-

, ment for such a procedure by consensually accepted "powers that be"
in the given situation: While the above observations probably would
hold true in general, they seem especially applicable 'to child care
institutions? Thete the various components in the setup, such as
school personnel social workers, counselors, recreation staff,
cottage or dormitory staff, etc. , are more closely interrelated withi
reference to the child development mission than are various divisions
or "profit centers" in an induStrial organization.

A particular learning from this project, which is touched on only
peripherally in the literature, is the need for an organization not to
be "a house deeply divided against or within itself" if innovative-
ideas or procedures areto take root and survive. When an appreci-
able portion of the staff's energies is channeled into internal jockey-
ing for power, as was the situation in VBC, or into depressive with-
drawal, as at touthside during the time of our consultation, there
not enough sustainedcommitment from a suffibiently broad base of
support...for innovations' to get the nurture and care they need iri the
early stages of tryout, in which case they tend to witheY and die. For
example, when an all-day presentation of a new procedure for individ-
ualited goal planning was made available to all four ofAhe instittitions
which received HIRI consultation, LCCH found it very profitable and
Red Rock, while critical of the consultant's presentation on the sub-
jec-t, "bounced from disagreement with his point of view to a construc-

. tive alternative." Thus, LCCH and Red Rock had "learning readiness"
to consider and adaptesomething from the outside that meshed with
their internal desire to do a better ptogramming job for and v'ith each
child. At VBC and Southside, where there was not this general open
climate of eager, consensual readiness to consider the ideas pre-
sented, even if theie was rejection-of specific recommended proce-
dures, the presentation bore little or no fruit. Similarly, the role

44, ),
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nedotiation exercise Which led to constructive results at Red Rook
and. LCCH, where it *had first .been tried ,hy tip primary consultants
to those two institutions, proved of no lasting_value at VBC.and may
have done more harm than good. It was not tried.at Southside.) At
VBC it, seemed to intensify the divisiveness, since some persons
gained PoWer from it and others felt they lost power. It did not, help
to resolve VBC's basicproblems and tensions., Again, this okserva-
tion may be especially valid for institutions such as a child care
treatment center or a hospital, where the.various staff functioils are
so vitally-interconnected with the institution's mission. On the other

,Ahand., power.sirugglw among divisions within a corporation seem to
/ go on almasf characteristically without necessarily having disastrous

effects. In fact, competitiveness and jockeying for asbendency within
certain types' of corporate structures may even serve tp sharpen crea-
tivity and performance respits. And th9 Oakland Athletics, a baseball
team noted for internal disharthony but also noted for great talent,
was able to win the 1972773-74 World Series. .-There seemed tor be
sufficient motivators for the talent to shine through in a ,competitive
situation and win. One may wonder What would happen if Oakland
were to meet a team with equal talent and appreciably better harmony!

.

, Sometimes, under certain conditions and suitable therapeutic proce-
.. dures" the factors which seem to. be causing the divisiveness and
: disharniony can be corrected Within,th givEin.body laolitib.. In other,
cases the particular combination of personalities and chronic disso-

. nances are so likely to make for new outcroppihgs of crippling dis-.
order that the most promising remedial action may be tthrough,majOr
or at least key changes in the cast of characterS involved as well as

(r. .perhaps in the organizational structure.

At VBd, the route taken has been both .a drastic change of cast and
of organizational arrangements. It will take time to observe the pon-
secluenCes of those* changes. At least.the new personnel enter with
hope ana are not mired din the.previous imbroglios. At Southside the
major chang was in the new director, who Was not involved in the'
Ihternal.frictionS Which preceded him, and who was looked upon with
anticipation (aside from possible `misgivings stemming fr6m uncer-
tainty) by the great majority of the staff. This in turn has provided
support for and more trustful participation in efforts to bring about
renewal:

4p.

In the cases of Red Rock and LCCH, 'these institutions were basically
In healthy condition at the start of the consultation intervention, but

. with all the normal Problems, difference's, and dissatisfactions with
the status quo--thus offering opportunities for improvement. However,
they were not suffering from intractable hostilities or distrust. They
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were cohesively animated toward becoming ever more effective in
relation to changing times. Thus the soil was favorable to theii
profiting from consultation. Accordingto the evidence adduced in
previous sections of this report, they did so profit. The consultation
appears to have helped them develop some new ways of insuring their g
,own vitality and viability-in the direction of maintaining a growing
edge for mission achievement. -

Q: In what, ways` do (child care) institutions that develop seemingly
exemplary programs and achieve relatively superior outcomes ,differ
from institutions that offer less effective programs for similar
clients?

A -
A: The observations in responde to the previous question bear upon the

answers to this one.' Institutions that develop seemingly exemplary
programs and achieve relatively, superior outcomes tend to have a
quality-of leadekship that in one way .or another sparks drive and
shared commitment by.orgdnizational members to bring about effective
mission performance that is focused on providing "a Superior service
or product or outcome for its clients.

Aside from the affective "sparking" in one way or another toward a
sense of caring about the institution's mission and effective task .
performance, the institutions that develop seemingly exemplary
programs seem to demonstrate better managerial skills and modus
operandi to carry out the functions of planning, organizing, staffing,
coordinating, motivating and controlling. Those' "better managerial
skills" seem to include the development of organizational structures
that provide a capability to identify and analyze problems; to search
critically for information that might bear on solutions to thOde prob-
lems; to generate and-modgy solutions; to implement those solutions
effectively; and to assess their impact over time. However, if the
organizational house is excessively "divided against itself, " latent
capabilities for effective performance of the above managerial func-
tions cannotbe brought to healthy fruition Until that climate is
basically improved.

O

Further, the more effective institutions seem to differ from the less
effective not Only in seeking to identify, build upon and affirm
viduals for their strengths, but by the sarhe token do not expect them
to perform tasks beyond their capabilities and thus do not settle for
substandard work performance. While they have an affirming ambience,
they also tend to maintain legitimate .high standards for relevantly
excellent performance of the tasks that appear related to mission ",
achievement. They either help individual staff members or group
task .teams achieve those standards, or get persons who have the
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r4dessary qualifications to so perform... and the director usually has
the authority to restaff if nevessary. Several institutions in our corn-.,
parisori group give testimony to the validity, of this observation.

The institutions that develop seemingly exemplary programs tend to
have a greater spirit of what might be termed "creative discontent"
than the institutions that offer less effective programs for their clients.
They tend to welcome, or at least respond, with interest rather than
defensiveness to legitimate challenge, and to adopt a probldm-solving
posture. At VBC, however, and to a lesser extent at Southside, almost
Qgvery question about the woith of certain things they were doing, or
the possible value of.trying some other things they were not doing,
or the possibility of changing priorities...tended to be perceived by
some members of the staff as a criticism or lack pf appreciation for
their accomplishments. ,

Child care institutions that develop more effective programs tend to
be user-oriented; that is, they tend to measure their program effec-
tiveness in terms of impact upon their constituencies. I'n these insti-
tutions, those constituencies are first of all the children entrusted to
their care, then parents, referring agencies, and the communities to
which these temporary institutional residents are likely to return.
Staff comfort or ,staff satisfaction with program is down toward the
bottom of\ the list onmeasures of program value. Institutions that
tend to offer less effective programs for their clients do not focus on
goal planning and coordination of program elements (such as through
organizatiodinto treatment teams) for goal attainment with individual
clients. Rather, they concentrate on their specialty, whether that
happens to be school teaching, social work, child care work in a
cottage, speech therapy, psychology, etc. There is a lack, of sys-
tem integration, Which in turn-often is related to leadership style,
serious internal power struggles, bad feeling among, individuals and
task groups, lack of shaied commitment, poor three-way, communica-
tion (down, up and laterally), unsuitable organization structure,
inadequate feedback of performance in relation to consensually
agreed upon goals, incompetent, or inadequate_ ly trained personnel,
etc.

Q: Irr what ways, in the course of consultation, can the seemingly
less effective-institutions be helped to become more effective
in, relation to their own potentialities and treatment objectives
for the populations they serve?

A; Any institution- -the more effective or the Ipss effective ones--
probably can be helped through consultation that starts with some
appropriate-to-the-situation fact and perception finding inquiry or
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survey (with the approval of those concerned). The purpose of the
survey would be_to pbtain information about problems, opportuni-
ties, what has beefdone or attempted with regard to those matters
heretofore, with what results, and who wants (or doesn't want)
what from the relationship with the consultant.

Related matters that need to be .talked through early in the cOnsulta-
tion are: what order of priority of things to focus on in the consulta-
tion; how best to proceed; at what pace; who to work-through as the
primary contact perSons in the client organization (or work with in
tandem team effort). Decisions arrived at with regard to such ques-
tions are related to matters of client readiness, consultant style or
judgment, and the agreed-upon scope and time availability for the
consulting effort.

Some more basic questions for the consultant to have in mind as he
thinks about and perhaps undertakes a personal interview survey with
the staff of a child care institution are:

1 . What seems to be the climate or degree of mutual respect and
trust among the people who staff the institutionwith those
administratively above them, with persons in other departments,
with peers and colleagues, with supervisees? If there seems to
be excesskye and nonproductive infighting or power struggles'or
relevant anim"-osities, why and what might be done to reduce or
overcome this?

2. Is there a practice of informal as well as perhaps occasional
formal organizational self-challenge, including elements such
as goal review, criteria for goal attainment, nondeferisive eval-
uation of program or genetal modus operandi in relation to goal
attainment, and willingness to "face facts" and take corrective
action when-if needed? Are there organizational vehicles for

f \° doing these things? V

3. Is there coordinated team involvement in individualized goal and
treatment planning for each child?

4. Are there appropriate organizational vehicles for effective /service
delivery.--for the implementation of treatment plans, the evalua-
tion of each child's progress in relation to the treatment plans?

5. Is the child himself, insofar as practicable, ('and parents or
,possibly concerned others, such as thereferring agency),
invited to participate in formulating the individualized treatment
plan:
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6. To what extent does the institution staff try to keep .up with
promising relevant innovations by others that might offer ideas
for improved policy or practice or procedure in their own settings?

7. How well are the management functions of the institution being
carried out: planning, organizing', staffing, coordinating, moti-
vating, controlling?

8. .n summary, does essentially the entire staff seem to know and
agree upon what thzristitution is trying to do, how to go about
doing it, what progres's is being made, what problems are encoun-
teted... and is problem solvin.g undertaken in a spirit of trustful
collaboration and generally mutual respect? If so, hooray- -for
that would constitute an unusually healthy and constructive state
of affairs. If not, then there are problems affecting organizational
health and viability that call for creative remedial efforts.

One such effort that may be helpful is for a consultant to see
whether the directot'would approve a confidential interview with
each Uy individual (and with a representative sample of the
instition's clients, if feasible), inviting open-ended response
to a questfon*ich as:, e)cecutive here and
had the authority to do whatever y v, thought wise/desirable,4'
what changes would you make--and why? What would you do
that isn't being done, what would you stop dojg that is being
done, or in what ways or where would you.change the emphasis?
How might the institution be made still more effective and satis-
fying for all parties conCerned?" The consultant then would
collate the confidential inputs into a report, with feedhr:k first
to top management, then at least to alLwho contributed to the
survey. A next =.tep would be to undertake problem analysis and
problem solving--often through the mechanism of small volunteer
ad hoc committees who can study given issues and report back
to the appropriate group with recommendations, with decision
making by those responsible for given types of decisions.

To summarize in a slightly different way, what is the institution's
behavior pattern or style with regard to:. (a) sense of shared com-
mitment to common goals and excellence in task performance;
(b) focus on the child and involvement of the child and relevant
others in his treatmpnt'plan; (c) concern for organizational
renewal and internal integration by staff, board and clients (to
the extent practical), with a constant focus on the institution's
raison d' etre in relation to available resources; (d) tie-in with
community activities and resources; (e) openness to considera-
tion of "promising innovations or exemplary practices by others
in the child development field; (1) mutual adaptation of the
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organization and its environment; (g) implementation of the major
functions of management?

One other way in which a child care institution (with or without
consultation help, but "with" is likely to yield better results)
can progress toward becoming more productive in relation to its
own potentialities and,freatment objectives might be to a
ister the Institution Self-Study Questionnaire (ISSQ) develoe-d
by HIRI in the course of this project. The 80 items in the ISSQ
have been carefully selected and refined to reflect institutional
practices that have consensual support in the "state -of- the - -art"
literature as being desirable, constructive and beneficial to all
concerned. If an institution's staff rates its organization toward
the undesirable side with regard to given items, such ratings
constitute a means for identifying problems and inviting staff
collaboration in analysis and improvement efforts, followed by
subsequent reevaluation. A vehicle for moving in the direction
of continuous self-renewal thus is introduced.

Aside from learnings related to the specific research questions addressed
by this project, in our first progress report to OCD dated April 1972, we sum-
marized our tentative findings or impressions based upon site visits and inter-
views with the director and certain staff rnerribers'at 20 children's residential
centers, aside from HIRI staff members' acquaintance with many more such

.institutions than the ones visitedin connection with this study. We will quote
from that report with only a few modifications, because the early findings seem
to have. been substantiated with wider experience.

The project began August 1, 1971. Our first efforts consisted of develop-
ing an observational and interview schedule so that highly relevant data
could be fathered systematically by almost any well-trained and sophis-
ticated observer. To this end we initially paid a number of short site
visits to smaller institutions, especially institutions that had a wide-
spread reputation of offering unusually effective programs. Out of these
site visits emerged a number of observational categories which in turn
evolved through four revisions intoa relatively systematic and compre-
hensive observation and interview schedulp. With such an observational
framework in hand (usually) two trained interviewers made subsequent
site visits to 13 institutions' that offer residential care for children
in the three diagnostic categories (mentally retarded, emotionally dis-
turbed, delinquent). Institutions visited were primarily in the State of
California, but some were in Oregon and Washington and one was in the
State of New York.

Following the site visits, each observer wrote an independeht report on
his observations. Although much of the data contained in the reports of
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these site visits and observations have not (at the time of this report)
been summarized thoroughly, certain findings seem to be emerging.
These findings are still rather tentative and subject to modification'as
we become acquainted with a larger sample of institutions, but they may
be stated as-follows:

A. "All Organizations on This Side of Paradise Seem to Have Their
Own Kinds of Stren ths and Limitations"

Institutions offering residential care for children vary widely. Each
seems. to have special strengths, but even the "strongest" has its
on set of limitations and the "weakest" appear to to some partic-
ular strengths.

B. Leader Qualities

Leaders of effective institutions appear to be active, vigorous,
information-seeking and change-initiating individuals. They seem,
clear about the direction they want the institution to take and
sophisticated about the programs.wh-ich express that institutional
philosophy, If they themselves do not have highly developed
professional skills as "rehabilitators," they have identified and
depend upon particular capable staff members for help in program
development and certain operating decisions.

TheSe leaders.do not shrink from considering and sometimes making
m4jor changes. Although they are sensitive to organizational con-
straints and staff resistance to change (they are in touch with staff
politics and individual staff weaknesses and strengths), they appear
determined to make changes yhich seem necessary and desirable.
They plan carefully to meet resistance to change and invest a constant
and determined effort over the long term to counteract those resist-
ances. Such pressures sometimes result in the resignation of staff
members who find the 'changes philosophically unacceptable. Although
many of the leaders appear secretly to wish to mandate changes by
fiat and simply replace those staff members who might resist the
changes, most appear unwilling or unable to bring themselves to do
so, except as the result of unusual provocation or threat.

In all of this process, then, they are politically sensitive, balancing
their desire to make changes against risks of precipitating chaos or
inflicting'unnedessary damage on individual staff members. However,
they appear to be a determined bunch and, as a result of their canni-
ness and determination, seem to prevail over the long term.
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G. Staff Selection and Maintenance

Within each institution that seemed to have progressive and unusually
effective programs ,.we `found that the leader has been able either to
recruit a number'of competent helpers from within the staff, or to intro-
duce competent new staff who not only are dedicated to providing
excellent care for their clients, }hut who understand and,support the
general institutional philosophy. Staff commitment to program philos-
ophy is absolutely necessary if serious internal friction and divisive-
ness are to be avoided, and especially if changes are to be imple-
mented. Additionally, the staff members that assist the leader seem
to bs energetic and articulate with relatively low turnover within their
ranks.

D. Organizational Climate

The organizational climate among the institutions with unusually
effective programs seems to be one that encourages a self-challenging
attitude and the tryout of promising new procedures and practices.
Changes are instituted from time to time (often experimentally, on a
limited basis) in a continuing search for improved outcomes for the
institution's client population, and for seemingly better ways of
institutional operation which may Os r may not directly affect client
rehabilitation. Outcome are predicted, evaluated, and in some
cases, quantitatively measured. If a change is found to introduce
a new set of side effects or is not working as well as expected, it
in tun tends to be open to reexamination and modification. Although
We fdund different ways of making decisions about changing, each
institution that had unusually effectfve programs in its field of service
seems to have an establishetst procedure by which changes can be
introduced. For some of the institutions, especially the smaller and
newer ones, there is much active staff participation in policy dis-
cussion, decision making and the suggesting and implementing of
new procedures.

These highly effective organizations additionally possess superior
communications networks; accurate efficient messages go back and
forth quickly within the institution. Sometimes these messages 'are
conveyed in a "stand up" conference, sometimes by written memo,
sometimes by telephone, sometimes by larger planned meetings.

E. Staff Support

When Institutions that seem unusually effective make changes, they
do not do so arbitrarily, impulsively or frivolously but build staff
consensus as the changes are made. They do not wish to traumatize
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unnecessarily the staff or the population served. However, once
decisions for changes have been reached, a conscious program to
develop staff consensus is instituted, making reasonable compromises
whenever appropriate and providing training to prepare s aff to do their
new jobs and give them confidence that they can do them well. The
best training tends to be highly task-related and explici regarding
new expectations Personnel learn what they should be doing and
how to tell how well they are doing it.

In these institutions, maximal efforts to monitor implementation are
made with the help cif accountability systems, and such follow-up
becomes embedded in the institutional procedures through training
and supervision. Efforts to make changes are taken seriously and
pressure to do so is maintained over the long term.

F. Organizational Skill in Implementing Change

Although there appears to be a relationship between the recognized
competence of institutions in their field of service and their ability
tb make changes, that relationship is npft simple: some first-rate
places may be so committed to an existing therapeutic or institutional
philosophy that making basic changes would be difficult. (On the
other hand, if an institution is good and is doing its job, there may
be no reason to make basic changes.)

G. Adequate Plant Facilities, Equipment and Financing

We observed that institutions with unusually effettive programs
tended to have adequate (but not-necessarily modern) buildings,
grounds , equipment, and no crushing burden of fiscal load or perpet-
ual fiscal uncertainties. On the other hand, there are institutions
not considered unusually effective which,ilso possess this equipment
and fiscal solidity. Thus we concluded that while such may be very
helpful, it is not by itself sufficient. And some institutions with
,very limited facilities seem ingenious and resourceful in finding ways
to achieve their objectives with practically no increase in costs.

H. C4atact with Outside Community and Sources of Innovation

The effective child care institution is characterized by frequent inter-
change with the outside community, especially professional persons
and other agencies. This contact often is initiated from within the '

institution. Once a solid reputation has been established, the many
visitors to such an institution bring in ideas and interchange. Addi-
tionally, the institutions with active rehabilitation programs seem to
make definite and successful efforts at contacting the parents of their
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client piipulation, and inviting input from the clients themselves
(where feasible) regarding the treatment plan fOr,them as well as the
institution's operation. (Yakima Valley School would be one outstand-
ing example of this observation.)

With regard to fae-torS associated with the likelihood of change in an
institutioni.e.,' with facilitating or inhibiting change - -we have
identified the following:

a. Staff support

When a given change has been carefully considered and legiti-
mately decided, it may be necessary.to part company with staff
members who cannot accept and would try to sabotage such
changes. Or (at least) it may be necessary to neutralize their
influence on operations or policy. Such steps may become par-
ticularly necessary when changes are perceived as running con-
trary to ideological or political-commitments of certain influential
staff members.

b. Appropriate internal organization

The way organizations function internally can be appropriate or
inappropriate for the changes desirtd. When program changes
are made, organiz'ational format should be reexamined to Judge
whether it appears to be consistent with the change.

c. Accountability

Staff consciousness of organizational effectiveness in terms of
outcomes for clients provides an incentivc, for wanting to improve.
Accountability measures and performance feedback can provide
staff with a realistic basis for knowing how well they are doing
and, when innovations are tried, measuring their progress (as
contrasted with more ausual performance measures based on
factors unrelated to outcomes).

d. The explicitness of what is expected

The more concrete and explicit the expectations for chaiged Job
behavior (when that is called for), the easier it is for staff to
learn what they should do. Some new desired Job behaviors may
be identified by supervisors and by the staff themselves, While,
others may have to be developed, experimentally, in the process
of implementing the change. Concreteness facilitates demon-
str'ation and role modeling and pruvitles a basis for reinforcing
desirable behavior.
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In our Progress Report dated February 1973, we offered some further tenta-
tive findings. They are repeated here with some modifications.

The tentative findings (r a ly, hypotheses) suggested herewith resulted
from the first six mont of intensive consultation with four institutions.
They evolved from t aborious and painstaking process of helping insti-
tution staffs confront a d struggle with some of their problems..

1. Organizational effectiveness in children's residential institutions

-(a) An effective staff is oriented primarily to thoughtfully planned
and integrated treatment of clients rather than to short-term
resolution of crises. The phrase "thoughtfully planned and
integrated" is intended to imply not only team planning by the
various relevant persons or components of the institution's staff,
but also planning and integration with the child himself to the
extent feasible, with an appropriate representative of the referral
agency, and with the parents or foster parents or whomever the
child is likely to reside with when he leaves the institution.

.(b) Questions of who in an organization has the authority and respon-
sibility for what kinds of decisions, what other persons or groups
should be invited to provide input tothose decisions before they
are made, who should be advised promptly after given kinds of
matters are decided... should be made explicit, and be dubject
to review jf some members of the organization feel that the estab-
lished modus operandi does hot seem to work well. It is better
to surface and deal with possible disagre0inents or negative feel-
ings rather than allow them to fester.

(c) Staff .effectiveness may be enhanc d if they are organized into
task-oriented teams, rather than in o discrete professional
entities. This implies that the stafa members have explicit skills
in planning and problem solving, and that, when those,skills are
lacking, explicit training will be provided to develop .pr strengthen
them.

(d) Only when an institution's concept of its mission is identified
and agreed upon can the institution expect its staff to establish
appropriate treatment goals.

(e) It is ineffective to have components of the institution functioning
in isolation. Treatment plans should not be formulated by one
professional group for implementation by another, without parti-
cipation of the latter group.

O
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(f) If a staff in an institution is absorbed in hostile, fragmenting
power struggles or withdrawn into self-contained, "walled -off"
units, such unhealthy Manifestations of dysfunction need to be
dealt with in some way that firmly resolves the problems and
enables the group to begorrfe integrated-in a reasonably trustful,
mutually respecting way before much of anything .else of lasting
value can be accomplished.

2. Providing effective consultation

(a) An effective consultant is open to inputs from the consultees and
maintains flexibility regarding his consultation plan.

(b) It is helpful to have an ample preliminary wriod during which
the consultant is visible and available to the consultees, builds
a relationship with them, and during which time his Junction can
be properly interpreted.

,(c) An effective consultant is explicit in his communications, mak-
ing, clear his purpOses and methods, and informing the group as
he moves from one phase of the consultation to another.9om-
munication should be two-Nay, allowing the consultees oppor-
tunity to make impact on the consultant as well as vice versa.

(d) An effective consultAt 6kes the initiative (when necessarY)- in
identifying problems, defining issues,' clarifying roles, includ-
ing his own, and sharing'ilis perceptions with the consultees
for their response and concurrence -or otherwise.

(e) The consultant''s effectiveness is enhanced if he has a respon-
sible audiendczti for example, a specific planning group within
the institution, approved and supporited by the dir ctor, that
°will take the responsibility of post-consultation im rementation
in return for the consultant's efforts. This is usua y imple-
mente'd by an agreement or contract whereby the two parties
agree to work jointly to reach specified objectives.

Many of these "learnings" are not new. Some of the observations and
data accumulated from this study provide, only cross- validation of existing
observations. reported in the literature rather. than new knowledge. Some
others, hdwever, aIe new either ip substance, context or emphasis.

While the, observations offered above have had child care institutions in
particular focus and our data base is drawn largely from_ this study, the HIRI
study and consultation team is aware also of the larger literature on organiza-
tional effectiveness and the factors related to facilitation of planned change.
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Some members of the team have had broad and long consulting experience.
From all of the above, there 'is.reason to believe that many (but not all) of the
'observations or ,"1earnings" presente n th16 chapter would have relevance tq
various types of organilations, rath than only child care institutions.

1./

ro
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APPENODC A ,1

A CHECKLIST FOR CHANGE
THROUGH RESEARCH lTiI4ATION*

(A behavioral model for Change developid y Howard R. Davis, PhD ,
based on learning theory, and caverte into a recallable acronym:

A VICTOR

This checklist is intended to serve as a gui
rather than as an utline for a systematic' an
to bring about chaq Allifactorb inter, t, so
that a given manipulati to increase the prob-
ability of desired results could ;influ nee more
than one. factor.

ABILITY
Are staff skills and knowledge appro-.

p,riate to accommodate the desire?. change?
Are fiscal and physical .resources ade-

quate for the change?

VALUES
, IS the change consonant with the social,

religious, political, ethnic values of the' bene:.
ficiaries? .

Is the change consonant with the phi-
losophies and pantiles of theprogram hupport=
e rs ?

Is the change consonant with the per-
sonal and professional values of staff? '

Is the top man "in the organization,in
support of the desired change?

Are the characteristics of the organi-
zation such as to render change likely? .
INFORMATION

Is information on the desired' change
clear?

Does 'information about, the idea bear'
,close relevance to the improVement needed? .

Is the idea behind the desired c'hange
one that is ."tryable," observable, of demon-
strated advantage, etc??

A

CIRCUMSTANCES
Are conditions at this setting similar

to ,those where the idea was demOnstraten to
be effective?

Doe's the present situation seem to be
conducive to successful adbption of this par,-
ticular plan?

TIMING 4
Is this a' pfopitions tine to implement

this, plan?
Are other events going on or about to

occur which could bear on the response tOthis
change?'

.1

OBLIGATION
Has the need for this change been

ascertained through sound evaluation?
flea the need-for this change been com-

pared with other needs in this program?

RESISTANCES
Have.all reasons for not adopting this

change been considered?
Has consideration been given to what

may have to be abandoned if this plan is
launched?

Has consideration been given to all who
would loseiincithis change?

YIELD
Has the soundness of evidence about

the benefits of this proposal been carefully
assessed?

Have possible indirect rewards for this
change been examined?

*National Inst4tute of Mental Health. Plawing for creative change in mental
health servicesi:4 manual on 'iesearc.haatiTtzation. Washington; D.C.: National
InStitute.of Mental Health, 1971, PublicAion (1-15.,M) 71 9059, 30.

. I A
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APPENDIX B
...

.0

INIT,UTION SELF-STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE (ISSQ)

FOR CEITLDREN'S.RESIDENTIAL INSTITUTIOig

A

Introduction .

The main purpose of this'questionnaire is to-serve as a means-
of reflecting on the feattiresoof life and work a,t a child-care
Institution. Ist4a pielfminary-trroat of an earlier edition the staffs
of a number of institutions found the items useful for stimulating
self-challenge--o\review of,their,dwn goals, programs, and goal-

.,
attainme progress .

_

Directi ns

responding to the items in this questionnaire, helean answer
frorn,tbe given possibilities as the item applies to your particular
institution, in you'r opinion. PLEASE INDICATE YOUR ANSWERS ON
TI4E STAPARATE ANS1A!M SHEET ATTACHED.

This instrument was developed in 1972-74 by
Edward M. Glaser, PhD, in the course of
cartying out a grant (OCb -CB -102) by the
Office of Child Development to the Human
Interaction Research InstitUte, Los Angeles
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INSTITUTION SELF -STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE, (ISSQ) ANSWER SHEET

NAME OF INSTITUTION DATE /

RESPONDENT'S
O

AGE: SEX:
.

POSITION:
20 -29 M 1 Program/Treatment Staff (social worker, child care worker,
'30-39 F . counselor, etc.) -'
40-49 2. Support Staff (dlerical, food service,. maintenance
50 or over , . housekeeping, etc.) . .

3. Administrative Staff (director, assistant director, wper-
visor, etc.) .

4. More than one position (e.g. , if Program and AdministraR,
tive, check 1 and 3)

Answer 'Scale:

5 Excellent--Very little room for improvement
4 Good -- Little room for improvement
3 Satisfactory -Some room for improvement
2 Fair--Quite a bit of room foi- improvement
1 Poor--A great pal of room for improvement

a "6" for any item NOT APPLICABLE to
your institution;

a "7" for DON'T KNOW;
or an "8" for DON'T UNDERSTAND

the item

Treatment
Pi-Ogiam

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13
Community

14 Interaction
15 31

16

17

18

19

33'
34

35.

20 3t

21 37

22 38

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Evaluation
Procedures

39

40_7-
,

41

42

43

Staff
Development

44

45

32
6. 46
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48

49

50

51

5
53

54

Organizational
Characteristics
55

56

157

,58

59

60

61

62

a

63

64

. 65

66- ,

7

68

69

70

71

72

/.17 3

74

75

76

77

78

79

80



INSTITUTION SELF-STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE (MO)

Treatment Program

1. Quality of intake procedures

2. Qva1ity and frequency (optimally every six months) of diagnostic
re-evaluations

4.

Institution's policy.and practices with regard to limitingits
admissions to only those children it, is able to serve in a
constructive manner

Quality' and effectivenes's of treatment te,afn meetings

5. Consistency of goals and methodsr4mong various work shifts,'
and effective ways to exchan Band share-information about the'
precedjng shift's activiti

6. Extent.to which c ha's daily opportunities for affectionate
care, gentle h. dling, play, and personal attention from direct
care 'Perso el

7. Use

9.

constructive' planned grouping rather than haphazard
oUPing of the children

Extent to which the' staff.focug and effort are directed toward
equipping the Ohild.to return to the community when appropriate

Intelligent coordination of individual therapies,"e.g., coun ing,
supportive psychotherapy, guidance and insight therapy nd grOup
therapies, e.g\, psychodrama, far iily therapy, and groups (if u

more than' one form exist)

1 Qf. Ektent to which diagno c and trepKe ans for the child and
his family are evolv as a resAro am ell's rather than as
a result indiv ual profe decisions

11. Extent to ich diag
munity and agenc
child

ssessnient o family, coin,-
g study of the individual
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Treatment Program .(cont.)

12-. Existence in written form of a realistic team "masterplan" fo-r the
study and treatment of the child (including specific goal-attaininent
planning) soon after his admission, with participation by the direct
care staff, the child--and also by parents and referring agency if
practicable

13. Sustained implementation of each child's "masterpl6n" and-the
prpgrains designed to achieve the objectives of the plan

14. Periodic review (such as every three months) and reshaping of the
child's "masterplan" during his residence, including invited input
from the child when practicable

15. Training in reading skills

16. Training in number skills

17. Training in.writing skills .

ft,

18. Training in problem-solving skills and self-directed programs'',
of work or study,

19. Efforts to provide a stimulating environment for the intellectual
growth of the child, such as (where appropriate) open discussion
of current events with the children, opportunity for participation
in self-government, etc.

20. Training in age- and developmentally-appropriate interpersonal
and social skills, and effective use of opportunities in institti-
tional settings for applying these skills

21 Training in relevarit 'recreational skills, and appropriate oppor-
tunities (play areas, gyms, toys, equipment) for stimulatinNnd
using these skills

22. Training in vocational and "home maintenance or fixit" skills which
are integrate wi e .sp o progra , urally
occurring opportunities in the living setting to apply these skills 5

-

23. Tiainirigzprovided in sensori-motor skills, coordination, physical
mobility,,and dexterity (when needed)

4



Treatment Program (cont.) -3-

24.0 Trainiw provided in language, speech development, and ,speech
therapy (when appropriate)

25. Quality of medical services available to meet the children's needs

26. Extent to which child, his family, and the referring agency par,
ticipiates in discharge planning (when, easible)

27. Extent tq which institution's total program is directed toward
providing a home-like environment which attemPts,to normalize
the child's experiences, and makes them parallel to the patterns
of daily living in his community insofar as possible

28. Extent to which..institution treats child as a human being, and
protects and safeguards his individual rights in accordfinbe,with
policies formally establishdd by a Human Rights Committee

41'

29. Inclusion of teachers, cottage parents, aided, and all direct care
staff,;in developing an individual treatment plan for each child

30;. Your opinion of the institution's overall effectiveness in providing
adegpate and appropriate services to children and thpir families

Community Interaction

31. Use by the children of community resources (el g., churthes,
libraries, etc.)

h,

32. Participation by the children in community activities outside the
institution (e.g., Little League, bowling, etc.)

33. Institution's development and use of community resources, in-
. cluding volunteers and paraprofessionals, to supplement staff

'34 . Attempts made by the institution to disseminate information to
the, community about its philosophy, practices, and programs

5. Surrounding community's acceptdrice.of the institution and its
purposes
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Community Interaction (cont.) -4-.

36. Extent to which institution acicnowledges pressures for changes in
policy or program from the outside community, and attempts to be
thoughtfully responsive to them, rather than hostile or defensive

37. Extent to which the institution is going out ipto the community
to provide education and preventative services, e.g., parent
effectiveness training or mental health education

38. Adequacy of periodic feedback to and interaction with the referring
agency with regard to the child's developmental progress

Procedures for Evaluating the Institution and Its Programs

39. Existence and accuracy of written records, such as logs or diaries,
to describe what actually happens in the institution and its pro-
grams

40. Adequacy of documentation and evaluation of innovative practices
within the institution

41. Systematid relevant evaluation of staff effectiveness by super-
visors or peers or other appropriate persons, including the oppor-.
tunity for participation by staff in their own evaluation, along
with feedback to each employee regarding outcomes

42. Adequacy of feedback to staff, parents.and (where feasible) each
child concerning evidence of program effectiveness in terms of
the degree to which individual objectives are met

43. Systematic and periodic followup of child after discharge

Staff Development

44. Quality of professional skills of theittaff

45. Quality of staff training programs

d
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Staff Development (cont.) -5-

46. Top man's encouragement of staff independence in operating matters

47. Opportunity given staff for discussion with, appropriate persons
in management regarding case handling, administrative matters,
personal problems,' etc.

48. Encouragemencpy staff growth and development through special
'opportunities uch as in-service training programs, seminars,
case reviews

49. Opportunity given staff to participate in important decision-making
matters which affect them

50. Extent to which staff is given encouragement and recognition for
the discovery, suggestion and implementation of innovative ideas

51. Program for orientation of the entire staff to the mission and pro-
grams of the-institution, and means of program integration

52. Extent to which staff members are encouraged and helped to con-
tinue their education and upgrade their professional qualifications

53. Extent to which time and/skills of professionals are appropriately
utilized

54. Extent to which staff is trained and supported to effectively imple
ment significant changes in program

Organizational Characteristics

55. Attempts made by the institution to learn aboueinnovative promising
child development practices or exemplary programs developed at
other child care institutions

56. Judicious allocation of available financial resources for main-
taining current programs

57. Degree of staff participation in budget preparation and implemen-
tation
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Organizational Characteristics (cont.) -6-

-2$
58. Financial solvency ability to operate within available financial

resources,

59. Dependability of immediate and long-range funding to permit
. effective planning

60. Top man's (executive director or administrator) identification
with the program (i.e., enthusiasm, dedication and involvement
with the program)

61. Degree to which staff is organized by child treatment programs,
(i.e., into functional teams) rather tian by professional groups,
(9..g., social workers, psychologist 4, etc.)

62. Firmness and relevance of administrative control; and appropriate
flexibility of administrative'control to meet varied circumstances

63. Degree of productivity of staff meetings

64. Extent to which organizational climate of the institution supports
open, easy, non-defensive communication flow among staff and
with director

65. Clarity with which decision-making responsibility is delegated

66. Promptness with which administrative decisions are made known
to all those affected by them

67. Extent to which the children can initiate or influence ideas for
change

68. Regular cottage parents' satisfaction with competence and prac-
tices of night relief cottage staff

69. Freedom from internal pressures on staff to adhere to,a particular
theoretical position in treatment philosophy and practice

70. Extent to which administrative planning (selection of staff, group-
ing of children, development of services to the Institution, etc.)
is related to the treatment needs of the children
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Organizational Characteristics (cont.)

71. Degree of helpful interest, constructive concern and active par-
ticipation by board (of directors). in policy formulation aimed at
effective institutional performance

72. Staff compAnsation and fringe benefits compared with compensation
and benefits in other approximately equivalent residential child
care institutions

73. Suitability of physical plant to treatment program

74; Quality and sufficiency of food served

75. Explicitness of the institution's basic mission or purpose

76. Promptness or timeliness of the organization's response to
significant identified problems of a child, or of institutional
operations

77. Appropriate utilization of outside resources, such as consultants,
to supplement or enrich staff capabilities for dealing with complex
diagnostic or treatment problems or for organization development
means ,

78. Existence of a research orientation in the institution's program,
and the establishment of procedures whereby research proposals
are regularly reviewed for their appropriateness and feasibility.

79. Degree of participation by the entire staff in planning of the goals,
procedures and priorities of the institution

80. Your opinion of the institution as a place in which to work
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Item

A COMPENDIUM OF INNOVATIVE PRACTICES

Description

Student participation in a In many institutions for children thefts-are .

runaway situation. periodic runaways. in some institutions
the students participate in a search for the
runaway; when a hideout is detected, 'students
are seat in to encourage the, runaway's return
to the institution:

Stand betalk . In large ,meetings, it is established that`the
talker., has the floor: In addition to standing
to talk, the youngster is encouraged to walk
around while addressing the audience.

Work for pay. Many adolescents who have the ability may
benefit by working at a regular job with regular
hour,s and an opportunity for employment and Bo
advancement in the institution. One aspect
of the philosophy is that clients may apply for Yo
Jobs or specify Jobs that need doing, establish
pay rates through discussion, and thereby
gain employment.

Funny Money. One teacher requests the institution'a print So
shop to print paper money in various denominations El
for use in the classroom. Funny.money can be
earned doing academic contract work and a

r`d, list of available rewards for which it can be
exchanged is made known to students..



A COMPENDIUM OF INNOVATIVE PRACTICES.
' t

Description 1

. . . .In manKinstitutions for children there are
'periodic runaways.. In some ipstiptions
the stud'ents participate in a Search for the
runaway; when a hidebut is detected, studentp
are sent in toencouragethe runaway's return
to the institution'. .. . '

In large meetings; it is established that the
talker has the floor. In addition to standing
to talk., the youngster is encouraged to walk
around while 'addressing the audience.

.Many adolescents who h4ve the ability may
benefit by working at a regular job with regular
hours and an opportunity for employment and
advancement in the institution. One aspect
of the philosophy is that clients may apply for
jobs or specify jobs that need dOing, establish
pay rates through discussion, and thereby
gain employment. 4

One teacher requests the institution's print
shop to print paper. money in various denominations
for use in the classroom. Funny money can be
earned doing academic contract work and a
list of available rewards* for which it can be
exchanged is made know,n to students.

Source

4,

Youth,Adve,ntures,
Portland, Oregon

Youth Adventures

Devereux Schools,
Santa Barbara, California;
Boys Republic,
Chino, California;.
Youth Adventure's

r

Sonoma State Hospital,
Eldridge, California
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Item Description .

Early visit to town'with When possible', a newly admitted youth is sent
other clients. with other youths to town to purchase what he

will need for his stay. This visit and shopping
expedition takes place early in the resident's
stay, hopefully underscoring the facts that he
will be active there,. that other students will
whelp him, _and that the staff wish him to 'have "
ample necessary supplies.

A checklist used weekly by ward workers chatting
specific items of a child's behay.ior. The items call
attention to observable'behavior and Can be used as
a method of dOcumentind client progiess.',

4e

Community nursery ' In operation within tliiinstitution.is a nursery
4.3
at.
up

school,.
,

. schOol open to children from the suirourying
1 ,community, younger children within the institution'

. 'and staff members' children. It provides child care
,I, pre-vocationarWork experiences for older adoles-

cent residents and serves ad one 'method of educa-
tion and communication with the community.

lehavior checklist.

High school students Thp parents of retarded children often have difficulty
trained as baby sitters finding competent baby sitters. One institution
for retarded at.home. solicited a Ong high school students for trainees,

established a training program for baby sittersilor
the retards and can now proVide a list of competent,
trained'si ters.

Documentation on film of
patient's progress .

In some nstitutions, motion picture films of one
child do a series of specific motor acts may
provide fuller documentation .than scales for
measuring motor skills.
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Description Source

Wherl,possible, a, newly admitted youth is sent Boys. Republic
with other youths to town to.purchase Intat he
will need for his stay. This visit and shopping
expedition takes place early in the resident's
stay; hopefully' underscoring the facts that he
will be active there, that other students will"
help Him, and that the staff wish him to have

rample.necessary supplies; w

A Chec,klilit used weekly by ward workerscharting
specific items of a child's behavior. The'itemdcalll
attentioh to observable behairior and can be'tised'as
a method of documenting client progiess.

In, operation within this institution is a nursery .
school open to children frorh the surrounding
community', younger chipren within.the institution
and staff members' children. It provides child care
pre-vocational work experiences for older adoles-
cent residents and serves as one method of educa-'
Lion and communication with the community.

Napa State Hospital,
Irnola, California.

,
Devereux Schools

;Its The parent's of retarded children often have difficulty Yakima Valley School
itterss findinp competent baby sitters. One institution
Me. solicited among' high school Students for trainees,

established a training program for baby sitters, for
the retarded and can now provide a list of competent,
trained sitters.

filin of In some institutions, motion picture films of one
chile doing a series of specific motor acts may
provide fuller documentation than scales for
measuring motor skills.

Pacific State Hos>lial
Pomona, California
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Item

"Train Your Own"
needed staff members.

. Client goal etting.

DI

4

Postcard follow -up of
consultative services .

Description

A well-rounded, praclically and theoretically
experienced child care specialist is very diffliciat
to come by. One institution worked with a nearby
college to devise a two-year training program,
yielding a Master's Degree plus a special teaching

,,credential to students who possessed a Bachelor's
Degree.. The vast amount of training takes place
on-the hospital grounds in seminars and work experi-
ence. The curriculum is generally-planned and
taught by the staff. Graduates from this program
are well suited for employment in .a Variety of
child care settings, including this institution's
"satellite homes ."

Before arid following admission to this instituti
client sets his own goals. Questionnaires are
.circulated to applicants concerning their intere
sell-analysis. Upon admission, discussion is
available to elicit personal characteristic's the c
feels a need to change and this list is amplified
and clarified in discussion with:the staff. From t is
disCussion comes a set of goals often stated WI
behavioral terms toward Which the institution and
client agree to work.

Six months following consultation services to
members. of the community this institution sends a
two-Part postal card requesting feedback on the
interchange. By having standard questions such
cards can be used systematically to collect data
which has proven to he useful. for the institution.

fi
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Descript

tiers .

p of
ices.

Source

1-rounded, practically and theoretically Children's Unit,
xperienced child care specialist is very difficult Southside State Hospital.

to come by. One institution worked with a AarbSr
college to devise a two-year training program _

yielding a Master's Degree plus a special teaching
credential to students who possessed a Bachelor's
Degree. The vast amount of training takes place
on the hospital' grounds in'seminars and work experi-
ence. The curriculum is generally planned and
taught-by the staff. graduates from this program
are well suited for employment in a variety of
child care settings, including thiS institution's,
"satellite homes."

'Before and following admission to this institution the
client sets his own g als. Questionnaires are
circulated to applicant concerning their: nterests and
self-analysis. Upon ad ission,-didcussion is made
available to elicit personarcharicteristics the client
feels a need to change-and this list is amplified
and clarified in discussion With the staff. From this
discussion comes a set of goals often stated in' ,

behavioral terms toward which the institution and ,
client agree'to work.

Six months folloVving consultation serviced. to
'Members of the community. this insitutiorySends a
two-part postal card requesting feedback' on the
interciaange. By having standard- quistions such
cards can be used systematically to collet data
which has proven to loe useful for the institution.

David and Margaret Home
Lai Verne, California

Napa State Hospital

6
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Item

Double identity. a Small teams are formed to orgarlizean institution
around treatment programs rather than professional
categories.. Each ,staff member occupies a team
role as well as a professional role. Hopefully'this

uble identity strengthens participation and 2'
interaction among teainmembers and among profes-
sional colleagues.

Description

O

tp
pa 14

"SI

Feedback on group inter-.,
action therapy.

Monthly parent meeting.

24 hour "live in."

kIr

In an institution which uses guided group interaction
as a therapy method,trained observers visit each
grOup, rate the depth of the interaction and provide
this valuable feedback to the group leaders.

This institution holds,the monthly meeting of its
parents! group on the institution grounds. The
hospital director, staff and parents are umed and .

encouraged to.attend,. Theie is opportunity for inter-
change and first-hand information concerning the
institution's needs and the available resources from,-),
parents:

This is a community education project plan in
whidh a number of citizens from the community
are invited to "live in" the institution for a
24-hour period, accompanying residents in their
activities . The becomes part of an
ongoing Process of orientation/education of the
community to the institution.



Description Source

small teams are formed to organize an institution Sonoma State Hospital
around treatment programs rather than professional
categories. Each staff member occupies a team
role as well as a professional role. Hopefully this,
double identity strengthens participation and
interaction among team members and among profes-

. sional colleagues .

inter
.

In an inStitution which ,uses guided group 'interaction Boys Republic
as a therapymethod,trained observers visit each
group., rate the depth of the interaction and provide
this valuable feedback to the group leaders.

eting.. This institution holds the monthly meeting of its
'p'arents' gtoup on the institution grounds. The
hoSVital ditector, staff .and parents are urged and
encoUraged to attend. There is opportunity for inter-

s change and first-hand infimation concerning the
institution'needs and the available resources from
parents.

This is "S' ooinmunity education project' plan in
which a number of citizens from the community
are invited to "live in'.' the institution for a
24-hour period, accompanying residents in their

. activities The "live in" becomes part, of an
ongoing process of orientation/educationof the
community to the.institution.

Porterville State Hospital
Porterville, California

Yakima Valley SchO'ol

41i
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Item Description

Co-planning by institution.

Day placement of immobile
patients.

Use of films and slides.

.

Cosmetologist.

Toughening.'

Special services are often expensive and difficult
to come by. In this4.instance, the institution and
the local school system carefully plan tog'etiter..\
to avoid duplication of services. There is direct.
interchange of students, some coming from the
local school to the institution school and vice
versa.

For enriched stimulatidn of bedridden children
this institution places them on mats near the
activity during the day, diminishing the isola-
tion that can occur.

In this institution for training young retardates
many procedures are specific and systematic,.,
One way to convey these procedures to less
experienced staff members is to make motion
picture films or slides showing the particular
sequence .

This institution employs a full-time cosmetologist Ca
to assist the girls (and some of the boys) in. Di
grooming and self-dare, enhancing their self- Ta
image. Such staff positions are not traditional
but some regular availability of these services
seems cherished by the residents. /,

Toughening is a method of staff intervention in
which a client is encouraged to participate in an
event, generally of a physical exercise nature.
With group participation urging people into the
action, the fearful person hopefully gains in
self-esteem and confidence'.
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Description

titution. Special 'serices are often expensive and difficult
to come by7. In this instance, the: 'institution and

'the local school sySerri carefully plan together
to avoid d plicatkeri\Of_servicvs. There is direct
interchang o -41-64411 6 the - -,

Vicelocal _,sCh9toy,
versa . '1

- 'fp .11-

For enricheest l on of bedridden ch -I en
this.institution places them on rnatd'near the"
activity during the day diminishirig the isola-

,tion that can occur,

In this institution for training young retadates
nmay procedures are specific and systematic.

One way to convey these procedures to less
experienced staff members is to make motion
picture films or slides showing the particular
sequence.

This institution employs a full-time cosmetologist
to assist the girls, and some of the boys) in
grooming and self-care, enhancing their self-
image. Such staff positions are not traditional
but some regular availability of these services
seems cherished by the residents.

Toughening is a method of staff intervention in
which a client is encouraged to participate in an
event, generally of a physical exercise nature.
With group participation Urging people into the
action, the fearful person hopefully gains in
self-esteem and confidence.

Source

Yakima Valley School

Pacific State Hospiial

Cascadia Juvenile Reception-
Diagnostic Center,
Tacoma, Washington

ts

Youth Adventures
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Item

Refinement of existing
development scales.

Movies for public
education.

ell

Foster grandparents.

Individualized daily
schedules.

Description

Gesell, Goddard, Ross, Cain, Levine and a
number of others have developed observational
scales intending to show the ordinary dpurse
and sequence of the development of.motor,
language and cognitive skills. Such devices seem
better suited for assessment or survey instruments,
rather than as measurement of client progress
within a training program. Work is underway,
however, ic reVise these scales into smaller
"step-level's" amplifying the. skills under descrip-
tion and training and locating the sequenCe
through observation.

The, institution leaders think throUgh several .

important institutional features and solicit
professional motion picture or television
producers to consider making a documentary film.
These films are available to the institution as
well as to the producer.

Placement of certain retarded children is often
made difficult by the absence of adequate foster
homes. This institution encourages older persons
in the community to become volunteers in the .

institution. Some of these foster grandparents have
become genuine .foster parents.

Hour-by-hoar indiviaolized program for each
resident is composed each day, printed in quantity,
and made available to persons who have contact
with that client, especially the person in charge
of his overall daily program.



fisting
les.

Description

Gesell,.Goddard, Ross, Cain, Levine and a
nue-it-ben of othersave developed observational
scales intending tq show the ordinary course
and sequence of the development of motor,
language and cognitiveskills. Such devices seem
better suited for assessment or survey instruments,
rather than as measurement of client progress
within a training program. Work is underway,
however, to revise these scales into smaller
"step-levels" amplifying the skills under descrip=
tion and training and locating the sequence
through observation.

The institution leaders think through several
important institutional' features and solicit
professional motion picture or television
prOducers to consider making a documentary film.
These films are available to the institution as
well as td the producer.

its . Placemnt of certain retarded children is often
made difficultbyte absence of adequate'foster
homes. Thisjnstitution encourages older persons
in the community to become volunteers in the
institution. Some of these foster grandpare7lts have
become genuine foster parents.

Hour-by-hour individualized program, for each
resident is composed,each day,, printed in quantity,
and made available to persons who have contact
with that client, especially the person in charge
of his overall daily program.

r

Source

Sonoma State Hospital,
Porterville State 'Hospital,
Southside.State Hospital

Southside State Hospital

Yaktrna Valley School

.

Yakima Vall'ey SChclo'
Devereux Schools

,
OL
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Pre ace

This document is a product of'a grant awarded by the Office of Child
Development (OCD) to the Human InteractiOn Research Institute (HIRI) in
mid-1971. Because the projects history has been cdmplicatedas is
often the case with exploratory investigations.that break new ground-
many different individuals and groups became actively (if sometimes
temporarily) involved during its several stages. A history of the project's
first year--a year essentially spent in exploration and experiment, trying
to clarify and to get ahandle on the problem--is recorded in the project's
Final Report to the Okfice'of Child Development: Facilitation of
Knowledge Utilization by Institutions for Child Development, Grant No..
OCD-CB-103, October, 1974. During the first year, David Berger,
Harold Boverman, Bernice Eiduson, 'Ed d Glaser. Afidrew Morrison and
Harvey Ross visited a dozen children's insti tions in ,California, Oregon
and Washington, to study their innovative practices and the circumstances
associated with their adoption. Thipreliminary activity provided the
basis for the work plan that was adopted the second 'project year.
Edward M. Glaser, the project director of record, took responsibility for the
project's leadership during this year. ,

In this preface, we fodus on the project's second and third. years.

During the second year, the project carried out a systematic field/
investigation. Towkd the end of the first project year,' Harvey Ross
proposed to OCD that part of the project's 'final report be prepared in the
form of materials that might be useful to institution directors, consultants,
and others who are concerned with helping children's residential centers
improve their services to children. Duane Ragan of OCD endorsed that
initiative, end, with .Maiso Bryant (who became our project officer) has
provided helpful suppOrt during the development of this document.

At the beginninsiof the second project year, HIRI adopted an investi-
gative strategy based on providing organizational consultation to four
children's residential centers. The project engaged Robert Blinkenberg
and Thomas Hallam (both doctoral Carididates at the U.C.L.A. Graduate
School4of Managerrient), Andrew MOrrrgon (a practicing psychologist) and
Jean Hall (a social worker with considerable experience irfchildren's
agencies) to provide that,consultation. Harvey. Ross (the projec't's pririci7
Dal investigator) both worked as aEconsultant to one institution and
assumed leadership responsibility for the field effort, This group became
the project team. Its members shared responsibility for planning, infor-
mation collection, and analysis. Molly Lewin, the project's editorial

6 /
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consultant and Devon Chappel, Lynnette Robe, and Dolores Gregory
(who sucdessively served as project research associates) met with the
team, ,regularly. Duiing the phase of active consultation, Bernice
Eiduson and Howard. Boverman helpfullx participated as consultants %
to the consultants.

The prbject tea_ m held (approximately) half-day meetings with more-
or-less bi-wedkly frequency dUring' the active ivmsultation phase
(August, 1972 to June, 1973). The eam met sieveral times thereafter
to review their experiences ,in the stitutions and to develop pOssibly
generalizable' formulations about those xperiendes. During the post-..
consultation phase, each team member iso contributed narrative
accounts summarizing his consultation strategies and activities -and

to about special topics which the group felt were especially meaning-.
ful a in which he was particularly interested. This document draws
'heavily n. the team's creative efforts;; wherever possible, 'Attributions
are made team members who Were responsible for the world 'on which
the particu ar discussion is based. During the second year, Edward .

Glaser deveiop the Institutional Self-Study Questionnaire which. appears
in the appendix f this document; David Berger assumed responsibility
for the statistical and EDP analysis of the data generated while the,ques-
tionnaire was being tried out. During this year, Edinr,ard Glaser also
attended team meetings on ocicasiOn, and read consultants' reports. of their
consultation experiences,' often providing feedback via marginal comments.

ing the second project, year, the team engaged in fieldwork at
fo childre'n's residential centers. Our use of examples and anecedotal
material drawn from those centers haS regretfuilly made it necessary to
preserve the annonymity of those institutions in this document. We
would have preferred to be able to give directors and staff members the.
.very great credit they deserve for their openness in inviting us into their
institutions, taking us into their Confidence and permitting us, to partici-4

"pate in meetings and in other ways_to share in the life of the settings.
Without their voluntary participatiOn there could not hai.re been a project
of this kind.

Of the Lir agencies, three were private and Were members of the
California Ass ciation of Children's Residential Centers. We thank the
(then) executive secretary of that organization, 'Joseph Thesing; its
presidents durtng the second and third project years, James Mann and
Hans Cohn; and, the membership for supporting our efforts b/-openirig
their meetings to us and providing insights about tbe context in which
CRCs have been operating in California.

During the third and last project year, the authors analyzed the infor-
mation that was collected inthe field and prepared duringlhe second year

4 :7`
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V

and wrote, drafts of this document. A,rriimber of .interested individuals
most ofwhOrrk.are professionals assoalated with the .operation "of chil--
drenresideritidl centells---revieWed the final deft:. pave Berger, Sam
Berman; Maiso Brya4, Dean Conklin, RObin Gegauff, George Horne,
Dorothy Kirby, Edwin Millard, Katheryn,Nielsen, 'Garrett O'Connor,
Sdin Ostroff, Art'l'anbardino, and :Carl Weber. We appreciate their
generosity in givihg many helparsudgestions. Becduse of time ,

cons4nts derived from our agreement With OCOrwe`unfoftunately
could'not utilize" arl of their su4gestionsi as We would have liked.
HoWever, sizice we, intend to continue work in human service-providing
agencies after the expirStion of this OCDgrant, in order to prepare a
further'enriched 'and rewritten version of this product for re-publication

t and more general distribution in the future, we plan then to take their
suggestions into account. Although their contributions have already
helped us immensely, We of course' in.no way mean to imply their
endorsement of our work. The authors, alone, take, responsibility.

Finally, we. salute Molly Lewin, our lucid, determined and resource-
ful editor M,. and Marian- Hunt, our indomitable research associate And
project secretary,' for their contribution in producing this doaument.

JH
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I. Introduction

0

Z-.. -- a ..
IV ,. . .

. During the last decade, children's residential centers (CRCII)* have
increasingly been confronting external pressures both from funding spUr7es
and from the consumers, of their services.. Thee former group (elected offi-
cials, legislators, administrators of funding agencies '), sensitive to the
increasing post of maintaining children -in "24-haur care, have been pressing
for feWer referrals, shorter stays, and alternative,placefnent within com-
munities with resultant loWer costs. The latter grodp (parents,. referring
agencies and other special interest groups cd'incerned With, proVidtng quality
services to children) have been pressing Mt ttppr'6Ved 'treatment programs
and better residential services-,-both.ofowhich.ciften mean increasing cost.

r per unit of time spent in an indlitytion . . .

Bath groups are concerned.with and dematd more accountability.
Funding sources are increaiingly-concergted with issues of cost effectiVe-
ness--,with what theyaregeSting fof the'ir investment.. In a recent informal
survey, a numberof private,/ nonprofit'chilaren's reSidential centers in
California stated that they ow are being asked to be explicit about the
services they provide, what. they achieve by providing those services., and
what are the related costs ./ The state' legislature has been bringing similar

..i. presiures to bear'on publi institutions'for almost a decade. ConsUmer-

.
4"..):groups want sy,stematic.ev dence that children are being helped by .resrden-'

.
of tial programs. 'Expressin I this point of view, Leopold arid Shein, (1973,

"/, pp. 209-210) argue again t continued support for socialAervice pr" °grams.
that fail to sustain a min mal commitment to program acebuntability; They
express the belief.thafg vernmental and/or consumer Influences will be
increasingly eNerted in Purchase of service contracts I 0

,
v Within institutions, boards of trustees, directors and staff are con-,. .

,

con-
cerned with improving services: to serve as many as possible of those
'children whqm they should serve; to provide effective services; whenever
possible, to keep them in residential care only as ldng as is necessary.
Reducing the length of time children spend in institutions Minimizes
risks that,, they will ,become adapted to att institutional society and thus
incapacitated for life in the community.--'

41.

44.1

.
* r purposes of this discussion- -and, indeed, in the rest of our presenta- t

.tion--we do not differentiate between public and privateagencies, except
where explicitly indictedin.thedtscussion-. The organizational issuei
and 'pressures, we are,discussing appear similar* for bah kinds of agencies.
"CRC," "agency" and "institution'.%pre used interchangeably.
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Although improved and mo e i ensive residential treatment costs more
over a shorter period of time, reducing the length of stay associated with
increasing effecti:v ess usually brings down the total career cost per
child, which mean a better-cost/benefit ratio. For example, one institu-
tion markedly incre sed the cost per unit of time sent by a child in the
agency by dotkbling its staff to improve services. Their career cost per

phild dropped, however, because of the marked decrease in the amount pf
time it was necessary for children to spend in. residential care..

Improving institutional competence to provide effeCtive treatment
involves:

1. Internally; improved program efficiency and effectiveness, which
usually is associated with individualization of treatment.

-,

2 Externally, improved linkage between the CRC and the comm pity, to
facilitate both movement into and out of the institution as nee ea, and
also continuing treatment in the community as ,necessary. Impr wing t
linkages also should improve the agendy's responsiveness to ch ges
in external conditions and expectations, that IS, increasing the i ti-
tution's adaptability.

Both require the ability to change--to adapt the best practices of the
best children's residential centers and to plan and implement creative
imp vements ps they are developed by an institution's staff.

The message of history clearly indicates that what is avant-garde
in treatment technology today will quickly beconie passe. Thus
child care institutions -in fact all children's services--shouldbe'-----
organized to permit the infusion of new modes of treatment and
care as well as the evaluation of old ones. However, this seem-
ingly simplistic 'goal becomes extremely difficult to implement.
Institutions often become wedded exclusively to one technology.
This implies that all children in an institution can be treated or
cared for within th ramework of a single technology--a logic
that appears to disregar developmental and/or functional differ----
ences. (Whittaker, 1972b, p. 5 /
Being -able to change, in and in large part depends upon char-

ization.acteristics of an instituti

Back rdund for the

In the sp ing of 1971, the Office of Child Developme t (OCD) funded
a three year project proposed by the Human Inters on Research Institute
(HIRI) to study the process of innovation and change in children's
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residential centers. HIRI's intention was to learn about how CRCs could
adopt or adapt innovative practices to improve their programs. OCD
planned to use our findings to promote the utilization' of beneficial prac-
tices and research findings by children's institutions throughout the coun-
try.

-During exploratory visits to more than a dozen institWns, it became
clear that change and innovation would not take place simply as a result
of informing institutions about desirable practices- -not even if we were to
employ special dissemination techniques.

Many of the institutions we visited had a history of resistance to
change; some had managed to change, but only as a result of intense
external pressures and at the cost of considerable trauma. Institutional
readiness to make changes appeared to spring from organizational charac-
teristics that were beyond the influence of dissemination efforts. Manage-
ment style, the distribution of authority and responsibility, the distribution
of roles and relationships among staff members, and organizational willing-
ness and ability to review performance in relation to purpose all seemed
involved, but it was not apparent in what ways.

Accordingly, HIRI adopted a project strategy that used organizational
consultation, as a participant-observation technique, to enable both further
exploration to identify organizational conditions related to an agency's
ability to make beneficial changes and also the developient of methods
of intervention-to/create these conditions. Neither the literature nor
our prior experience identified, satisfactorily, organizational variables
associated with change phenomena that would have enabled us to conduct
a systematic, controlled study of such factors. Our effort, then, had to
be exploratory Ind investigative. Participant-observation is well suited
to that purpose: It placed our project staff on the inside of children's
institutions aild permitted them to observed wide variety of phenomena
that appeared related to the institutions' ability to make desirable
changes,

Between August 1972 and July 1973, each of'four HIRI teqms spent up
to 40 days in one of four selected CRCs in the Southern CalifP rnia area.

The Institution

The four institutions were selected because of the diversity mong
them. Three. Were privately operated CRCs and one was a children's unit

,in a publicly supported state hoSpital., One of the institutions was con-.
sidered to have, an exemplary, sophisticated treatment program; another
was regarded to be in deep trouble, in large part because of its recent
attempts to make iMportarft changes 'over a brief period of time. The other

13-
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two institutions'were viewed somewhere between these two extremes on a
scale of soph):stication and effectiveness. Following are brief descriptions
of the institutions (fictitious names are used for each):

A. The Lakecrest Children's Home Residential Center

This-center has been in operation since 1889. Its focus, has
changed through the years from the 'care of neglected children at its
inception to its present mission of the care and treatment of emotion-
ally disturbed children. The home is a nonprofit, nonsectarian organ-.
ization, licensed by the California State Department of Mental Hygiene
and operated by the Lakecrest Children's:J-lomq Association. The
governing board of trustees consists.of 21 members . The annual
budget for the agency is approximately $1,166 000.

/The 'agency provides residential care fo boys and girls aged 6-to.11, group home (community treatment) care for boys aged 12 to 15 and
girls aged 12 to 17. It serves a total population of aLpproximately 45
children who are referred by such agencies.as the Wlelfare Department
and tie Probation Department, by relatives, private psychiatrists,
scho61 personnel, child guidance clinics, etc.

. The treatment operation is based on the team, comprised of unit
stiperviso unit cOordinators, child development counselors andrsisocial workers, Teachers and tutors from the on-grounds school are
also part of the team.

Lakecrest generally was considered one of the most sophisticated
and best organized children's institutions in the state.

B. The Red Rock Children's Residential Center

This center was founded 60 years ago as an orphanage and has
evolved quickly over the past 10 years to become. a residential treat-
ment center for children. The home is a nonprofit, nonsectarian organ-
ization operated by a Protestant church organization. Its board of
directors consists of 24 members. The annual budget for the agency
is approximately $500,000.

who have no overt physical or, mental disabilities. Many of
the children come from unfortunate home environments, and have
developed emotional and behavioral characteristics which-have led
to their rejectionoty the natural fatnily, foster-families, and pUblic
schools. Average census is 3/ children in four cottages on the
agency's main campus, six boys in a prototype satellite honie in a

i I
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nearby c unity, and six g is in a recently opened, similar satellite
home. ,Chili -n are accepted t u h county and private placement.

The task of Be 'ock is to prov d the personal, ocial, and
educational developme necess for the child to ret rn to a family
environment. The staff a orks.to prepare the envi onment into
which the'child will go, by providing therapeutic servi es to parents,
by developing foster parents, or by seeking adoptivel families for the
children. Although most of the children attend local public schools,
special educational programs on campus provide intensive help for
those who Cannot yet succeed in the public school program.

C. The Children's Unit of Southside State Hospital

ThiS unit provides' residential psychiatric hospital services to
boys and girls, aged 4 to 16.

Begun in 1950, the Children's Treatment Unit has always been
part of the larger Southside State Hospital which was opened in 1937'
but at the time of consultation, the unit in many ways had remarkable
autonomy, isolation, and relatively little interaction with the larger
hospital.

In 1972 there were apprqximately' 160 patients in residence, cared
for by a staff of approximately the same size.

As with most other state hospitals, in earlier years various'sub-
s,ections had been headed by phystpians or psychigtrists, but such lead-
ership has changed in the last few,years. Since 1952 the unit had been
headed by a child psychiatrist with an essentially psychoanalytic
orientation. In 1972 the Childien's Unit was divided into eight separ-
ate subprograms, each program with a specified population, therapeutic
aim, and general therapeutic modality. A program coordinator headed
each treatment program; in August of 1972, three were led by physicians
and five by psychologists. In addition, a specialsphool for patients
offered the services of a principal, some 22 teachers and a speech ther-
apy-department. 11-1;iFilaff of the Children's Unit, consisted of some 160
persons representing age groups in their 20s, 30s and 40s, with a
number of persons aged 60 or more occupying higher level positions.

The Children's Unit has initiated an innovative program to train
college students to become professional child care specialists.
Approximately 25 students commit themselves to a 2-year prograri
designed to award them a master's degree and a teaching Credential,
both granted by a local college. The program consists of a Bull -time
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work experience with clinical exposure to mentally ill children, under
the guidance of a skilled professional person, plus approximaVly 10
hours of classroom work, seminars, and-discussion.

Upon completion of training, these students are placed in satellite
homes (two ire each home) Where they act as foster parents for mentally
disturbed, children within communities near their parental home. Two
of the four satellite homes are located on Southside grounds. Such
homes provide a more normal getting for the children and can be
maintained at a cost per child which is appfoximately one-third of
what it is in the State Hospital.

D. Valleyview Boys Center

This is a children's residential center housing approximately 80
. educationally handicapped and emotionally and behaviorally disturbed

boys between ages .11-15. It is located in a rural setting. The facil-
ity consists of four cottages (of two units each) which are several
hundred yards away and quite-isolated from an administration building,
an on-campus school and a 'refectory., Most of the institution's oper-
ating costs are borne by the public agencies (primarily county welfax43
and probation departments) which refet the children. In addition, there
is considerable financial dependence on the diocese in which it is
located, which not only sponsors the agency and makes up deficits
in operating costs, but also pays off a mortgage on the approximately
five-million dollar. .property. The architectural design'of the buildings
and their setting are unusually attractive for an institution of this kind.

Valleyview began about 80 years ago as an-Indian school. For the
last few years it has attempted to make rapid changes from an orphan-
age (staffed primarily by a religious order) to a modern residential
treatment center (staffed by a treatment-oriented lay staff). These
efforts toward change have had a very-unstabilizing effect on the organ-
ization. The staff was unusually heterogeneous with regard to experi-
ence, 'competence and child care philosophies. They had difficulty
in working together in a coordinated manner for the benefit'of the
children. Indeed, staff conflict absorbed a considerable amount. of
their attention and energy.

The director--who had been appointed a little more than a year
before the consultants began their Work in the institution--wanted to
close the institution in order to make a fresh start with Da new staff.
He had been refused permission t'o do so largely because it wa finan-
cially unfeasible. This institution already has been character zed as
being "in deep trouble."
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At the time of consultation, all four institutions had a residential
facility that was both the institution's main campus and the site of its
administrative offices. Although some of the agencies were developing
satellite facilities--primarily, group homes--the consultation almost
exclusively dealt with organizational issues on the main campus. How-
ever, because our discussion deals in part with organizational decentral
ization, it will also likely have some relevance for agendies which are
structurally decentralized into separate facilities and services.

The Study Process

During the course of the consultation program, and after, the consul-
tants aimed toward developing some common frame of reference that would
permit a comparison of their experiences: to identify the significant issues
with which each CRC was concerned and engaged;.to test and Clarify their
formulations; and theft-go combine_ and present them in terms that would be
meaningful for institutlkn directors, staff members,, consultants and other
audience's of their findings.

Even.though consultation took place at only four inst tutionsi the
variability among their sophistication, organizational proficiency, and
willingness to engage in consultation, and the intensity of contact (35-40
visits each during the ydar) provided a unique opportunity to study their
organizations, in relation to their ability to provide services.. Children's
residential centers frequently utilize consultants who are mental health
consultants focusing on case consultation or staff d elopment. In com-
trast, consultants who focus on organizational issues are rare in agencies
that provide human services. Learning about the issuers that are discussed
in this document was possible only because the grant afforded us an extra-
ordinary opportunity to provide intensive organizational consultation.

Soon after beginning the consultation, we realized that a CRC's ability
to make desirable changes was related to its general organizational compe-
tence. In order to be able to change, it needed internal capability for self-
assessment through which it could identify those areas in which changes. -
were needed, for planning and for implementing new practices. The ability
to make desirable changes is only one manifestation of general organiza-
tional proficiency. We concluded that we could neither study a CRC's
ability to make changes nor provide consultation focused on helping it to
do so if we ignored organizational issues which were general and compre-
hensive throughout the institution.

In this manner, our consultation focus expanded to a broad perspective
on the organizational characteristics of the four institutions. The consulta-
tion afforded us a window on organizational issues fT children's residential
centers that appear to have generic significance; These issues were important

-7-
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not only in our small sample of four institutions but might also have rele-
vance for'many agencies that deliver human services. This document
presents What we believe are generalizable formulations about the organi-,
zational issues that managers might fruitfully ponder when assessing their
agency's ability to provide effective services.

Although we discuss organizational issues that appear to have general
importance to the health of an institution, we do so primarily when issues
bear upon an agency's ability to provide individualized treatment services.
By individualization we mean tailoring services in accordance with a spe-
cific plan designed to address special needs of an individual child. Indi-
vidualization refers to the way in which decisions are made, not to the
modality used; an individualized plan may include a group treatment modal-
ity. We are not suggesting that institutions should move in that direction.
The misdion of any given institution depends on community expectations--
its 'social function--and the availability of resources to provide expensive
or professionally demanding services'. However, all four institutions in
whiCh we worked were in various stages of trying to provide such services
and( were making effort's to improve their ability to do so. Therefore, our
discussion of organizational 'issues in this document will tend to have that
orientation .

Early, in the project, we were most aware of differences among the
institutions: in their formal and informal organizations, treatment technol-
ogies, staff sophistication, and organizational issues with which they
appeared to be contending. Later in the project; and especially as we
reviewed the considerable body of information we had amassed, important
similarities began to emerge, apparently stemming from attempts by all
four institutions to improve the effectiveness of their treatment by attempt-
ing to increase the degree to which their treatment.of children was individ-
ualized. Althotigh in that regard they were at different stages of evolution,
all had implemented or were contemplating some form of organizational
decentralization as a strategy to permit greater individualization of deci-
sion making. Most had organized or were considering organizing their
staffs into treatment teams.

In effect, then, a major part of all the consultants' activities became
engaged with one or another aspect of these changes. In retrospect, 'we
can roughly classify most consultant activities into two categories: those
designed primarily to help implement organizational decentralization and
team functioning; and those aimed primarily at repairing certain organiza-
tional difficulties apparently created by efforts to decentralize.

The Study's Findings

The purpose of this document is to pies nt wjiat we have learned about
the organization of children's institutions in course of our consultation

(4)
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activities. First, we will focus on the nature of organizational decentral-
ization and team functioning in children's residential centers. We did not
systematically study these isspes as part of our prciject (they only emerged
as issues after our project was well underway) so our presentation of this
material in large part will depend upon information from the literature.
Second, we will identify a number of organizational difficulties attendant
upon decentralization and describe ways in which agency management can
attempt to deal with these problems. This latter discussion will primarily
be based upon the experience of the consultants in the four institutions.

Although our concepts were developed in the course of consultation,
we do not discuss the process of consultation itself. Rather, we are
presenting what we learned about the organization of children's institutions
in the course of those interventions, our many team discussions, and our
subsequent exploration of the literature about organizational theory and
children's institutions.

Because there is no comprehensive literature'about organizational
issues as they relate to children's residential - centers, we have had few
precedents to guide our presentation: We regard our efforts as an early
and exploratory attempt to identify some of the apparently significant organ-
izational issues that Might usefully be considei-ed by those who are con-
cerned with children's residential centers. Thus, our formulations are hot
meant to be prescriptive. Rather, theyare meant to stimulate consideration
and reflection.

We have chosen to use a number of theoreticalrmulations--particu-
.,,, 1dr ly those of open systems theory--to organize our idcussion. However,

we do not intend to present or substantiate a theory as Itiuch as to use
theory to tie together observations, impressions and inferences about rela-
tionships between the organization Qf children'h residential centers and
their abilities to provide services.

While moviding consultation, we became aware that a number of
organizational characteristics of institutions appear related to their
mission--in particular, the kinds of.services they provide: Institutions
that provide basic child care services (nurturing( custodial) tend to have
their own organizational characteristics and institutions that provide treat-
ment services within a traditional context of basic child care services have
organizational characteristics that are, in turn, different from institutions

1 that provide individualized treatment services. This observation comes
as no surprise.. Any institution needs to organize its staff in special ways
to carry out those tasks that enable it to achieve its mission. In an effec-
tive organization, mission determines structure.

-9-
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The ability of an agency to provide individualized treatmen' services
in part depends upon the locus of decision making aboit children's needs.
Appendix C summarizes song -of our formulations about structure'in relation
to the centralization/decentralization of decision making. It lists schemat7
ically some important organizational characteristics that apparently are con-
commitants of the centralization- decentralization continuum. The Appendix
may be useful to the reader in two ways. First, the reader can comp
and contrast organizational characteristics of institutions that off individ-
ualized treatment services With those that do not. Second, the reader may
be able to identify organiz'ational characteristics requiring change if the
institution intends to move from relatively non-individualized to relatively
individualized services (or vice versa) and which needs a developmental
sequence for its organization.

The first fivecc1hapters of this document discuss the decentralization
of decision making \a s an organizational strategy that permits indivadual-
ization of services, and the possible use of interdisciplinary treatment
teams, as one way to integrate the efforts of a service-delivering staff.
Chapter VI lists a number of organizational difficulties that result from
decentralization. The remaining chapters describe some new roles for
management in a decentralized icistitution, especially in relation to
overcoming the organizational disadvantages of decentralization.

A
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II. Organizing to Individualize Treatment:
The Decentralization of Decision Making

The preceding chapter reviewed the impact of/ changing public policy
and community expectations on the mission of many. CRCs. This new man-
date emphasizes intervening to bring about enough improvement in devian
children so that they can be returned to their communities as quickly as
possible. Today, professional opinion holds that intensive, individualized
care is the not effective kind of intervention. From an organizational
standpoint, the key question now is: Which organizational and mana ement
strategies will most enhance an institution's ability to treat child
indiviquals?

A key element clearly is how decisions are made in an institution.
Indio dualization means that an institution is able to make decisions about
a c 'in accordance with his idiosyncratic characteristics and needs. So,
an i dtkition's ability to treat individuals in accordance with their special
needs spends upon its ability to jlidividualize decision making.

An institution fulfills its mission by carrying out one or more primary
tasks, such as: child care; education; work ( ming or forestry, for
example); treatment. Primary tasks haVe been efined in contemporary organ-
ization theory'as "all tasks that are essential fo survival, however many,
and whatever thtir priority," (Rice, 1963, p. 18 ) Depending upon Its
mission, a CRC naturally undertakes one or more primary tasks. Each ,

primary task may require a relatively independent et of o rations, each
of which involves its own decision-making pattern. An ing tution's over-

*11 organizational design is created to enable deci ion raking to be made
in a manner that is appropriate to the work required to carry Out the opera-
tions that help it achieve its goals.

Traditional organizations--varioubly called "hierarchical,' "central-
ized," or "bureaucratic"--tend to make decisions:centrallY. st of the
organization's decision-making prerogative is vested,in its adm nistrators,
executives and managers, many of whom are far removed from w rk sites.
Decisions may range widely--from organizational policies to the \way in
which work is carried out. Although managers are far removed from work
sites, they decide for operational personnel which tasks they are to per-
form, how they are to organizettlernselves and how they are to d the work.

In recent years, many kinds of organizations have been exp rime,nting
with decentralized decision making, which distributes these prerogatives
throughout an organization. In a decentralized organization, those who
have most information about an issue generally make decisions about it.
Thus, operating personnel make many decisions,abOut how they are going
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to do their work; managers decide about such things as the ineErnal distri-
bution of resources and relationships with-consumers. Typically, organiza-
tions employ decentralized decision making when work involves educational,,-,
creative and problem- solving activities; for example, research a,nd develop-

'ment, artistic'enterprises, and a department, -institute and school organize-.
,tion within a,university.*

CRCs decentralize decision making in order to permit. child-caring
staff members to make decisions about children on an individualized basis.
This section discusses decision making as a 'basic institutional character-

. istic,-in particular, the kind of deCision making that is.-thought to be best
suited to the primary task of providing indiVidualized care. There are a'"`--

ber of ieasons why decentralization pay provide the best organizational
conditions for carrying out individualized treatment.

A. Decentralized Decision Making Permits Flexibilitivvin Dealing with
. .

Deviance

Children are referred to CRCs. Vecaase their deviance from behav- .

toral norms is, too great'for thenvtO be-served or tolerated in their homes
and other community settings. IVbst of such settings--schools,
churches, local businesses., law enforcement agencies--are not suffi-
ciently malleable to individualiFe.their services. beyond a limited range;
nor are they/intended to be able to do so.

Their flexibility is limited in large part by their centralized forge
ization; as previously described. They provide relatively standar zed
and routine Services ac Cording to policies and decisions made c
trally'and relatively 'remotely from,the site where services are provided.
Even though an individual employee might want to provide an individ-
ualized seriice to althild, a gentralize organization tends to divide

rap work and responsibilities in a fragm d way so that no one Person
can vary his ,segment of a standard procedure to fit some exceptional
circumstance without causing dislocation in the organitatioe When
a child's behavior or his needs are idiosyncrati &is referred else-
where for care and services--often to a CRC.

,Some CRCs attempt to individullize their services to meet the
needs of these children.- For individualization to occur, a CRC mast
be able toyary -its services in relation to complex, changeable,
unpredictable and., uncertain circumstances. (Litwak & Rothmap, 1971,
p. 65).

*Morerecently, industry has been experimenting with decentralized deci-
sion making to better accommodate both employees' social and psycho-
logical needs and-the technology of industrial production (sociotechnigal
systems).
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To be appropriate for the individual, decision making must be
flexible. Those responsible for providing a service should be able to
take into account the idiosyncracles ortinose they serve and be free
to make relevant decisions with a rritninium of constraint. A Consider-
able body of literature documents the difficulties experienced by cen-
tralized children's institutions when they try to establish treatment
frograps and individualize services (Zald, 1960, pp. 57-67; Polsky &
Claster, 1970, pp. 86-109).

Flexibility is, of course, limited by, the realities of social and
Institutional constraints. Policies and procedures vital to the institu-'
tion's ,survival and the willingness. cif and children to put up with
the deviant behavior of any one c constrain the possibilities of

. making any decision on a ()nip teLi individualized basis:, However,
under circumstances ation, such,constraints are mini-.
mized to provide the great =s ssible flexibility.

B. -Decentralization Permits Institutional Stiff to AdaptaFroactive Stance
to Plan to Minimize Case's

In many CRCs, especially those in which decision making is cen-
tralized, staff members typically spend d good deal of their time
attempting to cope withicrises. If individuals or groups of chijdren
misbehave or get into difficulties, the staff reacts by trying to help
resblve the problem and restorepanquility., When staff members are
reacting to eventsdealing with them. after they have occurredthey
sometimes think of their -Jobs as "putting out-fires." In some agencies,
"fire fighting" seems to be the principal mode of operation. Planning
to avoid crises witparticular children and particular group's of chil-
drencannot readily be done anywhere but' at th level of child care
because the 'kind of information that is necess ry for such planning
exists only at the child care level. When st ff functions are defined
In terms of implementing decisions and poll les made centrally and
when they are not encouraged or permitted tp make many inventive
decisions at thejevel of ,phild care, they fiscally have a reactive
stance. When-child care staff has the authority to make decisions,
and when they are trained and expected to e that prerogative, they
can plan to avoid crises. That is, they can adopt a proactive stance.

Although the following example is taken from the operation of
maintenance staff observed by one of our consultants, it illustrates
some of the differences between reactive and proactive stance:

1

'In one agency, its maintenance Staff never seemed able to
ea-Fah up with their wogk orders. They a lvtiays were behind/.
Their method of operation wns reactive: They spent their

'-13-
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tirAspondinq to requests for services, scheduling their
actiVies to fit the priorities of others. If they had had a
proactive stance, they would have planned a maintenance
program which might.have prevented maYiy requepts for

. services and,which 'probably would have enabled them to
avoid havini to schedule their activities in a disjointed
and inefficient manner.

Whenever child care staff. is not given authority to make the deci-
sions necessary to deal with child care issues, problems likely will
be referred up the supervisory-administrative ladder for solution.
When supervisors, professional and administrative staff try to deal
witttproblems that have occurred remotely from them and about which,
they, have a 'minimum of information, they may propose inappropriate
solutions that are not likely to be implemented by cottage staff.

'an one institution, chil care staff referred crises (about
children) at the unit 1 vel to (geographically remote) profes-
sionals for resolution. Lacking sufficient information, the
professionals'often were. a to produce solutions appro-
priate or acceptable to ild 'care taff. At times, problems
ulttimately landed in the lap of th director, who felt obligated
to make some decision--14Which staff-often interpreted as arbi-
trary,. Professional and .administrative persOnel spent a large
proportion of their time reacting to such cri0.

The HIRI consultant pointed out that the professional and
administrative Staff were preoccupied with such crises--and
that /their efforts, in too many instances, were fruitless.
Institutional administration subsequently informed-unit staff
that they were expected to dealwith the immediate problems
of children as they occurr , as best they quld. Profes-
sional and administrativ staff found they had more time
available for planning a other activities which seemed to
them to be a much bette investment of their time.

t.fre-

C. Decentralization Is Conducive to Learning from Experience How to
Irarove Institutional Effectiveness

Learning to improve in large part depends upon, the availability of
information about the consequences of one's efforts. If decisions are
made centrally, remote from the living unit and child care sites at
which they will be implemented those who make the decisions likely
will have-iSCess to only limited or even distorteeihiormation about
consequences. With inadequate feedback information, the decision
makers are not able to correct for error or to know how to improve'.
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Decentralizing combines doing and planning in the same staff
members. This combination places staff in a position to improve their
effectiveness .

* r *

DecentraliZation imposes important new deman5,son institutional
staff members, especially those,at the child care level: To use tlitir
new responsibility and authority' effectively, they need to develop
more expertise than is necessary in traditional, centralized agencies.
Decentralizatiori also provides.new challenges to managers: they may
no longer make certain decisionS, but they retain responsibilityfar
seeing to it that those decisions are being made and that their conse-
querices support and are consistent with organizational goals. Thus,
each time managers delegate authority, they need to agree with staff,
about appropriate indices of accountability. Further, :be cau se managers'
control through supervision is weakened, and because units and individ-

_ uals have greater autonomy, they need to learn new management tech-
niques to integrate organizational effbrt. S Isequent chapters will°
deal with these issues.

Our discussion of decentrglization has been a where decisions
about child care and treatment are made. Decentralization ri organ-

ational strategy and does not `in itself denote any particular organiza-
ional structure to implement it. How decentralization Is implemented

depends upon the nature of the staff to which managers delegate the
/authority tdrriake decisions: its composition; its competence; the
scope of its author,Wpand responsibility; the definition of the relation-
ships between indivhluals within a decision-making group.

In the following.chapk,, we describe one model that is being used
in a number of ways in variouk,lrstitutrons with which we had contact:
the treatment team. We describ the.-team model in general terms, and
illustrate our discussion with examples of some possible variations.

-15-
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in. The Treatment Team:
One Model for Implementing Decentralization

A What Is It?

A treatment team is composed of all members of a CRC staff who
are directly responsible for and concerned with the prggress of an
individual child. In general, a team's membership contains combina-
tions of the following: child care worker(s), social worker(s), other
prdfessionals (a physician, psychiatrist or psychologist), a teacher
(if there is an on-campus school), and, at times, the child, his
parents (or parental surrogates), placement workers, representatives
of referring agencies, etc. The treatment team is described by Maier
(1965, p. 663) as providing treatment that:

... is structured to enhance the therapeutic e)tperience of each
client, each staff member adding his competence on the basis
of each client's needs for it.... Staff functions are defined
by a combination of professional preparation and the demands
of the situation. The o ssence of team work is less a delinea-
tion of functions thi5n . constant adaptation of boundaries
between staff rol s,an integration of several professional
functions into on t e child care worker becomes the pivotal
treatment agent.

The group need n
change in.relation to
ular compositien-sugg

t hay
hifti
sted

penfianent boundaries,or leadership; it may
emphases and responsibilities. The partic-

ere is neither inevitable nor preferred.

A team meets, to s ormation, to set treatment goals and plan
Methods, to evaluate 4 s and plan post-discharge placement; in

__Xlied person must accept e, sponsibility for p.Qping to it that necessary

. brief, to chart, insti-
tution and his way out

tasks are carried out an or satisfying the'cacaountability requirements

00" Although 'many ope 3, Tonal responsibilities are shared, some speci-

monitor a child's career through an insti-

,

that accompany delegatio . A person need not himself perform every
activity foi which he is ApOnsible and accountable. Team leadership
responsibilitiegfor sch; uling. eetings, for keeping records, for

necessary c.seeing,,that necessary dec ions a e made and responsibilities for
implementing those decisi s fulfi led, for assessing team perfor
ance and for the team's accountability to institutional manage nt--
may be ;distributed among t3.1.rntme bers or may be assign7lAo a unit
manager-who becomes a tea memb r

)

are i
ogre
e and
f,it.
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The trea ent professional (psychologist, psychiatrist or social
worker) cont ibutes special expertise to help e team diagnose
children, tO identify goals appropriate to their eeds and developmen
tal Stage, to develop treatment techniques to hel them progress
toward those goals and to assess that Pfogress. The professional
likely also has consultation skills that enable him to train other team
members to employ treatment techniques. The professional usually
assumes leadership in finding or developing with other staff members
new techriiques to fit particular needs of individual children. Although
professionals may continue to provide direct treatment services to
children, their impact is maximized if they train child care staff to
provide such services.

The child care worker vides the team with his intimate knowl-
edge of individual childr n, derived from prolonged daily contact With
them. In addition, the child care Worker contributes his experience
and skills in dealing with individual children in group care and his -"`
ability to form,meaningful/relationships.with them. Armed with
treatment melpods learned from the professionals, the child care
worker Can 1ecome a main purveyor of treatment. Although all forms
o f t he treptpent team require that child care workers participate as
members and manage a child care process thd supports treatment goals,
the extenf'to which the child care worker assumes primary responsibil-
ity for.tr fatment appears to depend upon his ability to carry odt that
regpons bility (deriv d from training and experience) and the willing-

:ness*o professional to relinquish their traditional role as therapist
in favOr.of becoming resource persons and consultants.

"This study makes noc1e4m--reOrding the mosVappropriate role for,,,
child care workerS. Deciding whei is best in terms of what is most
effective for children is itself a subject for investigation, e4erimen-
tation, and demonstration. Our aim here is to describe at least some
characteristics of that role as they have been presented in the Were-
ture and as we have observed them in our four institutions.

Other team members -\-teachers, parents, professionals from other
agenciesall have special Knowledge and skill to contribute to/ the
teem effort. The child hiMself can be a particularly important member.
If he has participated with the rest of the team in de'Geloping goals
that_are_meaairrgfurfoThrm and that he has subscrjibed to, the Child
will be likely to guarantee hip own motivation and commitment to the
treatment process., Iv

Teams Oftert,base their activities with children on an educational
or developmental el. The team rega'rd's a child's everyday behavior
both as expressing the ild's needs for help and as providing
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opportunities for identifying his strengths and for
support development. In institutions for the me
example, a tearni'may undertake- to identify-a ch
status in order to create whys of helping the c
and advance orrithe developmental continuum.
emotionally, behaviorally, or.mentally distur
help a child learn new behaviors to replace
Inasmuch as alteam's own processes are
thole processes are consistent with and
with children,

tervening to
lly retarded, for
's developmental

Id learn new skills
An institutions for the.
d, a team may try to

ladaptive behaviors.
d on a learning model,

portive of its activities

The concept of "team" is one of pe e of different disciplines
and different skills working together in carefully thought out and
planned way to provide optimal care f. the child anti his family. Its
members' rolesoare not clearly deline ed, at times, and may overlap
with each other. This does not elim ate or reduce the necessity of
acc untability, but enables team m bers to share responsibility for
trea rnent effeCtiveness rather than s being the sole responsAbility
of o e person.

A treatment team takes a for and performs functions in relation
to characteristics of the particu
i/ts, mission, primary task and t
and staff relationships; its ab

A

ability to change.

r institution in which is embedded:
hnology'; its traditio al staff functions

ty to debentralize c,dcision making; its

Here are some example oi treatment to s, as ey have been
organized in three CRQs. ey are descri ed in ideal form, as they
are intended to function.

1. A large state hopit
four institutions) d
a dozen "program
services siiitabl

Internally
made up of ps
other special
conducting i
patient,.

for the mentally
/
retarded (not ie of our

entralized its hierarchical orgarlization into
" each of ich provides specified kinds of

or a particular patient population

ftach program is divided into treatment teams,
bhiatric aides, their supervisors and medical and
ts. Each team is responsible for planning and
ividualized treatment programs for particuiar

Each ogram director is directly accountable to the hospital
superinte ent and to representatives of referring agencies for
the effec veness of the treatment of individual patients assigned
to his pr ram. Similarly, each.team leader is accountable to the
program irector for the progress of each patient toward the goals
set for, at patient. '



Teams operate by identifying explicit proximal and 'Ong-range
goals appropriate to the developmental status of each patient.
Then, professional staff specialists (physiclans, psychiatrists,
psychologists, teachers, nurses) teach the psychiatric aides (t e
main purveyors of primary care) particular treatment methods th t 0
are likely to help each of their patients learn the,new skills
implied by'his treatment goals. When they do not already know
effective methods, the professional staff is responsible for learn-
ing or developing new ones. i i

2. At a small, church-supported institution, the team has developed
an organization appropriate tothat particular facility.

Tearb Members

The core of the treatment team is at least two child care
workers, a unit supervisor, a social worker and a child of a unit...
During placement, the team may also include the child's parents,
the placement worker, the director of cottage life and for consul-
tation purposes only, the psyChiatric consultant and agency admin-
istrators.

4

Team Meetings

4.441,
44'

4 y
,.,z

. There, eview of the c 's degree of goal accomplish-
I",

*,,, ent is th earn's evaluative com oneht. By Use of a daily log
,,, ''!i- ''',gr,' n whicii;Ae child bare worker and unitsuperviseirs record the,/ . 'tf,

r? ' behavior of the children in th it gress or lack of progress
.=

-7 toward th'e stated goals is eval d. .Responsibility for the
re'
/ ,.--prioress of the Child belongp, the team; however, the social

4'
purposes of the 'treatment team meeting are the formulation

of rlcidg-term and short-term treatment goals and the review-of those
ioffii.s to insure that the treatment plan is current and relevant to

e 'child's needs. Each member of the treatment team has the .
opportunity to contribute to the development of treatment goals.
Although no one is designated as team leader, the social worker
often takes responsibility for structuring the meetings and oes
have specific responsibility for recording the goals decAlo ed by
the team members.

4 worker in collaboration-with the team can make, judgments about
,the childs development which lead to the transfer of the child

agency group home or another appropriate setting.

Regular meetings between the assistant director, rector
of treatment services (chief social worker) and tlw rec of
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cottage life also serve ansev luative function. Through their
\ inpufs which represent admin tration, social services and the

units, there is an attempt to ins re the effective.poordinati oft if
services and -monitor the consist ncy of treatment for each child 4

in placement.

Roles of Team Members
k .

Unit Supervisor -Ash a part of the child&e staff, the unit
supervisor is responsible for the care and treatment of the children
in his unit. As a supervisor, he is responSible for the training and
supervision of the unit child care staff. Both are accomplished
during his daily interaction with the staff while they perform theV
child-caring and treatment tasks. Entries in the daily log also
provide the supervisor with material for instruction. Additionally,
workshops designed 1py the agency- staff (e.g., how\to develop
and implement more effective goal plan$) are periodically available
to the supervisor and the staff for development. \

cL4-.

..

Child Care Workers--The r:CiT:d
-

care workers are responsible
i.Jonthe implementation of tithe treatment goals in the child's daily

living situation. Throughwonsistent int action directly withet
children, they are alsgureSponsible for re ording information in
their respective unit's -daily log which relates to the treatment of
the children in the unit.

Social Worker--The worker has the responsibility for
providing the team with assessments of the 'chiles family situation
and for recording treatment plans as they a e developed by the team
in the treatment meetings. The social wor er also keeps placement
agencies informed about their children's pe gress in treatment.

The Director of Cottage Life--The training of the unit super-
visors and the mopittiring of'the child care standards of each

10.
cottage ,pre the responsibility of the director of cottage life, who
provides feedback to the supervisors through discussion. There'
is also an informal monitr ring of the child care standards of each
unit which insures that each cottage has the material and staff
resources to provide quality child care.

3. Another private Vidential facility uses a different design for its
treatmentteani.

Team,. Members

In daily operations, the team is made up of specific child
care staff who interact with the child in the unit, the unit ,
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supervisor, unit coordinator, social worker, teacher and other
important persons which may include the child himselt/his
parents, and volunteers. For planning and decision making, the
medical director and nurse join the team.

Team Meetings

The purposes of the treatment team meetings are the develop-
ment and review of the treatment plans for each child in the unit.
Although the unit supervisor is the chairman of the meeting, each
team member has equal oppbrtunity to participate in the develop-
ment of the plan. During t e meeting, treatment goals are formu-
lated, methods for achievi g the goals are outlined, staff respon-
sibilities which relate to he achievement of the goals are
assigned, and indiCators hich mark the achievement of the goals
are described.

The review and eva uation of the treatment plans are accom-
plished by means of a oal-tracking system. Eaqh goal, when
developed, is assigne a weight from 1 to 4 W ch indicates "the
degree of difficulty to achieve" for a particular c d. Based on
the indicators described in the treatment plan, the to determines
whether the goal Was achieved or to what degree it was achieved,
assigning an achievement rating from 1 to 8 (achievement is 8).
Goals are recorded and progress or lack of progress is charted.
The team is accountable to the associate director for the progresS
of the children in their unit. The goal-tracking system gives the
associate director a/clear picture of the goals achieved, not

-22-

achieved, and their signifiCance for the child's development.

Roles of Team Members
-N

Unit8upervisorTreatment leadership is the major task off
the'unit.supervisor. This involves facilitating the staff's develop-)
merit and implementation of unified treatment plans for both indi
vidual children in the unit and the group as a whole. Teaching,
leading, coordinating, and interacting with his staff on the unit
are the means by which the unit supervisor achieves unified treat-
ment approaches.

His responsibilities also include assuring that open and
honest communication patterns prevail within the unit. To reach
this goal,-the unit supervisor has at his discretion various super-
visory techniques inclUding Individual, group, and total staff
conferences to promote individual development and to build posi-
tive working relationships among staff.



Child Care Worker- -The responsibility for insuring that the
routine - -daily living needs of the child are met is that of the, child
care worker. Within the context of the.,group living situation, the
child care worker is also responsible for°8 part of the treatment
plan which has been developed and is carried out in collaboration
with other treatment team meml?ers.

O

Social WorkerThe social worker has the responsibility for
contributing to both the.diagnostic assessment of the family and
chpd and actively participating In the treatment plans regarding
the family. He h; usually the primary therapist for the family and
he may also involve the child care staff in this treatment process.
Being physically located in the unit, the social worker becomes
quite involved in the daily milieu of the child. Additionally, he
is responsible for recording the treatment plan developed by the
team.

Unit Coordinator - -The unit coordinator haS the responsibility
for the coordination of specifit aspects of treatment services such
as staff scheduling, the unit medical program, recreational activ-
ities, etc. He also chairs treatment team meetings in the absence
'df the unit supervisor.

Medical DirectorTreatment direction is the overall responsi-
bility of the medical erector. He reviews and signs each treat-
ment plan developed by the treatment team, to insure that the
child 1: @zing given proper psychiatric and medical attention. ,He
has e pwer to approvetthe plan or request that a new plan be
de

B. Speci

d.

1 Advantages of the Treatment Team Organization

Th treatment team model embodies a number of organizational
characte tics that theoretically should support an, institution's efforts
to individua e treatment. This section lists a number of ,such advan-
tages.

1. Organizing st ff into treatment teams locates decision making
about, childre at the level of child care, where a maximum of
information is available and where the participatiochild care
staff increas s the likelihood of their implementing the decisions
that are ma' e.

Because everyone having significant contact with each child
can be prese t or represented at team meetings, the participants
have available' maximum amount of information about each child.

-23-
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It is the availability of such information ithat enables decisions
to be individualized. Furthermore, the participation of staff
members who will implement the decisions promotes their commit-
ment.to those decisions.,

2. A treatment team7ganization enables an institution to combine
the expertise of its staff members,

Working as a team is particularly important for the staff
members of a children's residential center because, "No ! existing
profession has by theory or training any decisive leadership or
total competencg to fulfill the primary task." (Child Welfare Le gue,
1972, chap. VI) In a treatment team the traditional roles of
staff members blur and change and no longer are predictable from
professional identification. Child care workers develop treatment
skills and .become more "professional" and professionals become

it possible to coordinate th contribution of each staff member to
ifmore involved in the child c re process. A team' organization makes-

the treatment process.

3.- A team organization concentrates staff resources at the child care
level--in the core_of treatment.

The institution deploys its treatment resources -- professionals,
most stafwith specialized functions (recreation,. teaching ,
medical) and outside consultants--to living units where, in the
team model, the treatment activities take place. By doing so, the
institution focuses staff attention at the level pf child care,
defines their responsibility for helping to create and support a
therapeutic child care process, and signifies that its priority
concern is its children and that the child care Process is the
vehicle for treatment.

When professionals and 'other special staff are attached to
an institution's administrative leVel, and especially if they are
housed in offices that geographically are part of the administra-
tion's offices, they may tend to work primarily as resources to
the administration and can so become;1/4identified in the minds of
children and child care staff. Designing the, organization so that
they work and are located within living units where they will be'
available to child care workers and children, makes it clear that
they are employed primarily to support the delivery of treatment
services.
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41 A treatment team can learn from its "own experiences to improve
its own effectiveness..

Organizing into teams provides opportunities for engaging in
the processes of discussion, exploration; experimentation, and
negotiation, all of which are ways that enable a work group -to
learn, \IA problem solving posture enables a work group to address

,the great variety of individual needs that characterize deviant
Children and that need to be dealt with whenever treatment is
individualized.

The rationale of teams in their various forms and settings
is to produce outputs (decisions and/or operations) better
in-quality-than that of its single individual members. The
maximum utilization of these teams would be achieved
thrOugh a way of operation which would permit the fullest
use of the unique contribution of each profession on the
-team: A relatiyely free interplay of the professions and
respect for the value and indispensability of each member
profession would facilitate contributions dra ng on the
intrinsic potentialities of the professions conc rued.
(Cohn, 1971, p. 39)

A treatment team can work as a learping unit, by ` performing
its primary task (treatment), by evaluating the effectiveness of
its efforts, and then by using that information to learn to improve
its methods in order to be more effective. An organizatipnat"
design that concentrates the needed information, experdse,
decision-making' authority and operational responsibility in the
same work group enables th4eareatment team to work as 'a learning
unit. By way of contrast, if these functions were distributed

ArricTng "departments," each of which carried on its own activities
,in relative isolation from the others, the responsibility to.learn
likely would be toe--diffitse to serve as motivation and the condi-
tions of learraing--contingent upon bringing together the above
component requirements--would be hard to, establish.

.
5. A treatment team defines staff roles and relationshIps in a 'manner

that is consistent with the humanistic valuet of treatment,

Because the team process involves shared responsibility and
is collaborative-and egalitarian, it encourages positive interper-
sonal relationShips among team members and minimizes non-work-
relatedcompetition, etc.
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Individual members tend to be respected for thei contribution
to the team effort. Competence, expertise, and achi vement are
valued over non-performance-related characteristics, such as
organizational and professional status. The most infl ential
member of the team, at any moment, likely will be the person who
is most competent in relatig(n to the matters being addr ssed.
Leadership may pass easify from a teacher to a child c re worker,
to a child, to a'professional, then to the child's paren s. Because
a team's efforts benefit from a variety of skills and poi tsof view,
each member can become a resource and can be recogi zed and
rewarded for his contribution.

Since most staff members, regardless of professio 'al group
members.hip, are assigned to work in living units, barri rs based
on separation due to organizational structure, professi n, or
status tend to dissolve. Frequent formal meetings and nformal
dikcuSsion increase mutual understanding. Although teem members
likely will have differences of opinion, some of which aynot be
resolvable, they will be in the open. The openness an frequen
of interchange should minimize the mistrust and parano = (the

'attribution of hostile intentions) that typically develop hen there
Is interdependence Without frequent communication or a cessibility.,

A well designed treatment team pridourages the iper oval
development of each of its members. Individuals' activities are
minimally constricted by set procedures and restrictions associated
with .professional group membership. Each team meffiber ner can core=
tribute whatever he is able to the group effort. Recognition by
the team serves as an inctntfve to develop new skills.. I,f the
team fosters personal growth and positive personal relationships
and embodies values that are intrinsic to treatment, it can itself
serve_as a model to the'stafrand'children in a CRC. 'I'

6. Organizing its treatment-staff into teams permits. a CRC to
organize its administrative and treatment_ processes indifferent
ways that are consistent with, the requirements o(each.

Institutional administration requires 'routine procedures that
are orderly, stable and consistent in relation to the environment
and to its own operating personnel. Routine tasks usually are
best carried olu-a2tra\ditional orgarkization that has explicit
rules and definesiOecifi6duties.to be carried out by people and
machines with specialized skills. CharacteriStically, there "is
separation between those making policy qnci those implementing
it.
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On the other hand, individualizing treatment precludes/routin-
ization. Activities cannot be specified irt advance, nor oan there
be rules detai rig all aspedts of the job. nstead, deci tons need
to be made those implementing the treatment, guidd by their
internalized understanding of institutional mission a general--/ !
policy. (Litwak & Rothman, 1971; p..65) :The tea j organization. I
permits its treatment staff sufficient flexi Sility a d discretion to
carry out individualized child care whil nabli g the institution's
administrative level to be organized it hatev r.manner best
facilitates the ordefily'conduct of business. he institution is-
free to establish whatever balance is need :d between routinization
anchgexibility. (Clark, .1969, p. 282)

Decentralizing decision making and organizing staffli fo ttpaI

trdent I
teams Can overcome organizational barriers to individualt ing'ireatatent.
However, .agencies do not all have the capability to function effect
in a team Organization. DOing so requires special resourcet iarticu-
larly.a-staff that is able to play the required toles. The following
chapters dedcribe the model in greater detail, to enable the reader
unde_rs,ta-nd its re'ituirements'and to assess its relative advantages and

--disadvantages,
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IV. ew Staff Roles in an Interdisci lina

This chapter iscusse
organization, pr' arily
,special emphasis on
ments and possible s re

ea

, in some detail, staff ro a team ,

are described in the 4terat e, with
skills, team relationships, train 0g-require-

sistance to being organized into teams.

A.. The New Role f the \C hild Ca e Worker

As a purveyor of treatment services, the child care wo ker combines
new respOn bifitieifor treatment with his traditional responsibilities
for Child are. He babysits less and intervenes 'more. Because decen-
tralizat/On means less external guidance from'supervisors and gives
greater discretionery authority to the child care worker, he needs more'
internalized guidance to helpshim exercise his independent Judgment. Af
the least, he needs to rnazlize institutional valuesassociated with:
its mission and to learn ew skills that enable him. to understand the
behavior of chiltireeso t at he can -intervene to encourage their develop-
ment and socialization and to modify their non-adaptive behaviorl.:,

.

This section first depicts some of the' requirements:-Of the cob of a
'child care Worker who has respop:1141ities forAoterVening tofachieve
tre tmentgoals; and second -degc be 1.10,6iorking as a member of a
team can Previda,him'AVIth silpg,tre.: tiktiililing,t0 help him do -that Job. ,

0,
J' - e workCr's role IA , eatmentZha''- !. /

The ro of the child carefinforker as a treatmentAigure was

others created a dece rsfilized, organizational mdt161--the life'
first; concdived over ,ear/s ago. Bettalheini; itedi and

.space model; -as a qpritext for the hidividualized treatment of
children in "milieu iherapV." In the life space °del,' the focus
is tot op the individual psychotherapy session, ut on,the
child's/own natural life space milieu. A greater responsibility
for trealment resides with the child care worke ,who are closest
pfall to the child for the longest periods of time and who, there-
fore, often can have the most profound impact on shim.

...the child care worker becomes the life space therapist.
All of the human and physical resources of the residential
treatment center-are ordered in such a way to produCe a
truly" therapeutic environnient, which is both'the primary
means of treatment, aswell as ithe_context within which it
takes place. (Whittaker, 1972a, p. 103)
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Although the life space model and milieu therapy have'been
much admired and /heir terminology, has been absorbed into thd
rhetoric of child care, they have not been widely utilized. They
require a degree of child care staff sophistication that is diffi-z
cult to achieve without 'a Redl or a Bette lheim who could recruit
talented and highly rnotivated child care workers and provide
them extraordinary training on-the-job:, Some recent descriptions
of the role of the life space therapist depict the high requirements
the job imposes on child care workers. '

The milieu worker, to develop fully th curriculum of4iving,
musepUrsue two parallel modes of ope ation. These we ball
capitalizing on what happens and designing the environment.

In the first, capitalizing on what happens, the worker reacts
to clues, germs of ideas, and indications of tension that

a emerge in conversation, in sounds, through observations
of everything from individual moods"to the weather7'llhese
may indicate need for enriching the cirriculurn (for example,
pull' the group together for a snack). There may be indica-
tions of interest that can be developed from group discussion
(for example, planning a trip to the beach). There may be
new entry pOints discernible for individual work to,be
done. everything, that happens, however, is a significant
part of the curriculum of'the group's living and presents to
the worker the possibility for capitalizing on it.

In the second dimension the worker "proacts"; he purpose-
fully plans specific activities or events to achieve desired
goals. He anticipates the needs of the group and designs
programs to meet those needs...Itchy, annoying, irrita-
ting behavior needs to be elevated into a hike or a chinning
contest, more tha it needs to be squashed so the group
can get back to "normal." Proactive planning.would recog-
nize that there are times of the day and year when kids are
"antsy." Activity and structure would, be designed by the
worker in recognition of youngsters' needs during those
times. Thus, the effectivenilieu worker must be both
proactive and reactive in his work with children...

Return of the group to "normal" ...is not the goal; neither
having everything a beautiful success the goal of curriculum.
Rather it is the creation of the fabric that has interest, fun,
new experiences,- new ways of solving problems that will
help kids to raise their consciousness of what happens,
why, what can happen, and what they can do about it.

3I b
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`-li-,-children shift from recipients to participants. The
worker hi rom controller to facilitator... (Barnes &
Kelman, 1974, pp. -21)'

In his daily interactions with child n, the child'care worker
needs to be able to resolve apparently conflicting expectations:
the administrator's need for system maintenance and the child's
need for individualization.

The professional task in the group living situation is to
find the viable and operational connections betweeh the
institution's needs for a "tight ship" and the client's needs
to develop Autonomy and negotiate within and among the
various systems with which he most come to terms. As
the worker f' ese connections, his job increasingly-
becomes o orming both instrumental and expressive
tasks, of g the tight ship and individualizing, 4

as he goes about working with the children within the organi-,
zational structure and auspices. This is a difficult task and
one that the worker never quite feels that he has mastered;
but it is the road along which lies the development of real
professional skill and identity. (Birnbach, 1971, p. 181;
1973, p. 96)

It is clear that the child care worker who has treatment
responsibilities needs special training to prepare him for the
job.

Milieu therapy is not simply bringing a variety of specialists
into a place where kids live.. It is not simply living where
you get treated. In spite of all of the specialists who deal
with separate phenomena of a child's life, we do not have
a therapeutic milieu for children. We can have nothing more
than a matrix of professionals until we can clearly perceive
a professional role that has the capability of integrating
a child's total experience in residence-his'specializecl
treatmeni. requirements with his normative requirements for
social, educational, work, and recreational experiences.
his discipline must also be a specialist one, unique,

however, in that it makes the general a specialty. Its
practitioners must be able to digest a social history,
analyze finds of psychological testing and psychiatric

- evaluation, assess thp capacities .of the residential
program, and synthesize all of their data into a working
knowledge of the child, his needs and hbw they can be

et. 4"
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Clearly a worker of this, caliber is not just a nice widow
who has raised her ownikids, and had a course in psychi-
atric information or some in-service tra ning. ',Nor is it
a turned-on college dropout who has be n in /three entbounter
sessions and is now sUpervise&by an AG W. He is a
fully t fined professional and nothing els- He must be
trai ed for the job. (Barnes & Kelman, 19 , p. 12)

An institution Should not assume that a child are worker
can step into the complex role described above an do that job
without training.

For too long we have labored under a false illusion that
the child care job should be performed by do -calle
"naturals" who possess a superhuman combination o
personal attributes. Child care\4ill stand alongside
other helping disciplines & an equal partner only as
it is able to demonstrate how it uses specifi9/skills
to achieve clearly defined helping tasks. '41§irnbach,
1973, p. 96)

In many European countries, child care is recognized as
a professional s'peciality on a par with other human service
specialties. As a professional, the child care worker has
primary responsibility for the institutionalized child and a
wide purview of authority. He often has received pro essional
training in institutions jof higher education, may be ertificated,
is well paid,,and has access to job ladders that ad to the
position of institution administrator. (Hromadka, 1964, p. 297)

In the United States, howeVer, child care is not yet fully
recognized as profession, and most agencies likely are reluc-
tant to delegate as 'much authority and responsibility to him as
is done in Europe., The educational opportunities that exist in
Europe are rare in the United States; most training traditionally
has ben done on-the-job-or in-service. Although some educa-
tional institutions now offer some training; practicum training
on-the-job will always be an important component.

The treatment team can be a powerful resource to the child
care worker, because it makes available opportunities for
support and training to help him fill his complex role and
develop professional competence.

2. How the team supports and trains the child care worker

A treatment team usually is empowered to make a wide
variety of decisions and recommendations concerning a child:
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admitting, tMC.:11.ikl--into a living unit; diagnosing hi's treatment
needs; sett' g proximal and distal treatment gokls; identifying

j'behavioral c iteria against which progress .can Ilb judged;
_

planning a therapy strategy; defining the chi's freedom and
the (constraints upon it; assessing readineF for placement back

he, community; and workinij with fami s.
e x

As the one who knows the child testy spends the most time
with im may have the most meanirlgitil relationship with him
and t t-refore the most impact, thelchild care worker can make
import t contributions to the to m effort by: .

a. Provi zing intorrna bn to other team members.
Jo'

b. Partici ating in making decisions with and about the child.

In return, the team supports the work of the child care
worker in a number of ways:'

a. By defining treatment goals for individual children that
are explicit, concrete, progressive, and divided into
manageable steps.

b. By deN)eloping a treatment strategy and methods for imple-
menting it . To maximize their teachability, techniques
of interventions should be described inlehavioral terms.

c. By stipulating criteria that the child care worker can use
to judge his progress. Knowing the signposts of progress
can be a source of encouragement when they are being
passed or a sign that he needs more help if they are not.

By working with the treatment team in this manner, a child
care worker should be able to learn intervention techniques that
constitute his developing professional competence. Working
with the treatment team enables the child care worker to become
a major figure in the treatment process...the most important
process in the institution ...thereby enhancing his status and
,opportunities for advancement. The team helps him develop
professional skills and gain recpgnition for his attainments with
children.

It is very likely that all of the expertise needed to help
train child care workers will not be available on the staff of
any institution. First, since an institution's professional
staff may never have worked in a team organization, they may
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not, -themse es, be very -knowledgeble about the training nebils
of a child are 'si.or er who assumes a treatment role. Second,
an institution may want to adapt new methods and techniques
developed elsewhere. Learning to improve staff and program
effectiveness a continuing basis may best be done by the
judicious e lo ti of outside expert consultants. Later in
this presentation, a section will discuss the use of Outside
resources Jr a staff training and development program.

The New Role of the ilibssional

In many institutions, reorganizing into teams means repkicing
a medical model of service delivery with a developme tal Vodel. In
the medical model (for example, the hospital model , the Profes-'
sional usually does not participate in life 4n the ving units. He "
is an "outsider:" Although he is a niember of a institution's staff,
he jnay, be part-time. Usually, he and other p ofessiohals areorgan-
iziad into a department or service; they work in offices contiguous
to one another, but at a distance from,Yiving art a children's -
ins titution, When social workers are first hired, they typically
manage interface (casework) functions: )fitake, family counseling,
placement. They do not wbrk With or in close proximity to unit
staff. In a traditional institution, the professional, by virtue of his
training and credentials has the sole responsibility for making thera-
peutic interventions. The function of child care staff is'to maintain
the c1 ild between his treatment hours.

r
I eally, when the professional becomes a member of the treat=

ment eam, he moves from being an outsider to being an insider; and
from eing the sole-purveyor of treatment and specialized services
tower being'a consultant to others who-provide those services.*

1, Hs primary group membership changes.

He moves from a professional depoirtment to a living unit
wh re he becomes a member of an interafsciplinary work group.
Wo king in Oe.unit, he has access to as much information as
possible about each child, has--the'greatest possible number ,

of oioportunities for discussion with his colleagues on the team
and shares decision-making authority with them.

*The extent to which he shifts roles in fact appears to depend upon a
number of complex considerations, including the competence ofchild
care staff in a partiCular setting and the willingness of professionals
and administrators to redefine roles.
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2. As a member of -a team,, the professional's authority likely , -y,

depends more on his competence (what he can gpntribute) than
on his status

To some extent, the professional's function becomes
"de-speCialized." The childcare worker shares his tra- t,

ditional responsibility as Purveyor of direct treatment services.
In turn, the professional shares the child care worker's tra-
ditional responsibility for the day-to-day condition of the Child.

4: The professional's main responsibility shifts from providing
direct services toward supportina othersprimittrily the child
care workerin providing those services.

5. Because he is more.in touch with the everyday Problems of the
hying unit and has accepted more responsibility 'far the child
(rather than only for providing treatment), the professional is
likely to be mote pragmatic in his work. He may be more
-inclined to accept ways of helping children and solvirig
problems on the basis of their usefulness, rather than on
their theOretical purity.

C. From Supervisor titei,Treatrierit Team Leader

If traditional supervisory practices are permitted to persist, they
can subvert the- successful operation of teams. In traditional' insti-
tutions,, supervision typically is carried out with-in role groups--the
specialities or departments. The total child care processgs divided
up into purviews of activity custbmarily assigned each role group.
The focus of the supervispWho belbngs to one of the role groups is
on monitoring the activities (that are carried out by the staff members
within that role group. Because no one group or staff member has
total responsibility for the progress of a child, supervision typically
tends to focus on the activities claimed by a role group--and some-
times on the accounting of activities -- rather than on the child. Thus,
social work supervisors tend to monitor case work or treatment activi-
ties; the school principal supervises teaching activities; the super-
vising child care worker is concerned with how cottage person el
carry out their child care routines; etc.

Decentralization to a team organization brings about a consider-
able change in traditional hierarchical relationships. In a CRC;
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those relationships are formalized by supervisory relationships.
Insofar as an important function of supervision is to insure that
-decisions made centrally are carried out at all levels of the organi-
zation, the decentralization of a signi7ficant portion of the decision-
making process deprives traditional Supervisory relationships of
their function and thus Makes them superfluous. Interdisciplinary
teams plan and implemgnt strategie4to deal with the needs of
individual children.- -

Hromadka (1972, pp. 2987300) reports his impressions of the
work of such teams in European settings. When professionals-and
well-trained child care workers work"as an interdisciplinary team,
he observes less preoccupation with professional status and
(apparent) need for supervision in our sense, and more staff homo-
geneity, mutual respect and shared learning between team members
of greater and lesser experience and with different professional
identities.

At the child care level, the worker moves away from following
routine procedures towards flexibility and discretion. Child 'care
staff are expected to follow their own judgment, experience and
internalized sense of institutional values and mission in applying
interventions developed by the team. Although some general polidies
and rules continue to be formulated centrally, they are minimal and
do not determine the thrust of individualized treatment. They may
need to be taken into account, and may constrain treatment (because
preservation of the institution is a value thatoverrides treatment
consideratiOns for any individual' child), but the judgment of how
they are applied is made by the team, rather than by a super-
visor. In this` manner, the team process under appropriate leaderhip
tends to assume the supervision of staff behaviors and procedures.

The team leader's primary functions are managerial and facilita-
tivecreating circumstances that permit other team members to do
their work. 'The management functions include coordinating meetings
to- support the forward movement of treatment: goal setting, treatment
planning, treatment review and evaluation of treatment.

In team meetings, the team leader may be chairman. He may
take responsibility for agendas (soliciting items from team members)
and for seeing that minutes are kept. Hati.rever, unlike a supervisor,
he doe's not use meetings to instruct staff, or to have theft' report
'to, him. He does not direct discussion; he facilitates it in order to
encourage each team member to make whatever contribution he can
to the team process. The benefits of such leadership are suggeste
by an interesting anecdote from an article by John Matsushima.
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In a traditionally organized institution in which, child care staff
was resistant to the prescriptions of professional staff, one
supervisok experimentally desisted from instructing child care
workers about how to deal with a chronically provocative child.
Instead, he L'mqived into the role of discussion leader rather than
outside authority: He encouraged them to call on their own
impressions and experience, and heurdbd their joint efforts
toward an acCeptable solution." The group of child care workers
made some decisions about managing the child that resulted In
significant improvement "...and it seemed that success resulted
just as much froin the cottage parents' favorable response to the
decision-making process as from the decision per se." (l964,
p. 294)

Managing the interface between, the team and its environment is
one important function of the team leader. This .responsibility may
include:

S..

Coordinating the team's work with other team and other living
units. 'a

Coordinating the team's work with other work groups that have
responsibility for components of the primary taSk: 'Institutional
intake, placement in the community, and follow-up.

Coordinating the team's work with children's parents,and other
outsiders who participate on the team.

'Satisfying the team's need for outside resources: for staff
training and development and for special services.

Providing accountability information to institutional management
--priniarily about prOgress or lack of it with individual children.

.1

ft team leader may take .responsibility for other activi ies that
support'the team's operations as a learning system (for ich sate-
one must take responsibility). He may see to it that regular assess-
ments of a child's progress are made, that the child is followed up
after placement and that the informed= about the child's progress
(and the team's,effectiveness) isjnade available to the team. When
evaluation leads to the identification of needs for improved staff
skills, the treatment leader may assume responsibility for identifying
and making available appropriate resource persons who can conduct
staff trail:Arm and development. If the leader himself has special
expertise, by virtue of his experience and training, he can himself
become a resource to the team. These new functions are a far cry
from the traditional functions of supervision.

J
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D. Staff Resistance to the. Treatment Team Organization

Changing from a traditional organization to a decentralized
treatment team Organizaticin involves significant changes in staff
roles and relationships. Staffs understandably are likely to resist
radical changes.* They usually have considerable investment in he ,
way things always have been and resist disturbing traditions-wit&
which they are comfortable and in which they likely have come to

--- believe.

A first sign of staff resistance may be a change in the language
they use as they.talk about their jobs but without corresponding
signs of efforts to change job behavior. Rewards and punishments
become "positive" and "negative 'reinforcement"; misbehavior is
called "acting out"; and reprimands/become "counseling.!' Even the
appearance of treatment teams on organizational charts may not mean
that a change has occurred in the delivery of treatment services.
Those teams can meet and discuss children and make decisions
without in fact doing the careful diagnosis, individual goal setting
and plan7-iiror progress that individualized treatment requires.

'Institutional management has an important role in attempting
to avoid such resistance, by recognizing it and attempting to
remedy it when it does occur.

InL put experiehce, staff resistance is rooted in the following
kinds of issues:

1. Convictions about their institution's proper mission

Staff members of custodial and traditional child care insti-
tutions once selected themselves for those particular jobs. They
likely believea\ or have come to believe, in those kinds of
missions and in`the ideologies from which those missions
stemmed-.-that it is proper (for example) that the institution
should induce conformity and punish or eject children who
disturb its tranquility. Such beliefs often are rooted in
personal child-rearing ideologies that cannot easily be changed
by administrative directives.

* or to misinterpret their scope and purpose. In some agencies, staffs have
interpreted efforts to decentralize.to teams as an invitation to abandon
all managerial controls and have resisted accepting responsibility for
accountability procedures.
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2 Uneasiness among.child c .'are-workers about the increasing
influence professionals #nd other "outsiders" may have in
the child care process.

In traditional institutions, the child care worker, despite
his relatively low status, effectively has control over the most
important process in the institution: the ongoing relationship
between the child and the institutiva. When supervisors are
stationed within liying units and hne the ,same,everzpresent
and continuing relationship with the chiren arid, child care
workers, they share that samecontrol. Introducing "outsiders"
(profeSsionals, parents, othets) raises fears that their effective
authority and control will be diminished.

1

3. Uneasiness among professionals about the, requirements that they
become more involved with unit life.

They may b luctant to mo ''e into the "inside" of an insti-
tution. They may fe 1 uncomfortable with groups of children-and,
perhaps, with child care workers. Unless they have had special
training--for example, as group workers--they may not have had
experience working with children in groups. They may feel
uneasy about being called upon to do that with which they are
unfamiliar and to achieve more than they are able. Whatever
their performance and their achievements, they may be afraid
that their mistakes will be exposed. Because many institutions
have not structurally provided for adequate-offices in living
units, the resulting discomfort and inconvenience may reinforce
the resistance of professionals to working in units. (It may in
fact be impossible for them to do certain tasks without having
private, quiet offices available.)

4. The change in mental set that is required by decentralization of
decision making.

Participating as a member of a team means a major, change
in authority relationships--from following instructions and
standardized procedures to participating as an equal with profes-
sionals and supervisors in discussion and in making dedieions.

C13
1. Accepting increased responsibility for outcomes with individual

children.

Traditional institutions usually divide up the total task of
child care so that no one individual has responsibility for the
child. Rather, individual staff members have responsibility for

ro
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their part of the child care process. Each person's responsi-
bilities tend to be defined in terms of how well he performs the
function thht is his part of the prOcess. In a treatment team,
everyone shares the responsibility for the progress of the
individual child, at least to some extent, even'though one .
person may accept overall responsibility for each child: The
increase in responsibility and accountability can be disturbing
and can be a source of reluctance to change.

6. Involving children and parents as participants in decision
making'.

Both in custodial and in trarditional treatment institutions,
staff members make decisions about clients. They may have an
investment in maintaining this prerogative. They do noteasily
accept the participation of children and their parents in decrsion
making with the team.

Fairweather (1973, p. 25) notes the resistance oT,profes-
:tionals to "diminishing. (their) supervisory behaviors" that may
be required by some innovations in the field of mental health
treatment. The resistance is so great that even when the innova-
tion is "accompanied by a dramatic reduction in cost and an

fi increase in effectiveness, (it)appears to prevent the acceptance
of this new treatment innovation."

These difficulties attendant on changing stafroles have
familiar precedents, in other kinds of agencies that provide
human services. Maxwell Jones describes numbers of problems
related to decentraliiing authority in mental hospitals that have
their analogs in the experiences of Children's residential/centers.
Among them were the assignment of professional personnel to
units and difficulties staff members had in developing new roles
and role relationships both in relation to other staff members
and to patients.

A therapeutic community (is) distinct from other comparable
treatment centers in the way the institution's total resources,
both staff and patients, are subconsciously pooled in further-
ing treatment. This implies, above all, a change in the
usual status of patients. In collaboration with the staff,
they now become active participants in the therapy of them-
selves and other patients and of other aspects of the overall
hospital work - -in contrast to their relatively passive, ,

recipient role in conventional treatment regimes. (1962,
p. 53).
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V. Organizing Into Teams to Resolve Problems Inherent in
Traditionally Orgdnized Treatment Institutions

This chapter will discuss some difficulties inherent in the traditional
organitionai model of children's treatment institutions, and will suggest
how organizing into treatment teams can help to remedy those difficulties.
By the traditional organizational model we mean the organization of an institu-
tion's stalkinto parallel departmpnts or services each one of which con-

.. "''lists of an Occupational or professional group that is responsible for its
own set of activities, such as: the child care staff, social service staff,
school staff, etc.

The traditional organizational model developed when treatment services
were introduced into childrerVs institutions that historically provided basic
child care and custodial services. Al that time; it was generally believed
to be the best way to accommodate both the treatment and child care primary
tasks.' The literature contains many references to this attempt at accom-
modation. Among the most detailed is the account of the history of
Hawthorne's experience in impldmenting the new philosophy. (Alt, 1960,
chap. 5) However, the-experience of many institutions suggests that the
traditional model has inhei-ent characteristics'that tend to generate typical
problems.

This chapteri describe's a number of specific problems associated with.
the traditional organizational structure and indicates how the treatment.
team model canhelp to mitigate them.

A. Characteristic Problem Areas in the Traditional Treatment Organization

' This section foc ses on a number oPproblems inherent in the tradi-
tional organization, articularly at they have ramifications for staff
relations and operat ns.

1. Difficulties Stemming from Hierarchical Structure.

In traditionally organized treatment institutions, staff members
are grouped by professional and functional role groups 'intb depart-
merits. Thus, the organization creates homogeneous disciplinary
groups that tend to emphasize ,status differentiations, especially
between treatment and child care staff, but even between the
profesions. Typically, for example, social workers accept a
subordinate role vis=a-vis psychiatrists; psycholocjists may not.
(For a more thorough discussion of this phenomenon, as it involves
social workers, see Cohn, 1971, p. 39.)
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-In the traditional organization,.the child care worker generally .

is1 assigned a restricted role and accorded a low status. Adler
(1971, p. 210) states, "There is a tendency in.residential treatment
settings to perpetuate & class structure among staff with profes-.
sional clinicians stressing the superiority of their knowledge and
leadership, and child care staff delegated to secondary status."

The, traditional role has been characterized by Barnes and.
Kelnian in the following way:

The workers responsible for the daily living of pZhildren are
not 'perceived to have any particular expertise. Living is ,

a non-dynamic activity.' So, the "quantity".hours are spent
here. Other, specifically trained, disciplines have the
"quality" hours with the children. Chilrlilen must separate
those specialized moments of help fro their regular4super-
vised life experience. They are required to take different
pieces of their problems to specialists concentrating on,,
that piece. (1974, p. 11)

Althougtr the child care workers are more involved with
children than any other members ,of the staff, traditionally, they
have only minimal authority to make decisions. Hromadka, who
conducted a systematic field study of the role, functions and
qualificatiOns of child caretworkeis in 12 institutions in the rnid-
Atlantic regibrr, concluded that "the only area in which all child
care workers at all institutions were free to make decisions was
that of determination and assignment of housekeeping chores to
children." (1971, p. -182)

In its most restricted form, that role is defined as child
maintenance "to provide a .safe, benign and hygienic environ-
ment for the child between psychotherapy sessions." (Whittaker,
1972a, p. 104)

A somewhat less restrictive role delegates some responsibility
for carrying out the prescriptions of a professional therapist in his
contacts with the child. in this latter role, the child care worker's
relationship with the professional therapist has been compared to
that between a contractor and an architect. (Goocher, 1971, p. 12)

In both, child care workers have a much lower status than
Orofessionals, are not perceived as colleagues who share in
planning and decision making. Child care workers, quite clearly,
are meant to carry out the orders of others, under supervision.
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A
The hierarchical pattern gives rise to a number of problems .

that can have serious adverse effects on an institution. Bettleheim,
eonsidered it impossible to maintain an effective, therapeutic
environment "if .the staff structure is based on a 'system of-class
hierarchy of thot who give orders and those who are supposed to
do as they are tohd." (1966, p. 696)

a. Child care staff tends to become dependent on professionals
for hard decisions.

When problems arise with children, it becomes easy,,to
rationalize evading or postponing,,action until a professional
Is consulted.- On the other hand, if a child care worker does
make a decision and act on it, he might run the risk of being
countermanded. This is an invitation to inaction.

b. Staff relat'ionships may notbe a good model, for, nor consistent
with, the kinds of relationships ordinarily encouraged in
treatment programs.

Because' traditional- organizations tend to exercise controls
through hierarchical supervision and (potentially) punitive
means, relationships tend ro be impersonal and formal.
A bureaucratic organization is characterized by Davis &
Tannenbaum (1969,, p. 67) as,,,having "a rigid structure, well
defined functional specialization, direction and control exer-
cised through a formal hierLrchy and authority, fixed systems
of rights,. duties and procedures, and relative impersonality-
of human relationships." They point out that bureaucratic.
hierarchies are based on an assumption that man is inherently
bad; that employees need to be controlled and forced, by
punitive means, td do their Jobs. Thus, the values expressed
may conflict and interfere with achieving goals sought through
individualized treatment.

c. Whe2n child care, staff have low status, low pay and little
opportvity for advancement, turnover tends to be high and
the qu41ity of job applicants low.

The recent literature contains numerous articles recom-
mending the upgrading and professlonalizing of child care
staff, for all of these reasons. However, the position of
child care workers in a hierarchical organization tends to
make training redundant. For what shbuld the childcare
worker be trained if his role is bound by demeaning restric-
tions?
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DiffiOulties Stemming from the Isolation of Functional Groups
from Each Other

Traditionally organized treatment institutions often have
,difficulty integrating the efforts of different staff groups and
specialists so-that they work toward common treatment goals.

In recent years, the elevation of so many specialties to
professionpl status has in some ways served to the detri-
ment rather than to the benefit of the children in care.
For example, in the course of a single week's time, the
disturbed child might be/expected to ,see his psycho-
therapist, group therapist, family case worker, occupa,-.tional therapist, recreational therapist, music therapist',
and so on. The implicit assumption, of course, is that._
each specialist brings his particular knowledge and skill
to bear on the child's problem in such' a way as to produce
a single, lasting aeatment effect. The difficulty is that
children usually do not come to treatment with such neatly
encapsulated "well defined" problems. In additidn, such
a model provides little flexibility in that what is actually
accomplished has more to do with a particular area of
competence of the specialist, than with the needs of the
individual child. (Whittaker, 1972a, p. 104) .

Organizational vehicles to coordinate staff effort may°not
exist, or even when they do, commitment to them may not be
strong enough to produce unity of action. In some traditional
institutions, professionals and child care staff may (on paper) be
grouped into "teams." However, their role group affiliation likely
will remain a more important influence on their behavior than their
team affiliation, particularlyif they continue to be supervised by
persons from their own role groups. Supervisors tend to reward
behavibrs cdrisistent with the norms of role groups, which may not
be consistent with treatment objectives. Social sanctions by
colleagues-to whom staff are Closely tied by professional or depart-
mental bonds similarly will outweigh the importance of recognition
by cglleagues on a team. .Thus, the "team" of the traditional
institution may have only rhetorical significance. As long as the
departmental structure is preserved, it is not the team. described
in Chapter III.

At a cottage staff meeting, a therapist was being attacked
for intervening directly with one of the "problem" children.
She had taken him home for a weekend against the wishes
of cottage staff, who perceived her intervention as

i) 14
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rewarding the child for bad behavior. She believed that
the experience would be therapeutic because the child
was depressed. "Although the staff called itself a "team,"
the meaning was empty of real significance. It was
obvious that the therapist had made the decision uni-
laterally, without planning or discussion with the
others. It appeared that homer working in.a office far
from the living unit had contributed to adack of coordin-
ation.

Integration of staff effort is not as important in institutions
with relatively uncomplicated custodial or child care objectives
as it is for institutions for which treatment is at the heart of their
mission. In custodial institutions, different staff groups may be
able, to engage in different activities effectively, even though
they do so in relative isolation from one another. Because such
institutions ordinarily do not develop goals for individual children,
each.staff functional group can have its own goals. So, the goals
of child care workers are to maintain the child in security- and
good health; of recreational staff, to carry out recreational,
programs; of school staff, to teach the children; of clinical staff,
to provide their particular services. In a manner of speaking, the
goals of such institutions is to provide a setting in which the
various processes constituting each program can be carried out;
the program is considered to be the sum of the.processes.

By organizing staff into role groups, the traditional organiza-
tional structure creates a contextlor ideological conflict: Ideo-
logically homogeneous role groups (that tend also to be socially
and educationally similar) are likely to develop considerable sell-
darity against, ideologically dissimilar role groups. In particular,
the traditional organization institutionalizes the split between a
custodial orientation (rePresentedby the child care workers) and
a treatment ,Orieptation (represented by professionals). Because
child care, staff carry out child care functions in the absence of
professionals and'because they control information about events
in the diving units, they in fact control treatment practices.
(Scheff,- pp. 93-105) Thus, in most institutions the tradi-
tional organization of staff into role groups may predispose cottage
staff not to implement therapeutic decisions made by professionals.

Creating a' structural split between child care workers and
professionals likely will also affect the institution's ability to
make desirable changes. The child tare workers, who are most
remote from and least identified with the professionals who set
institutional goals, are likely to resist their effOrts to make
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changes to improve program effectiveness . Because they have
control over the child care process, the child care workers
may block efforts to make improvements as long as they do not
share the professional's goals. (Pearlin, 1962, pp. 325-334)

B. How Decentralization and the Team. Organization Resolve Problems
Inherent in Traditionally Organized Institutions-

By minimizing the hierarchical differences, that typify
the traditional organization, the treatment team organization:

Reduces-dependency on professionals and encourages child care
staff to use their personal skills and resources.

Improves staff interpersonal relations and helps make them consis-
tent with the values of treatment.

Softens the resentment of child care workers against professionals
who formerly would exercise authority without having correspond-
ing responsibility.

Encourages child care workers to develop their skills, enriches
their job, improves the quality of applicants and reduces turnover.

.

The new role for the child care workers and a new methodology.
for their practice were the keys to this shift in orientation from
treatment of pathology on a one-to-one basis to concentrating.
on individual and group processes in which staff and children
could work together in a context of, shared real life experience
from which they could see results and derive the accompanying
satisfactions. Two very clear by-products emerged. The job
of the child care worker became infinitely more complex and
turnover decreased among the ranks of those workers who fully
involved themselves in the entire process. (Barnes & Kelman,
1974, p. 15)

Unifies those who plan with those who implement,, enhancing
possibilities for improving, program effectiveness.

The organizational separation,of goal-setters and goal-getters
cannot work effectively... as long as they are oriented to
different ends. In order to overcome opposition, an institution
must recognize and deal with such elements of its structure,
either by having the lower groups participate more activfly in -

the plans for change or by having the goal-setters parti6ipate
more actively in the goals. (Pearlin, 1962, pp. 325-334)



By replacing the departmental organizational structure with an
interdisciplinary work group, the treatment team organization:

-Replaces the ;ocus of attentionon (often) uncoordinated activities
and processes with integrated action and shared responsibility for
a child's progress.

May mitigate ideological conflictsif identification with the team
and its goals becomes important in relation to role group identifi-
cation.

Reduces isolation of role groups and consequent concern with
parochial professional interests.

Helps rec ncile conflict-based staff differences in commitment to
itution's need for stability and maintenance and the child's

need for individualization of treatment.

Replaces non-functional competition between role groups with
interdependecnce between the members of different role groups of
the same team. 14,

By breaking up the solidarity of role groups and by reconstituting
work groups to be heterogeneous, the team organization minimizes
ideological conflitt between individuals belonging to different role
groups. 'Articles by Weber (1957, pp. 26-43) and Piliavin (1963,
pp. 17-25), contain a thorough discussion of conflict between role
groups. Working together toward goals that are developed in open
discussion helps staff members compromise their personal ideological
differences. Furthermore, because professionals work with child care
staff in ving units, representatives of the two role groups have con-
sidera e mutual influence on one another: Professionals can better
under nd the difficulties inherent in the child care job; child care
workers can understand the significance and importance of individual-
ized treatment.

The team organization should help a child care worker resolve his
difficult position between institutional management's expectations that
he run a tight hip and pressures from professionals that he individual-
ize his handlinf children. Because team decisions are shared, the
child care wprker po longer should be the man in the middle. Further-
more, becadse a team can speak to instit tional administrators with
one voice and as a group, they may be in favorable position to
negotiate such issues with institutional ad inistration on behalf of an
individual child.
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Because the team provides a setting for- all to bring their special
talents to a focus on the needs of a specific child, as Whittaker
points out, the team "wreaks havoc with the traditional notion of
'who does what' in a residential treatment center." Because profes-
sionals no longer work in the sanctity of an office, but do most of
their work within the cottage unit, their successes and failures are
more open to scrutiny. On the other hand, in Whittaker's opinion,
"Nothing serves to strengthen the relationship between child care
worker and therapist more than the sight of the professional groping
to find a way to manage a child with whom the child care worker' has
been having difficulty for an entire morning." (1972a, p: 105)

Whittaker presents the following criteria for a "unified theory
base for residential therapy:

1. That it be developed from the needs and requirements of children
in care and not from the needs of_ any professional group.

2. That we ask; "What needs to be done in a truly therapeutic milieu?"
rather than start with a preconceived notion of what persons are
eligible to perform certain tasks.

3. That this theoretical framework be broad enough to incorporate
current and future innovations and not be limited to a single point
of view.

It is clear by now that the models of residential treatment that
will survive will be those that are self-consciously eclectic and
flexible enough to adopt new strategies and techniques as they
are developed. (1 72a, p. 105)
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VI. Difficulties Inherent in Decentra _g_Decision Making

Decentralization permits greater flexibility in decision making and,
therefore, increased individualization of treatment. Decentralization,
however, places new stresses on organizational integrity; an important
consequence of decentralization is a loosening of organization coordina-
tion and control. Although organizing into treatment teams increases
the integration of staff members from different role grdups at thei,service-
providing level, movement toward decentralization loos_ens other organi-
zational ties; vertically, between an institution's director and operating
subsystems cliving units, an on-campus school); and horizontally (among
the subsyst m.$) .

This a pter presents examples of difficulties associated with such
loosening ties, from the perspective of an institution's directors and at
the sub' tem level, in particular, among living units. Succeeding
chapter _discuss the new role of institutional management in,remedying
problems of lack of integration.

A. Resistance of Directors to Delegation

Insofar as decentralization means that institutional staff at
the level of child care increasingly make decisions, the role of a
director changes. In a decentralized institution, ha,is much less
involved in making decisions about children. Abandoning decision-
making prerogatives can be difficult and painful.

When I stopped chairing meetings of the admissions committee,
I felt I was no longer needed. (A director of a recently decen-
tralized agency)

Decentralization cannot work unless an institution's director
gives his staff a clear mandate to assume authority in specified
areas. Staff members can feel responsibility and ownership only
when they have clear deed to an identifiable purview. Might a
director intervene, nevertheless, when he fears that a particularly
unwise decision is about to be made? If his intervention is to
provide information, or to call attention to an undesirable, conse-
quence of the decision, he probably can speak out without provoking
a negative staff reaction. If he intervenes to veto a staff decision- -
especially if he does so without discussion or without providing
a good and acceptable reason--he can expect a negative reaction.
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One director saw the advantages, in principle, of delegating
the right to make operational decisions to his staff. He
agreed with members of his staff that they should assume
responsibility for many decisions. However, he seemed to
them inconsistent in his willingness to live with their deci-
sions. At some times he accepted them without comment.
At others--and unpredictably - -he would intervene to make
decisions for them or to countermand decisions they had
made. The staff felt that he was being arbitrary and capri-
cious. Some felt resentful and demoralized. As time went
on, they tended to withdraw from decision-making respon-
sibilities to avoid having conflict with him and to avoid
the humiliation they felt when they were countenThVnded,..

,Before delegating detision-making authority over any area, ax- director should be certain that he means to commit himself to that
delegation.

Delegation is most likely to:. succeed when a director has confi-
dence in his staff and can tolerate differences of opinion and (even)
errors of judgment. When staff members make errorsat-id it is
inevitable that they will (as will directors)--they have an opportunity
to learn, from their experience. One of the most important functions
of directors who want to move toward decentralization ,is helping
build staff competence to exercise their new authority effectively.

Directors m y be reluctant to delegate authority because they
feel that their s fs are not prepared to assume such responsibilities.
In agencies with staffs that have had long tenure--especially in
agencies that traditionally have been administered according to a
medical model--staffs have not been accustomed to assuming decision-
making responsibility or taking the initiative in making decisions,.
In other institutions, staffs may be new and young, lacking in the
experience and training that is necessary for them to act autonomously.
Some staff Members may tend. to become punitive with children if they
are given more authority than they are comfortable with and have
less access to a supervisor on whom they can depend.

Under such circumstances, an institution might need to move
somewhat cautiously toward decentralization. Beginning with an
organization that is relatively 'centralized {and, necessarily, offering
services that are somewhat less individualized), institutional manage-
ment might plan a series of steps toward decentralization, including
assessment of training needs, training experiences coordinked with
a new delegation of responsibility,tand gradually expanding areas of
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decision-making authority and reassessment before taking a next
step. By moving forward in a planned and orderly manner, a director
may himself feel-confident that he is not delegating more responsi-
bility to his staff than they can handle.

Even though a director has delegated authority over certain areas,
he must--in order to fulfill his own responsibilitie's to his board of
trustees and other superordinate bodies--stay well informed about
events within the institution. He may nolonger be as free to make
dpcisioirs in thoge areas as he formerly was because that would be
meddling. But he retains respoAibility for knowing what is going
on. He needs to spend time with the staff and with children. Well-,
defined accountability procedures can provide him with information
about agency performance on'a formal basis.

B. Unit Autonomy

Decentralization increases the autonomy of an institution's
living units from the institution's management and from each other.

On one hand, increased autonomy is desirable. Autonomy
permits units to tailor their programs in accordance with the needs
of the children in the unit. Treatment goals can more readily be set
for and with individual children and treatment planning can be more
responsive to the characteristics of the individual child and the day-
to-day experiences of unit staff.

Furthermore, autonomy permits experimentation that can lead to
program improvement. Because units are freed from moskcentral
constraints that moduce uniformity, they naturally will tend to vary
among themselves in how they care for and treat children. Scrutiny
of such variations and their consequences--even intentional variation
to experiment with and compare the effectiveness of different methods- -
is one important way that an institution can learn to improve.

For example, two units could try goal planning in two different
ways to see which way was more effective. One unit might
try setting goals collaboratively--including in the decision
all members of the treatment team and the child, his parents,
representatives of outside interested agencies (a referring or
placement agency), etc. Their experience and _results could be
compared to those of another unit in which goal planning is
done by the cottage staff or, perhaps, only by the treatment
supervisor or case worker.



On the other hand, the advantages have concomitant/disadvan-
tages.

In one agency, residential facilities traditithlally were organized
along dormitbry lines. Management was carried out bripentia-
lized administration. The agency Ohanged that system, so that
the dormitories were reorganized into smaller units, each of
which had its own staff composed of child care workers, social
workers, and a supervising cottage coordinator who had both
administrative and child care responsibilities. An organizational
consultant (from-the HIRE project) attempted to work with the
staff of one unit, to improve their organization and processes
so that they could become more effective in treating children.
He wanted to develop the unit as a mqdel for the other units
in the agency so that they, too, could be helped to improve.

One of his first interventions was to ask the unit staff to examine
their own processes to Identify events, activities and responsi-
bilities they felt were effective and worthwhile. The staff
members resisted the exercise. Discussion revealed that they
thought of themselves as an island of effectiveness in an insti-
tution that was unsupportive of their efforts with the children
(more concerned with administration and policy than with the
children). The child care workers especially had purposely
isolated themselves from the .rest of the institution, dealing
with it through an emissary, their social worker, who maintained.
a relationship with the adMinistration, the parents and outside .

agencies. They did not want to engage in any activity with the
consultant that might require becoming reinvolved with the insti-
tution.

In another agency, living units became autonomous, partly in
the course of movement toward decentralization and partly
because of weak and confused,overall management. In this
agency, the professional staff worked in an administration
building and engaged in activities in the units only on occa-
sion (for case conferences, staff in-service training, etc-.).

grtThe living units were supervised by middle anagers, most of
whom were young, masters-level college grhduates in the
social sciences. In the area of professional activities
(especially) the role of the institution's professionals and
that of the middle managers had not been clearly differenti-
ated. This ambiguousness combined with very poor personal
relations among the unit supervisors, and between the profes-
sionals and the director, led the unit supervisors gradually to
expand their area of authority.
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Eventually, each unit came to_ control all of its own intake,
treatment and termination. Having laid claim to the major
business of the institution, the unit supervisors were willing
to let the professionals have everything that was left over.
They justified this stance by stating that the professionals
had no special knowledge about running the units that made
them any more expert than the cottage staff. Furthermore,
the unit supervisors' refused to be supervised by anyone whose
legitimacy they questioned--that is to say, by any of the
professionals. The unit supervisors also maintained inde-
pendence from one another: They chose not to meet or work
as a group. Thus, each unit came to be run as an independent
operation. The units frequently were in conflict with one
another and with, the central administration.

Decentralization of the children's unit of a large state hospital
resulted in the development of eight "mini-hospitals" and a
school. Each "mini-hospital" opetated as an almost completely
autonomous unit. Their programs differed widely in quality,
sophistication, staff organization, and clarity of goals.
Because there was little interaction between units, that which
was good or poor in any one unit was rarely known in the others,
and good practicies did not spread throughout the organization.
Because the goals of the different units were not clearly stated,
there was no way to know to what extent they were being met.
Relations between the units were characterized by unproductive
competition for resources and by-earkflict.

The examples illustrate how unit autonomy can have grave, even
disabling, consequences for an institution. Autonomy can lead to
marked organizational disintegration. The staffs of different units
may tend not to form or maintain-a sense of overall institutional
mission or even (sometimes) the goals of their own unit` because an
autonomous unit within the context of a larger institution is not -
likely to create goals for itself except as they are derived from or
are fn some way related to the overall institutional mission. And if
autonomy weakens the ties between a unit and its institution, its
sense of purpose tends to become indistinct.

Unit autonom.y may have a number of other, consequences:

1. Program coordination becomes difficult.

Each unit may develop its own- program, without regard to
the programs of the other units.
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2. Competition for resources may lead to their. inefficient use.

3. Different units may develop different policies.

For example, in one institution each of several autonomous
units had different arrangements with the on-campus school
about how to 'deal with disruptive Children. Discrepancies and
inconsistencies between these management policies resulted in
confusion both to the students and the staff.

4.. The staff might lose their identification with and feeling-of
responsibility for the institution.

They might, for example, develop parental feelings toward
"their" children and not pay attention to or take responsibility
for children from other units, even in crisis situations. (The
converse might also take place: Children might tend to resent
staff members from other units when they try to assert influence
or authority.)

For all of the abOve reasons, an institution should move cautiously
toward decentralization. The staff must be capable of operating under
those circumstances and theinstitution needs to create an organiza-
tional context that maintains integration against the potentially divi,
sive forces that are inherent in organizational autonomy. The next
chapters describe a new role for institutional management iri creating
an integrative organizational context.

4 )
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VII.= The New Role of Management: The General Objectives of Managers

In the preceding chapters, we discussed those organizational matters
most directly related to the delivery of individualized services to children.
In particular, we discussethehe dbcentralization of decision making, and
the organization of staff into teems as ways to meet organizational require-
ments imposed by the individualization of services. The management of
teams was part of that discussion.

In this chapter, we begin a discussiOn of institutional management or
managers rather than the director, for a number of reasons. In an institu-
tion in which decision making is decentralized, there is no single director
in the traditional sense; management at the institutional level might no
longer be vested in one personf In some institutions, managerial responsi-
bility may be shared by an associate director or within a management group
or committee. In more traditional organizations, an assistant director
might assist the director in carrying out the director's decisions; in a
decentralized organization, associate directors maybe delegated respon-
sibility and authority within a certain purview. Staff members thropghout
the organization share in the decision making. In general, a decentralized
institution's managers no longer direct the activities of staff. Top manage-
ment's new job is to create and maintain alp organizational structure in which
decentralized decision making can take place.

Middle management includes a somewhat more diversified range of
tasks than in traditional organizations, where 'middle managers generally
are supervisors who direct (and monitor) the .activities of line staff
members. In a decentralized organization, middle managers act as
leaders, resource pergons and coordinators. They are much more likely
to.take responsibility for seeing that something is done by supporting
those who perform a task than they are to direct staff in doing It. As
resource persons, they are concerned with developing staff skills, that
is, staff ability to take responsibility for carrying out tasks without
direction. In a children's residential center, middle managers take
responsibilityn for such activities as in-service training, case conferences,
intake, placement, team coordination, and for the Management of sub-..
systems (living units, an on- campus school).

In traditional institutions, becoming a supervisor confers a more or
less permanent status that makes the person eligible to assume managerial
responsibilities. In decentralized institutions -- especially those organ-
ized as open systems (see below)--staff members may act as managers
temp&arily, either because their particular skills are not needed over a
long term or because the function for which they assume responsibility
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(for, example, leading an ad hoc .committee) may be transitory. Authority
and leadership tends to be vested or assumed on the basis of expertise
rather than becatise of status. Thus, any staff member is eligible to
assume management responsibility pecause he has s.ome particular skill
that qualifies him to take -leadership in a particular activity.

A. Major Objectives

The gbjectives of managers of a children's residential center
are to organize an institution that is responsive to a certain range
of community needs and to integrate that organization with its
environment as well as internally, so that its staff carry out activ-
ities that are for the benefit of children and that also fulfill needs in
the environment. The managers, then, clarify and enunciate the
particular mission of their Institution, design'a treatment process to
achieve that mission, recruit and organize staff to carry out thew
tasks of which that process is composed, and maintain an integration
both of staff within the organization and between the organization and
its environment.

In providing individualized treatment, a CRC likely uses some
combination of a number of technologies (behavior modification,
transactional analysis, education, group therapy, psychoanalytical
therapy, etc.) that may be effedtive. Each technology requires
appropriate staff skill's and some one or some group with those skills
accepting responsibility for the activities.

It is important to recognize that-any one way of organizing staff
is not sacrosanct. Because the responsibilities for the activities
required by any given technology may be divided and grouped in
different ways, work can be organized'in different ways and, there-
fore, different organizational structures may be able to carry out the
same technology.

Managers and institutional staff members often do not recognize
the flexibility they can have to redesign their organization, to
reallocate responsibilities among the staff, and even to experiment
to see which organization of work may be best, given the particular
constraints characterizing their itistitutton -- primarily, the available
resources, the staff and their skills and interests.

Many managers plan organizations so thatwork is distributed in
stereotyped ways in accordance with the traditions and prerogatives
of, professional role groups. However, those traditions may not be
consistent with the best interests of the children being served by a
treatment program.
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Managers need to define the role structure of the child care
institution--who does what--in terms. of what needs to bd done',
instead of having 'a preconceived notion about what the functions
of the various professional and non-professional groups should
be. In this regard, a classification forassigning duty functions
accordingtto,children's needs and staff skills, rather than
professional needs, is sorely needed. Too often, group care
is related more to professional preference than to the actual

-needs of The children. (Whittaker,.1972b, p. 55)

B. The CRC as an Open System

Because children's residential centers need be responsive to
environmental expectations and need to carry out the operations
requited by a technology to achieve their mission, they might be
helped by general guidelines for their organization. We present
some formulations about guidelines as they grew out of the periodic
team discussions that took place during the HIRI consultation project.
We found ourselves discussing the organization of children's residen-
tial centers in the language of contemporary systems theory because
the constructs of that theory seemed to fit the phenomena we were
considering. In particular, we found that the organizajonal model
proposed by open systems theory, as first formulated by A. K. Rice
(1963), was useful in discussing issues of organization as they
were manifested in the children's residential centers in which we
were working.

The open systems model compares an organization to a living
thing. Materials are imported from the environment, across the
organization's boundaries; the materials are transformed in a
conversion process, within the organization; the transformed
materials are exported back into the environment; feedback from the
exports or their impact influences the natureand flow of imports. In
In most organizations, top management regulates the transactions
ac'ros's its, boundaries; responsibility for the conversion process
is delegated to middle management.

Translated into the terms of a treatment-oriented children'
residential center, children flow into the residential center in an
intake process; they undergo beneficial changes in the course of
the treatment precess within the institution; at the end of treatment
they are placed back into the environment; the rate of placement and
the effectiveness of treatment have a ponsequent 'influence on intake
(feedback). In many institutions, the director assumes responsibility
for the institution's relationship with its environment; an associate
director takes responsibility for internal management.
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Managers of children's residential centers might consider a
number of general guidelines, implied by open system theory,. when
they examine the organizational characteristics of their institution.

1. The organization needs to be designed as a system, to promote
adequate interrelatedness of individuals, work groups and
management.

Roles should be described in terms of responsibilities as
those responsibilities interlock with those of other jobs. Work
groups, meetings and accountability procedures should be
designed to facilitate interrelatedness.

A

2. The organization should be designed as an open system.

Because their, basic process involves absorbing children
from the community, treating them in some 'internal program and
releasing them back into the community, CRCs have a high
degree .of interrelatedness "With and dependence on their environ-
ments. Their environments are changeable and they may need to
position and reposition themselves in relation to those changing
conditions. The organization should be designed as an open
system that maintains close contact with those parts of its
environment on which it is dependent, and in terms of which it
must adapt if it is to be viable.

An open system organization anticipates and has a way to
plareto respond to environmental changes such as changes in
referral sources, categories of children being referred, birth
rates, performance expectations, financing and standards,. the'
availability of placement opportunities in the community, etc.
In particular, environmental changes often require that a CRC
learn to do new things or learn: to do some things better if it is
to survive.

For a dozen ypars, the probation departments of several
counties had used a children's residential center (not
one of our institutions) as a treatment facility for emo-
tionally disturbed adolesc,nt girls. During their place-
ment, these children attended community,schools and
appeared well accepted 'by local residents. Changes
in, public policy required that; the probation departments
begin to place such children in community settings -
(foster and small grop homes) . New, referrals would be
more severely disturbed and delinquent children.
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The director fruitlessly attempted to persuade the
referral sources to cont4inue to refer the same kinds
of children. She feared she might have to close
the institution because their program and organi-
zation were not designed to treat disturbed children,
and she anticipated that the surrounding community
would not tolerate severely delinquent children.
It was obvious that the institution had not prepared
itself to respond meaningfully to a 'change in kinds
of referral _ That is, it was not responsive to
changes in environmental expectations as an open
system would be.

3. An open system that organizationally provides the capability
for learning on a. continutng.basfs becomes a learning system.

Children's residential centers that are responsive to
environmental changes and that strive to-improve their effective-
ness can further design their organizations as learning systems.
A learning system contains organizational structures that identify
staff needs to learn new skills ..ind institutional needs to acquire
resources with new skills, and a way of assessing organizational
effectiveness so that areas in which improvements are needed
can be identified.

The following questions may be used to identify significant
chafacteristics Of a children's residential center, in order to analyze
it as an open system.

What is (are) its primary task(s)? What does it have to do in'
order to survive in a universe of need?

What is its environment? What are the expectation's, pressures
and resources available from the environment?

What is the nature of its boundaries, both internal and externa
How is the institution separated from its environment, and how
do transactions occur across those boundaries? How are its
internal components separated from one another, and what is
their relationship?

What does it export? What Roves from the institution into the-
environment?

What are the 'constraints withit which it rrwst operate? What
are its resourceb? What are the, rules and regulations yverning
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its operation? What are the resources it has available?
(O'Connor, 1974)

The following chapters describe, in greater detail, the role of
management in a decentralized institution designed as ap open -

system.

' :
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VIII. The New Role of Management:

.Manaaing Boundaries and Institutional Definitions

Children's residential centers are confronting increasingly dem ding
and complex environments. Although they always have hack' an inter en-
dent relationship with their environments, they once could be somewhat
remove from them. In recent years, however, the traditional acquies-
cence f the public to the authority of institutions and professionals has
diminished. e public no longer accepts unquestioningly the right of
institutions to define the populations they choose to treat, to determine
length of st y and to treat or not to treat at their discretion. External
constrain and expectations increasingly affect institutional goals and
programs and increase institutions' needs to explain themselves and
justify ir existence. Maintaining an institution's relationship with
its env onmentboundary tending--occupies a much greater part of
manage ent's time than ever before. As the need to manage transactions
across boundaries increases, the directors of institutions no longer are
able to manage both their boundaries and their internal operations.
Under these circuttstances, directors may need an associate (director)
with whom they divide those management responsibilities.

A. Managing the Institution's Relations with Its Environment .

An institution's director is the logical choice fk managing
transactions across the boundary between the institution and its
environment because, as director,. he is accountable to the com-
munity, the board of trustees, and superordinate agencies. The
institution vests authority in him to speak for it.

...Any leader of an enterprise or part of an 'en rprise has the
-task of controlling the boundary conditions of e enterprise
or the.part of it that he leads. (Rice, 1963, p. 53)

As the boundary manager, a director typically becoMes involved
in the following kinds of activities:

1. Interpreting the 'institution tits environment.

The director is the voice of the institution, "i°laining its
mission and program to referral sources, funding agencies, othe'r
related systems and the public.
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When an institution is geographically located within a
community, the director plays an important role in maintaining.
good relationships with neighbors and community groups. The
establishment of group homes as an extension of the residential
facility may require the manager to maintain a broad base of
community support. A good relationship can help promote the
acceptance and tolerance of deviant children who occasionally
may disturb the community's tranquility. .The director of one
institution recruited community groups to participate in a recrea-
tional program and to accept children into community homes for
evening or-weekend visits.

2. Interpreting the environment to the institution.

The director i forms an institution's staff about changing
conditions and exp ations in the institution's environment.
That flow of information is especially important in a decentral-
ized organization because it enables work grOups, to adjust and
adapt their activities to such changes. Institutional viability
may depend upon it. For example, institutions for delinquents
face frequent changes in community expectations. At some times,
dramatic exposees of undesirable conditions in agencies dealing
with delinquents can arouse community demands to improve
programs promoting rehabilitation and early release. Within
days, because of a violent juvenile crime, the same community
may demand tighter controls and longer periods of confinement.
An informed staff, to some extent, can help maintain institutional
viability by adjusting their priorities in accordance with such
environmental changes in expectation. By the same token, the
boundary manager can be a buffer getween the environment and
the staff: By interpreting the institution's constraints to the
environment, he may temper the environment's demands on it;
by providing realistic information to the staff, he can modulate
the impact of changing an_ d sometimes unreasonable environmental
demands.

3. Negotiating for support and resources.

Even in institutions supported by tax funds which provide
a yearly budget, a manager by no means can be certain that his
budget will be smoothly and automatically forthcoming from year

.,to year. Managers of private institutions who must scramble
for their budgets may envy the apparently steady flow of money
available in a tax-supported institution. However, competition
for funds in such institutions often makes it necessary for their

4.1
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boundary managers to devote a considerable proportion of their
time to insuring that superordipate agencies maintain necessary
birdget levels.

4. Maintaining relations with the policy-making board.

A board can help a director deal effectively with an insti-
tution's environment. The director, however, must provide his
board with data which enables its members to make informed
judgments, A,working board (as contrasted with a ceremonial
board) can be an important source of contacts and support in
matters affecting the institution from without and a consultation
resource for some 'internal matters. In one agency, influential
members of its board of trustees gave testimony supporting
legislation favorable to children's residential centers to a
committee of the state legislature. In another, an ad hoc
committee of the board joined with staff representatives to
insure that affirmative action requirements wete appropriate and
clear as the institution prepared to fill two management positions.

5. Developing new community programs.

Directors of some institutions work in their communities to
develop day care centers and after -care group homes, helping
their institution reduce its cost of care and thus, in the long
run, making it more viable. Creating a system of care enables
an agency to use less expensive care in the community to supple-
ment and partly replace more expensive institutional care when
that is not necessary for effective long-term treatment.

6. Approving and supporting staff involvement in consulting with
community groups.

As an institution develops a reputation in the community
for having expertise in certain kinds of program and activity
development, its director, is often requested to provide consul-
tation on the subject. The director of one agency was approached
by the city recreation department which asked for his as' 1.,:tance
in planning their summer day camp program. The director then
met with the unit supervisor who had been responsible for the
institution's day camp program and suggested that he and his
staff provide the consultation the city needed.

t,
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7. Planning for the long-term.

The director who stands on the boundary between the insti-
tution and its environment can sense and anticipate the commun-
ity's needs for the institution over the long run.

One institution director who recently assumed thfl respon-
sibilities of boundary management (and delegated a large part
of the responsibility for internal management to an associate
director) describes his new role in some ways as that of navi-
gator rather than pilot.1 As "navigator," he feels that it is up
to him to know the direction in which the institution is going...
His associate director is the "pilot" who flies (operates) the
institution from within. Relinquishing responsibility and author
ity for operatiots.(as he put it) "gives me a little more time to
really check the checkpoints as the navigator. To be able to
rook down the line and to think about reducing the number of
beds in residential care, and plot more emphasis on the combina-
tion of foster homes and a treatment center. He thinks about
new kinds of mixes of services that his agency can provide. He
is aware of the agency's need to he able to change, to respond
to changing needs in the community. "The reality is that as
soon as we begin to get comfortable with something, we'd better
be thinking about what the new needs are."

Although the director is responsible for managing transactions
across his institution's boundaries, he may want to delegate responsi-
bility for some activities to others--for example, to members of his
board of trustees and staff whose resulting increased familiarity with

1environmental challenges and opportunities can help them become more
effective on behalf of the institution`

An associate director typically takes responsibility for some
transactions across the institution's boundaries. Because he is
responsible for managing the treatment program, he also is responsi-
ble for maintaining occupancy at a reasonably high level. In turn, he:
may delegate that responsibility to middle-managers who are more
directly responsible for intake and placement. If he does so, however,
he- should expect the middle7managefs Co be accountable for their
decisions.

In one institution, unit supervisors each were responsible for
their own unit's intake and placement activities. Because they
had not agreed upon an accountability procedure when the
director delegated that authority, the unit supervisors made
decisions without regard to the impact they would have on the
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total population of the institution. They felt little responsibility
for total occupancy. The institution ran at a deficit because
occupancy was maintained below the break-even point.

B. Developing_a Statement of Institutional Mission

An agency management ordinarily is the authoritative source
of its definitions- tatements of mission that express why it exists,
what it is prepared to accomplish.

Definitions of institutional purpose can be very difficult to
formulate because they need to take into account a complex set of
determinants: community needs and priorities; an Institution's
constituents; (on the staff, in its environment and its clients) and
lest visible constraints. Statements of mission are approximatiops,
"best fits" that accommodate, if temporarily, as many considera-
tions and constraints as possible.

Why hay a statement of mission? In a decentralized institu-
tion, a st.atem of mission. can play an irnpolotant coordinating role
in maintaining its systemic integrity. When an institution's staff
members are not committed to achieving the same mission, they may
begin to work at cross-purposes.

Four child care workers in a living unit wanted the unit super -
visorand social worker to discharge a troublesome 14-year-
old-boy from the institution. As they expressed their wish
at a unit meeting: "If he isn't making it in school and isn't
making it in the cottage, he doesn't belong here." They felt
that the child was sabotaging their efforts to do their Job
(as they perceived it): to run the unit as a tight ship and
sail it on smooth waters.

The supervisor and social worker were resisting the pressure.
They were not holding the child care workers responsible for
running the unit smoothly. They interpreted the CCW's Job
as working with the child to help him deal better with his
emotional and interpersonal difficulties--not simply to get
him to fit into the context of the unit without disrupting it.

The CCWs appeared not to understand the position taken by
their supervisor and the s'ocial worker, and were obviously
dissatisfied by the discussion, which did not come tor-a" clear-
cut conclusion. As they saw it (somewhat bitterly) they were
being sabotaged in their efforts to do a good job, and fur venal
reasons. They believed that permitting the child to remain in
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the unit was due to a policy of keeping the institution's occu-
pancy rate high for financial reasons. The discussions did not
come to clearly understood conclusions because the partici.
pants%apparently were proceeding from different premises about
the institution's purpose, but did not recognize.and deal with
these differences.

The example illustrates one of the consequences that can result
from a lack of basic agreement about an institution's mission. In
this institution the lack of agreement was related to absence of an
explicit statement or understanding of the reason for the institution's
existence.

Having an explicit statement of mission means that an institu-
tion's sta, board of trustees, the community and its"clients can
answer the following question: What is this children's residential
center here t6 do? Such a statement is desirable for a number of
reasons:

1. The statement helps the community understand the institution's
role--what kinds of children it accepts and what it tries to
achieve with them.

The community, and the organizations that represent it (in
particular, funding and referririg agencies) can know haw to
support and use the institution as a resource. Furthermore, if
the community has changing needs for services, the( statement
of mission,provides a way for discussing changes that the insti-
tution might consider making. Thus, periodic reviews of the
statement in the light of information from its environment provides
a way that an institution can maintain its viability as a useful
resource.

2. A statement of mission serves as a statement of institutional
values.

Knowing what their organization stands for provides staff
members with a basis for identifying with their organization
and its values. When values are internalized they can serve
as atsource of motivation.

3. A statement of mission serves as a guide to organizational design.

An institution's mission provides a basis for identifying
its primary tasks. In turn, the operations that make up those
tasks provide a basis for designing its staff organization.
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4. A statement to which all staff members can subscribe provides
a foundation for staff. unity.

A sense of unity in relation to the broadest and most mpor-
tant issues can help modulate and contain conflict over particu-
lars which then will tend to be perceived as somewhat more
superficial and less threatening:

5. A statement provides an institution with a sense of direction and
enables a large number of staff people to mobilize their efforts
around a common aim. (Olmstead, 1971, p. 120)

Everyone can stay on the same track and work together
efficiently. An explicit statement may become particularly
important in a children's residential center where units may
function relatively autonomously--both from administration
and from each other--and individual staff members can function
relatively independently within_sunits.

6. An explicit statement gives everyone on the staff.equal access to
basic institutional definitions and enables everyone to use his
own judgment in making decisions.

The invitation to use that judgment develops an egalitarian
staff. Egalitarian relationships promote the kinds of discussion
and decision making that best serve the purposes of treatment.

Staff access to important institutional definitions may have
special impact when the institutions are attempting to change
from a hierarchical, authoritarian system to a decentralized
organization.

Art authoiltarian system is necessarily weak in opetational
ideology because it must resolve issues by appeal to the
superior officer rather than by appeal to principle. Author-
itarian discipline is subverted by the publication of prin-,
cipleso which an appeal from persons can be made.
Given a constitution QT a law of the 12 tables, the weakest
man in the community is armed with a weapon against the
strongest. .(McCleery, 1964, p. 388)

7. A statement of mission provides criteria for evaluating institu-
tional effectiveness and performance.

Externally, the criteria provide a basis for evaluation by
boards of directors, referring agenbies, licensing bodies and
funding agencies.
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Internally, the criteria Provide a basis for evaluating insti-
tutional activities, programs,..practices and aocedures.

Two questions provide the evaluative framework:
A

How does this procedure or program help attain the goals /
-implied by the mission?

Is this program or procedure consistent with the values
implied by the mission?

At a more concrete level, those questions become:

Does this meeting help us plan or implement activities
that contribute to institutional goals?

Does taking children to the movies contribute more or less
to treatment goals than taking them bowling?

Does giving children an allowance for bailaving in school
contribute to program goals?

C. Management's Responsibilities for Statements of Mission

An institution's director likely should assume responsibility
for developing and enunciating institutional definitions. As the
person who is astride thq boundary between the institution and the
community, and as the one inmost direct contact with its board of
trustees, superordinate agencies, components of related systems,
interest groups representing clients and funding agencies, he is in
a better position than anyone else to know the heeds of the community
and the possible roles that his institution can have in relation to
those needs.

The director also can identify that role to which his institution
is best suited by virtue of its access to external and internal
resources. If, for example, the institution has Poor access to
professional consultants, it might not be able to run a' program for
seriously disturbed children or to operate a facility for the very
severely handicapped, even though such needs existed in the com-
m}xnity and the institution wa,S greatly interested in addressing them.
imilarly, the existing internal resources of his institution- -the

,physical and staff .assets and liabilitiesand the potential for
developing or acquiring additional resources constrain the institu-
tion's choice of roles.

t)
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The director Can give leadership to developing a consensus
about an appropriate, statement of institutional mission among

ainterested persons and groups both inside and. outside;the inSti-
tution. If an institution's statement_of mission is develop-ed with
the participation-of interested individuals-and groups, it is likely
that they will then supflort the priorities and programs that are (then)
created or adapted to implement that statement of mission. The
director also takes leadership in reviewing definitions and changing
them as it bacomes necessary. Again, he likely will need support
both from outside the situation--especially from his board of
trustees--and from his staff. He can use his authority and influ-
ence to direct attention to the need to review or change the state-
ment of mission and cah organize appropriate vehicles to consider
making changes..

D. Some Desirable Characteristics of a Statement of Mission:

A statement of Mission shouldhave characteristics that 'enable
it to be as useful as possible. Following are some characteristics .
that should be considered when an institution is developing such.'
a statement.

1. A statement of mission is a statement of. purpose.

It should accommodate community needs, staff interests
and the constraints (physical, staff, regulatory) within which
the institution must operate.

Because its usefulness derives from its potential for
generating guidelines, evaluative criteria and goals, and
orienting staff and others to the institution's role, it should
be stated in rather%specific terms and in terms of desired and
attainable results.

The statement should imply attainable goals that, can be
measured. It may not be taken seriously if goals are too remote
or tgo grandiose for staff members to be able to plan-effective
programs for reaching those goals.

AlthoUgh it is important that the statement is capable of
being operationalized, it should not itself indicate the means
or the operations that enable the institution to fulfill its inten-
tions. The particular prOcesses the institution will employ
grow out of the needs of the children, its constraints (resources)
and the available technology. As these change, institutional
practices may chang even though the i7- nstitution's mission may
remain the same.
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2. The-statement should be broad enough to include all of the tasks
that must be performed in the institution for it to survive.

For example, in one state .delinquent boys are sent to
forestry camps which are places of detention and fairly
close supervision and at which educational, social and
recreational services are provided- Counselors and
social workers do group work with the boys. The. boys ..

also are expected to work at fire prevention and fire
fighting tasks under the supervision of forestry personnel.
Each of the'activities,and 'services described requires
its own staffing and has its own procesk...,Zhe. camps',
statement of mission should be broad enough to include
all of the activities.

The statement should be neither too broad nor too narrow.
It should. include only those aspects of a general mission that
can be achieved given the institution's constraints. For example,
"reducing delinquency" would be too broad a mission for an
institution, since the conditions that give rise to delinquency
and the context in which delinquency occurs go far beyond the
institution's purview. On the other hand, if a statement of
mission were to include the specification th t it intends "to
provide residential treatment," the statem- t might be too
narrow and might unnecessarily inhibit the institution's activ-
ities. For example, the institution might then not perceive
that it is fre o create non-residential components that might
be useful-4i providing services to larger numbers of children
and in i-edu ng costs.

3. A statement of mission should be one that a consensus of staff
members can subscribe to.

As has already been discussed, the,statement should avoid
arousing conflict due to philosophical differences. Similarly,
unnecessary difficulties probabIy would be encountered.if the
statement skipulated use of'a /thchnology about which there was
conflict, such as "the reinforcement of socially adaptable
behavior."

z., 1
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IX. The New Role of Management:
Maintaining a Flexible and Effective Organization

One of the priority respons.ibilities,of an institution's management iS
tending to its organizational design. For a children's residential treat-
ment center, the organizational design should account for all of the respon-
sibilities and related tasks necessary for the institution to carry out, its
child care and treatment program.

,t
The manager who has assumed responsibility for, the internal manage-

ment of a children's residential center assumes responsibility for, its
organizational design: for ensuring that its staff is deployed to carry out
the tasks required by its mission; that the activities of the staff are inte
grated and focused on achieving the objectives implied by the mission;
and that procetses and procedureg are consistent with the values implied
by the institution's mission. Because decentralization increases autonomy,
the manager will need to pay attention to managing to insure orgInizational
integration. He cannot assume that organizational integration lEmaintained
simply because appropriate groups have been formed and relationships
between groups established, on paper..

An institution recently had organized its staff into interciisciplib
teams charged with planning and implementing individualized treatment
for the children. Although the staff, on paper, was organized. into
teams, the teams did not function effectively. Team leaders ran meet-
ings without a clear statement of purpose; discussiOns tended to be
unfocused;' issues being discussed tended not to be resolved (either
by a decision, a decision not to make a decision, or a plan for making
a decision); the stair group comprising the team sometimes was not
appropriate (sori/e members were superfluous and others who should
have been there absent); issues were raised that could not be resolved
by those present because of lack of information or lack of authority;
teams appeared not to know how to progress from discussion to action;
and decisions typically occurred by default--they were not arrived at
in the course of discussion but ultimately were, made by one person in
a relatively arbitrary manner. Frequently, discussiont about problemS
of child management degenerated into gripe sessions; teams did.not
arrive at plans or make decisions toe deal with issues.

The example illustrates some of the areas of concern on whictra
manager might profitably focus his attention. In the following sections,
we list ,a number of such ,issues giving, whenever possible, illustrative
examples. Some 9f those examples refer to interventions made by;HIRI

a.
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consultants in the project's study institutions. A manager Might appro-
priately make some of these same kinds of interventions, acting almost
,as his institutio s internal consultant 'concerned with creating",and sus-
taining an organiza n that will support the staff and permit them to work
effebtively.

A. Making Changes in Organ atiOnal Design

Childre's residential cente exist in a changeable environment.
A wide variety of kinds of changes,' f funding, referrals, expecta-
tions

..s

of referring and-placing.agencies, reatment technology- -may
have,impact on the institu ion and may req that the institution

,accommodate the changes Also, internal.cha ges--changes in staff
composition and the exp- ise they make available, changes in treat--
ment technology--simi arly may require 'shifts in the allOcation of
responsibilities ana roles if t e institution is to makethe most effec-
tive use of its reso es. The efore,. it is highly desirable that an
institution's manage, ent perio cally scrutinizes its organizational -. .design kovee if ch nges are ne essary .

rill
,

N Ma agement a d staff of an institution an- free to design its
organization in an way they please. There are real constraints, of
course--;such as staff numbers the distribution of expertise among
the staff, mandates from licensing and regulatory agencies, require-.,
ments of guilds and ;,,unions. Some of these real constraints may be
modifiable or negotiable; others May not. However, when institu-
tions do not use their freedom to organize work in-the manner that
best suits their particular circumstances, it usually is not so much
because of the real constraints as because ,of reluctance to deal with :
issues of tradition, professional prerogatives, staff uneasiness about
change, and other primarily "political" considerations.

While reviewing organizational design to determine whether
changes might be desirable, a manager should encourage discpssion
of the'prevalent attitudes toward existing roles and responsibilities ,

in order to determine possible resistances to making changes.
Through discussion, the manager and staff can identify problems con-
straining change that may be addressed through careful, planning.

en the manager and the staff analyze and review the -exi ling
design, it is extremely important that they direct their attention to the
ways the wdrk actually is being done rather than merely review thq
official descriptions of work roles as they might appear on the orga
zation's personnel chait. Organizational charts usually represent the
and staff relationships and official work descriptions in a superficial
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mann4and any analysis based on those kinds of official statements
will also be superficial.

1. Some reasons for rede'signing the organizational structure ofwan
institution".

1

. "The signs of dysfunction due to structural faults are mani7
fold, but here area few of the typical ones.

a. The distribution of roles, responsibilities and authority may
interfere with a staff member's ability to make decisions So
he can do his work.

In a decentralized institution, roles are best cleaned
in terms of respOnsibilities so that staff members caniden-
tify the area in which they need to act. Describing the rdle
in terms of responsibility indicate8 that a staff °member,
should use his judgment and is free to innovate to do his
job.. Defining roles in tetras of tasks pr-, activities constrains
staff members from seeking better ways of doing their jolts.'

O

Staff members need their organization's 'permission to
make decisions in the area of their responsibility--that is,
unless a staff member has, authority to act in order to fulfill
his responsibilities, it is impossible for to do his job.

, If he does not have the authority, or if the terms' of delega-
tion are ambiguous, he Will need to go to others, regularly,
in order to check out his decisions and ask permission. Not
only is it inefficient, but it is also demoralizing to many ,-.
staff members when they cannot use their personal resources.
and judgment, in tne,In work -.

b. The design is ambiguous or inexplicit.

To he effective in guiding and coordinating the behaVior
of staff members, the organizational design needs to be
'dearly understood by everyone. To be clear, the design
must cover the necessary bases, describing the responsi-
bilities of which the roles of different staff members are
made up and thezinterlockiv relationships Jpetween roles
with regard to responsibiliq and authority. Otherwise staff
members might perceive the need foi- improvement,butmight
not be certan about who has the responsibility and right to
make decisions to change. Some responsibilities might
"fall through the cracks" and not be claimed by anyone.

-73-
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c. Conflict between individuals or work groups interibres with

irk

work.

Conflict can-have its roots in role conflict (contra-
*dictory expectations placed on an individual or. group) or
role ambiguity (a lack of sufficient information about role).
(Kahn, Wolfe et al, 1964, pp. 387-391) A certain amount
of conflict between individuals and groups having different
priorities quite naturally tends to produce some conflict in
any institution. Ordinarily, managers provide way
dealing with such conflicts: by administrative decision;
through negotiation between groups; by arbitration. At
times, however, an institution may not be able to manage
conflict, and individuals` and groups become so absorbed'
by it that' they can, no longer function together. At such
times, the institution may make structural changes either
to strengthen its abilitrto deal with conflict (for example,
by creating a hew structure with special autlidrity to arbi-
trate or negotiate) or by redefining roles and responsibilities.

The social workers at one institution traditionally
sUpervised units and child, care staff. The institu-

rh tion's directorrelieved the social workers of their
supervisorial responSibilities because it seemed
to him that they did not maintain an appropriate '-
balance between the needs of children and the
needs of the agency. In his opinion, the social
workers tended to be too permissive and permitted
children to damage the physical plant. The direc-
tor created the position of cottage coordinator to
be filled by an experienced child care( worker whom
he felt could more likely maintain an appropriate
balance. -

As a result. and especially besca e the institution
did not place a,very hig riorit n professional
service otrie soCia orkers became figureheads
who 'hadsli,Ltleju ction but to satisfy official'state
licensing requitements that instix.40 qmploy
social workers. Because theylerved'A'okteal func-
tiop, they cari;thd little weight and got lithe inspect.
They became embittered-and-alienated both froeth..,
director, and the child care staff. t became clear '
that eithera structural change r efining their jobs

/ needed to be made or they wou have to-be fired.
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. When staff members, complain that their jobs are unrealiptic
or unreWarding.

A good structural design not only, defines roles and
responsibilities to ensure that an institution's primary task
can be carried out, but also defines those roles so that
staff skills and potentials are used as complatA; aS possi-
ble. The institution will benefit because it is putting its
own internal resources to beft use In additiOn, staff
morale is likely to be high because each person can feel
that he is making an important contribution to the total
effort. Reallocating responsibilities can enrich jobs so
that staff members will feel more-fulfilled. c

The process of negotiation (which was a pert of an
organization redesign procedure) provided one staff
member with' a means of enriching his job and ful-
filling his.interest. As cottage coordinator, his
responsibility was primarily the care of the- childferi
and ,sui_leyvision of the cottage staff. In his nego-
tiations with the social workers, he asked to be
included in family conferences and contacts with
the parents. The social worker welcomed his,
interest and made it clear that-she would inform

Ihim of her work with the families and invblve
him in any contacts that she made.

2. What kind cif change in design is needed: structural adjustment
or structural redesign?

An institution's manager can review organizational structure
during a systematic, series of conversations with individuals and

"Y" work groups.. -Those conversations might explore the division of
responsibilities', whether all responsibilities are accounted for,
how tasks are divided, mutual expectations of staff members and
whether they are met - -in brief, the roles of individuals and giups
and how they are intertwined with those of\bthers. It is Impor-\\,,,
tant that these discussions cover the relatiOhships between
roles as well. as the content of roles. In fact, a useful way of
proceeding might be to review these matters with groups bf indi-

. , viduals who are linked to o = another in the performance of their
work, (what Kahn, would call memb rs of a, "role set," .1464,
p. 189) making certain that the r ationships within and between
all groups are reviewed. In dOi g so4-management 'should recog-
nize that individuals can belong toinore-than one-group and those
groups overlap in different wa s.
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An institution may be able to m ke adjustments in its
organizational structure when, in th course of discussion- -
either between a manager and work, roups or in the process of
negotiation.s between work groUps-- ement can be reached
abbut changes. Staffs can become sk' led- in identifying needs
for change and in negotiating changes nd may frequently be
able to work out such changes to every e's satisfadtion.

One of the difficult aspects of making changes:in organiza-
tional structure stems from the systeacnature of organizations:
Changes made in the responsibilities,' duties or authorities of
one person or group require that commensurate changes be made
in the roles of other persons or groups--sometimes in areas
rather remote from the locus of the initial change. It Is for this
reason that the exploration and negotiation of change should be
conducted in groups made up of persons who have interlocking
functions.

; Two of the HIRI project consultantsW created an exercise by
means of which the management and staff of an institution could
make structural changes in a manner that developed staff support

.and commitment to the changes: The exercise provided an orderly
procedure for task-oriented meetings that involved or represented
all staff groups, that proceeded to regilOcate responsibilities
by a process of negotiation, and that developed staff skills in
negotiating such changes so that they subsequently might make
adjustments among themselves as often as necessary. (For a
detailed description of this exercise, see Appendix C.)

Organizational redesign can have important positive conse-
quences for the organization and for its staff. After the exer-
cise was carried out at one institution, a unit supervisor.made
the following comments:

Getting back to negotiations, the thing that was the most
difficult for me was to get used to the idea that the pre-
conceived roles that I had for myself and for my job and
for .other people's jobs didn't necessarily have to exist.
The HIRI people spent a great deal of energy trying to
convince us that we didn't have to accept the roles
that we had been locked into. I find now that since we
started doing things that they told us, my job--I think I
can speak for most people--is much more fulfilling, I
am a child care worker, but now I'm also involved in

* Tom Hallam and Robert Blinkenberg
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contact with parents and parents' group therapy. 'Social
workers in our cottage' are now involved in day..-today
child care., I have administrative decisions that I'm
allowed toarticipate in. So, for me, t negotiations
Were hard ici that'I had to realize that r di n't have to
accept the role that I was in--that Lcould negotiate
for Other responsibilities, things that were- more reward-
ing, for me. It's .paid off. 0

We are not suggesting that an institution should attempt to
duplicate the exercise described in Appendix C. The exercise
was developed experimentally and wtq conducted at two insti-
tutions, with considerable success, but only after careful plan-
ning and implementation by outside consultants. The exercise '

was not nearly as effdctive at a third institution because of
grave problems in the institution's management and staff. (There

as some progress made in its short-term outcome; but a radical
change in personnel prevented assessment of its outcome over
the-long tem.) The exercise may be of interest, however,
because it provides further orientation to the process of organi-

..

zational redesign.

3. Filling new staff poVions.

Sometimes organizational redesign may create new staff
positions. Such posj.tions_may result from new combinations
of functions formerly included in old positions or may be made
up of newly-identified responsibilities. Management might
want to encourage staff participation in defining the new job
and hiring a person to fill it, because such participation will
strengthen their support for the job and the person.

One institution planned and implemented an open hiring
process in the following manner:

. The staff negotiated ground miles for their participation
with the institution's associate director, resulting in
the following steps.

b. The staff discussed the general requirements for the new
job role and listed those they could agree upon.

c. - The requirements were posted so that everyone in the
agency could see them.

-77-
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d. Anyone who felt qualified could apply by writing a letter
to the participating staff group stating his qualifications in
relation to those posted for the job.

e. The staff group discussed each such applidant and analyzed
his qualifications in terms of the job requirements.

f. The associate director, after receiving the staff group's
recommendations, and after meeting with each applicant
reached a final decision about hiring the applicant. He
responded to each application by writing a letter giving
his perceptions of the applicant's qualifications as they

,related to the requirements of the job.

Thus, each applicant was hired or received a letter stating
in what ways his qualifications were not sufficient and what
he might do to become eligible. In one instance, the asso-
ciate director gave an applicant up to 3 months to satisfy
certain requirements and held the job open for her until she
did.

B. Delegating Responsibility and Authority.

Delegation never is total. For example, institutional managers
must retain authority to make decisions about policy at the institu-
tional level, such as decisions about organizational goals, and the
tasks that need to be carried out to achieve the goals; about the
institution's boundaries and transactions with its.environment; and
about certain maintenance and support functions such as budgdting
and accounting, purchaSing, personnel, medical services, etc.

Although a manager may agree not to interfere,^his resporisibil-
ties usually require that he know What is going on in the insfitution.
is frequent presence as a. visitor can serve that purpose, and his

ity to staff and children can be reassuring and supportive --
if he conducts himself so that his presence is benign, that is, not
interpreted as snooping.

Delegation needs to be cleat and contractual in that the person
doing the delegation (usually, the director or associate director)
binds himself not to interfere, unilaterally. Such contacts need to
be observed or a staff may come to feel that they ate at the mercy
of a capricious and arbitrary authority, with disastrous effects on
morale.

/
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A director felt overburdened because he was involved in making
a wide variety of decisions at every level of the institution.
Because he could not attend to all of the matters over which he
retained control, important decisions were not made or were made
by defau4. A consultant suggested that he identify a purview
over which he wanted to maintain control and that he,delegate
other areas'or responsibility and authority to his senior staff.

Thipdirector began to meet with the senior staff on,a fairly
regular basis to discuss issues that were important to the
agency. Ho wever, n t make clear their role in the
discussions.

At some times, the director acted as participant, stating his
point of view or interest in relation to an issue or problem and
the group as a whole, with, the director acting as an,equal,
arrived ala conclusion that the director treated as binding. .

Subsequently, the group would discuss an issue, and arrive at
a conclusion which they regarded as a decision, and which
they ,strongly supportedonly to have the directOr inform them
that he regarded their conclusion as a recommendation, and
that he was rejecting it.

Increasingly, the group felt that they were being imposed upon
by an authority who refused to be bound by agreement, conven-
tion or ground rule. They became increasingly frustrated and
enraged and unable to work constructively.

Delegation works best when a manager is scrupulous about
imposing constraints upon himself after Ltieking his delegation.' An
institution's director speaks of a continuing process of differentiating
his own responsibilities from those he has delegated:

...we decided what I wanted to do, and fhel (the associate
director) decided what he wanted to do, and we argued back and
forth. Interestingly enough, we are 'still arguing, and we have
for the past year. And.we're still not 'clear on some tasks.
We developed a way of communicating about it. Every once in
a while [hel gets ticked off; fhel sends to me a copy of our
contract in terms of what he is responsible jor, and I react to
it. I feel very angry. Sometimes I feel very threatened about
the whole thing. an the final analysis, we work through it
and we go on from there. So that, essentially, what we have
found is that there is a way of one's identifying tasks that need
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to be performed; that there is 'a way of resolving some of the
conflicts that come up...once you get them Out in the open...
At other times it may be the whole staff. I get to moving
around in an area that I've' a lways liked to do, been doing
it for many years, and one of the staff meetings a guy says
rather quickly that 'I all ain't well.' We go through several
uncomfortable mo znts with the staff wanting to open up,
but finally fin. g out that they really can lay it on the old
manlet h r know that he's violated the contract, and that
he's in a gas that are none of his business. I'll continue
to do s, I'm ,sure, but nonetheless, there's a feedback
wh I step too far out of line.

I learned to live-with it (the split in management responsibilities)
and, by golly, the decisions were, in fact, a lot better than the
ones I had been pushing. I used to like to go into the kitchen
and nose around. Also, I worried about the yard. But now that's
[his] responsibility. Nevertheless, I still feel ticked off
because we have a new lawnmower and I don't really know if
we put enough time into thinking about getting the -Other one
fixed! But I'm beginning to find out that if I'm using my time
well, I'm not worried about the lawn mower and the yard. I'm
keeping an eye on the outside and bringing in inforination and
sharing it on the inside. It's a case of finding a whole bunch
of new tasks.

One thing I've found out is that I could no longer do everything
in the agency. I began to learn, too, that there were many,
many people who do things differently, better, anti were hired
to do that particular thing. I had to no longer 'lead the way'
in every job that came along.

C. Creating Work Groups

A manager has responsibility for creating appropriate work groups
that willwill assume ma e responsibilities necessary to sustain
the organization d its programs. Groups may be relatively perma-
nent (such as administrative groups that take care of financial matters,t unitspurchasing, housekeeping a d planning or operational its concerned
with intake) or temporary (su h as treatment teams formed to take the
responsibility -'for pla-riirand implementing a treatment program for
individual/children).

Tradit onal organizations tend to be reluctant to create new groups'
or disband or ones; they tend to preserve the prerogatives of existing
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structures even though group composition may not be appropriate
to deal adequately with some new issue: The flexibility to form
new work groups, with their own mandates, on an as-needed basis
is an important organizational characteristic of an institution that
has an open-systems posture. Such groups tend to be maximally
concerned with reaching objectives and minimally concerned with
distracting political issues. By keeping their boundaries open,
they can recruit new members or engage outside resources on an
as-needed basis.

In an institution organized as an open system, ad hoc work
groups may be formed by staff members. However, managers are
more likely to take leadership in convening such groups because
their perspective enables them to identify institutional needs that
can best be addressed through group efforts. The manager and the
group together can decide when to disband it.

An institution created a temporary task force, led by a profes-
sional staff member, to plan for converting the organization of
its staff into interdisciplinary treatment teams. The task force
was chosen from interested volunteers invited from all of the
groups that would be affected by the work of such teams, inclu-
ding s'ocial.services, institutional administration, the child care
staff, Teachers, and children.

Work groups should be designed to counteract the splitting,
competition and conflict that tends to occur between professional,
role and status groups.

The chairmanship of an interdisciplinary work group was
rotated, monthly, in order to minimize the conflict that
might occur because of traditional differences in status.

The manager should take pains to make certain that the compo-
sition of meeting and work groups is appropriate. Everyone affected
by group decisions or actions either should be present or represented
in group meetings.

At one of the first meetings at which the HIRI consultant was
present, the social service staff of an institution presented a
paper describing a new organization for the social work, child
care and teaching staff. They had just distributed that paper
to all members of those staffs. However, they had developed
the new organization without the participation of either the
child care staff or the teachers. Shortly afterward, the
teAche7 complained to the consultant that they would be
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pressured'to-,go along with the new organization even though
.,they objected to some of its provisions and-that they would be

labeled as "the problem" if they were not acquiescent. At a
subsequent meeting with the social workers, the consultant
pointed out that they had not involved the child care or teaching
staff in formulating their plan and that ii likely would be met
with resistance. He Suggested that the plan ould more likely
be successfully implemented if the work gro developing it
contained representatives of all of the groups that would be
affected by it. The social service staff arranged a new meeting
to include the child care workers and teachers in order to
prepare a new plan.

D. Staff Firevelopment and the U
r.

f Outside Resources
77.

When decision making is decentralized the need for well planned
and carefully executed staff development increases. The staff is
asked/to take on many kinds of deisions which heretofore have
been made by management. In addition, if treatment is being admin7.-
istered by teams, many staff members will be called upon to play
entirely new roles vis -a -vis each other and the children. Specialized
training for these new responsibilities is always advisable.

, .
Initiating this staff development program is a manage ent

responsibility. In the model we are describ g in th *se ion,
implementing the program, on the oth ha was su cessfully
delegated to a staff development gro designated y management
but assuming their responsibilities w general consensus within
the staff. From that point on, altho gh the committee was ultimately
accountable to management, it functionOd with a great deal of
autonomy. There was two-way communication between the committee
and management, support from management when additional resources
were necessary but as little interference as possible from management.

4,

At one institution the responsibility for a staff deve pment and
training committee was assigned by the administration to one of
the unit supervisors. The HIRI consultant worked with this
committee in a variety of ways, providing support to the com-
mittee chairman, to the committee functioning as a group, and
to subcommittees. He served as a resource perste particularly
in helping them identify and obtain outside consultants. He
also Orovided feedback so that the committee could benefit by
ongoing evaluation.

Once the committee was established specific needs were pin-
pointed (both through agency-wide and internal committee
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discussions) and subcomm ees were established to deal with
those specific needs,fo instance, agency technology, inter-
personal processes, co munidations.

/
It was determined that for every identified training need outside
resources needed to be called upon., As a result, a number of
consultants were utilized by the committee, usually for 1-
day workshops or comparable "special events." These work-
shops included one on communication, one on parenting and
one on goat 'setting. In addition, the HIRI project consultant
himself* served as a .esource for ongoing staff work on self-
disclosure based erflourard's work (1968).

The foregoing vignette highlights the crucial role played by out-
side.resources in a staff development program. The four CRCs
involved in our roject had available as an outside resource an
organizational aonsta nt meeting with,them over a period of a yea
who addressed self', among other issues, to the problems of
staff dew ment. This is, however, an atypical situation. Given
the limi ed resources with which most CRCs work, both in terms of
money and manpower, a staff development committee can be informed,
discriminating and aggressive in identifying outside consultants who
can help them, solve specific problems and in indoctjinating their
f .w. staff members to accept' such consultation openmindedly and
o put use productively. ^

Generalizing from our experience with the CRCs involved in this
.,project, we suggest the following steps as a model for implementa-
tion of a staff development program:

1. 'Identification of need

Although a staff development committee has responsibility
for the total program, the identification of training needs should
involve the entire staff. Staff should be called upon not only
to,articulateneeds, but also to help the committee to establish
priorities.

2. Establishing contract with consultants

Many CRCs.have had only limited experience with the use
of consultation -- primarily with case conSultatibn or consultation
to staff regarding behavior of individual children. Since they
will in -a sense be in totally new territory in dealing with the
ra=nge of consultants who might be' called in forTstaff develop-
ment, it is suggested that the relationship with each consultant ,
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(no matter hoW limited the time of the relationship may be) be
deAned by a contract, either written or oral. This Contract
sh6uld reflect an agreement by both parties concerning:

a. the problem or opportunity to be addreSsed

b..,/ the desired outcome

c.1 the value of that outcome to the agency's effectiveness

d. the specific intervention tactics to be. used

3. Prepare the staff for the event

Many segments of the staff development program will be
isolated events such as the speCific workshops alliided to
above. It is a familiar 'hazard in dealing with such events
to have a skilled consultant arrive on the 'scene, deliver his
riches and depart without the staff really knowing what happened.
The staff and sometimes the consultant need to be primed for the
occasion. The staff development committee might concern
itself with questions like:

How can the committee best prepare the staff Jorthis
experience? Through preparatory discussions at team
meetings? Through direct participation in planning?
Through information dissemination?

1
b. How can staff be motivated to a high level of interest in

the ,pcoming event?

c. What information should be communicated to the outside
consultant so that his presentation will best fit our needs?

4. Planning the event as a founding experience

There are, of course, limitations to how much information
can be imparted in a i -day workshop or conference. However,
if the staff development committee makes clear that the specific
event is essentially a founding experience, it will be,so perceived
by the staff. That is, the event itself is expected to 'serve the
purpose of stimulating ideas and itroducing new skills. Iii Cant
mastery of those skills is not expected, nor is it usual for the
ideas introduced to take hold immediately and catapult the .
institution into profound change . A major task of the compittee,
therefore, is tO e end the input of `the time- limited werkshop
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or c pference, keep the staff interested in what was Introduced,
link.eit to other experiences they are having -and determine when
they are ready for new input from a different consultant:

5, Evaluation of the event
Cr

Fvaluation of a specific training event can be little more.
than descriptive but cumulatively these evaluations will provide
guidance to the staff development committee. Such assessments
can be carried out by questionnaires, by informal discussions
and by feedback at staff meetings. In most instances, it is
productive to ask the consultant himself to contribute to the
evaluation.

The use of outside resources on a short-term basis can help the CRC
staff develop its treatment lls as well as skills in mahagemerit and
coordination. Ideally, the, s affultimately develops an awareness of,.
themselves as resources to ne another, particularly in issue such as
communications and int personal skills. ///'

E. Reviewing Procedures and Processes

The systemic nature of CRCs exte ds/to the interrelatedness of
the ways in which work is done and t e results of the work,, Especially,
when a CRC has a mission that regui es individualized treatment, it"
is not 1),ItelY that it .Can be achieved nless its \procedures and
processes are consistent with its ob tives. Two kinds of consis-
tency need to be conAidered. The mo obvious 171perationalthat
is, that the formali/esign of an acts ty, the sequence of operations

/
. ..

A staff developme t and training committee can play a crucial role
in-enabling a CRC to unction'both as an open system akd also as a
learning system. The cOmmittee operates on the boundary the institu-
tion, identifies staff/learning needs and appropriate outsi resources that(
can satisfy thoSe needs, and plans. programes tt9 bring' to her institutional,'
staff and- resources in a manner that will enable learni ,to take place. /
As it gains experience., a comthittee may mproVe its ility to-reach out '
into the environment, to help a staff ,make desirable changes on a
continuing basis. The environment conta ns a mu itude of -such possi-)
bilities ln addition to exPert consultant . report of resear5h and innot

-..

vative programs, representatives of agencies a which interesting pro rams
are being carried ,out, Opportunities to visit train at ther setting
oPportunities to invite visits from staff mem ers of at r age cie A

staff.developiwnt and training committee is an impo rb that
links an institution's .staff to the world of searc nd natation and
sustains a ckcia ability to learn to impr ve' it ctiven0s. ,
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of which it consists should make it capable of prodUcing a desired
result. In this section, We discuss another kind of consistency--
that the qualitative characteristics of activities, the values they
imply, should be consistent with their objective's in particular the
treatment objectives to which we hav been referring:

Work 'groups` and line personnel often are not refleCtive about the
Value's expressed/ by their procedures and processes: They,dre used
bedause of expediency, or familatity or because of other reasons
not associated with treatment objectives. However, they have con- ,

siderable potential for influencing the relationships between staff
'Members and betWeen the staff and the children. if an institution's
rhetoric professes one set of values but if, in f4ct, its procedures
embody another set, it is lik 1 th' t the-children ultimately will be
More influenced lythe reality o

r,
e procedures- than bythe rhetoric.

A consulta,attended a meeting of the principal of an ongrounds
Sch4oOl and theertificatedteachers assigned to the school from
th

.
school

.elocal hool district. During the meeting, the group made
decisions about the assignment of children to classes that would
affect a number of non-certificatedteacheis, (primarily special
activity and shop teachers) who were not present. The consul-
tant pointed out that the group which was present was making
dedsions: for and about the group that was absent and asked
what this would imply for the working relationships between all

t teachers during the remainder of the school year. The-consul-
tant also, pointed othat the procedure was, contrary to a goal
setting, procedure that was being adopted by the school in which

.4children,were to p rticipate in establishing their own educa-
tional goal. The onsultant asked the group to consider whether
there should not be consistency between the work norms of

/ the teacher grou and the values, represented by, the new goal-
setting pired e. \

,
0 :The director a d associate director within a children's residential,

center have the m st awareness of the implications of the institution's,
mission and the lest vantage pbint from which they can view its
workings in te s of thatmission. They ma,choose to review.the--

stitution's procedures in terms of its mission personally, or may
ant to delega e that responsibility'to some perceptive staff person

who is capab of adopting the necessary perspective.

As paft Of that review, they might:well consider the procedures
used by st ff in the thild-car g process. Sometjmesa procedure is
adopted .the' convenience f the staff-that has implicatibns that
are cont Jo the values e bodied in the institution's program.

4
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The teachers of an on-campus school had been feuding with the
child care staff about children's misbe avior while at school.
The teachers wanted to provide incentives lor the chi r 's
good behavior by using a point system; when a child ha amassed.
a certain, number of points he would be able to buy desirable -
things at the institution's commissary. The teachertdev7ed a
card that each child would carry with him, both to school/ nd to
his living unit. Both staffs would make notations on it atbut
his behavior. Presumably the card would become &means for
keeping a written record about the child's behavior. However,
the bard also Permitted the feuding staffs to. passmessages
Without having to talk together. Furthermore, the card would
become a vehicle for making decisions about a.child's reward
bureaucrati 11 ; whether he should get his 'reward or riot would
be decide e number of pdints he earned on his card rather
than by a n made by people that would take account of
the child's ihdi du needs:. The oonsultant pointed out that
the "message" at w uld be ,implied by using the card would
run' contrary o everyth g_ the institution wanted to stand.

,. human values, and a MO regard for co nicatiOn and inter-,
personal relationships as a way of dealing th human problem's.

A manager should be sensitive to the implications if his Own
"administrative procedures. Many institutions tend to use ethoranda
to announce policies and decisions--in effect, legislatingsions
for staffs which have not been involved in their, formulation. The
leadership of an institution whose primary task is the delivery of
individualized treatment services should po'nder the-iinpact of such
procedures on the staff relationships that are supposed to be a
model for the children. For example, ian institution's treatment
philosophy is humanistic, but if the direct is authoritarian (for
example, uses written directives to announce is decisions); if
staff decisdons are made according to "the book stead of .in terms
of the particulars of individual eds; if the staff AaS memoranda to
communicate inste of rsonal contact, discussio,nnd negotiation,
the institution would be behaving contrary to the humahistic values
of treatment. The "message" of the real life relationships would
contradict the thrust of treatment and might sabotage it.

4.

'By setting an example in the administrative procedures he uses,
a manager may have a salutary effect on a treatment program.. Staff
may becoine more Sensitized to the implications of their child manage-
Ant methods.

An institution was -planning to, buy new bedspreadsand drapes
for the children's living units. A consultant pointed out that'
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the way in which the fabrics were chosen could have meaningful
implications fortreatment: deciding for the childreft would have
a different impact than involving the children in the decision-
making process. Doing the latter would provide an opportunity
for children to learn important skills for working with others in
a group, discussing issues and negotiating compromises.

4
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X. Managerial Style

,--- In this chapte we disCuss the style of managem that s ems most
. .

appropriate for a decentralized children's resident' 1 center. Grater
.reliance on the discretionary decisi.on-making auth ity of staff throughout
the institution has importallt implications for the .styl of managers.
Clearly, different organizational structures re'quire diffetent managerial

t 0 stances..
. . ----,

' ,.....It is important to recognize that the organic and grovf,th concepts
- . . Oforganizations imply that at different stages of growth, different. .

kiriaof.,strticture and managerial leadership might be appropriate.
, . .., In the 'early stages of an organization, some degree of autos crvcy. .

may be appropriate, while it might be, inappropriate at the later
stages of unicp.jer4ss and maturity. It is also relevant to point
out that as different crises.,emerge in an'organization and the
drganiiation 1s confronted with a, recessiori, codipetition or waning .

' interest in its service, it may need to revett to different styles, of
management to "see it through" a particular-period of its life.
(Lippitt, 1973; P. 60) .

%

.41

A. Establi$hing Credibility
, / ' .

'Be use the ties between a decentralized institution's director
and his taff are less administrative and supervisorial than in
tradition 1 organizations,. and because the relationship is less one
of contro through Coercion, leadership ten s to replace the use of
direction as the appropriate style./ Traditio al- power giVes wa?, to '

f.authority ased on rectignized competenc . Although a 'director's
authority t,nay originate in a institution's board of trustees or some

A. superordiriate body, ultimately his effective authority will depend
e upon his competence as recognized by the staff. As they recognize i

that" competence, they *ill vest authpritV iri,liim to exercise certain!
leadership functions on their behalf -to inanage the institution's bound-
aries and, its relationShip With its:environment; to define the institu-
tionrs goals and tasks; and to delegate responSibility and authority.
Thus, the director (and associate Sector) and anyone playing a quasi-
directorial, role needs to adopt a style, that is 'consistent with. a decen-
traliZed organization * .,-- r

C v,
'". 34-

--llelations with managers (especially the dir4ctor) areoft
. ,_

viewed as the.rnOdel for relationships among t staff members rid , .

between,r staff members and,children and (ultima ly) among Children, !%!
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For example, if an institution wants its treatment staff to work in
interdisciplinary teams in which de'cision making iS participative,
a hierarchical relationship between the director and his immediate
associates would be inconsistent.

Direbtors can maintain their credibility by making it clear that
their activities are meant to support staff activities.

The staff of one institution in part believed that the director
was indifferent about their efforts, because of his apparent
willingness to invest considerable sums of.moneY in expensive
office equipment and his reluctance to allocate money to living
units for program-related activities. y.

Directors can demonstrate their sense of priorities in rather
simple and direct ways.

p

The director of an institution '(not' in our sample) makes certain
that he lunches with the children, at their-tables, several times
a_week in order to make himself visible and available and to
have relaxed conversations with the children and the staff.

. Enco Staff Autonom

tr

Managers' styles--whether they be directors or middle, managers-- .
sho ld help develop the cap-ability of staff members to Make decistotrs.
Th irstyles shbuld discourage dependency and encourage the taking
of sponsibility.' They do so when they focus on issues and share:
problems, rather than offer solutions; when they encourage staff to
set objectives, and plan to reach the objectives; and when they
offer to provide resources' to help the staff do so.

Under some circumstances, especially when there has beep a
history of staff-management,donflict, managers might need to take
'special pains toavoid making communications that the staff can
construe as dictatorial mandates. A staff which is uneasy about flaying
respon ilitY for making decisi6ns and- acting with ,greater indepen-
dence an usual might need to view a ;director's statements as pro-.
flounce ents.

In one institution, staff tended to regard theme director's state-
ments and memoranda as mandates, even though the director
intended othe.4r'IATI-stf--,-,-----If consultant Inferred that many staff s

members felt-uneasy about taking responsibility and assuming
the initiative ih areas in which they only recently ha been
delegated-responSibility. ,lie speculated that they mi ht prefer

111.
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to believe that a directorwas-being dictatorial because they
could then rationalize not asserting themselves - -which .might
being them into conflictwithhim or with Peach other. The con-
sultant suggested that the director take care to avoid behaving
in a way that would enable the staff to distort his intentions.
Thus, he might avoid sugkaing,solution's but, instead, share
problems. Instead of writing memoranda making suggestions to
the staff about possible solutions, he might meet with them
and (in effect) say, "I have a problem that I want to tell you
about...I am concerned about it in the following ways....I hope
you can help me with that problemYour recommendations will
need to take into account tie following conaints..; I hope
you can suggest somOthin by the following date." The con-
sultant suggested that the d for take" care to be specific
about whether he wanted a re Inendation or a decision. If
the staff was unclear and mistakenly believed they were making
a decision when the director wanted a recommendation, they'
might use his refusal to accept their "decision" as proof that
he was, after all, Ieing dictatorial.

C. Directness of Communications
1

4

The greater the ,et5.ctent of staff participationin decision making-1
the greater their need for reliable,informationso that t y can use
their discretionary authority in an infortn'ed Manner. .Th staff of-any
institution is dependent upon management for much,of it formation.
In a decentralize institution, managers should be aware f staff
needs for information and should take pains to be' clear in eir
communications. I g

a

°An institution's director characteristically expressed-himself
with subtlenr, indirection and irony. Some could appreciate

is subtlety and appeared to understand him 'most of the-'time.
Most, o staff, however, often irerwindecided .00158'14 his

ntions and had long distusslons among themselves,
debating about what he meant.

During the HIRI consultation, a-Consultant suggested that the
tution consider an exercise that would help them clarifyconsider

and reds to responsibility - among the staff. , After some
discussion, man f memb came to ,Support this proposal

: and, urged the director to- e to ttie exercise,and to bind
himSelf to theiresults of s outc

i,-

Although the ground rule of the exercise permitte ector:
to state constraints anccconditions that would. limit *the'ran
4
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of-possible outcomes, to some dittent, Within those limits,
the outcome would be un.predi&able. -°Thus, the exercise
entailed some risks, although they were minimal. The director
understandably was hesitant. Clearly, he needed more infor-
mation in-oider to make an informed decision about whether to

'Nizroceed. e

The director-and a, group of staff members met to decide whether
to proceed with planning the exercise. During the discussion,
the director expressed himself ambigutiusly regarding his
intentions. No decision was reached. The staff left the
meeting feelinAjitated and angry. Many staff members felt
that the dieecrorAs being, evasive in order to set the stage'
for not c mthitting hlinself to the outcome Of the exercise. They
specu ed thkt 4A,3s/.4.goinglo agree, reluctantly, to proceed

r,.....,_,,..,..A._-, .it and- in find reasons not to implement it.
. . fi 4,

e="'' 4, ,/ If, during tliel.megting,,the director had 'openly expressed his/ feelings of uneasiness, uncertainty and unwillingne,ss to
/ comMit himself to the outcome of an event he did not fully

1:xliderstand and if he had stated his intentions to get more , ..
elAr information before deciding, the staff likely could have
accepted his he itance without ill will. They likely would

:-)'d that it was unreasonable to insist that the .

director com it himself to a course' of action whose copse-
. -quences he did not understand..

D. Providi dequate Information

Because the director of a children's residential .center that is
decentralized and'operates as an open system involves himself
primarily with the interface between the institution and Its environ-
ment,, he mayappear to the staff not to be concerned with the work
being done at the child care/ level,. He may need to make special
efforts to inform the staff about his activities and about their

41functiOn in maintaining an institutional context in which the staff
can carry Out the tasks rel&ed to child care and treatMent--which

onsiders the most importantfctivities in the institution.,

A director was very much involVed with efforts to improve,
state statutes related to the financing of children's insti-,
tutions, with negotiating With counties regarding-their pap-
merit rates for children they referred, and with his board of
trustee1--in_pla-nRing a group home to extend his institution's
range of services. His staff Was not informed about the

J.
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relationship between his activities and increasing the insti-
tution's potential for providing services. They did not relate

. his activities to Ns commitment to preserve the institution
and to support theA in carrying out their activities. They
developed a belief that he wa's interested in running the
institution as a business. Some developed a reciprocal
.attitude of indifference toward the well-being of the insti-.
tution as a whole and expressed that feeling by neglecting
the upkeep of the physical_ plant.

a
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XI. Organizational Integration: A Priority Task of
Management in a Decentralized Organization

Traditional organizations achieve integration through their hierarchical
structure, thefctivities of supeivision, and the design of work as an
interlocking series of tasks. Decengglized organizations, however, have
abandoned--at least in partsome traditional forms of organizational
control, and have special difficulty maintaining integrated action.

A priority function of management in decentralized organizations iS
to create and implement special integrative measures. Following are
some of the characteristic measures used to tie decentralized institutions
together:

a

9

1. Organizational systembuilding.

Managers create integrating work, groups and team for the
purpose of plannirig, information sharing and coordinat the
activities of the different work groups tqr members repre ent.
Treatment teams, living units, the on-campus school", the
recreation workers, etc. send representatives to meet with a
coordinating manager (usually the associate director) to help
integrate the institution horizontally. Institutional management
meets with service-deliveilrig work groupto integrate the
institution vertically. Staff roles are defined so that they contain
responsibilities for linking or coordinating activities both hori-
zontally and 'vertically. Formal accountability procedures are one
way of integrating the institution vertically.

2. The use of information.

The institutional director can formulate and state institu-
tional definitions of mission to direct the attention of staff
members to their common purposes. Changing 'circumstances,
either in the environment *internally, require that the director
restate or re-interpret mission in terms of implications of-the
change. Management can use its access to channels of communi-
cation to create shared frames of reference. Managers can inter-
pret the chariging environment and the place of the institution in
it. _Their perspective enables them to present the staff with an
integrated picture qthe institution as it is operating internally.
Information is one of the most important tools available to
leaders in building their/own credibility. The creclibility'Of
leadership, itself, is arCintegrating fOrce.
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3. Maintaining the institution's focus on its primary task.

Management, by its. allocation of priorities, use of budget
and use of personal influence focuses the attention of the staff
on the institution's core process--the child caring and treatment
tasks everyone is there to perform or support.

Both organizational structural realities and the impact of leadership
mold and influence staff behavior so that staff integrates its efforts in
achieving goals implied by the organization's mission.' (Olmstead, 1971,
p. 125)0

The following presentation describes in somewhat greeter detail
some measures a decentralized institution can employ to improve functional
integration.

A. Horizontal Integration with Living Units

The interdisciplinary treatment team which brings together every
significant staff person working with a child for information exchange
in frequent, usuallrdaily, formal and informal meetings provides a
good basis for integrating staff at the service delivery level. When
services were provided by staff members who came to units from
different departments, and when those staff members usuallrcoordin-
ated their aptivities with supervisors within their own departments, .
coordination between staff members providing services to the same
child often wasegor. (Gold & Mihic, 1971, pp. 13-20; Sternbach
& Pincus, 1970, -pp. 327-335)

B. Horizontal Integration among Subsystems

Although decentralization into teams increases opportunities for
coordination among those who provide direct services to a child, it
decreases the integrated functioning_of subsystems (living units, the
on-campus school, institutional management).

Overall programming at one institution became uncoordinated
because there was little attempt to relate the activities of
the several living groups. Thp managers of those foups
preferred to work independently of one another. 'There were

.no scheduled meetings to bring them together on a regular
basis. The staff person who nominally was their supervisor
was reluctant to ass g responsibility for integrating their
activities, at leaSt pa

un
ly because of their resistance to

his efforts to impose constraints upon their authority. A
consultant suggested that they might find it advantageous
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to meet because the institution's director wa becoming very,
impatient with, their lack of coordination and resulting lack
of accountability - -in particular, for mainta ing the instituz,_,
tion's population at an acceptable level. y meeting, they
might be able to agree upon ways in whic they could coor-
dinate their activities so that the population level could be
maintained while infringing as little as ,,ossible upon their
autonomy.

When a children's residential center s decentralized, the
manager responsible for internal manage ent can support institu-
tional integration by scheduling regular meetings of second level
managers - -unit supervisors, the scho1 principal, professionals
responsible for treatment programs, supervisors of special programs
(like recreation). At such meetings they can discuss plans, identify
needs for further coordination and resolved difference's. The manager
can'use such Meetings to integrate the a ivities of relatively auton,.-
omous work groups (horizontal integrati ), to keep himself informed
of their activities and to make certain at their plans have taken

o account institutional policies a d the interests of management
(ve ical integration).

Vertical Integration
.w

Vertical integratio:nbetween the service-providing level and
institutional management--is relatively easy to maintain in a tradi-
tional organization by virtue of its hiprarchical nature and levels of
supervision. However; in a decentralized organization, the institu- a
tion's manager needs to plan to maintain vertical integration.

In most,organizations, suche-s-manufacturing enterprises,, the
main business of the organiz on, its "core process" is guided
by top management. Operating units responsible for product on
would' be unable to proceOd without daily guidance from top agage-

' ment based upon their contact with suppliers,' consumers a d other
`components irrthe environment.

In children's residential centers (and other service-providing
agencies), however, operating personnel (those providing direct
services) themSelves are in contact with suppliers (representatives
of referring agencies), consumers (their clients), and othei

* The core process is the set of central transformations ,an organization
undertake? to. carryout its .basiC purposes. In a manufacturing enter-
prise." for example, the core process includes, the assembly line and
all activities directly related to the creation of the product.
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important environmental `detehninants of their; activities. Other
.

environmental groups which ultimately need to be taken into account
(funding sources, regulatory agencies, boards of trustees, community
groups, etc.) seem more rem unless immediately important in
transacting the day-to-day business of treatment. The director, who

otit

is responsible for maintaining relations with theSelatter group"g, may
also seem remote because he may appear not to be directly involved
with matters that are important to the core process being carried out
by the treatment personnel.

As a consequence, unless institutional managers (perhaps in
particular the associate director! plan integrating links, they may
drift out of toidch''with the operating level. It is easy for program
staff to lose perspective about the 'impoifance of the maintenance
and support functions unless managers keep them informed about
these activities and their relevance to the childcare and treatment.
process:

Similarly, managers, who are concerned with environmental,
budgetary; personnel, plant maintenance, licensing and other
similar matters, may lose,awareness of the realities of the treat-.
ment program. Managers need Information from those responsible
for treatment in order to coordinate organizational efforts, to plan,
to acquire and allocate resources, and to do staff development.
Similarly, 'program staff need help with their planning by being
inforined about the current and future availability of resources, ,

-referrals and long-term institutional planning.

Managers need to schedule meetings to maintain ve al Integra-
tiGn between those engaged in the institution's core process and the
managers'and administrators who are responsible for maintaining the
institutional setting in which program activities are carried out.

The following example illustrates hiow an institution can "structure,
meetings selebtively geared to`decision making add information
sharing as integrating processes.

/9 a

The director and senior treatment stpf /of one institution reviewed
and analyzed the recent history of._ ei 46-klyadrninistrative
staff meeting. They discovered Chat the agendawere cluttered
with items in three' categories--adrainistratio'h,T treatment program
and trivia. The'director recently had assumed responsibility for
the agency's relationship with its environment and 'for overall
administration, and had ceded *responsibility for internal opera-
tions and the treatment program to an associate directot.
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The director, therefore, needed to meet occasionally with the
senior staff to discuss administrative matters and wanted to be
kept informed about what was going on in the agency's treatment
program. He needed that information-in order to represent the
agency in its environment and to be able to plan for the future.
On their part, the associate director and senior treatment staff
needed to be informed about administrative matters and needed
to meet regularly to discuss issues having to do with the
treatment program.

All of these needs were met by restructuring the meetings. The
director would chair an administrative staff meeting at least ,

once a month; additional meetings might be scheduled on a'n as-
needed basis. The associate director would chair meetings
about the treatment program on a twice-monthly basis; the
director Would participate as a member of the meeting group,
would have access to ormation he needed but.would have
no special authority that group, In this manner, meetings
were structured to °vide for op rtunities to make deci-
sions in both ar, as and to shar formation as ,needed. The
appropriate dir ctor had leade sh p of that meeting which made
decisions a out matt rs under his purview, add both directors
had th oportunity t. share and acquire information in the
area of operations, at was within the other's purview.

D. Vertical Integration and Management Conferences

From time to time, the director may arrange a management °

conference. -Conferences are general meetings which should include
all of an institution's staff. Conferences are not held to produce
decisions; the number-of interest groups and'the larger number of

c people attendance preclude orderly-and binding decision making
for th most part. However, the open disculon of/is sues and
pro ems may provide informatidh that is needed in order to make
decisions at later, smaller, more structured meetings: Conferences
are particularly useful to determine whether existing policies are

-understood consistently throughout an institution, to solicit new
ideas for making improvements', to test grotip consensus, to pe
the organization-as-a- to examine iyself to see if it i
ing in an integrated an I effe ye manner-and to identify =as
which it might try to prove .s At mana ement conferences tb9.J
director can provide th; staff w h information about the inslitutiOn s
environment- -how the/ kIstitution oing in r6lation toKcOmmunity
expectatiods.

During conferences, managers,can introduce new policies so that.
everyonein the organization hears the salmi thing at tFie same time
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and can clarify ambiguities. these new policies may have been
formulated as a result of issues raised during previous confer-
ences. A staff task force may 'have been formed to explore such /
issues and may have been delegated the respgionsibility- for making,
a recommendation or decision which then isjresentedcto the
orgarrization in the follow-up management c nference. Manage,'
merit can use such conferences to get everyone on board. .

Management conferences which include the entire- staff are
opportune occasions for the director and associate director to asli
"HoW are we doing?" and, to present infon9Ation that4they have,
a-bout the institution, its processes and it f performancefrom the-
perspective of the outside and inside manakjers.

The institutional managers may prepare)fe such conferences
by having meetings with groups of staff members to develop a
picture of operations and/or may-administer a questionnaire to
poll staff opinion. On such questionna6p, the Institutional
Self-Study Question Ire was developed in the urse of the
HT,RI prOject (see A endix B, Section A) I It ables an institu-
tion to aggregate/staff members' opinions a Lit various areas of
.institutional ftiictioning, and thus a means for period-
ically identifing those are in which staff members feel
the instit 19n need§ to tm rove itself:

urfng the discussion. the managers..and staf n. identify
sues -Oh -wb/ich the institution need o focus- pedal attention

and can tak :steps to create new,' pecial task,orited groups'
A 40P ,,to addres's ose issues.

At r nagement conferenc s, the direct9' has a unique oppor-
lurtity-tO talk, tne.$ ffa,b0 t himself, abOut what he is doing,
"
/about th e is moving, about how he is
reps ng,,,their-p-etitts, a d about how he views the future.

iidpry ma 'agar, he is in dann ier of becoming
dilated from the infstitution's s aff. It is import nt that hq use

opportunities to make himself v ible and nown to the.staff in
order to prevent the formaSorir, prolections and myths which
grow so easily about thoie in zuthdrity in an organization: His
frank tplk and openness can e a. good antidote for the irration-
ality that is latent in every rganj.zation.

E. Limits to Meetingtas an Organizational Tool

Meetings tend to be effective in the degree to which they have
purpose and direction.. If meatIngss objectives are not clearwhether,

4.1:1f'
I:,

r
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the participants are meeting to discuss, meeting to decide, meeting
listen--it is easy for them to take place without serving the

purposes of work.

The expense to an institution of just a few hours a week spent
by-number's of staff members in meetings can be considerable.
Managers may want to perform a review of meetings, periodically.
A preliminary step is to review, with staff members, the existing
pattern of-meetings in order to make certain that they are functional.
Typically, institutions, over a period of time, schedule meetings
which once might have been-functional but which have become out-
dated as work patterns change. A careful review of the existing
pattern of meetings, to test each one in terms of its contribution ,
to the program, whether its participants are appropriate to what
/the meeting is expected to accomplish and whether, in fact, it .
does acco plish those objectives, may reveal that some meetings
occur on a egular basis that are strictly ceremonial in nature.
The manager might Wait to review with staff the cost of 'existing
meetings in terms of the cost of the time of staff members who
regularly attend. He may be able, through such a review, to more
carefully select participants or do away with some meetings-which
have marginal utility.

A manager can help teach the staff to employ written agenda
with objectives written for each agenda item (what its sponsor wants
to come out of the meeting with) and to use minutes to record deci-
sions (especially those in which individuals and groups commit
themselves to action) and Which specify a date for a report back to
the meeting group about the ,progress that has been made.

A consultant prepared a checklist' for a meeting group that
met regularly,. containing items that refer to group processes
such as level of communication, agenda items covered ade-
quately, purposes of meeting met, etc. Periodically, when
he was present at the meeting, the consultant would review
the members' own evaluation of their meetings in order to
report trends to the group.

Etzioni (1960, pp. 13-22) cautions that coraEfrenceS and meetings
that purport to be occasions for participative decision making can be
empty of their intended meaning. Unless good working relations
exist, unless relations are, characteristically, egalitarian and
interpersonal relations are open, such meetings can become sham
occasions for managers to manipulate the Siaif-.--Instead of encour-
aging discussion and upward communication of staff opinion and-
information, managers can exploit such meetings to reinforce the



imp6,sitioll'of authority. The re ulting hypocrisy will be apparent
to the Staff and will make bad,...situations worse.

. .

Usin. In drmation Channels o Inteo rate Staff Acti

1-

director's contro
the mo t important tools
tpward the goals implie
Is the authoritative so
alF-staff members with
pation in their formul
meaning and implicat
written, statements w
Second, because he
(particularly about
the directo
have leade
channels b
encompass s more than one primary task and when those primary
tasks are ifr competition or conflict. For example, when institutions
are in transition from an educational, work-centered, custodial or
pimple child care mission toward a mission that requires individual-
ized treatMent, a director facilitates movement toward the newmissio
hy delegating responsibility for communications about children to
the treatment, staff. (McCleery, 1964, pp. 387-389) .

G

Mission

over channels of information is one of
e has in integrating, s f effort in working

by institutional mission. First, the director
ce of definitions of mission and can provide

access to those definitions--through partici- -

Ion, through meetings and discussion of their'
on once they have been formulated, and through
ich he can disseminate through the institution.,

can designate the channels of information flow-
hildren) that the, institution officially recognizes,

can identify.the individuals and role groups who are to '

ship. Giving the right group control over information
comes especially important when an institution's mission

Job Descriptions'as Integrating Devices

Mpnagers can facilitate staff integration by the way in Which
they define jobs. Fon41 job descriptions can have an important /
influence on staff members. Defining a job in terms of the
responsibilities it encompasses hplps staff memk5ers maintain
focus on the contribution of their own activities to achieving

-institution's mission,. A description of responsibilities link a,
job to;institutional mission because it helps a staff member ide
his activities in terms of the job's purposes. In most cas s/the1.
link between responsibilities, purpose and mission will
evident: Where it is not, a job description can state t ai rela-
tionship. if

A social'worker's job,described in terms of p oSe might
'read: Responsible for designating appropria tted:trneilt
goals, .developing relevant treatment proc4 ures and' super-
vising the implementation of those prom' res so that a
'child can benefit enough from treatment' periencep- to be
returned to his community within a/ 9 '

':
Q.,2 g 7
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, The desciiptiOn:focuses on the core of the job rather than the
activities it may/incit14--.- Because the goals are stated explicitly,
the staff member d the person to whom h accountable) can
assess his performance in achieving those goals.

When a 'job desCription consists of a list of spe'cific duties and
tasks, it is shallow in that it describes the job without relating it
to the agency's mission or the roles of other staff members with
which it is, in fact, interrelated. A shallow description leads a
staff member to think of his job as a set of activities, rather than

ti as activities thdt fit in with the Aistitution's. purpose. He may view
ihis job in a segmented manner-:28uch'a -job description does not he

/ him use his jUdgment in orderto perform his dut es in a manner th
contributes to I:ne institution's mission.

The/ same social work job, defined in terms of activities
might read: Does individual and group psychotherapy;
meet regularly with unit staff; maintains contact' with
family members.

Given this latter job description, a staff memberp ht lose
sight of the relationship between his activities and th- institutiO
mission. In extreme cases, a staff member might co ider that e .

is doing his job if he conducts a certain number of a ivities d ng
a week, regardless of their contribution to the insti ution's mission.

/
*4,-A functionally useful job description also serves \to integrate

the job with other jobs, and describes the relationships betWeen
job holders.

1.i To understand and predict a man's behavior on the job, we
'f,s,must ask to what other jobs his is connected (to what other

ipersons is he connected, and what i8 the nature of the con-
necting bonds--formal authority, personal liking, task inter-
dependence, and the like).

,

2. To change the behavior of an individual,orthe content of a
job involves complementaTy ohanpe oz the part of all the
"bond holders," the people to whom/he is directly connected
in the organization... (Kahn, 1964, p. 389)

Kahn also points out that an inOividual4and all of those with rrhom
his job is interconnected should mhet periodically to clarify the 7
expectations they have of one artother a d the ways in which their
jobs interrelate. i /
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Describing a job in terms of responsibilities and in terms of
the other jobs with which it is interrelated enables staff members
to,negotiate the sharing and dividing of responsibilities. Doing so
should provide staff integration and should reduce the likelihood
that some responSibilities will go untended.

Appendix B is a handy worksheet designed by one of.the HIRI
"project consultants*, illustrating how one responsibility can be
explicitly identified, described and delegated."

H. Some Consequences of Improved Organization Integration

The wor%shop des,fribed in Appendix C ultimately (after a rr4)..
or two of follow-up staff work) resulted in an improved organiocation 1
design, new descriptions of staff roles An terms of responsAlities
and a list of "Meetings Necessary to Carry Out Responspilities o
Agency" (See Appendix C, p. 123 for details, as descrited by the/
consultant) that appeared to improve staff effectiveneSs and integra-
tion.

O

Several months later, an independent, evaluator summa zed
staff reactions:

Previously, people "worked here" but theP e ions,
the scope, the authority weren't defined. y were now
utilizing meetings much better than befoo . They had
-agendas, Things Were a lot more "up 1 problems
which came up weren't suppressed; they didn't "g6 under-
ground"ground" any more.

The unit supervisors no longer slipped ou of me.0 p d
other Obligations. Things happened he meet' nd
people wanted to have a part. in the .,iSince,,tes onsibil-
ities were clear, no one wasted ch time,trying to shirk
thein. They'felt that they were ttendingjnore and more
meetings, but thalLthe meet s were better. Having the
meetings set up weekly on calendar helped the staff plan
their time better. The bo d of dit.9§g_ began to meet
with them.. They were nsulted on niattetsiapd-T
was not true before. eoible now. listened toNlle cottage
staff.

t
(14

1 IQbert linke berg
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XII. Summary

, Like any organization, a CRC must organize Its staff to perform those
tasks required by its mission. This document describes organizational
considerations that appear-important in agencies whose mission involves
providirig residential treatment services to children.

In the course of a 3-year, OCD- funded project,. HIRI offered organiza-
tiona consultation to four CRCs, all of which were attempting to furnish
improved 'treatment services during the shortest posgible period of institu-
tional plgcement and at the lowest possible cost. All were moving toward,
individudlizing treatment and were trying to become more effectively inter-

/ dependent with and responsive to the expectations of the communities ,

the served. The HIRI consultants' became involved with their institutions'
effo s to develop the new organizational capabilities -required to:achieve
the objectives. This document presents insights about the oronization
of CRC s -- gained in the course of the consultation experience--as they
may be of interest and useful to institutional managers.

First, the organization of the institutions needed to change to enable
greater individualizaticin of treatment. These CRCs already had adopted a
strategy of organizational decentralization to enable them to individualize
treatment,' and were at various stages of implementing that strategy.
Decentralization involves delegating responsibility and authority for deci-
sion making about individual children to operational staffmembers who'
are directly involved with the children. Decentralitation is an'appropriate
strategy, because it increases flexibility of decision making, permits
planning to minimize crises with individuals and groups, and is condusive

r to a-staff's ability to learn from experience becaase those who plan, do.
Ovr Consultants tried to help the institutions (re)Organize their staffs to
implement the strategy of decentralization.

Second, to maximize integration with and re§ponsivelness to their
environments, our consultants helped the CRCs change organizationally
so that they could function as \open systems. Organizing a CRC asan
open system should increase its respohsiveness to community expecta-
tions that it treat children effectively, in the shortest possible period by
facilitating the admission of children, their effective treatment within the
institution an,d their movement from the institution into placement back
into the environment. A CRC may function as a learning system (one
variety oopen system) by creating a staff group to assess organizational
effectiveness, (primarily,. in treatment) to determine needs for improvement
(in systems and skills), td develop programs to make desirable changes and
and (when necessary) to engage outside resources in such programs. T e
staff group takes responsibility for planning to utiliie those resources
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,0
effectively and for following through in a sustained effort to introduce
change and improvement.

Decentralizing decision making in a children's residential center
provides a special opportunity for integrating staff efforts within living
units. One organizational vehicle designed for that purpose is the inter-
disciplinary team, made up of professionals, child care workers, teachers,
a child, his parents, representatives of referring agencies (and others

-directly concerned with the child's welfare). The team plans and imple-
ments a coordinated, goal - oriented treatment program to help the child
progress toward his treatment goals. The treatment team focuses resourses
at the level of care and integrates the efforts of all of thbse who are ithpor-
tant to effective treatment -- overcoming the hol-izontal fragmentation that
typically occurs in traditional_ organizations in which members of differ-.
ent professional role groups each tend to offer services in isolation from
the others.

Although treatment teams have distinct advantages, their effective
action requires sp'ecial flexibility and expertise on the part of staff
members. Professionals become more involved within living units than
they-have been before. In some decentralized institutions which employ
treatment teatns, child care workers become primary purveyors of treat-
ment services. Child care workers need to develop new expertise to
Inake important decisions about children and to participate effectively
on the team and in the treatment procesS.

The CRCs to which we provided consultation clearly demonstrated
that institutions should proceed cautiously with decentralization and
team treatment by using a planned process of staff development and
training. At each step managers can assess their staff's ability to deal
with new responsibilities before proceeding further.

Decentralization can create organizational difficulties. In particular,
because vertical integration--which, in traditional organizations is
maintained by supervision - -is loosened, living units and other functional
groups become more autonomous both from management and from each
other. They may tend to run independently, with different policies, poor
coordination, and unproductive competition for resources. Differences
in objectives may make it difficult for managers to evaluate their effec-
tiveness. Smile directors have difficulty with decentralization because
it requires delegating more authority than they are comfortable doing.

In a decentralized organization that is designed to operate as an
open/learning system, institutional directors need to take on new roles
and responsibilities. Because they have delegated (most of) the responsi-
bility for making decisions about individual childrEin, they direct less and
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manage more. Their new role emphasizes the management of transactions
across the institution's boundary and system design and maintenance.

By managing his institution's boundary functions, a director can
develop its adaptability and responsivenesS as an open system. The
director assumes responsibility for such activities as: developing (and
updating) institutional-definitionsstatements of institutional purpose
that guide both the community and the institution's staff; interpreting the
institution to the community and the .community to the institution; nego-

. dating for resources and support; maintaining a relationship with a policy-
making board; developing new community projects; providing consultation

.to community groups; planning the institution's role in, relation to the
community, over the long term.

In any organizgron, managers have responsibility for designing a
system to perforin the tasks required by the organization's mission. The
HIRI consultants worked to strengthen (or create) their client-institutions'
organiiational capability for providing individualized treatment. They
developed and implemented an exercise to support managerial (and staff)
efforts to review organizational design in relation to mission, to make
indicated changes and to build competence to make further desirable A

changes in the future.

ilk The consultants also helped their institutions' management increase
organizational integration (to overcome the disintegrative consequences
of decentralization), by: developing statements of institutional mission,
to.provide internalized guidance/for staff members; creating appropriately
constituted, interlocking work groups; using meetings to coordinate activ-
ities; designing jobs in terms of responsibilities and relationships between
job-holders; developing systems of accountability to link staffs to
managers.

Inasmuch as.ptfr*oject's method was exploratory, we intend that our
presentation beAhterpreted as suggestive rather than prescriptive. We
hope that the..issues presented will help the reader reflect upon organiza-
tional matters that may have important conseqfiences for the delivery of
services" institutionalized children.
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APPENDIX C
Organization Design*

Introduction

Red Rock is a nonprofit center for the residential treatment of emotion-
ally damaged boys and girls aged 18 to 13. Average residency is 37 chil-
dren in four cottages on the agency's main campuS in a residential area,
and six boys in a prototype satellite, home in a nearby conimunity. Children
are accepted through county and private 'placement.

Analysis

Although this section describes- a series. of interventicins intended to
design and implement a formal organization at Red Rock, the reader should
not infer that the agency was found to be relatively "digorganized." In
comparison with other agencies, Red Rock showed many signs of being
well organized. Budgets were being prepared and adhered to, staff
scheduling and timekeeping were bbing accomplished efficiently, and
the kitchen wes doing an excellent Job with limited reAturces. The
problem was the organization of the agency's resources to perform child
treatment. The staff was typically less clear on their role in the treat-
ment of children than on any other .major aspect of their jobs.

In the absence of a formal treatment organization, an informal conflict
had developed between the stalf primarily concerned with child-caring
activities (e.g., cottage staff) and those concerned with treatment activ-
ities (e.g., social workers). The cottage staff, for example, believed
that they knew the children better than the social workers (who, after
all, had such limited contact with the children, and usually under such
artificial conditions) and therefore saw their inputs as somewhat super-
fluous to the child's experience at Red Rock. Social workers, on the
other hand, tended to take a complementary view: The cottage staff was
quite competent at performing the child-c t ng activities (wiping noses
and tucking in bed) but with their lack of a reciation for the body of
knowledge in the field of child development and therapy, they really
couldn't be expected to contribute much to the treatment of the child's
complex emotional problems.

* This section was written by Tom Hallam, who was the organizational,
cansultant for Red Rock.
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Strategic Context

The interventions, in this section took place in the sixth month of
the consultation year. At that time the consultant had completed a period
of orientation and observation, and had completed several interventions
with varying degrees of success. The earlier interventions had been
exploratory, and did not focus on the agency's formal organization. Con-
current with this intervention series, the consultant and the agency agreed
to focus the remainder of the consultation on the development and imple-
mentation of a model treatment program based on the design generated. as
an outcome of these interventions.

Intervention Objectives

The objective of these interventions was to formally organize the
agency's staff to perform the effective treatment of children. The organi-
zation would be formal, in the sense that it would be reflected in a
document adopted by the agency in lieu of any others. Further criteria

-were that it would support team treatment and would provide a means for
program evaluation.

Interventions and Outcomes

The intervention begins with a meeting between the consultant, the
agency executive director, and the assistant director. The consultant,
based on his prior 5 months of experience with the agency, 'described
many aspects of the deficiency in the organizational structure of the
treatment program. Some of the important aspects were the lack of treat-
ment plans to serve as a guide to action by cottage staff, the inadequate
utilization of social workers as treatment resources, and the lack of
coordination among the various people interacting with a child over the
course of a day. For each aspect, the consultant suggested some possible
methods for improving threondition. Injascussing these individual
aspects, the three melt Conceptualized new treatment organization,
formed around treatment responsibilities rather than typical tasks. This
was seen as a better organization, embodying several ne concepts.

t was decided that the task of designing the new form organization
Should be performed by the treatment staff. After the staf as introduced
t the thinking that had already been done, the consultant met with the
taff to discuss the idea of redesigning the treatment organization. An

important part of this meeting was the staff's seeking and receiving
s-surances from the executi e director that they were truly being offered

the opportunity to redesign t e organization within clearly stated con-
st ts. At this meeting, the setting for the organization design activity

as also decided. It would be accomplished in one day, away from the
campus, following an approach to be developed by the consultant.
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The organization design workshop, as the off-campus meeting came to
be called, proceeded as a logical,. sequence of five exercises. First, the
group arrived.at a consensus statement of the purpose of the treatment
program. Second, the group developed an inclusive list of all the respon-
sibilities associated with that purpose. Third, each role group (i.e., all
social workers form a role group) met to develop their position on each
responsibility. Fourth, representatives from each role group met to
negotiate conflicts in the positions developed in the preceding step.
Fifth, the entire group discussed the organizational consequences of
the new design. Each exercise will now be described more ful .

In developing a consensus of the ,program's purpose, the group recon-
ciled their previous individual thoughts into a single reprpsentative state-,
ment. The purpose of the exercise was to provide the individual-partici-
pants with an' explicitly, mon starting point for the design activity, and,

.ct'kge them an appreci on of each other's perspectives.

Prior to he workshop, the individuals were asked to' list what they
considered to be important responsibilities in the treatment program; and
these lists were the starting point for the inclusive list. The purpose
statement was .put at the top of the chalkboard, and before any reSponsi-..
bility was placed on the board it was tested to verify that it supported the
purpose. The list also was checked against the Executive Director's con-
straints to assure that they were being satisfied.

Each role group then met separately and developed a consensus posi-
tion on each responsibility. Their position could be that they wanted to
assume responsibility, they wanted to share responsibility with some
other group, or they didn't want responsib1ity. Each group chose a
spokesperson to negotiate for them with the other groups.

The negotiation between role group representatives took place in a
"fish bowl." The represented individuals were not permitted to communi-
cate with their negotiator. The negotiation prpcefo&d through the list of
responsibilities item by item. The rights of to presented individuals
were protected by permitting anyone at any time to call a 5-minute
caucus of the role groups. Role groups may, during caucus, select a new
negotiator.

The implementation planning is only a start at exploring the conse-
quences of the new program design. The group began by looking at the
meetings that were rdguIarly held in the agency before the workshop, to
decide if they Were any longer necessary or appropriate. The implementa-
tion is the transfer from abstraction to reality, the fleshing out of the
skeleton. The start of implementation is included as a part of the work-
shop to provide for a transition for the participants back to the reality of
the agency.
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Consultant's Description of the Reorganized Institutional Structure

The workshop produced, an organization design for the treatment
program that was substantially different from the prior model. Treatment "
plans formulated in terms of specific behavioral objectives for each child
provided the data needed to satisfy the monitoring and evaluation require-
ment. The core of the treatment process was the treatment team composed
of a social worker, a child care supervisor, and a child care staff.
The child care staff's special skill was seen to be in their ability to
develop close relationships and mutual understanding with the children.

Complementary responsibilities were designed for the supervisor
and the social worker; the social worker responsible for the formula-
tion of clear and reasonable treatment plans and the supervisor respon-
sible for the child care staff's ability to facilitate the child's progress
toward the goals ,in his personal treatment plan. The plans and progress
Would" be reviewed regularly by the assistant director, and such review
would ,form the basis for his evaluation of the team's performance. That
is, of course, an overly simple summary of the program design.

. One week after the workshop, one of the supervisors resigned (for.-
reasons unrelated. to the design process, to accept..a position he had
applied for months'earlier). The staff viewed the vacancy created by.,

his departure as an opportunity to improve the design of the supervisory
levels of the treatment program, and created a new position of unit
supervisor. This new supervisory position differed from thelold one
in that the new supervisor .was also to perform the duties of child care .

staff and was a member of only one team. The ream, then was composed era
entirely of people actively working in the treatment of-sbildren. 0

Four weeks afterthe workshop, the staff devised a method for
selecting candidates fol- the new supervisory positions using criteria
based on the program model in an open process.

Seven weeks after the workshop, newly formed treatment plans were
in effect for many of the children, and the teams were reporting a marked
improvement in their ability to make observable progress with these
children.

Ten weeks after the wokkshop, the treatment plans and progress
reviews were begun, with th review participants developing the basic
formats for-the treatment records and the review.

Fifteen weeks after the workshop, a team devised an experimental
method for involving parents in the treatment process. They delieloped,
this process, within the new design, as a way to help them meet their
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responsibility for children's progress toward goals that would support,
their successful return to their families .

At this point the program model was formalized in a working paper,Figure II. The first sheet diagrams the reporting relationships for thefour autonomous treatment teams, and the management structure of thesupport services as well. The next two sheets define the jobs in tlie
treatment program in terms of the resporisibilities they have accepted.The last sheet shows the schedule of standard meetings established tomaintain the program. The working paper only represents the programas it had progressed through 4 months. Shortly after it hap beenissued, the social workers chaaged their assignments so each individualwould be the member of one team, a move intended to further each team'sworking independence and to allow each social Workeroto build anidentity with a team.

The last month of the consultation was devoted to implementing amechanism foi an ongoing self-evaluation and improvement process in(1the treatment program,, toa low for its continual growth. This was doneby setting aside a day-lon session for reviewing the progreds that RedRock had mailizyn the 6 months of the model treatment program and for
planning future goals that -the staff wanted to move toward themselvesin the next step without support of ponsultation. After reviewing the
progress that had been made,. the problems encountered, and the lessonslearned, the staff set future goals for themselves in the areas of per -sonal evaluations, acquisition of new people, and in-service training.Finally, they desigrfed a session 4 monthS later for a similar reviewan& planning cycle.

7.
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err
Figure II, sheet 2/

DIRECTOR OF COTTAGE LIFE
ti

. Responsible for hiring, firing, and supervision of unit supervisor with input
from social workers.

2. Overall responsibility for the quality of cottage life.
3., Responsibility for supervision of cottage support systerns (kitchen supplies

and laundry) .
A. Administrative and program responsibilities as delegated by assistant director.
'5p Shares in staff training responsibilities.
6. In conjunction with director of treatment services conduct treatment planning

and progress review meetings.
7. Responsible tOr the coordination of unit supervisors as well as other adminis-

trative functions.

UNIT SUPERVISOR,

1. Responsible for hiring, firing and supervision of child care with input from
social workers.

2. Responsible for the performance of child care teams in translating treatment
goals into child care functions.

3. Carry out direct child care functions.
4. Responsibility for quality of cottage life.
5. Responsibility for clothing funds and other fiscal matters related to cottage

life.
6. Responsible for inservic:e training re: agency policy and administration

of personnel p9licies...
7. Direct responsibilities for scheduling and approving overtime.
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Figure II, sheet 3

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

1. Overall responsibility for evaluating the treatment program.
2. Has responsibility for maintaining all aspects of campus Program.
3. Has supervisign responsibilities for Satellite Home.
4. Has supervision responsibilities for supportive programs (i.e., kitchen

maintenance).
5. recruitment responsibilities for foster homes.
6. hiring, firing and supervision responsibilities for:

cottage life supervisor
chief social worker

7. responsibilities for initial filling of unit supervisor positions.
8. fiscal responsibilities as they relate to the above.
9. campus administrative responsibilities (PD book-up responsibilities).

10. Has project and committee tasks with the board of directors as delegated
by the executive director.

Yia s.
Has
a)
b)

Has
Has
Has

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

DIRECTOR OF TREATMENT SERVICES

Supervise, hire and fire soci
Overall'respon;ibility for th
Would be responsible for c ver
Would have other administrat

worker
ualit of the treatment program.
in ther social work duties.

duties as delegated by the assistant director.
In conjunction with the director of cottage life conduct treatment planning
and progress review meetings.

SOCIAL WORKER

1. Responsible for the establishment of reasonable, measurable treatment
goals for their case load.,

2. Responsible for monitoring progress toward treatment goals.
3. ResPonsible for intake and discharges and family after care, including

foiter home and developMent.
4. Responsible for initial and ongoing evaluation of team members' 'ability to

understand treatment goals and their ability to carry out concepts in their
child caring duties.

'5. Shares responsibility in staff training.
6. Responsible for specific therapy services, e.g., individual and group

treatment contracting outside diagnostic and 'voles sional therapy.
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Figure II, sheet 4

MEETINGS NECESSARY TO CARRY OUT RESPONSIBILITIES'OF AGENCY

-1r
Unit Team Meetings

(Weekly as previously scheduled)
/Assistant Director Staff Meeti

Thursdays 1:30 to .2 :30

Unit Supervisor
Social Worker
Child Care of that Unit

Assistant Director
Directo of Treatment Services
Directoi of Cottage Life
Unit Su i-visors
Social workers

Treatment Goals and Prog. Meetings Directcy of Treament Services
Unit Supervisor of Unit

Week #1 2-3 Jr. Boys Social Worker of Unit
3 -4. Sr. Girls Director of Cottage Life

Week #2 2-3 Jr. Girls
3-4 Bays

4) Administrative Meeting

Wedpesdays 10-11

p
Executive Director ,
Assistant Director
Director 'of Cottage Life
Director of Treatment Services

o

Unit Supervisor Meeting Director of Cottage
Unit. Supervisors of Cottages

Tuesdays 1-=2,
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APPENDIX D
Sonie Suggestions for Behavioral Science Consultants at

Children's Residential Centers,

Tradition, ly, behavioral science consultants (psychologists, social
workers and p ychiatrists) at children's residential centers focus their
efforts on cas = consultation or on staff devclopment and training. Ordin-
arily, they d not address organizational Issues,. Most appear to feel
that organiz tonal issues are beyond their purview; that they are not
prepared, ei her by training or by experience, to act in that arena.

. We are opeful that our textalthough addressed to institutional
managers-- ill serve to identify organizational issues in which behav-,.
ioral science consultants may also be interested. If they feel that sttch
organizatio 1 issues can be of importance to staff efforts to provide
effective dividualized treatment, they may want to try to help institu-
tions deal ith them. a ,P

This pendix outlines one possible strategy for organizational
consultant- in children's residential centers. The strategy is a com-
posite de =loped in the course of our combined experience in our
project in titutions.

Some Step in a Consulting Strategy

Depe
already.
following

ding upon whether a consultant is new to an institution or
s experience in it he may wanto consider some or all of the
uggested steps in a process of organizational consultation:

1. stablishing a relationship with the director,.

Ordinarily, a consultant invited to an institution at
the request and with the approval of its director.: A first,

ighly desirable step is to develop a mutually clear Under-
tanding'of what the director wants and what part he is
illing to play. in the consultation, and for the consultant

openly to discuss his frame of reference, his intentions,
and something of the process he haS in mint. For an
organizational consultant, it will be important that'the
director understand that he is a consultant to the organi-
zationinoL personally to him.
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2. Establishing initial credibility.

The director and consultant should agree on how the agency
should be informed about the consultant, and his availability.
One effective way is for the director, in writing and in other
ways, to announce the consultant's availability and to signal
his support for the 9onsultation. The consultant and director
should jointly draft a carefully worded- statement (meaning
exactly what it says) about who the consultant is, his back-
ground, the general objectives of the consultation, and the
general terms of the .contract between the institution and the.
consultantfor example, the frequency and duration of his
availability. The statement might also describe the first
phase of the consultation--for example, that the consultant
wants to spend some time collecting information about the
institution by talking to staff members throughout the
organization. a

This kind of statement should establish the consultant's
initial credibility with the institution's staff.. credibility
over the long term will depend upon his integrity, sensitivity,
ability to deliver what he promises, and his desire and ability
to be helpful.

3., Forming a "utilizing group."

/ . For 'Organizational consultation to work, the organization-
as-client needs teyvork. collaboratively with the consultant.
One way to develop a collaborative relationship is for the
institution to identify a group of staff members that will
represent it in its relationship with the consultant. That '\
"utilizii4 group" may include the director and members of the
administrative, professional, child-care and school staff.
To be effective, the group should include the most energetic,
influential, flexible and forward-looking staff 'members that
the institution can identify. The group's boundaries should
be open--this, its membership (and its leadership as well)
should be open to changes as the focus of its efforts with the
consultant changes.

4. Working with the utilizing group.

One general fbrinat for a collaborative relationship "bdtween
the consultant.and the utilizing gioup has already been described
in the text (Chapter DC, pp. 82 -85). Essentially,, it consists
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of the collaborative identification of institutional: issues on'
which they wish to focus, the negotiation of "contracts" or
agreements about hciw they plan to work together on each issue,
and the sharing of responsibility for planning, action and
assessment.

A first contract might be that the consultant will collect
information about the institution, analyze it and identify
what appear to be the important issues with which the institu-
tion might want to deal, and that in return for his presentation
of that analysis, the utilizing group will identify those issues
to which they want to give priority (perha.ps.adding some Of
their own or changing ones that are presented).

5. Developing projects for an action phase.

The consultant and the utilizing group may establish
several work groups, each of which is responsible for planning
and work'ifg w-411 the consultant on some particular priority
that ha been identified. The institution should agree to make
availab e resources so thk these work groups can enlist the-
help of outside resources (if needed) or.use inside resources
in order to carry out desirable programs. A priority in most
institution is likely to be some effort to review and perhaps
molfy the organizational design of the institution, to enable
it to,provicfe services more effectively. Any of the issues
discuSsed in the text might become a focus for work during the
action phase of the consultation- -and, indeed, there likely
are many others.

6. Setting long-range goals.

Although the action phase likely will become focused on
particular issues that may be addresied over the relatively
short term, a long-range goal, for consultation should be.
developing an institution's capability (as an open and learning
system) to continue on its .own to be innovative and self=
renewing. `During the consultation experience,' the utilizing
group, it is hoped, will develop such skills and can continue
to provide leadership to the institution in identifying areas in
which improvement is needed, organizing activities to bring
about those ilnprovements, and assessing the outcanes of those
activities. A particularly important function of such a group is
its location bn the boundary of the institution so that, knowing
institutional needs-for new information and innovative ideas,
it can keep a watchful eye on research literature and new
practicps in the fidld.
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7. Evaluating the consultation experience.

The consultant can set an example for the institution
by planning an evaluation of the consultation experience with
the utilizing group. By his own example, he helms to establish
an institutional ethicfjf openness and willing ss to review
performance.

Doing organizatibilai consultation likelvial require that the consul-
tant take a stance that is different from the-One he is used to. -at least
if he works somewhat in the manner described above----Ordinarily, the
organizational consultant is much more active than the traditional con-
s tant in reaching out intothe.organization for information, in taking

J-e initiative for identifying areas of special interest and forkguggestkng
actions that should be taken. Although the organ4ational consultant we
have described does not impose goals on .the institution, he is very
strongly goal-oriented. The organizational consultant likely will take
much more responsibility for the outcome of his efforts than does the
traditional consultant.

For traditional behavioral science consultants, arning to play a
variety of new rbles may reqUire experimentation, a w lingness to tE4ce

risks and a willingness to learn something of a new trade. However)
correcting organizational characteristics, that impede effectiveness can
lead to fundamental changes that ultimately will be of great importance
to the institution's clients.

43g
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